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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
The successful prediction of the performance of a new or modified
aircraft depends as much on the availability of an accurate estimate of
the configuration's lift and drag characteristics as on any one thing.
Despite the importance of this task, the procedure used in the light
aircraft industry and that taught in most universities has remained essen-
tially a semi-empirical correlation of wind tunnel and flight test data
plus a collection of useful rules of thumb. The major airframe manufac-
turers and their cognizant governmental laboratories have for some time
sought both to reduce the time needed #o develop these predictions and to
increase their accuracy and reliability through the use of la__e-sc _Io
digital computers. Employing long-known, highly rigorous analytical
computation methods which become too involved when applied to complete
aircraft for one to perform manually, these groups have, within the lastthe
three-to-six years, achieved some remarkable successes in prod cTin_
aerodynamic characteristics of complex geometric shapes.
It is the intention of the present work
- to review analytical and experimental deve!opmenYs in aerodynamics
of the past 32 years, in particular those of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration,
- to identify those of special pertinance Yo the design of light
aircraft and
- to develop from these easy-_o-use design procedures.
Of necessity these procedures will involve digital computer programs. This
approach follows that employed in earlier works in this series. Reference i,
for example, provides detailed computer programs for The prediction of Doir, t
and path performance assuming that the lift, drag, and thrus+ characteristics
are known. References 2 and 3 give programs for the oalcdlation o _ s rabi iiTy
derivatives and aircraft motions given the vehicle's geometric and inertial
characteristics. Thus with these and the present work the reader can specify
the aircraft geometry, mass distribution, and thrust applied to the air and
expect to obtain the vehicle's performance and its handling qualities. He
can then vary the geometry, etc. in a systematic fashion and find the shape
giving the most satisfactory combination of performance and bantling qualities.
While the availability of these programs will certainly be of great
assistance in the overall design task, it should be noted that many areas of
aircraft configuration design have not been treated in detail or have not
been programmed for computer solution in the work to date. These include
large excursions in the motions about an equilibrium position, performance
in the horizontal plane, takeoff and landing, aerodynamic characteristics
at high angles of attack and/or with deflected flaps, fligh? in turbulent
air, calculation of stick and rudder forces and deflections, propeller
slipstream effects, adequate representations of thrust horsepower and fuel
flow, and the effects of specific stability augmentation systems. It is
the authors' ultimate intention to treat all of these problems in the manner
of the programs included in the present work. The, however, be
pleased to receive suggestions from readers and us_s of the work as to the
priority with which the problems should.be attacked.
The present work dep_l_rom the practice of previous works in this
series in that the computer programs presented are usually modifications
(generally simplifications) of elaborate programs in use at government
facilities rather than original efforts. This was done to take advantage
of the rather substantial effort which went into the preparation of these
programs. Each program which was used has shown good agreement with
experiment in at least a limited number of cases. Such a practice also
has a number of disadvantages:
I ,
The avallable documentation is usually very sketchy and frequently
inconsistent with the program statements and/or logic. As a
result it is very difficult to determine in detail the method
on which the program is based and the validity and/or applicability
of the methods.
2.
The programs usually contain many more options than are needed
for the present purposes. It is often difficult to unravel the
program to the point that these unneeded options can be removed
successfully.
3.
The programs are usually written to take advantage of the char-
acteristics of a particular machine which limits their transfer-
ability to other machines.
4. In every case the programs are written for very large machlnes.
Smaller machines generally have insufficient storage capacity
even to compile the programs. In order to use them on smaller
machines one must devise a means of splltting a program into
several parts or employing a form of virtual storage.
The present work represents an effort at overcoming these disadvantages.
It begins with a review of the literature on the estimatlon of llft and
drag characteristics of wings, wing-bodies, and complete aircraft configu-
rations. Among those treated in this discussion are a group of government
reports which describe computer programs for performing various portions
of this estimation task in a rapid but accurate manner. Several of these
programs appeared to offer a sufficient reduction in the cost of estlmatlng
the aerodynamic characteristics of new or modified designs that it seemed
desirable to adapt them for use with light aircraft, the computer capabllities
of this industry, and as an instructional device for fledgling designers.
For these reasons, those portions of the programs dealing with the effects
of flap deflections have been removed. The modified programs are therefore
more applicable to the higher speed portions of the flight profile. Studles
are currently underway of means for including the computation of these
effects with reasonable additional computer requirements.
In the next section of the work the theoretical bases of the recommended
programsare discussed starting from first principles. It should be empha-
sized that the methodsdescribed are not always exactly those used by the
computerprograms. The approachto the problem is usually the same but
the details are frequently quite different. This has been done because,
as noted above, the details of the methods actually used are obscure, at
least to the present authors, and because a different treatment was regarded
as being easier for those approaching the area for the first time to
understand.
Following this discussion is a review of the changes in the programs,
instructions for their use, and some sample results. Included also are
appendices providing locally-writte_ computer programs found useful for
producing analytical check cases, simple approximate solutions to more
general computations, or extensions of the range of the major programs to
other speed regimes.
The present work is intended to serve several needs. Its primary
function is to provide the practicing light aircraft designer with a
powerful tool for reducing the engineering labor needed to develop a new
airplane or revise an existing one. Hopefully, it is written at such a
level and in sufficient depth that the user will be able to gain an under-
standing of the limitations imposed on the attainable accuracy by the choice
of physical and mathematical models as well as an appreciation for the new
capabilities provided by the programs and instructions for their use. By
keeping the mathematical sophistication required for comprehension to a
minimum and by emphasizing physical descriptions of the means by which flows
over aircraft are represented, it is hoped that undergraduate aeronautical
engineering students will also find the work both helpful and illuminating.
It seems unfortunate that because of time limitations, a lack of technical
maturity on the student's part, and a reluctance on many educators' part
to depart from traditional practice, flight vehicle design is still taught
largely as a semi-empirical art rather than as the near-science which it
has lately become. Perhaps with the aid of these more powerful less
time-consuming tools the student can now successfully complete more real-
istic design problems during his undergraduate education.

LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL
BASIS OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS
LITERATURE REVIEW
INTRODUCTION
G yen the task of creating an entirely new airplane, the designer will
usually seek to devise first a wing geometry and, ultimately, a whole
airplane geometry that
provides the required lift
2 has suitable stall characteristics
3 has minimum drag for good performance
4 has good stability and control characteristics
5 meets structural reauirements
6 is easy to build.
He will usually select a configuration that satisfies the last two objectives
reasonably well and then attempt to determine how well the configuration
meets the other objectives. He recognizes that he need not calculate the
aerodynamic forces acting on the vehicle with great accuracy in order to
determine the flying qualities. On the other hand, if he is to predict
the craft's performance with reasonable accuracy, he must know the lift
and drag as precisely as possible.
From the viewpoint of designers active during the early years of this
century the analysis process was very ill-defined. One did not then even
know how much wing he shoulO provide or what shape to make it in order
to insure that his aircraft would fly. Being able to estimate how fast
or how far his craft might go seemed a matter of secondary concern to the
more urgent problem of how much lift is associated with a particular geometry.
A systematic study of this problem would seem to begin with consideration
of the lift developed by a slice or section out of the wing. Modeling the
problem in this fashion has the advantage that one need consider only flow
in two dimensions rather than in three, a great mathematical simplification.
Further it would seem reasonable to assume #hat the fluid is inviscid if
for no other reason than to take advantage of the extensive analytical studies
(particularly those of Helmholtz (Ref. 4) and Kirchhoff (Ref. 5)) that had been
carried out for this case during the nineteenth century. These studies had
been successful at explaining several experimental facts and present far
less mathematical difficulty than one would encounter working the more
general equations for the flow of a viscous fluid formulateo by Navier and
by Stokes about 1840. A good account of much of This work may be found in
Lamb (Ref. 6).
The immensity of the problem facing.engineers in 1900 trying to devise
a rational means of calculating wing lift can be better appreciated when
one realizes that in the contemporaryview lift was the force reacting to
the change in the momentumof the airstream striking the inclined lower
surface of wing. Sucha force would be proportional to sin 2 _ where_ is
the angle by which the lower surface is inclined to the wind. If one were
to assumethat a wing is flying at fifty miles an hour with _ :=6° , then
it could develop about 0.0635 poundsof lift per square foot of surface,
according to this theory. Since It was then impossible to build a wing
lighter than this weight, manyscientists confidently predicted that man
would never fly. Morepreceptive individuals noted howeverthat -the
flight of gliders could not be explained by such small values of lilt
and therefore somethingmust be wrongwith the theory.
THE AIRFOIL IN INVISCID FLOW
Lord Rayleigh had shown in 1878 _hat the swerving flight o_ a "cut"
tennis ball could be explained at least in general terms by comparing it-to
the case of a cylinder placed in an inviscid uniform stream. By superposing
a circulatory flow upon the cylinder, the cylinder developed a force normal
to the direction of the uniform stream, directly proportional to the strength
of the circulatory flow. This result along with the earlier work of Helmholtz
and Kirchhoff was known to the German mathematician M. W. Kutta who was
interested in why cambered airfoils produce lift at _ _ O. In a 1902 paper
(Ref. 7) he studied a thin airfoil formed by a circular arc. He concluded
that #he only reasonable assumption one could make in view of what was
known physically was that the flow velocity over the upper surface was
equal to that over the lower surface at the trailing edge. The flow would
therefore leave the surface smoothly at finite velocity. He was willing
to accept the idea of an infinite velocity at the sharp leading edge, a
situation studied by Helmholtz, in order to obtain an approximate solution
for the lift. Von K_rm_n (Ref. 8) gives a highly readable account of this
early work.
Joukowski (Ref. 9), working independently along somewhat parallel
lines, was able to obtain exact solutions for a certain class of airfoils
in inviscid flow. He f,irst showed that when a cylindrical body of arbitrary
cross-section moves with velocity, V, in a fluid whose density is p and
there is a circulation of the magnitude, F, around the body, a force is
produced equal to the product pVF per unit length of the cylinder. The
direction of the force is normal both to the velocity, V, and the axis of
the cylinder. Joukowski also assumed the flow to leave the airfoil smoothly
at the trailing edge. By means of this hypothesis the whole problem of
lift becomes purely mathematical: one has only to determine the amount of
circulation so that for zero vertex angle at the trailing edge the velocity
of the flow leaving the upper surface is equal to the flow leaving the lower
surface. If the tangents to the upper and lower surfaces form a _iniYe
angle, the trailing edge is a stagnation point.
Joukowski then found a transformation, _ = z + C2/z, by which a circle
in the z-plane becomes an airfoil in the _-plane. See the following sketch.
f.. __,¢....-"1_pl,,l I
i°
J
I c'e'*J.
z=x+iy
According to the transformation, a point represented by z = x + iy in the
x,y plane is moved to a different location in the _,q plane. In the process,
all the other points in the plane are moved in such a way that the figure
of a circle in the x,y plane becomes an airfoil in the _,q plane. Under
Joukowski's transform the shape of the airfoil may be changed to a
considerable extent by moving the center of the circle (originally at O)
to some other location M while keeping the point at which the circle
crosses the x-axis in the left half-p ane at B. To see how this happens
it is instructive to carry out a samp e calculation.
where
The general equation of a circle is of course
(x - Xl )2 + y - yl )2 = a2
2 C2 _ m2
x I = a cos 6- c=a -
2C
Yl = a sin
in the notation of the sketch.
calculation 6 = O. Then
For simplicity one may assume that in this
or
[x - (a - C)] 2 + y2 = a2
y = /2(a - C)x + 2aC - C 2 - x2
Now
C 2
_ = x + iy + x + i'----_
= x + iy + C2 ( x -iy')x2 + y2
; x 1 + x2 + y2 + iy ( c2)1 x 2 + y2 '
Substituting values for x2 + y2 and y into this expresion yields
( c2 )= x I + 2aC - C 2 + x(a - C)
( °'+ i 1 - 2aC - C 2 + 2x(a - C) _2(a - c)x + 2aC - c z - x'2.
Since a and C are arbitrary numbers, choosing x completely specifies the
value of _. For example, let C = I and a = 1.1. For this special case
the previous equation becomes
1 )+i(1- 1_ = x 1 + 1.2 + 0.2x 1.2 + 0.2x ) _1.2 + 0.2x - x 2
The equation is easily evaluated and the results presented in tabular form.
The table below may be extended to determine the shape of the resulting
figure more accurately, if desired.
x _ n
1.2
1.
1.
0.5
0.5
O.
O.
-1.
2.035
1.707
1.707
0.885
0.885
O.
O.
-2.
O.
+.1855
-.1855
+.236
-.236
+.182
-.182
O.
Even from this limited set of numbers, however, it is apparent that for
these values of a and C the circle maps into a symmetrical airfoil-like
figure of high thickness-to-chord ratio. Moving M to the right increases
airfoil thickness while moving M in the y-direction adds camber to the
airfoil. Note that the airfoil chord is approximately 4C. Note also that
point A becomes the leading edge of the mean camber line and point B the
trailing edge of the airfoil under the transformation. When the angle of
attack is changed, the flow strikes the airfoil from a different direction.
To £epresent this situation, the strength of the circulation must be changed
so that as far as the flow over the cylinder in the x-y plane is concerned
the forward stagnation polnt has moved to some new location obtained by
rotating the line MA through an angle a, _ being positive when A moves down
(y becomes negative). The location of the rear stagnation point must, for
reasons pointed out in the next chapter, remain fixed during this operation.
Since the transformation is conformal, the fluid velocity and pressure
which exist at any point on the surface of the cylinder can be related
quantitatively, as indicated below, to those which exist at the corresponding
point on the airfoil. Integration of these pressures in the direction normal
to the free stream velocity then gives the airfoil lift (which is also the
same as the lift produced by the generating cylinder).
For the cylinder, the surface velocity components are given by
= V[cos G(I - cos 20) + sin _ sin 26] +U
v = V[cos _ sin 20 - sin _(I - cos 29)] Fx
2%8 2
while the surface pressures are given by
PCIRCLE : PSTAGNATION - 7 u2 + v
Here @ is the angular location of the point of interest on the surface
measured from the negative x-axis. Hence x = a cos 9 and y = a sin 9. One
may use these values in the procedure outlined above to find that location
on the airfoil corresponding to 9. The velocity on the airfoil surface is
simply the velocity at the equivalent point on the circle times Idz/d_l.
From the transform
= = 1 - CZ/z 2 = z CZ/z
thus the airfoil surface pressure is given by
PAIRFOIL : PSTAGNATION - _" u2 +
2
v )Lz tz - C2/z
It is interesting to note that while the theory places no limit on
the magnitude of F, a value greater than F = 2_Va means that the front
and rear stagnation points have come together and are moving away from the
circle along the ray 9 = -7/2, clearly a physically impossible situation
since it would mean a strong cyclonic flow was present about the airfoil.
In actual cases F seldom exceeds _Va/4.
The Joukowski transform technique was a great step forward in analyzing
the lift of airfoils. It gives the correct variation of lift with angle of
attack and predicts lift values which are very close to measured values at
the same angles of attack. Unfortunately the Joukowski transform techniques
also had a number of disadvantages:
I , It is an inverse technique, that is, one does not know beforehand
precisely what the airfoil will look like. As a result it is
difficult to use the technique to estimate the characteristics
of a _iven airfoil.
iO
2. It leads always to an airfoil wi_h a cusp at the trailing edge.
This is impractical structurally.
3. It leads to airfoils which have their minimumpressure point very
far forward. Consequently, they have thick boundary layers, and
therefore higher drag and lower maximumlift values than airfoils
with the minimumpressure point further aft.
4. Being an inviscid theory, it canno_be used to estimate either li ÷_
characteristics near stall or drag values.
5. It is tedious to determine the ordinates of the airfoil accurately.
Thesedeficiencies were soon recognized and manyinvestigators set
about devising moregeneral _ransforms which could be used to represent a
greater variety of airfoils, in particular those with finite trailing edge
angles. K_rm_nand Trefftz (Re_. 10), yon Mises (Ref. 11), MUller (Ref. 12),
and Theodorsen(Ref. 13) were amongthe leaders in this effort, which by
1932had reached the point whereone could determine the lift characteristics
of a great var ety of airfoils. The great effort required to completea
calculation, however, discouraged thoughts of a further generalization in
the transform technique. The following outline of [heodorsen's methodwill
indicate the labor required.
The transform or mappingfunction is built up in two stages; in the
first the airfoil profile in the z-plane is mappedinto a contour in the
_'-plane through the use of the Joukowski transformation
C2z = _i +
_T
It is desirable that the contour in the _'-plane be as close to a circle as
possible; for this reason the axes in the z-plane should be chosenwith a
view toward producing that result. This meansthat the airfoil should be
distributed as near like an el lipse as possible with respect to the axes in
the z-plane.
The secondstage consists of findinq_ a mapping function which will
transform the near-circle in the _'-plane to an exact circle in the _-plane.
Theodorsen used the transform
_' = _ exp _ Cn
where the coefficients C n, complex in general, have to be determined.
A point on the near or pseudo circle in the _'-plane is given by
_' = C e_ (6) e i0
The factor e_(e) determines how much the contour in the _'-plane departs from
that of a circle. The relationship between points on the airfoil and points
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on the pseudo-circle is glven by the equations
x = 2C cosh _ cos 8
y = 2C sinh _ sln e .
These two equatlons can be put into the form
2 sin2 0 = P + [p2 + (cY_)2] z/2
where
which establishes the function _(8).
Theodorsen describes a point on the exact circle in the _-plane bythe equati n
= Ce_Oei_ = Rei_
where _o is a constant not yet determined. R is, of course, also a constant.
The relatlonshlp between points on the pseudo-circle and those on the
exact circle is given by
Ce_(e)eiO
Ce_Oei 8 -
Setting Cn= An + IBn = An + iBn -In_
_n _n Rn e
and equating real and imaginary parts one obtains
- _2o = _E (Ancos n_ + Bnsln n_)
From these It follows that
= _ 1 (Bn n_ #hsln
_-_ cos - n_)
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_ i i" ¢(¢)d¢
_o 27
A n
m n
._21T1 _(qS) cos n¢ d¢
1T 0
Bn 1
Rn _T o_TF _(¢) sin n¢ d¢
The foregoing equations define _o, An, and Bn in terms of ¢(¢) or,
equivalently, 6(¢). Since _(_) is usually not easily extracted and when
it has been it is not a simple form, the evaluation of the various
coefficients isbes? handled numerically or by a combination of graphical
constructions, approximations, and iterations. Theodorsen's original
method followed the second course. The original paper may be consulted
for details. To use the method today one would employ numerical techniques.
Once the process has been completed by whichever means are employed,
one then has the pressures and velocities at each point on the airfoil
surface in terms of those at the equivalent point on the exact circle.
Analyses of the lift characteristics of various Joukowski airfoils
in the meantime revealed that the thickness contributed little to the
lift. It therefore seemed to some that if airfoils for which one had
difficulty finding appropriate conformal transforms could be characterized
by their mean camber lines only, then perhaps one would have a relatively
simple, yet direct method of evaluating the lift and pressure distribution
of arbitrary airfoils. Such an approach is obviously most appropriate
when the actual airfoils are thin. These ideas were developed in the
early 1920's by Munk (Ref. 14), Birnbaum (Ref. 15), and Glauert (Ref, 16).
In Glauert's conception the airfoil is replaced by its mean camber
line which he assumed, never lies very far from the chord line. For this
reason he felt justified in making the approximation that the velocities
over the airfoil could be represented by a continuous distribution of
vortices (or a sheet of vorticity)* lying along the chord line. The
variation in vorticity with chord location is not known initially. The
velocity induced at point x' on the chord of the airfoil due to the vortex
sheet is given by
f_
v(x') = F" ydx
0 2_(x - x') '
* The reader unfamiliar with the theoretical basis of the concept is
referred to the next section of the present work or to Reference 17 for
complete mathematical details.
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wherey is the vortex strength per unit length. This induced velocity Is
actually calculated for a point on the chord bu_ according to Glauert's
approximatio_ maybe taken to be the sameas the induced velocity at the
corresponding point of the airfoil itself.* Since the resultant of the
free stream velocity and the induced velocity adjacent to the airfoil
must be parallel to the surface at each point of the airfoil and since
the flow angularities are small, one maywrite this statement as
_ + _ = d__y-
V dx '
where dy/dx is the slope of the mean camber llne at x' It will be seen
that these two equations are sufficient to provide a complete solution of
the problem in terms of the shape of the curved line which represents the
airfoil. The solution is obtained as y(x). Then according to Joukowski's
theorem
L = / pVydx
0
C
M = f pVyxdx
0
The method Glauert employed to find y(x) is instructive because most
subsequent calculative procedures use refinements of the same idea. Glauert
first changed the independent variable x to e according to the transformation
C
x = _ (1 - cos e)
Z
He assumed that he could represent y by a sine series in 8:
0o
y = 2V {A 0 cot 0/2 + _ A n sin nO}
Hence
ydx = cV {Ao(1 + cos 0) + _._ A n sin nO sin B} dO
n=l
then
v(x') = __V fo
oo
AO(1 + cos 0) + ½ _ An{cos (n - 1)0 - cos (n + 1)0}
n=l
cos e' - cos 0 de
* Karamcheti (Ref. 17) presents a very detailed discussion of the
relation of this approximation to the exact formulation.
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=v{A0+  CAn
n=I
sin (n + I)0' - sin (n - 1)e'I
sin 0'
= V {-- AO + £ An cos nO' 1
n=1
Substituting of this result in the second of the two original equations gives
dv = _ _ A0 + _ An cos n0'dx =
According to the theory of Fourier series the coefficients An are
determined from the shape of the airfoil by evaluating the integrals
_- AO IT 0
2 /-_x cos ne deAn = _-
0
where dy/dx now is the slope of the surface at any x between 0 and c as a
function of 0. The integral can, of course, be evaluated piecewise if the
functional form changes as 0 goes from 0 to _.
Glauert showed that one need find only A0, AI, and A2 in order to
determine C L and CMo. Note that
L 2 f £ Ansin= CL = _ pcV 2 {A 0 (1 + cos O) + nO sin O}den=l
= 2_ (Ao + ½At)
and similarly that
(A0 + A I - ½A2) = _ (A2 - A I) - ¼CL •CMo =
He also showed that
Z (I - cos 0)d0 = _ I + cos 0 '
A0 + ½A I - _ = -
thus
CL = 21T C_+ _ C 1 + COS 0
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Since Glauert also showed that
tlT_ e dec cos = _ (m - A0 - ½A2) ,
CMo . 2 ((_ cos @ de _ ½ fT y_ d@0 c 1 + cos @
Values of CL and CMo computed by this method Glauert found to be "in
close agreement with experimental determinations of these quantities." The
method can be seen to be considerably simpler to use than the transform
technique. During the 1930_s when designers sought to reduce wing drag by
eliminating external bracing, they were forced by structural considerations
to abandon the very thin airfoils they had been using until that time.
They found that in order to predict the lift and moment characteristics
of the newer and thicker airfoil sections that were then becoming the
vogue, more elaborate analytical methods or extensive wind tunnel testing
were necessary. One of these analytical methods took the following tack.
Since the sum of solutions to the Laplace equation (the equation describing
inviscid, incompressible flow) is also a solution, one can describe a
thick, cambered airfoil at angle of attack by superimposing solutions
for a curved line (Glauert's method), a flat plate at angle of attack
(also represented by a vortex sheet), and a thick symmetrical airfoil at
= 0 (using a distribution of sources along the chord line). An example
of such a built-up solution is given by Karamcheti (Ref. 17). Reference 18
provides an exposition of both the thin airfoil and Theodorsen approaches
and indicates how these techniques were used to guide the very significant
series of experimental investigations carried out during the 1930's by
the NACA.
These investigations sought to measure in considerable detail
aerodynamic characteristics of several general families of airfoils.
Since these data were obtained in well-callbrated wind tunnels at flight
Reynolds numbers and presented valid drag data as well, designers came
to regard NACA TR-824, "A Summary of Airfoil Data," (Ref. 19) and its
forerunners as their primary data source. It has only been within the
last 20 years or so that interest in improved analytical methods has been
rekindled. This revival perhaps can be attributed to the simultaneous
occurance of
I. recent, sharp escalation in the cost of making models and
conducting tests,
2. the desire to optimize certain aspects of airfoil behavior and
to investigate the characteristics of unconventional airfoils,
3, the appearance of the large digital computer which made it
possible to consider the use of what had previously been rather
laborious methods on a routine basis.
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Oneof the first and most widely used methods of the current revlval
is that described by J. Weber (Refs. 20, 21). In the earller of the two
papers she treated the case of a symmetrlcal two-dlmenslonal alrfoll at
angle of attack. By transformlng an alrfoll into a slit, she was able
to show that the source dlstrlbutlon which she used to represent the
thickness at zero llft can be placed along the chord llne rather than
on the surface wlth little error, provided the airfoll is no thicker
than about 10% of the chord. Wlth that assumption and the superposltlon
of a vortex dlstrlbutlon on a flat plate at angle of attack, Weber obtained
the equatlon
voi [,dZ_2 COS _ 1 + _ dz= a'_
V(x,z) VI + _
[ So(± sln a _ I + I dz
dx' l
x-WJ
)ox,1I.1 - (I - 2x') _' x - x'J
The posltive slgn holds for the upper surface, the negatlve slgn for the
lower surface. V(x,z) Is the velocity along the airfoil surface. The
pressure coefflclents along the surface are given by
Cp= 1 _ (V(x____x_x_x_x_lz>%'.\ % /
The most attractlve feature of the method is Weber's technique for
finding a numerical value of V(x,z). She begins by maklng the following
deflnltions
I _ dz dx'S(1)(x) = _ d-"_'x - x'
S(2)(x) = dz
dx
,_r40 d[_.x - 2z(x') -I dx'S(3)(x) = { 1 - (1 - 2x')ZJx- x' "
She then evaluates these quantltles at specific points, xv, along the
chord using the representatlon
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-___-I (I)S(1)(xv) = Spy zp
-_ (2)S(2)(xv) = S_v z
S(3)(xv) = S]jv Zp + SNv(
The coefficients S_v(I) S (2), S (3)
' pv are independentof airfoil shape
and Webergives tables of _eir values. N is the numberof points used
to approximate the airfoil (she gives tables for 8, 16, and 32 points).
Point #I is always at the trailing edge. p is the leading edgeradius
and c is the chord length. Weberalso gives a table for finding xv
corresponding to a given value of v. Theseare the chordwise stations
at which the pressure is calculated, zlj is the airfoil ordinate
corresponding to the chord location given by
where I < _ < N-I It will be seen that with the aid of the tables of
universal coefficients Suv(1) )
, S]jv(2 , Slav(3) the pressure computation is
carried out very easily using a desk calculator.
A significant feature of Weber'smethodis her retention of the
factor I//] I + (dz/dx)Z which materially improvesthe accuracy of the
pressure computation near the leading edge, (SeeAppendixF.)
Weberextendedher approachto treat camberedairfoils in a second
paper (Ref. 21). She showedthat two additional terms are required in
the expression for pressure to account for camber:
Cp= I
where
{cos _ 11 + S(1)(x ) ± S(4) (x)] ± sin _ _(I - x)/x [I + S(3)
I + [S(2)(x) ± S(5)(x)]2
(x)]} 2
_-s(5)(x) = s v(5)Zc ×v
-_ (4)S(4)(x) = Sp_
The sub_)ript "c" refers to the camber line. Weber gives tables for Sijv(4)
and Siav and also provides some second order corrections to aid in
predicting the pressure in the nose regions more accurately.
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Comparisons between Weber's results and exact theory for Joukowski
airfoils indicate that her method predicts pressures which are low by
about I%. Maximum camber must be less than about 4% of chord and thickness
less than 10% of chord to obtain results of this accuracy, however.
The success of Weber's approach and its obvious adaptability to
computer solution (see for example Reference 22) seems to have serve_l as
a spur to the development of more exact airfoil representation schemes
which are practical only if carried out by digital computer. [he melh_]d
of Hess and Smith (Ref. 23) is among the best known of these developmenls.
In this method the non-lifting airfoil surface is replaced by a source
sheet with strength o(s) where s is the distance measured along _he
airfoil surface. The sum of l he velocity induced by the source sheet
and the free stream velocity is forced I-o satisfy the condilion _haf its
component normal to the airfoil surface at each value of s is zero. This
statement is written mathematically as a Fredholm integral equation of
the second kind:
2_ o(s) + _ _(s') Cn r(s,s')ds' = F(s)
where r(s,s') is the distance between _he point of interest, s, and any
other point on the surface, s'; o(s') represent the source strength a l
points other than s; o(s) is the source strength at s; and F(s) represenls
the component of the free stream velocily normal Io the surface a# s.
Fhe left side of the equation then represenls the componenl of the
velocily induced by the source sheet which is normal 1o the surface.
Note that for a given airfoil in a stream of known speed the unknown
quantity is o(s') which occurs under the integral sign.
To solve this equation Hess and Smith make several approximations:
I. the contour of the airfoil can be represented by N straight
line segments,
2. o(s') is constant over each segment,
3. fh_ integral is evaluated at only one point--generally the
mid-point--of each segment.
Fhis leads to a system of N simultaneous linear equations which can be
solved to find o on each segment. For good accuracy, N must be large,
particularly in regions of high curvature. Knowing o one can _hen find
the tangential component of velocity from which one can compute the
surface pressure.
To treat the lifting airfoil, Hess and Smith in effect superpose
vortex sheet of suitable strength so that the total flow satisfies l-he lo(_l
tangency condition as well as the Kutta condition at the trailing edge.
Martensen (Ref. 24) chose a different approach. He represented _he
airfoil by a vortex sheet on its surface. By requiring that the strength
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of the vortex sheet be identical to the velocity distribution on the
surface of the airfoil, Martensen was able to show that in the inferior of
a closed vortex sheet the velocity is everywhere zero. Thus on the
inner side of the vortex sheet the net tangential velocity which is a
sum of that due to free stream and that due to the vortex sheet is zero, or
F(s) 1 _ #2 )F(s') _n r(s,s')ds' = Voo _ cos (z + sin (_ .
This equation has almost exactly the same form as that formulated by
Hess and Smith.
To solve the equation Martensen chose, as did Hess and Smith, to
replace the integral by a summation. As a result he also ended up solving
a system of simultaneous equations. An equation expressing the Kutta
condition is required to complete the formulation. Martensen's method
while giving the velocity distribution on the surface as the solution
to the system of equations does not give good results for very thin
airfoils. The reason is that when the upper and lower surface control
points are very close together, the vortices located there induce strong
tangential velocities on each other. While this induced velocity
actually decays very rapidly for points in the neighborhood of the control
point, the method of approximating the integral which Martensen used
assumes it to be a constant. Jacob (Ref. 25) used a different limiting
approximation which improves the results but at the cost of restricting
one's freedom in distributing the control points on the airfoil surface.
If an inviscid fluid flow is everywhere parallel to the surface of
a closed body then the surface of the body can be represented by a
streamline on which the stream function, ?, is constant. Oellers (Ref. 26)
used this idea to write
? = V_ y(s) cos m - V x(s) sin m - I_27 F(s') _n r(s,s')ds '
To solve this equation for _ and F(s'), the integral is approximated by
a summation of the type used by Hess and Smith.
Chen (Ref. 27) made a very detailed comparison of the three foregoing
methods. He found that when applied to airfoils for which analytical
expressions for the pressure distribution are known, the Hess-Smlth method
always gives the correct value of circulation generated by the airfoil.
On the other hand the computed surface velocity was found to be very
sensitive to the coordinates of the control points. A tiny error in the
input coordinates can produce a wavy behavior of large amplitude in the
computed surface velocity, more so than is reasonable physically. Chen
also tried approximating Martensen's integral in the same way Hess and
Smith approximated theirs. He found that the resulting circulation was
smaller than that found by Hess and Smith because the integration is
carried out along straight line segments rather than curves. This also
leads to some difficulties in the numerical computation because the
2O
matrix of coefficients is ill-conditioned. Even after curvature effects
are taken into account, the circulation computed by the Martensen-Jacob
method, although larger, is still slightly smaller than that obtained
by the Hess-Smith method. On the other hand, because it is a vortex
sheet and tangential velocities which are considered by Martensen and
Jacob, the computed results are not very sensitive to inaccuracies in
the values of the input coordinates.
Chen prefers Oellers' method, primarily because it leads to fewer
computational difficulties. Since it is an integral representation, no
surface slopes must be computed, a process which always causes some
loss in accuracy. Secondly, because the kernel of the integral equation
is simpler in this formulation, the computing time required is generally
less.
Several improvements in the transform approach to predicting airfoil
characteristics have also appeared in recent years. Lighthill (Ref. 28)
chose to specify the desired velocity distribution about the airfoil in
closed form. Sato (Ref. 29) extended this approach to permit a velocity
distribution of any kind to be specified. As worked out by Sato, the
velocity distribution is assumed in such a way that front and rear
stagnation points can be treated separately. A well-behaved function
g(@) takes up the velocity distribution everywhere with the exception
of the stagnation points and three constants which are imbedded. The
constants are determined by g(_), the fact that the airfoil is a closed
curve, and the fact that the flow field at infinity is uniform. A set
of Initial values must be given to the three constants Tn order to
obtain g(@) from the specified velocity distribution. This g(@) is
then used to obtain a new set o# values for the constants which will
give a closed curve as the airfoil geometry. The process is repeated
iteratively until the before and after constant values match. In this
way Sato's method always guarantees an airfoil geometry giving the
desired velocity distribution. Because of the repetitive nature of
many of its steps and the need for piecewise integration, it is best
done on a digital computer.
THE AIRFOIL IN VISCOUS FLOW
It was of course recognized that all of these approaches would give
somewhat optimistic predictions of airfoil lift and no prediction af all
of airfoil drag. It was therefore just a matter of time until efforts
would be made to attempt to account for the effects of viscosity at
least so far as the lift produced by an airfoil is concerned. Powell
(Ref. 30) was one of the first to attack the problem in a fairly
rigorous fmshion. He modified the airfoil geometry in two ways to
account Por the effects of boundary layer displacement of the inviscid
flow. Io the airfoil thickness distribution (symmetrical about the mean
camber line) he added the total displacement thickness evenly distributed
between upper and lower surfaces. He recognized, however, that the
displacement thickness is not the same in the two surfaces, being thicker
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on the upper surface. He chose to account for this fact by reflexing the
' * - 8" to the ordinates of the meantrailing edge, adding _(6 upper lower )
camber line. Because the airfoil did not then physically close at x = c,
he chose to set the upper and lower pseudo-surface velocities equal at
x = c as a replacement for the Kutta condition. He then employed Weber's
method to predict the surface pressures. Powell assumed in his computation
that 6*(x) was available a priori. He also discussed the problem of
"closing" the pseudo-airfoil in the wake as a means of finding reasonable
surface slopes at x = c.
Apparently Powell's paper served as a source of inspiration for the
work reported in Reference 31. Although the sketchy nature of the
discussion in the report makes it difficult to ascertain precisely the
heritage of the approach used or even its particulars, detailed examination
of the computer program indicates that the authors (of the Lockheed
Georgia Company) actually employed a combination of methods (vortex dis-
tribution on _urface of a cambered airfoil plus a vortex distribution
on a symmetrical airfoil) along with the idea discussed by Powell
of modifying camber and thickness separately to account for boundary
layer thickness. This represents somewhat of a departure from an earlier
version of the computer program (Ref. 32) which is said to be based on
Van Dyke's inviscld method (Ref. 33) and earlier British work on viscous
corrections which was also considered by Powell. Van Dyke offered a way
of treating thicker airfoils by transferring the surface tangency condition
to the chord line with a Taylor series expansion. In other respects
his approach is equivalent to Weber's.
The significant feature of the Lockheed program is its provision for
arriving at the pseudo-airfoil shape in an iterative fashion. The program
uses the inviscid pressure distribution and a fairly crude boundary
layer computation to obtain the initial estimate of the displacement
thickness. The displacement thickness is then used to get a new inviscld
pressure distribution. The process is continued for five iterations until
the pressure distribution used _o compute the displacement thickness is
virtually the same as that which one gets after adding the displacement
thickness to the airfoil geometry. Computations of skin friction, transition
of the boundary layer from laminar to turbulent flow, and location of the
separation point are made at the same time. Program output is therefore
airfoil lift, drag, and pitching moment as a function of angle of attack.
It can also account for variations in free stream Mach number.
The program, which forms the basis of the modified version given
herewit_ was found, when compared with experimental results, (see for
example Reference 52) to:
I. over-estimate the lift curve slope by 5% to 8%,
. give very accurate estimates for the surface pressures excep+
in the neighborhood of large suction peaks or incipicent
separation,
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1 give rather poor estimates of section drag, errors of 30% to
50% being common at low-to-moderate angles of attack; in
particular the integration of the inviscid pressures in the drag
direction is frequently not zero.
Despite these difficulties, the success of the program and its inherent
rigor makes it apparent that with improvements in the boundary layer
computation method and in the numerical procedures used an accurate and
reliable means of estimating all the aerodynamics characteristics of
airfoils at subsonic speeds is at hand. Reference 31 is the basis for the
presentation in the next chapter of a theory for the prediction of lift,
drag, and moment characteristics of two-dimensional airfoils.
COMPRESSIBILITY
To complete the discussion of developments in theoretical means for
predicting the inviscid characteristics of light plane airfoils it is
necessary to mention the effect of changes in Mach number. Although
non-jet powered aircraft are not likely to reach speeds such that a local
sonic point will exist on the airfoil, many do experience sufficiently
high speeds to distort the M = 0 pressure distribution significantly.
Thus it is desirable to chronicle the efforts which have been made in
describing these effects.
Despite the folklore that the speed of sound presented an impregnable
barrier to the velocity of flight vehicles, it was recognized quite early
by many aeronautical scientists that artillery shells, for example,
frequently exceed this speed. One should therefore be able to develop
an expression for the pressure forces on a body for situations where the
compressibility of the air is not negligible. Studies later showed that
by allowing the density to vary in the equations describing the mot|on
of an inviscid fluid but retaining the idea that the airfoil was thin
and therefore did not disturb the flow greatly, it was possible to
describe the flow over airfoils by the equation
_x 2 _y2
along with suitable boundary condltions. This equation, however, can be
written as
_x2 _)(By)_
where B2 = I - M_, a constant. The form then is that of the Laplace
equation with which hydrodynamicists and early aerodynamicists were already
familiar. Consistent with the small disturbance idea is the representation
of the pressure coefficient at an arbitrary point on the airfoil surface
by
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But u' = 6 _ and thus
For the case where B = I (incompressible flow),
Cp - 2
U= _x
Thus,
(Cp)cOMPRESSIBLE
CPINCOMP
This simple relation was advanced about 1928 by Glauert and by Prandtl
independently. It provides a good prediction of experimental results
for local Mach numbers over the airfoil less than critical. It falls at
higher Mach numbers because for rigor, the equation describing the flow
must then contain an additional, non-linear term. This also makes it
impossible to compare exactly the same airfoil at two different Mach
numbers. Nevertheless, the fact that the Prandtl-Glauert formula permits
one to find the pressure distribution over airfoils with reasonable
accuracy for all Mach numbers less than that where the flow first becomes
sonic merely by knowing the M = 0 distribution led to a very serious
search for parameters which can be used to determine when the flow over
an airfoil at one Mach number is similar to that over a second airfoil
at another Mach number and hence will have the same pressure distrlbutlon.
One of the most successful efforts in this direction was the formula
Cp INC
Cp=
7]'--Z'--_ + M_ (CP_NC I+ 1
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proposed by K_rm_n and Tsien in 1939. (Quoted in Reference 56.) Although
not strictly applicable to the flow over the same airfoil at different
Mach numbers, it has been used in this way with good results. A good
discussion of the theoretical basis for comparing flows over bodies at
one Mach number with flows over the same or related bodies at different
Mach numbers is given in Chapter 10 of the text by Liepmann and
Roshko (Ref. 57).
EXTENSION TO THREE DIMENSIONS
The conceptual basis for expanding an airfoil section laterally into
a finite wing can be traced to an 1894 paper by F. W. Lancaster. He
elaborated these views in a book (Ref. 34) published in 1907. The
mathematical expresslon of these ideas in a convenient form, however,
seems to have originated with Prandtl (Ref. 35). He took a very simplified
view of the wing, arguing that because the lift curve slope of all airfoils
Is nearly the same and because one cannot in any event determlne viscous
effects from an inviscid theory why not, then, for purposes of determining
the effect of planform geometry or twist, represent the wing by just a
line located at about the airfoil aerodynamic center. By placing a
circulation about this line whose strength varies with the angle of attack
of the wing, one can obtain a linear lift curve (CL versus _) of the
correct magnitude. Since such a vortex must either close or extend to
Infinity, Prandtl assumed that the vortex leaves each wing tip and
extends, parallel to the fuselage, to some point very far downstream at
which it closes; this can be considered to be at infinity for all practical
purposes. Such a flow pattern is then consistent with the vortices
observed leaving the tips of lifting wings. By superposing a series of
vortices of different strengths and spans but assuming that they all
"roll up" into one on leaving the tips, one can represent a rather
arbitrary spanwlse llft distribution.
Glauert (Ref. 16b) points out that the flow induced by this vortex
system is normal to the span and to the direction of the aircraft's
motion and is directed downwards in general. This downward flow velo6ity,
w, is small compared with the flight velocity, U, but has the effect of
reducing the angle with which the wing meets the oncoming flow, _. The
reduction in angle of attack is given by w/U. Since w varies over the
span, the Induced angle of attack also varies over the span. Further,
since the llft is defined as the force normal to the flow direction,
the presence of an Induced flow angle w/U causes the llft force to tilt
backwards, giving a component In the direction of the drag force. This
Induced drag,
w
D I =_'L
is an Invlscid effect resulting from the flnlte extent of the wing span.
It may be noted that the work done on the fluid by the induced drag appears
as the kinetic energy of the trailing vortlces.
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In the lifting line theory, the characterlstics of a monoplane
airfoil are determined by first finding w and hencethe effective angle of
attack at each point along the span, then finding the corresponding two-
dimensional lift and drag, and finally, integrating across the span.
The first step in this process is determining w in terms of the strength
of the trailing vortices. Betweenthe points y and y + dy on the span,
the circulation F can be assumedto fall by an amount-(dF/dy)dy and
hencea trailing vortex of this strength springs from the element of span
dy. There is therefore a sheet of trailing vortices extending across
the span and the normal induced velocity, w, at any point Yl on the span
contains contributions from all the trailing vortices in this sheet.
At YI' therefore,
- _ Yb/2 dF d,
w(Yl) = J-b/2 4_(y - yl ) '
It can also be shown that the circulation around a section of any
wing (airfoil) is
F = ½ CLCU = ½ CL (_ - w/U) U
Although CL_ actually varies slightly with airfoil geometry it is usually
taken to be a constant. This equation, in conjunction with the preceding
one, makes it possible to determine the circulation and w for any wlng
in terms of the local values of c and _. Note, however, that the first
of these two equations is an integral equation because one of the unknowns,
F, appears under the integral sign. This fact is responsible for much
of the difficulty incurred in solving the wing lift problem because, in
contrast to differential equations, few techniques exist for solving
integral equations.
The technique which Glauert (Ref. 16b) suggested for solving the
two equations proceeds as follows:
Call Y = b
- _ cos 0
and F = 2bU n_= An sin nO
_0 _n sin nO 1Then w(O 1) = _ _ cos_nAnC°So- cosn001 dO = U An i e 1
from which it may be seen that at any point along the span
w sin e = U _-_nAn sin ne
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The secondequation connecting F and w becomesin this notation
{ gnAn sin n9 12bU _-_.An sin n9 = ½ CL_ cU _ - sin e
Letting lJ = (CL_C)/(4b) one can write this as
or
_[:An sin nB sin e = Ms sin 0 - M)-:nA n sin nO
_]A n sin n9 (Mn + sin 0) = MG sin 9
In general it is to be expected that M and G are functions of 6. The
problem now is determining the values of the coefficients A n which will
satisfy the foregoing equation at every value of B along the span of
the particular wing in question.
In passing one may note that since
b/2/.
L= CL 2_ SU2 = J-#b/2 b2pU2 (XAn sin nO) sin O dO
= _b 2 _ U2A I ,
then CLS CL
AI = _--_z= _A--R
From this result it appears that the wing lift is determined by the value
of A I and that the other coefficients in the series for the circulation,
F, modify the shape of the spanwise lift distribution without altering
the total lift.
The general procedure for obtaining the coefficients is to write as
many equations as coefficients one desires to evaluate, each equation for
a different value of e, and solve the resulting system for the coefficient
values. For example, the system
A1sln 01(_i + sin 0I) + A3sln 301(3_ I + sin 61 ) + A5sin 561(5_ I + sin 61 )
+ A7sin 701(7_i + sin 61 ) = M1_isin B I
A1sin 02(M2 + sin B2) + A3sin 392 (3M 2 + sin 92 ) + A5sin 502(5U 2 + sin 92 )
+ A7sin 702(7M 2 + sin 92 ) = M2G2 sin 92
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A1sln 03(_3 + sln 03) + A3sln 383(3_3+ sln 03) + A5sin 503(5_3+ sln B3)
+ A7sin 703(7M3 + sln83) = P3_3sin B3
A1sin 04(_4 + sin e4) + A3sin 384(3P4+ sln e4) + A5sin 584(5P4+ sin 04)
+ A7sln 704(7M4 + sin 84) = _4_4 sin 84
can easily be solved for AI, A3, A5, and A7 by algebraic techniques slnce
the values of 81, 82, 83, 84, MI, M2, _3, M4, etc. are knownfrom
the wing geometry. The value of AI becomesindependentof n only whenn is large.
Only odd coefflclents occur in the serles becausethe wlng is assumed
to be symmetric about Its mld-span polnt.
The Induceddrag is found easily once the An'S are known. Slnce
fbl w f 12
Di = J-b/2 _" L dy = J-b/2 pw£dy = J-b/2 pU2bZ(_--_nAnsln ne)(_Ansln ne)de,
D i = _b _ _ U2 _-_nA_ .
Since A I Is Independent of the planform shape, it follows that the
Induced drag'will be a minimum when the other coefficients in the series
are zero. The clrculation for such a condition is then represented by
CL CL C L
£ = 2bU _sin 0 = 2bU _-_-/1 - cos z 0 = 2bU _-_-/1 - 4yZ/b z
or the equatlon of an ellipse. An elllptlcal span-wise dlstrlbutlon of
circulation (llft) can be obtained in practice by an elliptical varlatlon
of chord in the spanwlse direction or by combinatlons of taper and twlst.
During prellmlnary design one of the things one seeks to establlsh,
at least approximately, is the relationship between aircraft attltude
and lift developed. Thls entails finding the effect of the flnlte wlng
span on the slope of the lift curve. For Infinite aspect ratlo of course
It is about 2Tr per radlan for all airfoils. The lifting-line theory,
however, Indicates that for an elliptlcal llit dlstrlbutlon--the most
efficient type--there is a reduction in the effective angle of attack of
CL/_AR. To develop the same lift, the geometric angle of attack must
then be _2D + CL/_AR" The geometric angle of attack for finite-span
wings can also be written
CL_2D/ = = _3D "
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Since CL_2D_2D = CL_3D_3D when the finite span wing develops the same lift
as the infinite span wing, the three-dimensional lift-curve slope is
2_
CL_3D - I + 2__ per radian.
AR
The conclusion drawn from lifting line theory that an elliptical
spanwise aerodynamic loading leads to minimum induced drag has been of
particular interest to the designers of large aircraft. Since the
performance gains resulting from minimum induced drag can be significant
for such aircraft, designem have sought to devise methods capable of
treating complex planforms more accurately and accounting for inviscid,
non-planar effects (wing fences, end plates, engine pylons, etc.) in
determining the lift distribution. The latter area has been of more than
academic interest since the appearance of jet transports with pylon-
mounted engines and boundary layer control fences. The computer program
described by Lundry (Ref. 55) uses a transform technique to map the
non-planar configuration into a type of llfting line and then computes
the distribution of twist and camber necessary to minimize the induced
drag.
Many other significant features of the aerodynamic characteristics
of wings have been deduced using the lifting-line approach. This theory
has its limits, however. Obviously it does not treat well the case where,
because of sweep, there is a substantial spanwise flow component, nor
is a single lifting line an adequate representation of a wing when the
ratio of span to chord is not large. These deficiencies were recognized
quite early, but because of the complexity of the generalization from
lifting line to lifting surface and the use of high aspect ratio unswept
wings until after World War II, solution techniques were long in
developing. In 1950 Multhopp (Ref. 60) employed a generalization of
the scheme above to make one of the first successful attacks on the
problem.
The complexity one must contend with is easily seen in the expression
for the local angle of attack (Ref. 43) at a point on the wing
_(xl,Y I) -
81T J-b 2 (Yl - y)2 -x=x_ e " ACp(x,y) I
x I - x I
+ Jdx
_(Xl-X) z + (yl-y) z
where ACp is the unknown load distribution and the bar through the integral
sign denotes the principal value.
As in the lifting line theory, the unknown loadlng function is usually
approximated by a series:
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with
Cp(_,rl) - C(rl) ar(q)hr(X)
2 cos[_ (2r + I)] 2x 2_y_ x - X_.e.
hr(X) = _ sin(_/2) ; E,= _ ; q = b ; X - c
_b = cos -1 (I - 2X) O = cos-1(q)
- _(I - cos _);
ar(q) - m + I arn sin iJe sin m + I
This approach in effect replaces the unknown &Cp(x,y) by mN unknown
coefficients Arn. The problem is then to calculate Arn by satisfying the
boundary condition _(xl,Y I) at suitable points distributed over the planform.
The main numerical difficulty lies in determining the double integral due
to each term in the respective loading.
Reference 43 discusses three methods of carrying out the integration
which are of comparable accuracy and difficulty. The details of one of these,
including the computer program (in Algol 60), is given in Reference 61. In
the later work, the theory has been extended to treat slowly oscillating
wings. Reference 41 makes some detailed appraisals of the accuracy of this
and other methods developed in Europe. A similar approach for the non-
oscillating case with the computer program given in FORTRAN is presented in
Reference 39. Further details are discussed in Reference 44. A FORTRAN '
program of slightly different approach is given by Lamar in Reference 59.
The effects on accuracy of certain assumptions for the form of the pressure
distribution, the number of points at which the boundary conditions are
satisfied, and the location of these points is discussed in Reference 38.
Wagner, in Reference 47, gives a good summary of the present state of
development of true lifting surface theory. He is particularly careful
to distinguish this approach from the vortex lattice or other "finite
element" approaches.
Because one seems compelled to employ a arge system of simultaneous
equations to approximate the lifting surface ntegral equation satisfactorily
and because the choice of points at which the boundary condition is satisfied,
the method of integration, and the complexity of the planform all effect to
the accuracy of the results, investigators quickly began to search for
alternate lifting surface methods. Although called by a variety of names,
the most popular alternate is an extension of the idealized single horseshoe
vortex representation of a wing given by Glauert (Ref. 16b). By dividing
the wing surface into a finite number of flat rectangular panels, placing
such a horseshoe vortex on each, and summing The contribution of all the
vortices to the flow over a control point in each panel, one obtains a
system of relatively simple equations which, when solved for *he individual
3O
vortex strengths, has beenfound to give remarkably goodestimates of the
pressure distribution over the wing. Reference37 describes such an approach--
called here a vortex lattice--and supplies a FORTRANprogramfor computing
the lift and momentdistribution and overall lift and momentcharacteristics
of rather complexwings. This particular programcan accept a maximum
numberof horseshoevortices on the left side of the plane of symmetryof
120. Within this limit, the numberof horseshoevortices in any chordwise
rowmayvary from I to 20 and the numberof chordwise rows mayvary from
I to 50. It can treat wings wi_h dihedral and/or sweep.
Reference40 describes another perhapsmore resfricted computer-based
approachwhile Reference42 is a systematic mathematical study of the
characteristics of the methodand various solution techniques. Current
work at the BoeingCompany(Ref. 58) seemsintended to reduce computation
time and increase accuracy by using overlapping (both spanwiseand chordwise)
continuous distributions of vorticity over a set of panels on a paneled
wing. The basic distributions are independentand each satisfies all the
boundaryconditions required of the final solution. Boundaryconditions are
satisfied in a least square error sense. Excellent results have been
obtained thus far and consideration is nowbeing given to including an
automatic paneling routine in the programso that the user needonly specify
the wing geometryand the accuracy with which he wishes to calculate the
downwashin order for _heprogramto select, on an iterative basis,
sufficient panels to satisfy this requirement.
All of these lifting surface and vortex-lattice theories suffer from
twin faults: they are applicable only to planar wings, wings without
thickness which lie entirely in the x-y plane, and they do not include the
effects of viscosity. One interesting wayof circumventing these problems
for unswept, moderate-to-high aspect ratio wings is given in Reference 36.
There, two dimensional data--obtained either from wind tunnel test or
theoretical calculations which include the effects of thickness and viscosity--
are extended to ?hree-dimensionsby using lifting-line theory to determine
the effective local angle of attack at each point along the span, looking up
the two-dimensional characteristics corresponding to that local angle of
attack, and integrating the results in the spanwisedirection. This method
forms the basis of the _iscussion in the next chapter on extending the theory
for predicting two-dimensional aerodynamiccharacteristics to treat complete
wings.
TREATMENT OF VISCOUS EFFECTS: DRAG
Despite the fact that much of the aerodynamic behavior of an airplane
can be deduced by considering air to be an inviscid fluid, one very important
characteristic, its resistance to continued motion, arises directly from the
viscosity of the air and necessitates the installation of a power plant and
a store of fuel to operate that power plant. Unfortunately, adequate theore-
tical descriptions of this characteristic are very much more difficult to
provide than are descriptions of the aircraft's lifting behavior. For this
reason early designers relied almost exclusively on correlations of experi-
mentallv-determined draq with body shane and surface condition during the
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preliminary design phaseand on wind tunnel and flight tests of the actual
configuration during the final stages of development. This procedure is still
widely used. Reference 53 is an up-to-date compilation of the most widely
accepted correlations along with procedures for using themto estimate th
drag of complete subsonic aircraft. A similar approach is employedin
Reference 62.
Analytical determination of the drag of bodies evolved from the work of
Prandtl, who in 1904proposedthat the effects of viscosity could be considered
to be confined to a thin layer of fluid immediately adjacent to the body sur-
face (i.e., a boundary layer). Suchan assumptionpermits a considerable
simplification to be madein the equations describing fluid motion in this
region. Outside this region one can use the classical inviscid analysis.
Other investigators then beganto develop methodsfor solving the boundary
layer equations, first for simple configurations such as flat plates and
later for curved two-dimensional bodies. Oneof the moreversatile techniques
has beenprogrammedfor computersolution (Ref. 63). Although the technique
treats compressible flows with heat transfer, the flow will be taken here to
be incompressible and non-heat-conducting in order to describe the approach
as simply as possible.
If one begins with the conventional momentumintegral equation (equation
44 in the next chapter),
dOdx + _ Ue / Ue wal I
and makes the following definitions
% --U-ee w '
e 2 du e
_n
M dx
then this equation can be written
d n
-Ue _-N = 2[n(H + 2) + %] = N
Correlation of N against n for a number of exact theoretical solutions
of fhe boundary layer equations indicated to Cohen and Reshotko (Ref. 64)
that one could take
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N=A+Bn
whereA and B are constants for flows with zero or favorable pressure
gradients. Under these circumstances the equation can be integrated to
yleld
n = -AUe-B due _0x B-Ix ue dx
A = 0.44 and B = 5.5. Then,
e _
-n_)
\dx /
I/2
Since exact theoretical solutions of the boundary layer equations give a
unique correlatlon between n and _, this can be used to find (_u/_)y)w.
Then one may use
to find 6*.
The solution for the turbulent boundary layer case is obtained from a
variant of the momentum integral analysis with experimental skin friction
correlatlons. Transition is determined from a variant of the Schlichting
Ulrich (sixth order polynominal representation of the velocity distribution)
laminar boundary layer stability analysis.
Comparisons between predicted and measured values of 6" and 0 on an
NACA 0012 airfoil were quite good, except in the immediate neighborhood of
the transition point. It is to be expected, therefore, that predicted
values of skin friction drag would also be quite good. To find the total
drag on the airfoil, however, it would be necessary to find the change in
the pressure distribution over the airfoil resulting from the presence of
the boundary layer displacement thickness and add this to the skin friction
drag or integrate completely across the wake to find the overall change in
the momentum of the flow caused by the passage of the airfoil. Schlichtlng
(Ref. 65) describes a method, based on the latter idea,which was developed
by Squire and Young in 1938. The drag force per unit length of span
represented by the momentum defect in the wake far downstream of the airfoil
is
D _Y=__-= pu (u_- u) dy
from whlch
0  ETu( u) ,0.CD - b _cu_- _ u-_ I- _ dy - c
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The problem, then, is to evaluate 0_ in terms of the boundary layer
characteristics over the airfoil.
The momentumintegral equation of boundary layer theory is of course
also valid in the wakebehind a body. In the wake, however, the shearing
stress at the wall is zero so that the equation for this circumstanse becomes
de
--+
dx
x now denotes the distance from the trailing edge of the body measured along
the wake centerline. The foregoing equation can also be written as
_ t +  Oue\ ue ,/ dx - 2 + H Ue dx( (ue)= - 2 + H _-_ _,n _--_
Integration by parts of this equation along x from the trailing edge
of the body (station I) to a station very far downstream in the wake results
in
I Ue I FI ue dH
_n @l = - (H + 2) _n "E_I + j_ _n u_ dx dx .
At the downstream station ue = u_ and
- ( ):,/U--_ - Ue0 Ue 1 _ dy
thus,
H=H1%n (01/0 m) + (H 1 + 2) %n (uel/u m) : :1
or
) HI+20_ = 0 1 £n _ ub (_1H1 u_ )exp _n -_e dH .
Now, if the integral on the right hand side and Uel/U _ can be evaluated,
one has the required explicit relationship between 0_ and 0 1. From an
analysis of experimental data H. B. Squire proposed that one could assume
_n (u_#.Ue) _n (u_/ue I)
- : constant .
H - 1 H 1- 1
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Hence,
%n (u_/u e) = constant (H - I)
u #
_,n-_e dH : (H- 1) H 1 - 1 dH = H 1 - 1
= VH1- 1
with this result
HI-1
2 =0(Ue,  I+5\u_!
A typical value of H I is 1.4.
and thus
For this value
(Uei_3"2
e°°:°lku_ /
2o,(°el)3°2
CD- c _u_
To find CD, then, one must know the value of the potential velocity (velocity
outside the boundary layer) at the trailing edge and the value of the momentum
thickness at the same place. One attempt to be more explicit is reported by
Schlichting. Using relations for a flat plate H. B. Helmbold obtained
C 0,074 i ZI (Ue) 3"5 (_) ¼1Ot)5/4[Uet)3"75 I 0.8D : R---T- _ d + 62.5 Re t_-- k u
e u/C
for the drag due to the one surface of a wing. The subscript "t" refers
to the point of transition from laminar to turbulent flow.
The method of Squire and Young can be extended fairly simply to axisym-
metric bodies and was so done by Young in 1939. (ARC R&M 1947)
Cebeci, Mosinskis, and Smith (Ref. 54) studied the possibility of improving
the estimation of the drag of two-dimensional and axisymmetric bodies by
improving the laminar and turbulent boundary layer methods used as inputs
to the Squire and Young method. They also sought the effect of better
identification of the location of the transition region. They concluded that
the total drag coefficients of two-dimensional bodies such as airfoils can
with such improved techniques be calculated very accurately for _ _ 6° .
For higher angles of attack "use of the Squire-Young formula introduces an
error into the drag calculations. .since the Squire-Young formula is
applicable only to a symmetrical wake." It would seem, however, that this
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restriction could be removed-wifhbutexcessive difficulty. They also found
that by improving the theoretical turbulent boundary layer methodsthey
could match 57 experimental values with an rms error of 2.9%
The total-drag coefficient of axisymmetric bodies, they found, can be
calculated less accurately than the total drag coefficient of two-dlmenslonal
bodies. "The calculations showa great sensitivity to the choice of tall end
location on the bodyand to the use of inviscid pressure distributions in
the drag calculations." For moregeneral three-dimensional bodies such as
aircraft fuselages there are unfortunately no quasi-rigorous analytical
methodsnowavailable and one must resort to techniques basedon rather
gross approximations or to correlations of experimental results.
The reader has no doubt observed by this time that a detailed discussion
of ways to calculate the drag of bodies ultimately comes to a consideration
of methods for solving the boundary layer equations. Even the simplest
case of steady, two-dimensional, incompressible, laminar flow involves a
non-linear partial differential equation for which a general closed-form
solution is impossible. This is the reason for the proliferation of
solution techniques one sees in the literature. Some of these involve a
great deal of insight into the problem and others employ rather sophisticated
mathematical techniques. For these reasons it seems appropriate not to
discuss the various methods in detail here but rather to direct the reader
to Reference 65 which is probably the best single source of information on
the rationale behind the various solution techniques.
FUSELAGE CONTRIBUTIONS TOLIFT, DRAG, AND MOMENT
The isolated fuselage is generally a body with a _lane of symmetry
rather than an axis of symmetry. This situation effectively precludes
accurate calculations of its lift and drag by relatively simple, closed-form
methods. Thus, until recently, it was the practice to rely on the guidance
provided by a few classical approximate theoretical treatments and determine
the detailed lift and drag characteristics experimentally.
Sir Horace Lamb (Ref. 6) for example was able to find an exact expression
for the potential about an ellipsoid with three unequal axes. The problem
was treated somewhat more completely by Munk (Ref. 66) who was interested
in its application to determining the aerodynamic characteristics of airship
hulls. Timman (Ref. 49) extended the analysis to include flows with velocity
components along two axes simultaneously. He then calculated the streamline
patterns for such a case. From these one can get the inviscid pressure
distribution over the surface. This could then serve as the basis of a
boundary layer calculation. Timman in fact had previously developed a
boundary layer computation method for such a body and Reference 49 was
intended to supply the potential field needed to begin the calculation.
A 1941 paper by Hans Multhopp (Ref. 51) provided a quantum jump in
theoretical understanding of the fuselage contribution to airframe llft and
moment. The essence of his arguments are contained in the following exerpts
taken from a translation of that paper.
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One notoriously neglected phase in the aerodynamics of aircraft is that
of the fuselage. This is due, in the first instance, to the fact that the
fuselage considered by itself is a comparatively simple structure the effects
of which are apparently readily perceived. But its real effects come into
evidence only in combination with other parts of the aircraft, especially
with the wing; hence it becomes necessary to evolve a fuselage theory which
includes this mutual interference.
The search for mathematically exact solutions for such interference
problems is exceedingly bothersome throughout, as it would entail the
development of a three-dimensional potential theory with very arbitrary
boundary coditions; a problem to which hardly more than a few proofs of
existance could be adduced.
For the present task the performance mechanics are, in general,
excluded, since drag problems usually must be left to experimental research.
Before proceeding to the analysis of the interference of the fuselage
with the other parts of the airplane, a brief discussion of the phenomena
observed on the fuselage, in the absence of al_ other airplane parts, is
necessary.
On analyzing the conditions in frictionless parallel flow the first
result is the total absence of resultant forces on the fuselage; the pressure
distribution over the body merely affords free moments. These free moments
are of some significance since they are proportional to the angle of attack
of the fuselage and hence enter the stability quantities. The sign of these
moments is such that the stability about the normal axis is lowered by the
action of these free moments. On an axially symmetrical fuselage the free
moment in flow along the fuselage axis is, of course, zero; on unsymmetrical
fuselage forms or by appendages the axis for zero moment can be located at
any other place. The free moment is produced by negative pressure on the
upper side of the bow and on the lower side of the stern and positive
pressure at the lower side of the bow and on the upper side of the stern.
(See the figure at the top of the next page.)
The free moments can be computed in various ways. If time and patience
are no object, a field of singularities substituting for the fuselage may
be built up by means of potential theory methods.* But for the task in
hand Munk's method is much more suitable. He simply determined the asympototic
value for very slender fuselage forms and then added a correction factor
dependent on the slenderness ratio, which he obtained by a comparison with
the values of easily and accurately computable forms.
* This is, in fact, just what is done in Reference 23; the computer makes
it possible to be impatient and still accomplish the task quickly and accurately.
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to the fuselage volume by transverse motion of the fuselage* and KI that by
longitudinal fuselage motion. For other than axially symmetrical surfaces
it is
_0_ **
I dMR _ b2 dx.
q d_ = - 5 (K2 - KI) R
This is all that the consideration of the potential theory supplies
concerning a single fuselage. But the actual behavior of the fuselage is
not described by the potential flow alone. As soon as the flow past the
fuselage ceases to be perfectly symmetrical, boundary-layer material
accumulates more on one side than on the other and the flow conditions
are altered. This results in additional forces at the fuselage and so
becomes an appreciable factor in the moment balance of the fuselage. The
point of application of the induced frictional lift or cross force is of
course proportionally far aft at the fuselage.
As the dependence of frictional lift on angle of attack is strongly
suggestive of a very similar course on wings of very small aspect ratio,
its correlation suggests itself. For a wing of very small aspect ratio we
get approximately for _ = O:
1 dA _b 2 ***
_ _ = --2- •
* The air volume depends upon the local air velocity'which is found from
an exact solution to the flow over an ellipsoid. (See Reference 66, Division
C.) The formula for computing K I is given (Ref. 66) as
(.!_) [ I +e el2 ½ log 1-e
K1 = /1- e_''[½ log 1 + e e]2- 2 __) I -
where e = _I - (a2/b 2) and a = the half axis and b = the largest radius of
the ellipsoid.
** The notation is that of the original paper. While somewhat different
from present usage in the United States, its meaning, when taken in context,
should be reasonably clear.
*** Assume a circular streamtube with diameter b equal to the wing span. The
lifting force which the fluid applies to the wing results in a deflection of
the streamtube according to Newton's Second Law of Motion:
t0v(  )]vsn
where c is the deflection angle of the streamtube. For small aspect ratios
the wing chord is comparatively long. Thus the flow inclination seen by
most of the wing is 6. Hence for such situations one can take
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a result readily derivable by means of certain momentum considerations which
is in good agreement with the available test data for such wings. However,
the conventional fuselage has no sharp sides; hence a temporarily unknown
measure that denotes the width of the separating boundary layer substitutes
for the width b. In place of it we correlate the lift to the maximum
fuselage width bR and introduce a form factor f, the exact determination of
which might be a profitable field of experimental research; presumably it
depends, above everything else, on the cross-sectional form of the fuselage,
on its solidity, and on the location of appendages. Hence we put
IdA R _ 2
= 2 fbR •
The foregoing appraisal of the moments of the fuselage in free stream
fails, because the flow pattern of the wings causes a very substantial
variation of the flow at the fuselage. To begin with, the previously
described frictional lift of the fuselage is not likely to exist, since the
wing orientates the flow along the wing chord and even far aft of it with
the result that no appreciable flow component transverse to the fuselage
exists in the real zone of formation of the frictional lift. Hence there
is some justification in assuming that the theoretically anticipated moments
will afterward actually occur.
First of all the fuselage with wing differs from the fuselage alone
in that the fuselage takes up a very substantial proportion of the lifting
***continued u _
For small angles of attack the lift may then be written
from which
1 dL _ b2
q dm -
Note that Multhopp uses the symbol A to designate lift. This result can
also be obtained from the general expression for the dependence of lift-
curve slope on aspect ratio (sweep angle and Mach number = zero):
2_AR
CLm = 2 + J4 + AR z
when AR+O this expression becomes
2_AR 2_b 2 _ b2
CLm - 4 - 4S - 2 S
Then L = CLm mqS
' dL _ b2
and q dm - 2
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forces ordinarily carried by the wing section in its place. The point of
application of the aerodynamic forces at the fuselage directly due to the
circulation of the wing, is located at the same place as on the substitute
wing section; separating this air force distribution for the moment leaves
only a free moment which is solved from a simple momentum consideration.
Next, the fuselage is assumed to be sufficiently long, so that, after
fixing a reference plane at right angles to the flow direction that meets
the fuselage at distance x from the nose, the integral over the pressure
distribution of the fuselage portion ahead of the reference plane equals
the vertical momentum passing through this area in unit time. Then, with
_* as the angle in yaw in the reference plane, that is, the angle which the
flow would form with the fuselage axis if the fuselage were non-existent,
and bR as the fuselage width at this point, the lift of the thus segregated
fuselage portion is:
_0x dAR
dx = pV2B _ 2
x "4" bR "
For, if the fuselage is long enough, the flow at right angles to the
fuselage axis may be approximated to two-dimensional, and for the flow at
right angles to an elliptic cylinder the comprised air volume, that is,
the integral
p HIT 2 _T 2(v n - Vnoo) df = PVn_ _" bR = pvB " bR
is (Vn and Vn_ being the components at right angles to the cylinder axis)
independent of the axes ratio of the ellipse. (Note the sketch below.)
r_-_l _ CONTROL SECTION
!
S_EAM DIRECTION OF LOCAL STREAM
AIRPLANE DIRECTION
Since this formula holds true even for a cylinder degenerated to a flat
plate, its approximate use for all cross-section forms appears justified.
* B is the angle the flow direction makes with the fuselage axis. If these
vectors lie in the x-z plane then B is the angle of attack.
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Differentiation with respect to x then affords:
(The air load distribution along the typica fuselage is shown in the figure
below)
dA
D FROM FUSELAGE MOMENTS
O FROM FUSELAGE LIFT
-- TOTAL VARIATION
By reason of the disappearance of bR the so computed total fuselage lift is
zero at both its ends, hence gives the desired free moments additionally
supplied by the fuselage. This free moment is for any reference point
q 2 _x 6 b xdx
and, after partial integration:
MR _ f% 2
q - 2 J0 6 bR dx
For surfaces of revolution on which the flow is not disturbed by the presence
of the wing, we get, because B = constant
_00_
MR - _ D 2 dx = - 2 vol
q6 2
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or the same result as Munk's for the free moments of airship hulls. It
then might be advisable to apply a correction factor to these free fuselage
moments on Munk's pattern, containing the effect of the finite fuselage
length, except for the difficulty of not quite knowing what slenderness
ratio to apply. The reduction relative to the theoretical value is primarily
due to the fact that the flow at the fuselage ends still varies somewhat
from the assumed two-dimensional pattern; and while the rear end contributes
almost nothing to the free fuselage moment, the portions of the fuselage
directly before the wing, which certainly are not encompassed by this reduction
through the effect of the finite length, contribute very large amounts.
Hence the actual value for the correction factor is likely to be far closer
to 1 than Munk's quantity (K2 -KI).
The presence of the wing is allowed for by relating B to the wing
circulation. The change of the moment with the angle of attack is:
I dMR
q da _0_ 2 dBbR _-_ dx ,2
The change of the yawed flow with the angle of attack dB/da is
expressed as follows: The flow in the region of the wing is practically
parallel to the wing chord; hence d_/da = O. Behind the wing the downwash
reduces the yawed flow; at the fuselage stern in the vicinity of stabilizer
and elevator there is obtained:
d_= l d_w
da da
(This is depicted graphically in the accompanying sketch.)
It is sufficiently exact, when assuming that dB/da rises linearly from the
wing trailing edge to this value. Before the wing dB/da is always greater
than 1 because of the prevalent upwasn. (/his variation is shown in the
graph below.)
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For the determination of the fuselage effect on the lift distribution
of the wing the flow transverse to the fuselage was assumed to be two-
dimensional; then all the mathematical difficulties which the fuselage of
itself would entail, can be removed by a conformal transformation of the
fuselage cross section to a vertical slit. Then the calculation of the lift
distribution for a wing-fuselage combination reduces to that of an equivalent
wing, wherein the fuselage effect is represented by a change in chord
distribution and also, to some extent, in the angle-of-attack distribution.
Then the conventional methods of computing the lift distribution of a wing
are fully applicable. Multhopp's transform forms the basis of the method
discussed in detail in the next chapter for extending two-dimensional
airfoil characteristics to three-dimensional wings. For that reason it
will not be discussed further here.
As mentioned earlier, modern treatments of the fuselage contribution
to airplane lift, drag, and moments usually represent the flow displacement
caused by the presence of the fuselage through source distributions either
on the fuselage surface (Ref. 23) or along the fuselage axis (Ref. 48).
The three-dimensional source distribution (Ref. 23) can of course be
extended to include the wing, etc. A means to account for lift, such as
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a distribution of horseshoevortices, must then be addedand, finally, a
consistent boundary layer computation must be included in order to complete
the calculation. This is, all told, a very complexprocedure. Somedetails
of these treatments are given in the next chapter.
It should be noted that the treatment of the fuselage as a body sur-
roundedby a boundary layer is tenable only so long as the angle of attack
does not get very large. Reference68 points out that whena thin cone
exceedsan angle of attack of 8° or so vortices begin to be shed from the
edges in the streamwise direction resulting in a larger-than-expected normal
force coefficient.
Cebeci, Mosinskis, and Smith (Ref. 109) obtained someinteresting re-
sults from their efforts to predict the drag coefficients of axisymmetric
bodies. Their procedure took the following course:
I. Calculate the inviscid pressure distribution on the body using a
distribution of sources technique (Ref. 23).
2. Consider the aft end of the body to occur at that longitudinal station
wherethe pressure coefficient first returns to zero. Note that the inviscid
source distribution methodwill always yield a stagnation point at the aft end.
The point at which Cp = 0 is therefore located somewhatupstream. For the fine-
ness ratio 4-10 bodies which they studied, this point occurs at roughly 90%
of the length. Bodies with blunt tralling edgessuch as ellipsoids and airship
hulls were found experimentally to have separated boundary layers aft of the
85%-90%point so that the assumptionof Cp = 0 in this region is fairly reason-
able. Someboundary layer separation also occurs on bodies which taper slowly
to a point becausethe boundary layer cannot withstand a pressure rise to a
stagnation value. Again, the assumptionof separation at about the 90%or
95%point is probably reasonablealthough the ratio of boundary layer thickness
to body radius at separation (used as indicated below) is different than for
bodies with blunter trailing edges. Data presented in the paper indicates a
pressure coefficient of about +0.1 in the separated flow region.
3. Calculate the boundary layer displacement thickness and momentumthick-
ness at the point taken to be the trailing edge. Whenthe body radius is
expected to be large comparedwith the displacement thickness, a two-dimensional
value for the momentumthickness is found to give better results.
4. Thenuse Granville's formula (Ref. 111)
4ro02_ D
[7 (6" + 2) + 3] /8
e
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to determine the total drag of the body. In this formula ro is the radius of
the body at the tail "end", Ro is the maximumradius, ue is the flow veloclty
outside the boundary layer at the tail end of the body, and u_ is the free
stream velocity. If the 'rend" is chosento be that point at which Cp = O,then Ue/U_= 1.0.
For a fineness ratio 4.0 body (similar to an ellipsoid but havlng the tail
end modified to cometo a point) the methodgaveexcellent agreementwith ex-
perimental results up to a ReynoldsNumberof about 6 million. Abovethis
value, the prediction wasabout 20%low. The skin friction drag constituted
about 90%of the total drag in this case. For the fineness ratio 7.0 body(samecontour) the agreementwith experiment wasexcellent for all Reynolds
Numbersand the skin friction consititutes virtually all the drag.
The airship hull (fineness ratio = 4.2) predictions agreedvery well with
experimental results for all Reynolds numbers. Skin friction wasagain about
90%of the total drag and flow separation occurred at about 90%of the length.
Cebeci, Mosinskis, and Smith commenthat their studies showeda great
sensitivity to the effective end location on the body to be used in the drag
formulas and to the inviscid pressure distribution used in the drag calcu-
lations. They note also that the two-dimensional analog of Granville's
formula really applies only to the case wherethe wake is symmetrical with
respect to the body chord. This condition is not satisfied for _>6°. Thus,
a similar situation can be expected to prevail for axisymmetric bodies.
It would seem reasonable to expect that one might someday develop a version
of Granville's formula for asymmetric bodies more representative of aircraft
fuselages. To do this, however, it will be necessary to solve the three-
dimensional boundary layer equations for the body in question and to develop
a proper averaging method for final average values of e , r , R , u /u®, and
,2-D o o e
_*/e. Such bodies also require more careful scrutiny Tor the presence of and
locations of flow separations. In a recent paper Cebeci, Mosinskis, and Smith
(Ref. 109) address this problem for axisymmetric bodies. Using a finite dif-
ference method of numerically solving the axisymmetrlc boundary layer equations
which included tranverse curvature effects, they were able to predict the
location of separation with less than I% error. Their two-dimensional calcu-
lations also gave excel lent results for separation on airfoils at high angles
of attack. It should, perhaps, be pointed out at this point that finite dif-
ference techniques for solving the boundary layer equations take on the order
of twenty times the computer time that are required for the less accurate
momentum integral technique described in some detail in the next chapter.
A very recent analytical effort to describe the drag-producing separated
flow behind bodies of revolution is described by Marshall and Deffenbaugh
(Ref. 1171. They first treat three-dlmensional steady separation as equivalent
to two-dimensional unsteady flow. This assumption, a heuristic one, is suggested
primarily by experimental data. They then describe the two-dimensional unsteady
wake by a distribution of inviscid point vortices superimposed on the un-
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separated potential flow solution, suitably modified bYdiffusive effects. Their
argumentfor followlng this tack is the way the wake is observed to develop with
time. The object of this approach is to avoid solving the completeNavler-Stokes
equations for the separated flow field by a laborious and lengthy finite-dif-
ference technique. Instead, one pieces together by computeran ensembleof
relatively well-known solutions for sub-flow fields which together form the whole.
This is essentially the approach followed by the present work although it dif-
fers in details. Marshall and Deffenbaughinclude a computerprogram listing
anduserinstructions in their report. Theyalso comparedresults obtained by
their methodwith experimental data. For a prolate spheroid Cnagreed with
experiment for _<I0 °. Cmagreedwell for c_20°. Nodrag computationswere
presented, however.
INTERFERENCE EFFECTS
The flow at the junction of a wing and a fuselage is not that which
one would obtain by combining the flows about isolated wings and fuselages.
The flow about the wing modifies or influences the fuselage flow and vice
versa. Hence the name interference effects. K_chemann and Weber (Ref. 64)
provide two relatively simple means of determining the effect of the junction
on the inviscid pressure distribution: (a) Ring vortices are placed on the
surface of the body and their strengths are determined from the condition
that their induced radial velocities are proportional to the slope of the
wing-body junction in the streamwise direction; (b) A fictitious body,
obtained by subtracting the wing thickness inside the body from the given
body thickness, is considered and is replaced by a source distribution
along the body centerline. Applied with care to situations which the models
represent reasonably well, the methods give results for the interference
velocities which agree well with experiment.
With the advent of the computer, computation of the three-dimensional
potential field can be carried out on a fairly routine basis. Loeve
(Ref. 50) describes a computer program for the calculation of subsonic flow
about wing-body combinations. A three-dimensional distribution of sources
on the surface of the wing.and the body is used to represent the disturbance
to the free stream caused by the presence of the non-lifting wing-body
combination. The source strengths are so adjusted that the flow is always
everywhere parallel to the surface of the wing-body. To treat the effects
of lift, a system of horseshoe vortices is placed on the camber line of
the wing.
The superposition of the flow due to sources located on the surface
of a wing-body combination is also discussed by Hess and Faulkner (Ref. 46)
who give some examples obtained through the aid of a computer program.
Success at treating the wing-body combination would naturally lead one
to attempt a method for the determination of the inviscid pressure distribution
on complete aircraft. The problem becomes tractable by considering the
aircraft surface to consist of a finite number of panels (hence the name
sometimes applied: finite element technique). As reported by Carmichel
(Ref. 48), the computer program being used at the NASA/AMES Center represents
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(a) body thickness by line sources,
(b) body lift by line doublets,
(c) wing thickness by constant source panels,
(d) wing lift by constant pressure panels, and
(e) wing-body inteference by constant pressure panels.
These finite element methodscan be considered a "brute force" approach,
in that if one is willing to expendthe computertime, the accuracy of the
computation can generally be improvedby using moreand smaller elements.
Ultimately, limitations in machineaccuracy and in the numerical methods
used provide a boundfor the accuracy which can be obtained.
A recent correlation of wing-body lift interference effects in provided
by Reference67. Five effects are noted: (I) body upwashon the local
angle of the wing; (2) local body flow parameters suchas dynamicpressure
on the wing characteristics; (3) lift carry-over from the wing to the body;(4) wing upwashon the body aheadof the wing; (5) wing lifting vortices on
the body behind the wing. The correlation provided in the paper suggests
that one mayfind the lift on a wing-body combination as follows: (I) Find
the lift-curve slope of the wing from
2_AR
CL_= 2 + _4 + ARzBz(I + tanz A/Bz)
where B2 = I - M2 and A is the sweepangle of the maximumthickness point on
the wing. Aspect ratio here is basedon exposedwing area, i.e. that part
awayfrom the fuselage. CL is then basedon the samearea. (2) Multiply
CL_thus found by an interference factor, F, given graphically in the paper.
The present authors have determined that for M < 0.8 this curve can be fit
by the equation
F = I + 2(_)+ 24(_) 4
where d = body diameter and b = wing span. Working through the numbers
showsthat most of the effect is llft carry over from the wing. Most of the
remainder can be accounted for with Multhopp's transform. (Seenext section.)
The fact that viscous effects have beenexcluded from all of these
computations tends to compromisetheir accuracy or applicability somewhat.
To use themsuccessfully, one must first be sure that no flow separations
are present such as at wing-bodyjunctions.
In addition to the effect on lift, wing-body interference also complicat_
the estimation of drag since the boundary layer flow around wing-bodyjunctions, for example, is subject to an external pressure distribution which
is the resultant of all the effects listed above. It is not surprising then
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that interference drag at subsonic speeds is usually evaluated experimentally
or from correlations of data on similar configurations. A "brute force"
meansof accounting for viscosity in evaluating interference effects,
however,would seemto follow from the methodsused to calculate the viscous
pressure distributions on airfoils (Ref. 31).
UNIFIED ANALYTICAL TREATMENTS OF WING-BODY CHARACTERISTICS
By 1962 (Ref. 83) the _otential flow about a three-dimensional,
non-lifting body had been determined quite successfully through the
expedient of representing the surface by an ensemble of connecting plane
quadrilaterals, placing on each a source of undetermined strength, and
then finding the source strengths by requiring that the total flow produced
by the interaction of all the sources and the free stream be parallel to a
point on each of the quadrilaterals. A rather large number of "panels"
was found to be necessary to obtain results which agreed well with closed
form analytical solutions for simple bodies. In addition one had to keep
the areas of all panels nearly the same. Despite the very significant
amount of computer time required for even the simplest of such computations,
the prospect of being able to extend the scheme to include wings, other
protuberances and/or lift and thereby treat entire practical configurations
at one time was unusually attractive to industry researchers. As a result
there are now a number of numerical methods and associated computer
programs for treating all or part of the wing-body problem. Among these
one may cite References 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, and 89. The differences
among the various methods cited lie principally in the numerical procedures
employed. Indeed, since these bear so heavily on the economic practicality
of the methods, it is not surprising to find a paper (Ref. 93) dealing
entirely with this facet of the prediction procedure. Finally, the review
article by Widnall (Ref. 90) is quite helpful in distinguishing among the
approaches to these and other aspects of the problem used by 19 other authors.
The use of such calculation procedures to examine other aerodynamic
characteristics (stability derivatives for example) of complete configurations
is discussed in References 91 and 92. Here also the procedures are useful
for determining only those contributions to the parameter values which do
not depend significantly upon viscous effects. The ability to integrate
the determination of these effects into the procedures in a rational yet
computationally-manageable way seems to be a skill yet to be learned.
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A THEORY FOR THE PREDICTION OF LIFT, DRAG, AND PITCHING
MOMENT OF LIGHT AIRCRAFT WINGS
INTRODUCTION
One of the fundamental tasks in aircraft design is the estimation of the
forces which the air will exert on the vehicle during flight so that the
structure may be made appropriately strong, the wings may be made sufficiently
large to carry the desired load, and the engine may have sufficient power
to propel the vehicle at the desired speed. Because no two masses may
occupy the same space at the same time, the airplane must move air out of
its way temporarily as it flies. To move air one must exert a force on it.
Even the mere "sliding" of the air over the skin of the aircraft requires
that one exert a force to overcome the friction.
To represent these phenomena quantitatively we consider a fictitious
cube through which the air is moving. The cube is fixed to the airplane.
Now in general, the velocity of the air moving across one face of the cube
does not have to be the same as that moving across the opposite face. Thus
we say that in any one of the three principal directions there is a net
flux of mass across the cube boundaries given by
_u i
p
_x i
where p represents the density of the fluid; u, the velocity; x, the length
of the cube; and i indicates that it applies to any one of the three
principal directions.
We assert that for the purpose of this analysis the volume occupied by
a given mass of fluid always stays the same. As a result, if more net mass
flows into the cube in one direction more must flow out in another direction.
A mathematical statement of this concept is
p + p + p _ = 0 (1)
Newton's Second Law of Motion states in effect that the force required
to change the direction of a mass, i.e. move it out of the way, is equal
to the product of its mass and its acceleration. This force can be assumed
to have three components, i.e. one along each principal axis, so that we
should write three mathematical statements or equations to describe the
complete picture:
F1 = ma I
F2 = ma 2 (2)
F3 = ma 3
5O
Now,acceleration is a time rate of changeOf velocity. But if the
velocity crossing one face of the cube is different from that crossing an
opposite face at the sametime there has beena change in velocity with
distance. The product of this changewith distance and the velocity at
any point in the cube is also an acceleration. For acceleration along x,
one maywrite
au au _u au
a I = _ + u _ + v _y + w _ (3)
For the time being we will ignore the force applied to the airplane
(and therefore also to the air, according to Newton's Third Law) by the air
sliding over the skin. We note that air is caused to move by a pressure
difference. In fact, the greater the pressure difference per unit distance
the greater will be the force which causes the air to move. Thus, according
to Equations (2) and (3) we write
_x_P- P [ _u + u _u + v _u + w]_ - -
_P [_v _v _v _v]
_ v_ p  +V y+UTx+W z (4)
_P [3w _w _w _w]w u 7x + VTy
At this point we will assume that the aircraft velocity is steady--
unchanging in time--and that the speed of the air flowing over the airplane
depends only upon its position with respect to the aircraft. This assumption
permits us to ignore terms of the type 8u/_t and to wrile Equation (4)
as follows
_P ?--U-u+ v -- + w --
_x p u _x _y _z
9y P v _-_y+ w _-z + u _-_x
aP [w_W _w _w]- _-_z= p _-_z+ u + v •
We will need these equations later to relate the pressure forces on
wings and fuselages to the velocity of the air moving around them.
Let us now examine the imaginary cube through which we assume the air
to be flowing. Consider one face as shown in the sketch below:
,t
Y
au
u+_dy
_.,..,Oy
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By assuming that the air slides over the surface of the airplane
without applying any force to it we have in effect assumed that the air has
no way of transmitting shearing forces to itself or to solid bodies with
which it comes in contact. The measur_ of this shearing action is the
viscosity of the fluid. We have assumed therefore that air is inviscid.
Since we have no way of causing one fluid cube to shear against another It
is reasonable to conclude that there is no way a fluid cube can be caused
to rotate. From the sketch we see that a mathematical statement of this
conclusion is
u dx + v + _ dx dy - u + _-_ dy dx - v dy = 0
Simplifying the equation, one has
or
Bv Bu
B_ dxdy - _-_ dxdy = 0
Bu Bv
- 0
By Bx
Similar expressions can be obtained for the other five faces of the cube.
(6)
(7)
We move now to consider the consequences of the condition represented
by Equation (7). A general differential d_ can be written
dqb = u dx + v dy + w dz (8)
Since
d@ = _ dx + _y dy + _dz , (9)
u A
= Bx ' v = By ' w = _)z (10)
But
Therefore
BxBy ByBx
Bu _ Bv Bv _ Bw Bw _ @u
By Bx ' Bw By ' Bx @z (11)
Consequently, requiring that the fluid be irrotational means that d@ is
an exact differential. The integral of an exact differential is independent
of the path of integration and depends only on the value of the function at
the two end points. We say then that for an irrotational fluid a function ¢,
called a velocity potential, exists such that Its partial derivatives represent
the components of the fluid velocity. See Equation (I0).
Using this result in Equation (I) one may write
22 22 (12)
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This partial differential equation is called the Laplace Equation and is one of
the most studied in the mathematical literature. Note that there is only one
dependentvariable. Thus if one can find a function _ which satisfies the
equation and the boundaryconditions he should be able to find the velocity
around a body represented by the boundaryconditions. Note that since the
Laplace Equation is linear, a sumof solutions is also a solution. Weshall
makeuse of this fact to represent complexbodies as a sumof simple solutions.
For the calculation of the lift and drag of aircraft wings wewill
restrict our attention for the time being to flow in a plane aligned with the
alrstream. Therefore we take w = 0 and ignore derivatives with respect to z.
Wepostulate that a function
F _ (13)
=_ tan-I x '
where F is a constant, is a solution of the equation
_x 2 _y2
Now
___#_= £ y
_x 2_T x2 + y2 (15)
______ F x
_y 27 x 2 + y2 '
hence
____ F y(-2x)
ax 2 2_ (x 2 + y2)2 (16)
F x(-2y)
3y2 - 2_ (x 2 + y2)2
The sum of the two equations in (16) is seen to equal zero and thus Equation
(13) is a solution of Equation (14). The figure below depicts this function.
Y
s _
-- Lines of constant velocity
--- Lines of equal value of
velocity potential
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For a given value of F the velocity decreases as I/(x 2 + y2)½ . This type
of flow is called a vortex. It is irrotatlonal. The quantity F is called
the vortex strength.
If the vortex is not located at the origin the expression for the
potential becomes
F Y - Yo
= "_" tan-1 x - xo
(17)
where (xo, yo ) is the location of the center of the vortex.
expressions for the velocity components are
F Y - Yo
u = 2_ (x - Xo)2 + (y - yo )_
V --
]" X - X 0
2_ (x - Xo)_ + (y - yo )2
Corresponding
(18)
Now suppose we place a number of vortices in a plane and ask what is the
velocity induced at a point (x, y). We should be able to assume that the
vortices may all be treated separately and that their contributions at a
point may be summed to find the net velocity. We write therefore
D
U -
I '_ (Y - Yo N ) FN
#w )22_ (x - XON)2 + (y - Yo N
T = '1 '_ (x - xoN) FN
2_ J_ (x - xoN)2 + (y - YON)2
(19)
where k is the total number of vortices.
REPRESENTATION OF AN AIRFOIL IN TWO-DIMENSIONAL FLOW
Consider then the possibility of placing the vortices on the perimeter
of an airfoil. If we can choose the strength of each vortex properly we should
be able to make the net flow velocity along the airfoil surface satisfy, at
least approximately, the boundary condition that the flow be parallel to the
airfoil surface. To do this it is necessary to consider in addition the
contribution of the free stream to the total flow picture. The velocity
potential for a uniform stream is readily shown to be
= -Vx (20)
Hence, the effect of the free stream is to add a velocity V to _.
boundary condition may then be stated as
tan-I (V--_-_)= tan-I (_x)wing - 0_
The
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or
V + _ dx wlng
- tan m (21)
where m is the angle of attack of the wing chord line.
Idd-_-xl is the slope of the wing
surface (measured relative to the axis
wing
system) at the point where the boundary condition is to be satisfied. The
use of this notation follows from the concept of describing the surface by
the equation y = f(x). The local value of the tangent to this curve is
of course given by dy/dxlx.
In Equations t19) FN, the vortex strength at each of the k points, is
unknown and must be found by applying the boundary condition k times, that
is, by writing k equations. Since we can accomodate no more than k values
of the surface slope, one usually depicts the airfoil as consisting of straight
line segments connecting the vortex centers. For this reason one usually
desires k to be large in order to describe thick or cambered airfoils
accurately.
The concept for representing airfoils and the significance of the
various symbols used in the text is illustrated in the sketches below.
PHYSICAL AIRFOIL SHAPE
rN
REPRESENTATION OF THE DISTURBANCE CAUSED
IN A UNIFORM STREAM BY THE PRESENCE OF
AN AIRFOIL THROUGH THE USE OF A DISTRIBUTION
OF VORTICES OF DIFFERENT STRENGTHS PH_J/CALLY
SITUATED AS IF THEY WERE LOCATED ON THE
AIRFOIL SURFACE. ARROWS INDICATE DIRECTION OF
VORTEX FLOW AND DOTS SHOW LOCATION OF LINE
VORTICES EXTENDING TO INFINITY INTO AND OUT
OF PAPER.
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M2v.,,,,-_ (Xo_Yo)3
1"2_ (x2, Y2 )
,/" (Xo,Yo)2
M / RELATIONSHIP OF VORTEX CENTERS
"_l((xl 'Yl ) (Xo, YO) TO POINTS (M) AT WHICH
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ARE SATISFIED
1-,I
• (Xo, Yo)l
Y
VELOCITY COMPONENTS,
M_______u _ u AND v, INDUCED AT
J]_ _ POINT M BY VORTEX
1"4 " _ dx/3
v_ VELOCITY COMPONENTS
1-, _ _ INDUCED AT M BY
"' _ _ VORTEX AT (_)
X
r4
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Y
v
_ VELOCITY COMPONENTS
AT®
1.,I -
_v _ _
,_ _ / "=lope of surfoce
-_ _ _(_
1-,4 - _dxJ 2
v_ VELOCITY COMPONENTS
j _ \ iNOUC_ATM
r, ,_ ,, _ VORTEXAT®
Jv r'
r,\___, r_ .,Vsu. ov,.oucEovE.ocmEs
\ \ " \ PLusF_EESTREAM
_ _, AT M IS PARALLEL TO\ \
\ -_ \ A..E oF._su.T_.T,s
_L /x_ _ EQUAL TO ANGLE SURFACE
V T'4_""'-,......,.._ _ MAKES WITH STREAM
x "- - "_(=_ 1"3 DIRECTION LESS ¢.
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Note that each vortex on the entire airfoil contributes its share to
the net velocity which is produced at each M. Note also that we have
chosen to bound each line segment by a vortex. This choice facilitates
the description of point M in terms of the vortex locations as may be
seen in the analysis below. We could have chosen instead to represent the
airfGil by a group of line segments, locate a vortex at the I/4 point,
say, and satisfy the boundary condition at the 3/4 point on each line segment.
Such a procedure requires that one first find the equation of each line
segment and then locate the vortex and the control point (point where
boundary condition is satisfied) on it.
Let us call the r_ht-hand side of Equation (21) BM, the tangent of the
required flow angle at point M. M has coordinates (x, y). Let us also call
(YM - yoN)
)2 = aMN
_ )2 + (YM - YoN(XM XoN
(xM - xoN)
(XM - xoN)2 + (YM - YON )2 = bMN
(22)
(23)
then
BI =
Bk=
bllFl + b12F 2 +'''bINFN +'''blkF k
V + a11F I + a12F 2 +...aINF N +'-'alkF k
bklF I + bk2F 2 +'''bkNF N +-..bkkFk
V + aklF I + ak2F2 +'''akNFN +'''akkF k
(24)
represents the system of equations which must be solved to find all the F's.
To evaluate aMN and bMN in Equation (24) we need to locate points M in
relation to (Xo, yo) N. For convenience we will choose M halfway between
successive values of (Xo, Yo)N o Now the line which extends from Xol, Yol to
Xo 2, Yo2 is described by
[Y°2 - Y°1 ]y = Yol + (x - ) (25)
Xo 2 Xo I x°1
If we let
then
Xo2 - xol
x = Xol + 2
Yo2 - yol
Y = Y°1 + 2
(26)
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By generalizing Equation (26) to
xM= xoN+ ½ (xoN+I - xoN)
YM= YoN + ½ (YON+I - YON) , (27)
we can find the coordinates of all except one of the points wherethe
boundaryconditions must be matched.
The reason one boundaryvalue cannot be found by this procedure is that
by tracing line segmentsbetweensuccessive points wedraw what can be termed
an open polygon. Such a polygon has one less line segment than points. For
example, if one numbers four arbitrary points and draws line segments from
pt. one to pt. two, from pt. two to pt. three, and then from pt. three to
pt. four, he will have only three line segments connecting the four points.
As a result, the maximum value of M is therefore k - I. Note that if N = k
there is no k + I point. We can resolve this difficulty by closing the polygon
and giving one point two names, i.e. N = I and N = k. While this step does
not provide us with an extra line segment at which to match the boundary
condition, it does permit one to invoke the physics of the problem to reduce
the number of unknown £N'S by one and thereby obtain a determinant system.
At this point the question is sure to arise in the mind of the unini-
tiated reader, why could not one simply locate one vortex and one control
point on each line segment? The system is then completely determinant and
there is no need to worry about finding another constraint. Unfortunately,
such an approach encounters difficulties satisfying our present view of
the physical situation. Consider for example the fact that with such a
mathematical model we know the flow to be parallel to the line segments
only at the control points. We do not know what the direction or magnitude
of the resultant flow is anywhere else. The flow could very well cross
the airfoil "surface". In particular we must be concerned about the
situation at the trailing edge. Now we call one boundary for a quantity
of flow a streamline. Far from the airfoil, or course, the streamlines are
parallel. As the flow approaches the airfoil one streamline marks the exact
line above which all the flow moves over the upper surface of the #irfoil
and below which all the flow moves over the lower surface of the airfoil.
This line is called the stagnation streamline because at the point where it
intersects the airfoil surface the flow velocity is exactly zero or stagnant.
The flow in the immediate neighborhood of this line obviously cannot
move into the surface and it splits, half of it moves up and half down along
the surface at this point with a net velocity of zero. Now, there must be
another point of this type on the lee side of the airfoil where the flow
around the airfoil comes together and leaves the surface. Where is this
point located? Note the accompanying sketch.
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Point A here is the forward stagnation point. It would seemreasonable to
locate B such that the distance the flow would have to travel betweenA
and B over upper surface would be equal to the distance from A to B using
a lower surface route. For low drag, airfoils usually have trailing edges,
S, with very small radii of curvature. If the stream is to remain attached
to the surface and flow smoothly around this sharp corner, then it must
changedirection very rapidly. This meansthere must then be portions of
this reglon wherethe velocity is very high and, according to Equation 31,
where the pressure is very low.
If the fluid experiences no frlctional forces, the kinetic energy of
its motion at S Is just sufficient to drive it to the stagnation point B.
Viscous forces, which are present in the actual case, retard this motion
so that the fluld does not quite reach B but stops somewhereon the way.
In fact, anytime the fluid does not quite reach B whether becauseof
viscosity or not a counter flow is set up (see sketch below) as some
fluid seeks to movefrom the high pressure area at B to the low pressure
area at S. This tends to separate the flow comingaroundS from the
upper surface. The action of these two flows creates a vortex. This
vortex, which is formedalong the whole trailing edgeof the airfoil,
is unstable and separates from the trailing edge. It is carried along
by the general motion.
Accordlng to Helmholtz's theorem, vortex cores are closed figures.
Thus there must be a net circulatory flow around the entire alrfoll in
the clockwise direction which is attached (at infinity) to the vortex
shed off the trailing edge (see following sketch). Incldently, this
6O
II
* infinity
" - infinity "
OFF
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flow pattern can be seen in photographs taken of an airfoil just as it is
set into motion. The flow is made visible by inserting the airfoil verti-
cally into stagnant water on which finely ground aluminum powder is
floating. Such a vortex is shed everytime there is a change in lift.
Simultaneously with the vortex shedding process and the creation of
a net clockwise circulation around the airfoil itself, the stagnation point
B is displaced until it resides approximately at S. The fluid then no
longer moves around the trailing edge but flows off tangentially with
equal velocity at both sides. The assumption that the flow will leave the
trailing edge smoothly was put forward independently by Kutta and Joukowski.
It is the salient point in the theory of lift because it determines the
magnitude of the circulation. By means of this hypothesis the whole problem
of lift becomes purely mathematical: one has only to determine the amount
of circulation so that the velocity of the flow leaving the upper surface
at the trailing edge is equal to that of the flow leaving the lower
surface. The rule stated in this way applies to wings with zero vertex
angle. If tangents to the upper and lower surfaces form a finite angle,
the trailing edge is a stagnation point. Most airfoils with which we
will be concerned have finite trailing edge angles; according to the Kutta-
Joukowski hypothesis the flow velocity and hence the circulation at the
trailing edge of these airfoils is zero. If we locate the first of the
vortex filaments describing the airfoil at the trailing edge and require
that the net velocity at this point be zero, we must also choose the
strength of the vortex filament at that point to be zero since the velocity
at the core of a vortex is infinite. At first thought one would simply
take F I = Fk = 0 but this would mean that there is one more equation in
(24) than is necessary, something we know is not true. To skirt this
mathematical problem we take
F 1 =-F k (28)
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Obviously, if we have two vortices located at the samepoint with equal and
opposite strengths the sumof those strengths (which is what wewould see
physically) is zero. Throughthis device wesatisfy the requirement that a
stagnation point will always exist at point I. Simply saying that FI = Fk
does not insure that FI will comeout to be zero even if point I is at the
trailing edge. Finally, with these constraints Equations (24) nowread
BI = _ [(b11 - BIA11)F I + (b12 - BIA12)F 2 +---(biN - AINBI)F N +
.... (B1alk - blk)F1]
• [IBk_ I = _ (b(k-1)1 - Bk_la(k_1)1)£ I + (b(k_1) 2 - Bk_la(k_1)2)F 2 +
•..(b(k_1)N - Bk_la(k_l)N)F N +'"(Bk-la(k-1)k - b(k_1)k)F1]
(29)
Equations (29) contain k - I distinct values of FN and k - I values of
BM so that the system is solvable for all k - I values of FN. Admittedly,
when k is a large number this is a task which is practical only when one is
able to use a digital computer with sufficient storage (memory) to carry out
the solution process. Generally, the process should be one able to accommodate
a system of 65 or more simultaneous algebraic equations. The most favored
method for solution of such large systems is a generalization of Cramer's
Rule, familiar to college algebra students as a technique for solving systems
of 3 or 4 simultaneous algebraic equations. Fortunately, the nature of the
matrix form of this large system is such that the solution is less difficult
than one might expect to encounter for systems of this size. Those readers
interested in the mathematical details of the numerical methods one might
employ for this purpose are referred to texts and papers on matrix algebra and
in particular to papers on matrix inversion techniques. Since these techniques
are not elementary (they are, fortunately, usually available as standard
computer library programs) and since their details are not crucial to an
understanding of the physical reasoning used to formulate Equations (29),
they will not be discussed here.
A cautionary note regarding Equations (29) should, perhaps, be injected
at this point. In their formulation, it was assumed that the coordinates of
the vortex centers were measured from a fixed reference. Therefore, when the
angle of attack changes, the locations of the vortex centers as well as the
coordinates of the center of the connecting line segments change. In other
words, aMN and bMN depend for their values upon the airfoil angle of attack.
On the other hand, the local airfoil slope, ((dy)/(dx))_ing can be taken as
constant for all _ since the term tan _ is substracted from the slope to
calculate the boundary condition, Equation (21). An alternate formulation
considers the airfoil to be fixed and the flow to rotate as _ changes. The
left hand side of Equation (21) will then read
+ V sin
+ V cos
while the right hand side will no longer have the term tan _.
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In addition to the necessity of locating two vortex filaments at the
trailing edgeas dlscussed above, there is a secondgeometrical aspect which
should be considered in choosing the locations of the other vortex filaments
by which one represents the airfoil. This aspect is the surface curvature.
Obvlously, the llne segmentsbetweenfilaments must be morenumerousin
regions of hlgh curvature if one is to describe the surface accurately. Thus,
for most airfoils the preponderanceof points should be located near the
leading edge. Onecan quantify this procedure by specifying that the distance
from the line segmentto the surface should never exceeda fixed, small
percentageof the airfoil chord (distance from leading to trailing edge).
The orientation of the local surface to the stream also has an effect on the
vortex filament spacing. Surfaces nearly parallel to the free stream can be
represented moreaccurately with a few filaments than surfaces with large
inclinations.*
The solution of Equation (29) is k values of FN with FI = - Fk. Now
that wehave these values weask howwemayuse themto find what is really
of interest to us: the local pressures on the surface of the airfoil. We
begin by considering howone might write a two-dimensional version of Equations(5) in a coordinate systemwith one axis tangent to stream line and the other
normal to it. In such a coordinate system (5) reduces to
_P_ p_ _
_s _s (30)
where _ is the total fluid velocity and s is the distance along the streamline.
Equation (30) is easily integrated to yield
Ps = P + ½ p_2 (31)
Ps is the stagnation pressure along a streamline, that is, the pressure which
would exist if the fluid were brought to rest. It is usually assumed that
the disturbances produced by the airfoil decay to zero at great distances
upstream and downstream of the airfoil, i.e. at these stations. If the flow
is uniform then the stagnation pressure must be the same along all streamlines.
Since there is no mechanism in an irrotational, incompressible, inviscid flow
by which the stagnation pressure can change, Ps is then the same on all
streamlines throughout the flow field. It is easily evaluated since P_, p,
and V are known in a given'flow.
* One might postulate that by representing both the boundary on which
parallel flow is to be required and the vortex strength explicitly by
continuous functions of the surface coordinates with continuous derivatives
everywhere, the intervals over which these functions are fitted can be
significantly larger, for equal accuracy, than the straight line segments
(with their delta-function-llke circulation strengths) used in the present
approach. Larger segments, of course, means fewer (although perhaps more
complex) equations to solve. Hess (Refs. 81, 82) studied this question at
some length. He begins with the implicit assumption that one would
always wish to represent the distribution of vorticity over the airfoil
surface as a continuous distribution. The strength of the vorticity
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* CONTINUED
over any segmentof the airfoil surface is then an integral of the vortex
strength per unit length over that segment. Since this integral equation
usually cannot be solved in general, one usually seeks to find approximate
meansof solution. Hessstates that "the most straightforward meansof
evaluating the integral is by meansof a quadrature formula that replaces
the integral by a weighted sumof values of the integrand evaluated at
certain points. That is, the effect of a continuous singularity distribution
is approximatedby a sumof concentrated point singularities...This is not
a satisfactory procedure. The basic difficulty is that the velocity
approachesinfinity more rapidly in the neighborhoodof a point singularity
than it does near a finite-strength singularity distribution on an arc
of a curve. Thus the spacing of the quadrature points must be small
comparedto all physical dimensionsof the boundary. This is not practical
for airfoils which are often quite thin." Near the trailing edge,
particularly, the problem is quite difficult. "Adjacent to the corner the
ratlo of the normal distance betweentwo points to the spacing betweenthem
is approximately the sine of the trailing edgeangle, no matter howmany
points are used."
spacing between points
normal distance between points p
q
As a result, the velocity at P on the lower surface of the airfoil in the
sketch above is dominated by the contribution from F2, whereas in the
integral representation the contribution from vorticity at some distance
from F2 will still be significant.
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* CONTINUED
To illustrate these concepts consider the following example. Take
two flat plates which join at an angle of 3°.
Place vortices r I and r 2 10 units apart as shownand assumeFI = r2. Now
F2 induces a velocity which is parallel to the lower plate at P which has a
magnitudeequal to (r/2_)(1.91) while FI induces a velocity at P which is
normal to the plate and has a magnitudeequal to (F/2_)(0. I).
The integral representation for constant vortex strength per unit
length is given by
1 _oTO F I Vl 002742 x2 ]V _ I--0 In . - .05483 x + .2742 dx
r()_- _-_ 1.37 .
Note that in this example the magnitude of the induced velocity at P is,
as stated by Hess, less for a continuous distribution of vorticity than
for a distribution of concentrated point singularities. It would appear,
therefore, that the use of continuous distributions of vorticity would
lead to less "wavy" flows in the neighborhood of airfoil surfaces and is
therefore desirable.
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* CONTINUED
Hesssystematically investigated the effectiveness of higher order
approximations of the integral equation, including the use of curved surface
elements and parabolically-varying vorticity. He found that the approach
using flat elements with constant singularity is mathematically consistent
as is the next higher-order approachwith parabolic elements and linearly-
varying singularity strength. The popular approachbasedon flat elements
with linearly-varying singularity strength he showsto be mathematically
inconsistent. Hessconcludes that "(I) the higher order solutions give
very little increase in accuracy for the important case of exterior flow
about a convex body; (2) for bodies with substantial concaveregions and
for interior flows in ducts, the use of parabolic elements and linear
varying singularity can give a dramatic increase in accuracy; and (3) the
use of still higher order solutions leads to a rather small additional
gain in accuracy."
The results which Hessobtained for the surface velocity on a
semi-infinite body whoseforward portion is a semi-circle concaveto the
flow has a particular bearing on the question of whether the use of higher
order solutions can lead to shorter computational times for equal accuracy.
Using 36 curved elements with linearly-varying source strengths he was
able to recover the values given by the analytical solution. Evenwith
five times that numberof straight elements with constant source strengths--
and, more importantly, one hundredtimes the computingtime--he wasnot
able to recover the correct values. The results were qualitatively correct
but were quantitatively in error, particularly on the centerline.
Hessalso studied the use of the various solutions on a highly
camberedK_rm_n-Trefftz airfoil for which an analytical solution is known.
Since the lower surface of this airfoil is concave, use of the higher order
methodwas found to be necessary in order to obtain goodagreementwith
the analytical result.
The implications of Hess's work, so far as the prediction of airfoil
characteristics is concerned, are (I) for conventional airfoils little
reduction in computational time--for the sameaccuracy--can be achieved
by using fewer curved elements and linearly-varying singularity strengths,(2) for unconventional airfoils--airfoils with concaveareas on their lower
surfaces--use of the higher order solution will yield substantial improvements
in accuracy for a given computational time.
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Nowthe velocity along a streamline is given by
F(V + _)z + Vz = (32)
so that the fluid pressure which acts normal to the airfoil surface at point
(x, y) is simply
p = p + ½ pV 2 _ ½ [(_ + V)2 + _2]
or (33)
p = p _ ½ p[_2 + _2 + 2u-V]
Note that we have used all of the rN found from a solution of (29) to determine
and V at a set of points (x, y) according to Equations (10). It may be
well to note here that requiring the flow generated by the system of vortices
to be parallel to the surface at the mid-segment points does not guarentee
That it is also parallel to the surface everywhere. Thus it is prudent to
select x,y for the pressure computation to be those same mid-segment points.
Pressures at points inbetween are probably best found from a third order
polynomial fit to four successive calculated values.
The net lift on the airfoil is obtained by integrating the components
of the pressure which are normal to the free stream direction over the entire
surface of the airfoil. Mathematically, this process can be expressed by
L = cos _#P(x)cos [tan-' (_x)1 dx- sin _#P(x)sin [tan-' (dd-_xx)] dx
x (34)
The lift coefficient is then L/½pV2c.
To perhaps aid the reader _n grasping some of the foregoing concepts,
we will digress momentarily from the main thrust of our argument, retrace
some of our steps and approach the calculation of airfoil lift from a
slightly different direction. We will employ for this purpose the analysis
given by yon K_rm_n and Burgers in Volume II of the six volume set,
Aerodynamic Theory, edited by W. F. Durand, (Julius Springer, 1935).
Equations (19) when expressed in polar coordinates become
k sin (0 - OON)
Vr= C rN rON
N=I 2_ r2 + r2 - 2r cos (0 )
ON roN - CON
V 0 -- _
k rN r - rON cos (0 - eON)C--
N=I 2_ r2 + r(_N - 2r rON cos (0 - OON)
In these expressions it is assumed that the positive sign of the circulation
corresponds to a clockwise rotation of the fluid and that the nose of the
airfoil points to the left into the oncoming stream, vB is positive in
the counterclockwise direction. We now expand the velocities in a series
containing decreasing powers of r. These series are convergent so long
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as r is greater than any of the values rl, r2,... , rn, that is, so long
as the point wherewewish to computethe velocity componentsis further
from the origin than any point on the airfoil surface. Under these
conditions, the first term In the denominatorof each series above is
dominantand one maywrite
1 k £N
vr = _- _ _ rON sin (e - 8ON) + higher terms
N=I
1 k £.N.N 1
vo=-r 2 -7
N--1
k £N
_ cos (e ) + higher terms
N=I rON -eON
We now assume a uniform and parallel fluid motion with velocity
component Vx and V. to be superimposed on the flow produced by the vortex
filaments. We apply to the fluid within a circle of radius r = K the
theorem that the difference between the fluid momentum entering the circle
and that leaving it is equal to the resultant of the forces acting on the
fluid. The forces involved are (a) the pressure distributed along the
circle and (b) the forces acting between ?he vortices and the fluid. The
theorem may therefore be stated thus:
or
Resultant of forces = Resultant of pressures - Change in momentum
0   WnWx
where Fx, F are the resultant forces in the x and y directions, 8
locates theYelement ds and
Then
Wn = Vx cos 8 + Vy sin 8 + v r
Wx = Vx + v r cos e - v e sin e
Wy = Vy + v r sin 8 + v8 cos e
2_
P cos e d8 - pK f (Vx cos e + Vy sin 8 + vr)
0
F
Y
• (V x + v r cos e + v 8 sin e)de
2_ 2_
=-K _0 PsinBde-pK _ (Vx cos e + Vy sin e + v r)
• (V + v sin 8 + v8 cos e)d8y r
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P = P + ½p(V2 + V2) - ½p(V x + v r cos 0 - v 0 sin 0) 2x y
- ½p(Vy + v r sin 0 + v 0 cos 0) 2
2 + v2 + 2Vr[Vx cos 0 + Vy sin O]= P_ - ½p(Vr O
+ 2ve[Vy cos e - vx sin e])
I k FN
If K is large, then vr _ 0 and v _ - _ N_I=
Further, the integral from 0 to 2_ of sin O, cos O, and sin 0 cos 0 are
all zero so that in computing Fx and Fy one need do only
2_
Fx K f _ 2VOVy COS2 O dO + Kp f2_= VoVy sin 2 0 dO
0 0
2_
21T --P2 voV x sin 2 0 dO - pK _0 VoV x cos 2 e dOFy = -K 2
which become
Then with v 8 = -
Fx = Kp 2_ v V
eY
Fy = -Kp 2_ VoV x
I k FN
,._. -_ we have
k
= _ FNFx -pVy N=I
k
Fy = "pVx _ FN
N=I
In the case where the fluid motion is parallel to the x-axis we see that
Vx = V and Vy = 0 so that the resultant force or lift,
FN , is normal to the direction of the stream. Since JoukowskipV
N=I
found that the lift of an airfoil is pV£, it is evident that the net
circulation about the airfoil is the sum of the individual vortex filament
strengths.
A simplified form of Equation (34) can also be used to show an
interesting relationship between the vortex filament strengths and the
surface velocities. Since
P
P(x) = P_ - _[_ + v-_ + 2_V]
we could take for _ = 0 and an airfoil surface made up of straight line
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where fA_x_) represents the cosine of the angle formed by a particular
%--# X
line segment and the chord line. If we are willing to say that this cosine
is always near unity then we may ignore the v-component in the velocity and
also _2 in comparison with Z[TV. With these approximations we have for the
lift
L = [P_ - _ (2_V)] x (Ax) x dx
Since we are discussing a surface made up of line segments (Ax) and we
assume that the pressure is constant over each line segment, th_ integral
is readily approximated by a series:
L = _ pV_ x (AX)xupper + _ pV_ x (Ax) x
x x lower
#P dx = O. From a comparison between this expression for theNote that
lift and that in terms of the vortex filament strengths where
we see that
L = pV ___
N
_ FX
U -
x (Ax) x
FN
In other words, the velocity induced along a segment of the airfoil surface
is equal to the vortlcity_ per unit length existing over that segment.
Some comments concerning the results of the procedure leading to (34) are
appropriate at this point. First, it must be recalled that the procedure
considers air to be an inviscid, incompressible fluid. Thus, there is no
dissipative mechanism available to produce a drag. Hence, the integral of
the streamwise components of the pressure force on the airfoil must, if the
calculation has been carried out accurately and correctly, be zero, or in
mathematical terms,
(35)
+coss[t nI}0x0000 X
Carrying out the procedure indicated by Equation (35) is an excellent way to
check the accuracy and validity of the method used to obtain a numerical
result for Equation (34).
A second anomaly resulting from the use of an inviscid theory is that
one cannot predict the approach of the phenomenon pilots call "stall."
Physically, stall is characterized by a loss of lift and a sharp increase
7O
in drag as the wing's angle of incldence to the stream is increased. Thus
an airfoil exhibits a maximumlift coefficient just prior to stall. It
usually occurs at angles of incidence to the airstream (_) in the neighborhood
of 16° to 20° . The inviscid theory, on the other hand, will predict maximum
lift at _÷45 °. Despite this deficiency, the inviscid theory will generally
give quite satisfactory predictions of lift for _ < 6° or 8° .
TREATMENT OF VISCOUS EFFECTS
It should be evident from the previous comments that to be able to make
a realistic estimation of aircraft performance one must find some means to
consider in the calculations the property by which alr is able to resist the
motion of aircraft and propellors: viscosity. It has been known for a long
time that inclusion of this property in the equations describing fluid motion
makes them (a) non-linear, (b) higher order, (c) consider energy transport,
and, consequently, a pressure-density-temperature relation--factors which make
them virtually insolvable in general. In one of the greatest contributions
to the analytical description of physical reality, Ludwig Prandtl argued in
1904 that for most practical applications one could consider the effects of
viscosity to be confined to a thin layer of the fluid immediately adjacent
to the airfoil surface which he called the boundary layer. Prandtl argued
that the remainder of the flow field can be treated quite adequately by
retaining the fiction that the fluid is inviscid. If we assume that we have
an acceptable method to calculate the llft on an airfoil-like body we must
ask ourselves how can we include this viscous boundary layer in the treatment
and what are its effects.
The concept of viscosity means that there is a transport or communication
of the momentum of the fluid in one layer to the fluid in the adjacent layer.
Whereas in inviscid theory we assumed that the fluid layer immediately adjacent
to the surface of a flat plate has the same velocity as that far from the
surface, we recognize that the stationary character of the surface must be
known to the fluid immediately adjacent to it. This fluid cannot be moving
very rapidly with respect to the surface because the molecules lose a
significant portion of their tangential momentum in striking the stationary
surface. This change in momentum appears as a frictional force on the
surface. The layers outside the one closest to the surface, however,
continually feed in additional momentum so that _he net result is the
development of a gradation In fluid velocity from the surface to the edge of
the boundary layer. At the surface the velocity relative to the surface is
zero. At the outer edge of the boundary layer the velocity is equal to
that in the invlscid flow. See the following sketch.
Shown on the sketch is a graph of the variation of fluid velocity wlth
helght above a solid surface, ue is the invlscid free stream velocity. A
similar graph can be constructed _each streamwlse location alon_ the
_. Generally, the height over which the fluid velocity moves from
zero to the invlscid free stream value, the distance labeled _ on the graph,
increases as one goes downstream.
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Looking at the sketch one notes that the two cross-hatched areas are
approximately equal. This suggests that one could say, for purposes of
modeling, that all of the fluid mass in the boundary layer is really con-
centrated in a region of uniform velocity u extending from 6" outward to
and that the region from the surface to 6_ could be considered part of the
body since in this model there is no fluid in it. It would seem then that
a way of accounting for some of the effects of viscosity is to determine
6*, add this value to the airfoil ordinates, and recompute the llft values
by inviscid theory based on this modified shape. As we shall se_this is
an iterative process since the value of 6" depends upon the value of the
surface pressures.
Because of the existence of the boundary layer and its accompanying
viscous dissipation, the flow in the immediate area of the trailing edge has
a lower stagnation pressure than that at the leading edge. Since the
pressure just aft of the airfoil must be about the same throughout a plane
normal to the stream, there will be a region formed by the confluence of
the two surface boundary layers where the fluid velocity will be less than
free stream. This is called a wake, that is, a region where the fluid is
relatively static with respectto the airfoil. Wakes tend ultimately to
diffuse and disappear downstream. A wake exists whether or not the boundary
layer(s) separate from the airfoil. The wake is of course much thicker if
there is separation.
Another way of looking at the effect of a wake is to note that in
moving over an obstruction the fluid velocity increases in proportion to
the vertical displacement of the obstruction at the particular streamwise
location. As the velocity goes up, the pressure must come down, according
to Equation (31). Then, having passed the peak of the obstruction, the
fluid begins to decelerate and the pressure begins to rise. Now, the effect
of the wake coming off the trailing edge of the airfoil is to prevent the
inviscid flow from returning all the way to its orginal free stream value.
See the sketch below. Consequently, the pressure at the beginning of this
wake region, point "a" on the sketch, is substantially lower than stagnation
pressure. Since the streamlines are essentially straight downstream of
point "a" it means the flow is more or less uniform and the pressure over
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the entire airfoil aft of point "a" is approximately constant at the low
value that exists at point "a". An integral of the surface pressures in the
streamwise direction is now not zero. There is a finite drag, called in this
case the form drag since it is dependent for its value on the form or shape
of the body.
To accomodate this situation within the bounds of our inviscid theory
we can proceed as follows: take as our body shape the airfoil plus 6* up to
x = c. At x = c, assume the body continues to extend downstream by an amount
equal to ( /dd__x) X=C
the projections from the two surfaces coming together in a 9olnt at this
location. By this device we artificially create the sharp trailing edge we
must have to satisfy the condition F I = - F k. F I and F k of course are then
placed at this ficticious trailing edge point. Next we compute the pressures
as a function of x (to x = c only) in the conventional manner and then
employ (34) to obtain the lift and (35) to obtain the form drag. In
essence then, we apply the pressures computed with the perturbed shape
(geometric plus displacement thickness, _*) to the actu_l physical airfoil
shape at the same chordwise station. There is of course some error involved
in this procedure because the shape of the pseudo-body aft of x = c may
cause the invlscid flow to decelerate somewhat more quickly than is actually
the case and some of this effect will be apparent in the pressures calculated
for points just upstream of the corners. In other words, it will tend to
make the computed drag somewhat lower than it actually is. This effect is
not serious as long as the wake is small compared with the airfoil thickness.
Unfortunately, the model is not readily amenable to more sophisticated
treatments of the wake effect* and the problem of accuracy is probably best
* Other schemes for treating the trailing edge condition which come to
mind include (I) replacing the Kutta condition by the requirement that the
vorticity shed into the wake from upper and lower surfaces be the same (2)
extending the airfoil as a thin sheet along the wake centerline with the local
curvature determined from considerations of the velocity distributlon in the
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wakeaccording to viscous theory and the fact that the change in the fluid
momentumin the y-direction in the upwashand downwash(aft of the airfoil)
fields must equal the airfoil lift. Onemayalso consider the superposition
of a vortex distribution related in somepredeterminedway to that found above
which will makethe integral of the pressures over the pseudo-airfoil in the
drag direction equal to zero.
Callaghan and Beatty (Ref. 69) in their treatment represent the
displacement thickness with a source near the trailing edge. The pseudo-
body then never closes and the source strength must be chosento yield
the proper wakethickness.
The very interesting approach used by Bhateley and McWhirter (Ref. 80)
to treat this problem is in somerespects quite similar. They do not employ
the Kutta condition and, in addition, locate a source of undetermined
strength within the airfoil. Theymust therefore supply two additional
boundaryconditions to obtain a solvable syslem. Theseare obtained by
specifying two pseudoairfoil surface points just behind the trailing edge
on both the upper and lower surfaces. The condition of continued tangential
flow to the last surface element is satisfied at these pseudoboundary
points. This type of analysis permits themto treat with good accuracy
airfoils with slightly blunted trailing edges. Theseconfigurations are
currently of increasing popularity becausethey can yield higher lift
coefficients for the sameangle of attack than the sameairfoils with
sharp trailing edges.
Bhateley and McWhirter further apply this concept to airfoils with
partially separated boundary layers. Thus they are able to predict
the variations in C_, Cd, and Cmwith _ up to _STALLquite accurately.
In their methodthe conditions of tangential flow are satisfied only on
that part of the body having attached flow. If the boundary layer calculations
indicate that the lower surface flow will separate, this fact is ignored and
the displacement thickness is computedin the usual fashion. The two
additional corner points are generated: one very close to the separation
point on the upper surface and the other at the trailing edgeon the lower
surface of the pseudobody. The condition of continued tangency of the
lower surface flow at the additional boundary point is satisfied. In
specifying the additional boundarypoint aft of the separation point on the
upper surface the user must select, basedon experience, other analysis, etc.,
the direction of the flow leaving the upper surface. No pressures are
calculated in the separated flow region. The pressure distribution downstream
of the separation point is assumedconstant and equal to that value of the
pressure obtained by linear interpolation of the last two boundarypoint
pressures prior to the separation point.
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In this treatment, the separation point on the upper surface is considered
to be the upper trailing edgepoint of a blunt trailing edge airfoil. It
is easily seen, then, that the trailing edgethickness (and the source strength
responsible for it) of the pseudoairfoil grows rapidly as _STALLis approached.
The pseudoairfoil begins to take on the appearanceof a blunt body. Blunt
bodies, of course, are knownto have relatively high drag and relatively
low lift so that it is easily seen howthis approach can be used to account
for the change in airfoil behavior from a low drag, high lift, relatively
wake-free body at moderateangles of attack to a high drag, low lift, large
wakebody at high angles of attack.
The successof such a technique is, of course, highly dependentupon
the accuracy with which one can predict the location of the boundary
layer separation point on the airfoil. For this purposeBhateley and McWhirter
use a finite difference methodin place of the momentumintegral method
discussed here. Studies conductedby colleagues of the present authors
indicate that the momentumintegral technique predicts increasingly more
rearward separation locations (comparedwith predictions of the finite
difference technique) as the angle of attack increases. Thus the lift
predictions will be too large and the drag predictions too small at higher
angles of attack comparedwith those obtained using a finite difference
approach. On the other hand, the finite difference technique was found to
require 20 times the computing time neededby the momentumintegral technique.
The considerable successenjoyed by Bhateley and McWhirter in
predicting the pressure distributions on airfoils at high angles of attack
howeverseemsto be morea function of the boundary layer routine they
use than becausethey use an embeddedsource and two off-body tangency
conditions. Onecan obtain similar results, for example, by replacing the
Kutta condition by a requirement that the pressures at the upper surface
and lower surface separation points and all points inbetweenover the aft
portion of the airfoil be the same,provided one does not then wish to
construct a newpseudobody and computefrom this a newpotential solution.
The source and two off-body tangency conditions are neededto determine the
shapeof the pseudobody aft of the separation point and thus to determine
the potential flow about the pseudobody.
For airfoils with sharp trailing edges (and no boundary layer) Bhateley
and McWhirter chose the Kutta condition in one of two forms: the flow
I0-s chord lengths behind the trailing edge is constrained to movein a
direction which is an averageof the airfoil surface slopes at the trailing
edgeor the net vorticity at the trailing edge is required to be zero.
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handled for the present in a semi-empirical fashion, with the correction
expected to be a function of angle of attack.
There is in addition to the form drag what is termedskin friction or
sheer drag, drag that is due directly to the sliding of the air over the
airfoil surface. For well-streamlined shapesthis accounts for perhaps80%
of the total drag. Reverting to our concept of momentumtransport across
layers of fluid as the drag mechanism,it is reasonable to postulate that
the skin friction drag is proportional to the change in fluid velocity with
distance from the surface. This maybe expressedmathematically as
du
Df = _A _-_ly=O
where A is the surface area and _ is the coefficient of viscosity, a
property of the particular fluid which usually varies with temperature. A
very accurate relation for air is that due to Sutherland:
(36)
l T '_3/2 Tref + 198
_J = IJref _Trefj T + 198
The values for temperature, T, should be given in °R.
IJref = 373 x 10-9 slugs/ft-secs.
(37)
For Tre f = 519°R,
*CONTINUED
The potential solution employed by Bhateley and McWhirter represents
the airfoil surface by straight line segments and the vorticity distribution
by linear variations between values at the corner points. This seems a bit
strange in view of Hess's comment in Reference 82.
The troublesome trailing edge condition has also been the subject of
several recent, extended, theoretical investigations. Spence (Ref. 70) presents
a very graphic explanation of the problems and argues that because of the
presence of a viscous wake the circulation around the airfoil should be
multiplied by the factor I - (CD)(_ n _DD)
For a typical two-dimensional value of CD_O.OI this factor is about .995.
Riley and Stewartson (Ref. 71) in examining the flow in the neighborhood of
airfoil trailing edges conclude that if t_e angle of attack is small and
the trailing edge angle is less than I/Re _ then the flow will be maintained,
without separation, up to the trailing edge. This is obviously a necessary
condition for treating the effects of the viscous wake in a more general
way since it establishes the point at which the flow leaves the surface
although not necessarily the angle at which it leaves or its radius of
curvature.
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It is apparent from an examination of (36) that the problem in
evaluating Df (and 6" for that matter) comesin finding
_--_y=O
as a function of position on the airfoil surface. Onewould like to integrate
the local value of Df over the total wetted surface to find the total skin
friction drag. Several things complicate the problem:
I. The thickness of the boundary layer can be shown to depend upon
the local Reynolds number, PVx/P.
2. The character of the boundary layer--whether it flows in well-
defined layers or lamina, or whether it flows in a more disorderly
or turbulent fashion which one can only represent rather
approximately--is also dependent upon the local Reynolds number
and the condition of the surface. Further, the boundary layer
may change from laminar to turbulent during the course of its
travel over the airfoil.
.
The thickness of either a laminar or turbulent boundary layer
depends upon the nature of the pressures outside the boundary
layer. If the pressures are such that the flow tends to accelerate
(high pressure upstream and lower pressure downstream) then the
boundary layer grows very slowly. If the reverse is true
(decelerating flow) the boundary layer grows rapidly. It may
.even separate from the surface entirely.
The analysis of two-dimensional boundary layer flows to find _*(x)
and Cf(x) where Cf = Df/½pV_(unit area) is considerably simplified if we are
willing to assume (I) the flow is incompressible, (2) there is no heat
transfer from the surface to the flow, (3) the boundary layer is laminar, and
(4) the pressure across the boundary layer is constant. With these assumptions
the mass conservation Equation (I) has the same form as in the invisc.id
analysis. The x-momentum Equation (5) has a viscous stress term
_2u
added to it while the y-momentum equation reduces to _)P/_y = O. Thus the
equations for this analysis are written
_u + _v =
_x _ 0 (38)
_u _u _ I _P + _ _2u
u -_x + v _y p _x 8-_
Since _P/_y = 0 , we can use the relationship between pressure and velocity
in the free stream just outside the boundary layer to express
I _P _Ue
p _x as ue
See for example Equation (30). With this, (38) becomes
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au av
ax + -_-= 0
Bu _u DUe B2u
u_+ v _= UeT_--+ _-T_
Now if we multiply the first equation of (39) by (u e - u) and subtract from
this the second equation we obtain
_x IU(Ue- u)] + _-y [V(Ue- u)l + /u ) _)ue _)Ue ;)2 ue - u _-_-+ v y_7-= - v _-_z .
The term _Ue/_y = 0 because ue does not change in the y-direction in the
boundary layer. If we now define
IS_ = re'(,-
#( )u uTe 1-_dy
and rewrite (40) as
or
a--x Ue _ee 1 - Uee + v (Ue - u) + Ue 1- U-ee _-_-= - v _-_z
,[u ,01,[ ]
_)-_ e _ + _y v (u e - u) + Ue _)y _)x v _ '
we can integrate with respect to y to obtain
ue 0 + v (ue u) dy + ue 6* Due _)u
- x_- = v _ y=0.
Note that
and by the first equation of (39)
(39)
(40)
(41)
(42)
(43)
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0
- e - u _)x - v dy
- e - u -- + -- _ dy dy
_x _)y
#i(u #(u= - e - u _ dy + e - u _ dy = O.
Thus (43) is
de 28+ 6* due v _)ul
-- - _-_I • (44)dx + ue dx ue y=O
We should note that (44) is only an approximate description of boundary layer
flow because the process of integration used to obtain (43) in effect smooths
out local departures from mean values. Further, although we intuitively
understand what we mean by the outer edge of the boundary layer, the fact is
we have never defined this value of y precisely. The approximate method,
however, gives results which are within a few percent of those obtained with
exact solutions in the few cases where the latter are known. For this reason
and the ease with which it is applied to airfoil-like bodies, we shall find this
approximate technique extremely usefut. Empirical corrections to improve
the agreement with experiment can be applied at the conclusion of the
calculation if desired.
To complete the solution of (44), that is to find 6*(x) and p _ y=O (x)
which we need to calculate the form drag and the skin friction drag
respectively, we need an expression for u(y). We shall assume, following
Pohlhausen, that we can represent this function by the polynomial
u__ = Aq + Bq 2 + Cq s + Dq 4
U e
where q = y/6. We choose this polynomial because it is the lowest order
polynomial which can represent the essential character of what we know of
boundary layer flow and is the highest order polynomial for which we can
easily evaluate the constants, The constants are found from the boundary
conditions:
at
due
y = O, u = O; _x = - PUe dx
_u = _2u = 0
y = 6, u = Ue; _ O;
The result is that
1 6 z due 1 6 z due
A = 2 + 6_--dx ; B = - _--_
1 6 z due . D = 1 1 62 due
C = - 2 + 2 _ dx ' 6 _ dx
(45)
(46)
(47)
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Substitution of (47) into (45) yields
)u = 2rl - 2q 3 + q_ + _ _--_ 3rl2 + 3q 3Ue - - rl
or
U = 12 1 62 due ] I 62 due q2 12 1 62 due ]J [e + 6 _ x q - _--_ - - _7 x-d-_-Ir13 + I
1 62 dUe]
6 v dx J q_"
dUe/dx of course is found from the potential, or inviscid, solution.
(48) may be substituted into (41) to obtain
(48)
Equation
I  " Uel8" = 6 - 120 v _j
["_5" 1 82 due 1 f-_2 due'_2]0=8 - _4,s-_dx - 9-'e-_t_dx,/
_)uI , is simplyThe local shearing stress on the surface, ]J y=O
 Ue['2+6",,, dxJ"
(49)
(5O)
To complete the numerical evaluation of 6" and the shearing stress,
Ty= O, we substitute (49) and (50) into (44) to obtain
37 d6 382 due d6 56 _ (due_ 2 d6 1 62 d2ue 28" due d2ue
315 dx 945 V dx dx 9072 vz td-_--I dx 945 v
+ 216 [7 1 82 due 1 (_2 due)2] due 8 [.._0..0ue 15 945 _ dx 9072 dx d--'x-+ --u e
=---_ [2 + ± _Z_Ue]PUe8 6 v dx J
or
9072 V z dx dx 7
1 82 dUe,] due
120 v dx / dx
J
37 382 due 58_ (du e_2] d8 1 82 dZue 28 _ due d2ue
315 945 v dx 9072 v 2tdx / j dx 945 v dx 2 9072 v 2 dx dx 2
+ 2__.6 3_ " I 82 du.e_ , (_2 due_21du e 8 [3 1 82 due,ldu eUe 945 v dx 9072 _x / Jd--_-+- u e TO 120 V dx J dx
-____r2 + 18_ due]
- PUe8 L 6 v _ j • (51)
8O
Equatlon (51) is a highly non-linear _irst-order ordinary differential equation
with 6 the dependentvariable and x the independentvariable. Note that ue,
due/dx, d2ue/dx2 must all be supplied as data from the external, or potential,
solution and the value of each of these quantities dependsuponthe particular
value of x. The equation maybe solved by predicting d_/dx, solving the
resultant polynomial for _ and then checking to be sure that the predicted
value of d6/dx is sufficiently close to that found. If not, the process is
repeated until sufficient accuracy is achieved. In the interests of speed
and accuracy the solution is best obtained on a digital computer. The solution
will be in the form of _ for each value of x along the chord for each surface.
By the use of the first equation of (49) and by (50) one can find then _*(x)
and _y=O(x). Schllchting (Ref. 65) gives the morecommonevaluation of (51).
As a check on the solution technique one can look at (51) as applied to
a flat plate at zero angle of attack. Under these circumstances (51) reduces
to 37 d_ = _ . (52)
315 dx PUe5
This has the solution
62 630x]J
_- = 3-7- pu e
or 5.84 x 5.84 x (53)
This overestimates the value of 6 by about 1.8% compared with more exact
solutions. 6" is therefore also high by about 1.2%.
The effect of due/dx is to reduce 6 for a given x when due/dx Is
positive and increase it when dUe/dx is negative. Both types of behavior
will be present on airfoils. From the leading edge to the crest on the upper
surface of the airfoil due/dx will be positive. From the crest aft, due/dx
will be negative. The boundary layer will therefore be very thin up to the
crest and will begin to grow rapldly downstream of that point.
If the due/dx is sufficiently negative and persists for a sufficient
extent of x it will cause the boundary layer to leave the surface. This
condition is manifest to the pilot as a stall or loss of lift accompanied by
a sharp increase In drag. Usually, the flight Reynolds number, airfoil
geometry, and surface condition are such that the boundary layer becomes
turbulent before separation occurs so that we will postpone our discussion
of how to calculate the aerodynamic characteristics near maximum lift.
Assuming we now have the value of 6*(x) as calculated above, how do we
use it to correct the surface pressure values obtained from the inviscid
computation? By adding $*upper surface to the actual upper surface
ordlnates and 6*lowe r surface to the actual lower surface ordinates we
obtain a new fatter airfoil. We submit these new ordinates to the inviscid
computation procedure and obtain a new pressure distribution. If due/dX
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is substantially different from what weused to compute6*(x) wemust use
the newvalues of due/dx in a predictor-corrector schemeto computea new
6*(x). The process must be repeated until the values of due/dx obtained from
the inviscid computation agree with what weused in computing6*(x). Generally•
as speedand aircraft size increase, fewer iterations will be required to
achieve satisfactory agreementbecausethe boundary layer will be proportion-
ately thinner.
As wehave noted there are a numberof things which can cause a
laminar boundary layer to becometurbulent: existence of a large Reynolds
number,surface roughness, and to somedegree the sign on due/dx. Because
wings on light aircraft will usually experience a turbulent boundary layer
on at least someportion of their surfaces it is necessaryto examinehow
the procedure to calculate 6* and Ty=0 are altered for this conditon and
howone determines whento changefrom laminar to a turbulent calculation.
It should be recognized at the outset that turbulent motion is a very complex
phenomenon•never successfully treated in a completely analytical fashion.
It is necessarytherefore to employrather crude analytical modelsor
semi-empirical correlations in order to retain the usual equations of motion(38) as the describing equations of the fluid behavior. Following this
approachweobserve that Equation (44) mayalso be used to represent turbulent
boundary layer flow provided weuse a suitable relation for skin friction in
place of
 ly:o
and a consistent expression for u(y). One empirical formula for TV= 0 which
finds considerable use is that due to Ludwieg and Tlllmann (as quoted in
Ref. 65) : ( #)
2 -0.678
PUe 0.123 x I0
(54)
Ty=0 - (___0 . 2 6 8
W
The relation for the velocity profile commonly used in related studies is
uUe - • (55)
where n is between 4 and 6, but is usually taken to be the latter value.
The use of (54) in (44) still leaves the equation non-integrable because
an explicit relation between 6* and e has not been given. This could be
developed from the definitions of 8 and 6*, (41) and (55), or the problem
skirted by proceeding as follows: Multiply the second equation of (39) by u
and then integrate with respect to y. We obtain what might be termed an
energy integral equation
' d [ ]Ue6** --
6
fo
_ dy
• (56)
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analogous to the momentumintegral Equation (44). The nameof course refers
to the fact that momentumtimes velocity has the units of energy. Nole that
#u(6** = _ i - U-_e dY (57)
It has been found experimentally that there exists a unique relationship
between 6*/@ and 6**/@ which can be expressed as
1.269 _
6** @
@ 6* 0.379
0
(58)
Experiments have also led to the conclusion that
So_ _ = _,._ (59)
Substitution of these experimental results, (58) and (59), into (56) yields
1 d 1.269 ue _- 0.56 x I0-2
u_dxL_ _ 07_7_] _),_ 6 <_0
while (54) substituted into (44) gives
6"
-0.678 8
dO + 20 + 6* due _ 0.123 x 10 (61
dx ue dx /u_@,°'268_t)
Simultaneous solutions of (60) and (6t) will yield 6*(x) and @(x).
When these results are substituted into (54) one has my= 0 (x). The skin
friction drag i_ then comp.uted by integrating my= 0 (x) over both surfaces:
[Soc ] [Soc ]Df = Ty=O (x) dx + Ty=O (x) dx (62
upper surface lower surface
The dimensions of Df are force per unit span. As noted previously, at low
angles of attack, the drag as computed by (62) should be about 4 times that
found by (35). As _ increases, the form drag tends to predominate. The
total drag of course is the sum of the drags calculated from (35) and (62).
The correct expression for Ty=Q in (62) depends, as has been indicated,
on whether the boundary layer is laminar or turbulent or some combination thereof.
Generally one would expect that the boundary layer is laminar over the forward
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portion of the wing and then changes--goesthrough what is called transition--
to a turbulent boundary layer. Thus, Equation (50) would give the correct
expression for T _0 upstreamof the transition point and (54) gives the correct
expression for T_[0 downstreamof this point. Since the boundary layer
already has a fihTte thickness at the transition point, one choosesas a
starting point for the turbulent calculation that point which will give the
same6 at the transition point as the laminar solution beginning at the
leading edge. The laminar values of Ty=0 and 6" are used up to transition
and the turbulent values downstream. They are approximately the sameattransition.
The beginning of transition has beenfound to occur at a Reynolds number
between3 x I0s and 4 x 10_. This is a very substantial range. As a point
of reference consider that the Reynolds numberper foot of chord for a
airplane flying at 200 ft/sec at sea level is 1.275 x 106. Transition could,
according to this criterion, occur anywherefrom 4" from the nose to 3 ft
from the nose. Since the chord for most light aircraft is at least 4 ft,
the boundary layer on the aft portion of the wing will always be turbulent.
Whetherthe transition begins 4" from the noseor 3 ft from the nose depends
uponsuch things as surface roughness, free stream turbulence, and due/dx.
The latter influence, however, is the only one which can be determined
a priori, that is, before the wing is built and flown under particular
conditions. It is, therefore, the only one wewill attempt to evaluate.
A laminar boundary layer is said to be unstable--that is, it tends to
becometurbulent--when a velocity disturbance in this boundary layer can
grow. Tollmein wasable to showthat a necessary and sufficient condition
for neutral stability of disturbances in laminar boundary layers is the
existence of a point of inflection in the boundary layers velocity profile,
u(y).
Using a sixth order polynomial to represent the velocity profile,
Schlichting and Ul/ich were able to plot a relationship betweenthe value
of Ue6*/_ for which an inflection point exists and 62due/_dx. With this
plot one can take the values of 6, 6*, Ue, due/dx, and _ and determine
whether or not the boundary layer is unstable. The precise distance between
the onset of transition and the point of neutral stability as determined
abovedependsuponthe rate of amplification of disturbances in the boundary
layer and consequently upondue/dx in that region. It has been found that
plotting experimental data on a graph where
transition neutral stability
is the ordinate and
'Xtr 0 2 du ex dx
Xn.s.
Xtr - Xn.s.
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is the abscissa leads to excellent correlation of the data. For a laminar
boundary layer we know0, ue, due/dx, and (e2/_)(due/dx) as functions of x.
Wealso know(Uee/V)n.s. becausewe knowthe relationship betweene and 6*.
Marchingdownstreamof the neutral stability point wecan easily find a
UeB/_and an Xtr - Xn.s. for each point. The other data then permits us
to locate a point on the graph for each value of x. The first point which
falls on or abovethe data correlation is taken as the x-location for which
transition has taken place.
In addition to the change in 6* and Ty=0 as one goes from laminar to
turbulent boundary layer another type of behavior associated with boundary
layer flows which significantly affects the lift, drag and momentcharacter-
istics of the airfoil in boundary layer separation is usually identified by
the disappearanceof the local skin friction, _.e. when
du = 0 .
dyy=O
The geometry of very thin airfoils is such that regions of laminar separation
or separation followed by reattachment confined to the front half of the
airfoil are possible at moderate angles of attack. However, light aircraft
operating at moderate Mach numbers can be expected to employ airfoils of 12%
or greater thickness for which this type of phenomenon is not to be expected.
The separation characteristic of thick airfoils is a turbulent separation
from the region of the trailing edge. Thus, if one terminates the calcu-
lation of 6* and Ty= 0 at that angle of attack for which Ty= 0 = 0 over a
significant portion of the airfoil, he is reasonably assured of having
closely approached CLmax. This is about the most one could expect of the
procedure outlined above.
Perhaps it would now be appropriate to review briefly and comment upon
the procedure for estimating the aerodynamic characteristics of airfoils
as developed up to this point.
I. We first locate the vortex filaments, taking care that we space them
sufficiently close together to represent the surface accurately. This is
particularly important in regions of high curvature and/or regions where the
surface slope is significantly different from the free stream flow direction.
2. Equations (29) are then solved for a particular angle of attack to
obtain the values of all FN. These values are then substituted into (19)
to obtain the net induced velocities and the surface pressures computed
from (33).
3. The lift and drag are evaluated by (34) and (35). The drag at this
point should be zero.
4. Ue(X) is evaluated from (32) for both surfaces. Data smoothing
procedures are employed to insure that the results represent physical reality
as closely as possible with as few inflection points as possible, due/dx
and d2ue/dx 2 are then calculated numerically.
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5. 6(x) for both surfaces is then found from a solution to (57).
6*(x) is obtained from (49) and Ty=0 from (50).
6. The location of transition is identified and the turbulent boundary
layer computation begunusing (60) and (61) and then (54). At the conclusion
of this process one has complete values of 6*(x) and Ty=0(x) for bothsurfaces.
7. 6*(x) Is then addedto the physlcal ordinates of the airfoil along
with artificial trailing edge found by extending the chord
6" (c)/_ x Ix=c
8. The previous seven steps are then repeated for the newordinates.
9. The newvalue of due/dx is comparedwith the value obtained from
step 4. If they differ by more than a few percent, wemodify our estimates
of $*(x) according whether due/dx seemsto favor larger or smaller values
of 6".
10. The process is repeated until the final value of due/dx would give
the same 6*(x) as used in the inviscid calculation. Obviously, care must
be taken to insure that adequate precision is maintained during such an
extensive series of computations, else the resulting numbers are meaningless.
11. The procedure is valid for a Mach number of zero. Since most light
aircraft operate at Mach numbers not far above zero, the simple Prandtl-
Ghauert correction to the pressures for Mach number effects is usually quite
adequate:
(Px - P_)M=0
Px = P= + (63)
12. The corrected pressure is then applied to the physical boundaries
of the airfoil to obtain the lift and form drag according to (34) and (35).
The skin friction drag is computed with (62) using the most updated value of
Ty=0(x).
13. The pitching moment about the leading edge can be computed by
integrating the product of the pressure forces and the distance from the
nose
M = j_P(x) x c°s [tan-1 _x xldX + _'P(x)Y sin Itan-1 _xxlx]dX" (64)
There will also be a small contribution to the moment from the skin
friction forces but these are (a) generally in the chordwise direction and
(b) the moment generated by the friction on the upper surface opposes t;,at
generated by the friction on the lower surface. As a result the net
contribution is generally small enough to neglect.
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EXTENSION TO THREE DIMENSIONS: THE FINITE WING
The theoretical procedure described above provides a means for estimating
the aerodynamic characteristics of a section of an infinite wing. Real wings,
of course, have to have ends and frequently, for reasons that will become
apparent as the discussion proceeds, are tapered, twisted, and change airfoil
sections with changes in span locations.
Some means must therefore be found to account for such influences in
determining the aerodynamic characteristics of complete wings. The principal
considerations in wing design are (I) low drag for good performance, (2) light
weight with adequate strength for good payload capacity, and (3) fairly
simple structure with few changes in shape for low cost in manufacturing.
We shall be concerned here with means for calculating the lift, drag and
moments of wings which we will assume satisfy the latter two criteria. We
will also limit our consideration to unswept wings of moderate-to-hlgh
span-to-chord (aspect) ratio. Further, in order to keep the computation to
a reasonable length we would like the technique we employ to use as much of
the previous result as possible. In order to do so we ask the question,
what are the effects of ends, twist, and taper? If an untapered wing has
the same airfoil over its entire span then it would seem reasonable to conclude
that, at least near the center, twisting the wing has the effect of changing
the local angle of attack. It will be recalled that the two-dimensional
calculation is carried out for specific angle of attack. Generally, both
lift and drag increase with increasing angle of attack. Twist will therefore
change the local lift and drag values.
The existence of a wing tip permits high pressure air from the lower
surface of the wing to flow up around the tip to the low pressure regions
on the upper surface. The result is that the lift in the tip regions is
reduced and a vortex filament is created. This filament begins near the
tip and extends downstream in a plane parallel to the fuselage. The fact
that in theory vortices must be closed or infinite led to the thought that
since a vortex is actually observed extending rearward from the tip regions
of lifting wings, some sort of vortex system must also extend from tip to tip.
If this is true, perhaps one could actually represent such a wing by a series
of "horseshoe"-like vortices which "roll up" in the tip regions to form a
single vortex extending to infinity. A series of horseshoe vortices with
different strengths would enable one to represent a variety of lift distri-
butions on a wing. If the wing has a moderate-to-high aspect ratio, little
or no sweep, and moderate dihedral then it would seem that one could take the
va.rious vortex filaments as being co-linear with little error. Such an
assumption, the so-called lifting-line theory of Prandtl, obviously leads to
fewer mathematical difficulties than having to consider a chord-wise lattice
of vortices or a lifting surface. Because most light aircraft wings meet the
criteria for applicability of the lifting line theory and because we intend
to use the theory only to modifv our 2-dimensional results, we expect the
procedure to give us accurate results.
It will be observed that a horseshoe system with the trailing vortex's
velocity moving inboard over the upper surface and outboard under the lower
surface induces an upwash component ahead of the wing and a downwash
component behind the wing. This combination of upwash ahead and downwash
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behind the wing is, in effect, a change in local angle of attack in so far
as the flow facing a section of wing is concerned. The finite spanof the
wing can therefore be thought of as producing the sameeffect as does
geometric twist. For consistency it would seemto be convenient to attempt
to represent the effects of taper also as a change in local angle of attack.
If weare successful in this endeavor, wehave reduced the entire procedure
for calculating the lift, drag, and momentcharacteristics of complete
wings to one of (I) finding the effective local angle of attack by the
lifting line theory, (2) determining the two-dimenslonal or section charac-
teristics corresponding to these effective local values of ¢ by reference to
equations or tables computedby the methodsdiscussed above, and then (3)
integrating these section characteristics over the entire wlng area to
average the values.
In current designs, wings are not free entities but are attached to
large structures suchas fuselages. It is important, therefore, to model
the fuselage-wing junction region in such a mannerthat the effects of its
presencecan be handled within the frameworkof a methodto calculate finite
wing characteristics. Wedo this by mathematically transforming this region
of the fuselage into a part of the wing. Other examplesof the use of
mathematical transformations to simplify the analysis of complexproblems
are well known. Problems involving flow through pipes, structural analysis
of tubes, etc. becomemuchsimpler whentransformed from Carteslan or
rectangular coordinates to cylindrical coordinates. Differential equations
becomealgebraic whentransformed from the time domainto the frequency
domain. Complexshapes, such as airfoils, can be transformed into circles
about which the flow behavior is well known. The flow at any point about
an airfoil can then be found by locating the equivalent point on the circle.
Generally, in selecting a transformation we seekone which either
simplifies the mathematical representation of a physical situation or, as
in the present case, distorts a complexshape into a simpler shape for
which the physical phenomenare well understoodand easily analyzed. We
then go through an inverse transform to find how the well-understood
behavior distorts in going back to the original physical situation. Devising
a suitable transform is usually a trial and error process, guided by
experience, skill, and to some extent, luck. Certain mathematical require-
ments must also be met, dependent upon the framework in which the transform
is used. The transform used here was devised by H. Multhopp (Ref. 51).
The thought processes followed by Multhopp in devising the transform
shown below for elliptical cross-section fuselages probably included these
elements: Under the Joukowski transform,
C 2
= Z + -- ,
z
a circle in the z-plane with its center at the origin transforms to a
flat plate along the t-axis in the _-plane for positive values of c2. If
one takes c2 = -I, then
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_ = _ + irl = x + iy - I
x+ [y
x- iy
=X+ iy
X2 + y2
= x I x a + y2 x 2 + y2
and the circle (of radius 1.0) transforms into a flat plate along the
h-axis In the _-plane. From this result one concludes that a similar
transform, suitably modified to account for elliptical fuselages and
variable placement of the wing with respect to the origin, should produce
the requisite figure.
Consider also the ellipse shown in the sketch below:
Y
The propertles of an ellipse are such that
A 2 - B2 = e2 ,
x2 V2 1 ,
-- + =
A2 B2
and "_ + _ = 2A .
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From the last statement it follows that
2A = Wy2 + (h - e) 2 + /y2 + (h + e) 2
from which one can obtain
or
A 2 = y2 + h 2 + e 2
B 2 = y2 + h 2
For points outside the ellipse we can generalize this by writing
a 2 = y2 + h 2 + e 2
b 2 = y2 + h 2
e 2 = a 2 _ b 2
It has been a feature of textbooks on hydrodynamics for some years
to show that the equation for mapping an ellipse in the 03-plane into a
circle of radius ½(A + B) in the z-plane is
z = ½ (03 + 7_2 _ e 2)
Thus to map the ellipse into a flat plate we write
= z + "(A + B) 2 = ½ (03 + /032 _ e 2) + "(A + B)2(03 - #J - e "2')
z
- (A2 - B2) ( 03 + 1/032 -e2)282
2e 2 2e 2
2eZ k 2"e"2 ,/032 _ 8 2
_ A 03 B /032 _ e 2
A- B A-B
_2 - 032 + e 2
+ (A + B)2 ( c° - _032 - e2)2e2
A 2 + 2AB + B2'_
•t- 2e 2 ) (M"032 -- e 2 )
which is the form employed by Multhopp.
The figure below shows how the trace of the wing-fuselage combination in
the y-z plane transforms from the physical u-plane to the _-plane according
to the relation
u-- I [A'u - B'/u2 - A'2 + B'2]A' - B' (65)
9O
b
2
u- plane
z
_-- plane
/--trace of wlng
b
m
2
Z
We use this transformation because it changes an elliptical fuselage into a
thin vertical llne which then provides no resistance to the vertical or
induced component of flow over the wing. As we noted above, it is these
vertical components which determine the magnitude of the local angle of
attack. In essence, then, the transform distributes the flow components
due to the fuselage over the span of the distorted wing. A similar
transformation _ = u + R2/u is used for circular fuselages. More complex
shapes can be handled in the same fashion through the use of a suitable
transform. By writing u and _ as complex variables
u = z + iy = a cos _ + ib sin
and making the following definitions
a = ½ [_y2 + (h- e')2 + _y 2 +(h + e') 2]
b = '/a2 - e '2
e = _A '2 - B '2 = /a 2 - b 2
(66)
(67)
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then
U = [ 2]I A'u - B'Wu 2 - e'A' - B'
A' - B _
But
u2 _ a2 + b2 = a2 cos 2 _ - b2 sln 2 _ + 2abi sin _ cos _ - a2 + b2
= a2(cos 2 _ - 1) - b2(sln 2 _ - 1) + 2abl sin _ cos
= a2 sln 2 _ + b2 cos 2 _ + 2abi sin _ cos
= (b cos _ + ia sln _)2
therefore,
U=
t
A' - B'
I
A' - B'
_ I
A' - B'
A'u - B'(b cos _ + la sln _)]
[A'z +iA'y- B'b cos _ - IB'a sin _]
_A'z- B'b cos,)+ l(A'y- B'a sin,)] =_+ l_" .
(68)
(69)
(7O)
Comparing real and Imaglnary parts, one flnds that
l
y-
A T _ B !
A'y - B'a sln _2] •
S Irice
y = b sin _ = _ - e '2 sln
then
sin _.= Y
_/a 2 _ et2'
m
One may therefore write for y
lAB°]Y = A' Y-B' Fa 2 - e '2 "
(71)
(72)
Thls relatlonshlp determines how points along the span In the physlcal or
u-plane transform into the _-plane.
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Weseek nowto find howthe flow in the neighborhoodof the fuselage
influences the flow direction and magnitudeat each station along the wing's
span. The real part of d_/du in effect distributes the vertical components
of the fuselage flow along the wing. If _B is the fuselage angle of attack
in the V-plane then the induced* upwashalong the span is given by
=IR d_ _ 11_B (73)
_(y)
L du J
Because of the nature of the transformation _B will have the same value in
either plane.
Now
,[Adu A _ - B' /u 2 _ e '2 (74)
The real part of d_/du is, of course, its vertical component:
d_" 1
du A' - B' IA' B' a cos _ + ib sin *I
"I
I
b cos _ + ia sin J
_. I
A ! _ B ! A' B' (a cos _ + ib sin _)(b cos _ - ia sin _ I(b cos _ + ia sin _)(b cos _ - ia sin _) J
• Rd'__ I [ ]'' du A' - B' A' - B' ab(c°sZ _ + sin2 _)b2 cos 2 _#+ a2 sin 2
lABab]A,0, b2,
_I A' - B' -_a2 - e'2
A' B' 1 + e'2Y 2
(a2 + e_2) 2
(75)
If the wing is very thick at its junction with the fuselage then the
actual As obtained is less than that predicted by (73). It has been suggested
that one should therefore reduce (73) by a factor T, taken as constant across
the wing span, which is the ratio of the body cross-sectional area above
and below the wing to the total frontal area of the body. The area of the
* The amount by which the flow angularity exceeds that due to geometric
inclination.
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elliptical fuselage is of course _A'B'. The segmentof the fuselage which
represents a continuation of the wing has an area of approximately 2Yotroot.
Thus 2 Yo troot
T = I (76)
_A'B'
and a more general expression for (73) is
Ac_(y) = T O_B[ R d-_'_du 1] (77)
We could also have written (77) as
AO'(Y) = _B E(R d'_) -T 1] (78)
if we had known how to write
explicitly. However, by comparing (77) and (78) we find that as a first
approximation
(IR d._._)T = 1 + T[ R d_'- 1] (79)
In addition to the flow angularity induced along the wing by the presence
of a fuselage there is also a flow angle (a downwash) induced by the lift
associated with a finite wing. This angle in the _--plane is written _i(_).
We seek now to transform this angle into the u-plane so that we may see more
easily Its influence on the actual lift and drag of the local airfoil
section. We note that the induced angle in the V-plane multiplied by the
real part of the change in _ for a given change in u is just the induced
angle in the u-plane. Thus for thick airfoils
°_i(Y) = 5"i(7) [ R dS"]_"T (80)
This angle is negative in the usual sense.
the wing can be given in terms of the angle of attack at the root and the
twist relative to the root angle as a function of span: _e(y) = oR + E(y).
To the geometric angle we must add flow angularities due to body upwash,
_B' and due to wing lift, _i" The result is that for thick wings the
effective section angle of attack in the physical plane is given by
_e(Y) = c_ + _(Y)+ [_B -_i_)] 11 + (I 2 Y°fr---_t__A'B'/
• I A' - B' _a2 - e'2 - I
' B' I + e_2 y2
94 (a2 - e'Z)z
The geometric angle of attack of
(81)
w,th ]a = ½ 2 + (h - A_2 _ By2)2 + /y2 + (h .+ A t2 - B'2) 2
and e = VAAI2 - e 12
f
Note that with the exception of _i(7) all the quantities in (81) can be
determined from the geometry of the design.
For the evaluation of _i(y) we employ a variant of the technique used
to determine the inviscid velocity distribution about an airfoil section.
Consider the sketch below. Y
x,_F ,P dy dy
Z
Recall also that we had indicated previously that we would represent a wing
by a group of horseshoe-like vortices which physically "roll-up" at the tips
to form single trailing vortices. Thus the circulation F wlll vary along the
span, being symmetrical about the point 0 and falling to zero at the tips.
Between the point y and y + dy on the span the circulation decreases by an
amount d_ dy 0
dy
Ideally, a trailing vortex of this strength springs from the element of span
dy. There is therefore a sheet of trailing vortices extending across the
span and the induced velocity normal to the free stream velocity must be
obtained as the sum of the effects of all trailing vortices in this sheet.
To determine the form of the expression giving the sum of the effects
of all trailing vortices consider first the case of a wing represented by
a single horseshoe vortex. We see from Equation (15) that the velocity
induced by a vortex at a point depends upon the distance from the point
to the filament. In the following sketch the distance from_P to the wing
filament is PM. Now in Equations (15) the total velocity, _uz + v_, is
normal to the llne, 7x 2 + y_, connecting the filament to the point at which
one desires to know the velocity. One could therefore write
v_u2 ÷ v2 = F
21T_Xz + y2
(82)
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It seemsreasonable to conclude that at any point the velocity Induced
by a semi-infinite vortex filament is half that induced by an infinite vortex.
Let us ask then what is the velocity inducedat a point by a small segment
of a vortex filament. Weknowthat the velocity dependsupon the distance
from the segmentto the point. If wecall x2 + y2 = r 2, then this distance
from the vortex segmentat A' is r/sin 81 where81 is the angle PA'M in the
sketch below.
Substitution of this expression for distance into an expression for the
velocity induced at a point, say in the XOZplane, by a segmentof a semi-
infinite vortex can be seen to yield
dV - £ sin 8 de (83)
4_r
Integration of (83) gives
vt =E L- cos e ,el j cos et e (84)
Calculation of the contribution to the velocity from the part of the fllament
beyond 0 yields
- r--cos e2 (85)V2 - 4_
so that the total induced velocity is given by
V = £--- (cos 81 + cos 82 ) (86)
4_
_n the notation of the sketch, the downwash velocity at point P (normal to
PM) may be written
X
B
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Vr4 PM[cosPAA+cosPAAJ(87)
If we now assume that point P is located along the span at, say, y],
then the distance from Yl to any other point is Yl - Y" Further, if F Is
variable along y then
b/2 d-_£dY •
£ = J-b/2 dy
One may therefore write the induced velocity at some point Yl along the span
as
dr
dy1
V al (Yl) -
4"rr J-b 2 Yl - Y
In the_-plane this is simply
_i(71 ) -
47TV
_b/2 dF d7
M-b/2 71 - 7
(88)
If _i(71 ) is to be In degrees, we multiply the right hand slde of (88) by
1801_.
Unfortunately the circulation £ about an airfoil is not readily measured
nor is it a quantity which is easily thought of in physical terms. More
commonly, the characteristic of an airfoil is stated in terms of its lift
coefficient, a quantity easlly measured and important in aerodynamic and
structural design. It can be shown on analytical grounds (Ref. 9) that
the lift per unit span of a wing Is pVF where p is the air density. The
lift coefficient is therefore
C% = _pVF _ 2F
½pV2c Vc
hence
F = ½C%Vc (89)
Because both C% and c can vary as functions of y we put
dr _ V d(C%c)
dy 2 dy
or in non-dlmenslonal form
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dF _ Vb
dy 2 dy
with (90), (88) becomes
(90)
_-i (71) _ 8_z1806 .fE/2 L71 -d_'7-1 d_ (91)
where _i(Yl), is now in degrees.
We note that the transformation (65) is an analytic function (and
therefore conformal). It does not, however, affect geometric quantities
in the chord-wise direction so that _ = c. Wing twist is also not affected,
nor does the transformation affect quantities such as the local value of the
circulation, £. In other words, the circulation or lift that exists at y
in the u-plane is the same circulation or lift that exists at 7 in the V-plane:
C%(y)c = C%(_)_ (92)
The key to the evaluation of Equation (81) is therefore a suitable expression
for C%(y)c, the spanwise lift distribution. Unfortunately we do not know
a priori what it is. We do know from the two-dimensional values calculated
previously and the problem geometry what lift we would obtain if _i(_) could
be neglected. We have only to find _e(y) and the corresponding C% comes
from the two-dimensional data. We can assume some modification to the local
angle of attack for 3-dimensional effects and see if our calculated value
of a'(7) is equal to the assumed value. If no% we can modify our assumption
until it is. What we seem to require then is a systematic procedure for
doing this.
Let us represent C%(y)c/b by a series,
and call 8 = cos -I (2y/b).
(93)
Then (91) could be written
_T
/ n_= n An c°sn__ --_,_-"(_I) = 180 d6 (94)
4_2
cos - cos e_
0 I
Since it can be shown that
_0_ cos n@ de sin--L-n-n-n-n-n-n_cos e - cos ¢ sin ¢
(95)
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To proceedwith the evaluation of (96) one returns for the momento(93). Let us assumethat we can adequately represent the lift at each of m
evenly spacedpoints along the span with a finite series of r - I terms.
mand r weassumeare related by _ = m_/r and m= I, 2..... r - I. In other
words, wedivide the range 0 _ _ _ _ into r intervals. Over each interval,
the lift is a constant which wecan represent by a finite series, the number
of terms of which being also the numberof points at which we calculate the
lift. Thus, to use a large numberof terms in the series to represent the
lift in each interval, it is necessary to take a large numberof intervals.
The lift in each interval is written
.... An sin n mlTr
m
for which
= 2_ sin n m_
An r m
Substitution of this result into (96) yields
t_i(_l) _ 180 n sin n sin n%-I
4Tr sin _I m
(96)
(97)
(98)
(99)
It will be readily recalled that
sin _ sin B = ½ [cos (s-B) - cos (_+B)] ;
with this identity (99) is
c_i(Yl) _ 180 n os n 1 - - cos n 1 +
47Tr sin _1 m
(100)
where we have chosen to terminate the infinite series in (99) at r - I terms
for computational convenience.
We choose to evaluate the induced angle of attack at the same points
along the span at which we are required to find C%. To accomplish this we
put _I = k_/r. if we define
99
then
[ r r ]Bmk _ 180__,. n cos n (k - m)_ _cos. n (k + m)_T (101)
4_r sin _"
r
Now If k=m
= = l_mk •
_i (71) _I k m
°ok4_r sin k_" n 1 - cos 2 n_
r
(102)
(103)
The sum of the series Is not easily found but can be shown by evalautlng serles
of varying numbers of terms to be r2/2; hence
_mk -
180r
k_
8_ sln F--
(104)
for k = m .
If k + m Is even (and k # m) then Bmk contalns terms such as
•, 0
whlch always sum to zero. In a slmllar fashion one can show that when k + m
Is odd
Bmk = ]_ I I___ 1(k_m)_i] " (105)k_ (k+m)_ I - cos
4_r sln _- I - cos r r
Note that the value of Bmk depends only on the number of spanwise stations
used and Is independent of wlng aspect ratio or taper ratio.
The perceptlve reader wlll note that (102) really does not supply us
with more Information regarding the spanwlse variation of _i(_i ) than we
had previously. It does, however, provide us with the physical and geometrlc
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tools we need to work out a successful iterative procedure for finding the
correct value of C%c_as a function of span. That this is true will become
apparent as we proceed. First, let us write (81) as
_e(Y ) = _k du _--Im 6ink "
(106)
As a first approximation we will assume that the variation of lift coeffi-
cient with angle of attack, C%_, at any spanwise location, k, is constant.
Then by writing
(_e (C%(_ _-) k =(_-_)k + 5k
(107)
we can define 5 k as the amount that must be added to the initial estimate for
(C_c/_) in order to obtain a new value which includes in it effects from
otKer portions of the wing. A second iteration is formed as follows:
I r-1 [ICb_--C) ] I(C _) = (C%c_+
_k - R dud_-_ + A' m 6mk _'0_ k _-ik AI_ "
(I08)
Subtraction of (108) from (107) yields
(c )d_ 'Bm k = Ak _ A k_,_ k _uu k Am
If we define
K _E k 8Tr sin kit
r
- Gkk
(109)
(110)
then Equation (109) could be written as
' ' [_' k] (__c)Ak + Gkk Ak + Am Bm k#m k
Dividing by Gkk yields
_ A k
Gkk
+[_ Bm_.__kA_] = Ak6kk k_m Gkk
(111)
(112)
Equation (112) represents r/2 simultaneous equations which may be represented z
in matrix form as
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Gkk
where [G ii] is a matrix with all the prlnclpal diagonal elements equal to
(I + I/Gk_<) and the other elements are Bmk/IBkk. The values to be added to
one set of approximate values to obtain a better approximation are therefore
given by
_-_kk{Ai} (114)
As a first approximation to the distribution of lift on the wing we use
the expression (Ref. 36)
C%_c _ C% + (I + _) I -
b AR + 1.8
(115)
which, as can be seen, contains a simple aspect ratio correction and a simple
taper ratio correction to a typical elliptical lift distribution. Here, AR
is the aspect ratio, (b2/wing area), cR is the root chord, and X is the taper
ratio or the ratio of the tip chord to the root chord. The value of C% on
the right-hand side of this equation comes from the two-dimensional data
corresponding to the local geometric angle of attack.
Now the flow in the tip regions and its effect on the overall wing
characteristics is particularly difficult to determine quantitatively. The
more inboard sections of a finite wing are influenced by the downwash generated
by the horseshoe vortex system and the upwash due to the fuselage so that
the primary effect there is a change in effective angle of attack. In the
tip region, on the other hand, there is a substantial spanwise flow which
detracts from the flow moving chordwise; consequently, the tip region is
able to generate less lift than one would normally expect for a given free
stream velocity. This of course reduces the total lift of the wing somewhat.
To accommodate this loss in lift within the idea of using two-dimensional
data at an appropriate angle of attack, we modify _e as given by (81) to
read (Ref. 36)
, [(c_e - C_Z.L.)(I - /I + 4/AR2)]
_e = (116)
I +4
_2
!
We then use _e to Iook up the 3-dimensional value of the section lift coeffi-
cient from the 2-dimensional data.
If Czc/_ computed in this fashion is not sufficiently close to the initial
estimate of C%c/_ than a correction given by (114) is added. The process is
repeated until satisfactory agreement is obtained.
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Whena satisfactory llft distribution has finally beenobtained, one
can employthe samesection data to find the profile drag and momentcoeffi-
clent at each statlon along the wing. The local induceddrag is simply a
product of the llft and the Inducedangle of attack at that point. The
overall force and momentcoefficients are obtained by integrating the local
values over the span. If one uses Simpson's rule for this integration,
expllclt relations for the lift, drag, and pitching momentcan be obtained:
CLm(_) 2 ARm=_1( _)i m[67r ( 3 - (-1)m) sin r-_l (117)
- AR
CD I 180 m=Ir-I[(___c_)]_ _i m [_'r ( 3 - (-1)m)sin r_ ]
(118)
( ) m]= _ 3 - (-I)mCDo AR _] 6_r sin-
m= I m
(119)
Cm AR'b _'T_9( )[_/r (3) ]= ___ Cmc2 _r - (-1)m sin mTrb2c' m=1 r
(120)
where r 3
-X--[C_, cos (c_B -c_ i) + Cd o sin (c_B - _i )]Cm = Cmc/4 c (121)
_ Zc [C% sin (_B- _i ) - Cdo sin (_B- _i )]
and c' Is the mean aerodynamic chord. Note that this integration is somewhat
analogous to the process represented by
F b/2
bc' J-b/2 C£c dy .
Since the computation of (C_c/_) has really been carried out in the
V-plane so far as the wing span Ts concerned we must multiply our result by
_/b to transform it to the physical plane. AR is just b/c' and the average
(aerodynamic not geometric) value of c over the span is c'. The term in
brackets is the multiplier employed by Simpson's Rule. It is seen therefore
that CL is lq fact an average over the span in the physical plane.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
The totality of procedures described in thls section for computing the
aerodynamic characteristics of complete wings can be seen to be capable--at
least in prlnciple--of a very accurate representation of physical reality.
The vortex filament distribution approach to determining the inviscid pressure
distribution on airfoil sections leads in the limit of a multitude of filaments
and high computational accuracy to very good results. The application of
the lifting line concept to the correction of section characteristics for
finite span effects also can yield very reliable results, provided the number
of spanwise stations at which the characteristics are computed is large,
computational accuracy is maintained, and the underlying assumptions of the
lifting-line theory are not violated by the planform it is supposed to
represent.
The approach used here has two principal advantages, insofar as the
computation of light aircraft wing aerodynamic characteristics is concerned,
when compared with the finite element or vortex lattice approach which
has been discussed prominently in the literature of late:
(I) three-dimensional drag data is obtained,
(2) the computational time for an equally accurate potential solution
is far less since, in effect, the spanwise integration of vorticity
is replaced by a single integration along the lifting line. This,
of course, is made possible by restricting the interest to
unswept, moderate-to-high aspect ratio wings in subsonic flow.
The computation of the effects of fluid viscosity is the least rigorous
and least accurate of the procedures. So long as the boundary layer is
laminar and the wing surface smooth one could expect to obtain very accep-
table drag and boundary layer displacement effects by successive refinement
of the psuedo-airfoil shape using a more general polynomial for u/u e if
necessary. Laminar boundary layer methods inherently more accurate than
the momentum integral technique are also available as computer programs and
could be included if desired, at the cost, however, of greatly increased
computer time. The local characteristics during boundary layer transition
and for turbulent boundary layers are here computed by what may be termed
state of the art techniques--not completely rigorous, but about as reliable
as any available. The procedure is therefore expected to be less accurate
as the need for a precise knowledge of boundary layer behavior increases--at
high angles of attack or in the presence of surface irregularities.
Finally, we should mention that to translate these concepts into useful
design tools we must also employ sound, efficient computational procedures.
Although a treatment of the rationale behind the choice of one numerical
method over another for a particular computation is beyond the scope of the
present discussion, it must be emphasized that such decisions can be crucial
both economically and technically. For this reason it is to be expected
that the major improvements which occur in the procedure presented in this
wor_at least in the immediate future, will likely be in the area of compu-
tational effectiveness.
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A THEORY FOR THE PREDICTION OF LIFT, DRAG, AND PITCHING
MOMENT OF LIGHT AIRCRAFT FUSELAGES
INVISCID FLOW OVER FUSELAGES
In the preceding discussion we were concerned with a means of predicting
the llft, drag, and moment characterlsltcs of wings. An airplane, however,
contains other parts which contribute to the overall aerodynamic force and
moment experienced by the vehicle. Most notable of these is the fuselage.
The fuselage contributes to the overall drag for two reasons: it has a large
surface area against which the air can "rub" and in order to provide a
finite volume In which to carry a useful payload it must move air "out of
the way." It can also contribute some amount to the lift in addition to
that provided by the bridging action between the two wings. This effect is
usually significant only at high angles of attack. If the fuselage produces
contributions to the lift and drag, then it is also likely to affect the
pitching moment.
Because the fuselage is usually not a body of revolution but rather a
three-dimensional body with a plane of symmetry its proper analytical
representation is more difficult than that of an airfoil. In the case of
an alrfoil we were able to represent the surface by a series of line vortices.
Because a vortex must either be closed or extend to infinity, the only
vortex we can use to represent three-dimenslonal bodies is a ring. To be
sure the rlng can be contorted, but it must close. The geometric problems
associated with descrlblng such a ring leads us to ask whether there is
another flow function for describing the |nvlscld flow about fuselages whlch
may be easler to use. The point source is an elementary flow which can be
described quite easlly mathematically. The potential at the point (x, y, z)
due to a source at (_, q, _) is given by
=-q I (122)
4n [(x - _)2 + (y _ q)2 + (z - ¢)211/2
where q is called the source strength. The components of the velocity
associated with a source flow are then .
47 [(x - _)2 + (y _ _)2 + (z - _)21312
v = _9. (Y - q)
4_ [(x - _)2 + (y _ q)2 + (z - _)213/2
(123)
(124)
w = _ (z - _) .
4_ [(x - _)2 + (y _ q)2 + (z - _)213/2
(125)
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That this flow is irrotational and satisfies the Laplace Equation is easily
verified.
Physically, the three-dimensional source is a point from which fluid
emanatesin straight lines in all directions. The quantity of fluid
emanatingfrom the point dependsupon the value of q. By placing a source
in a uniform stream one in effect displaces the streamlines in the uniform
stream becauseof local additions to the massflow. By distributing sources
in space and using a different strength for each source it is possible to
cause the streamline pattern of the flow to simulate the shapeof the
windwardside of complexbodies quite satisfactorily. To represent a closed
body it is necessaryto withdraw the massaddedby the sources so that the
streamlines can return to their original positions downstreamof the body.
Wedo this by meansof a distribution of sources with negative values of the
source strength, or sinks. Hence, the net source strength when integrated
over a closed body is zero.
A source flow is also a flow which inherently cannot create a net
circulation about a body. Consequently, it cannot be used to represent a
situation where lift is present. Suchsituations can be simulated by a
combination of sources, horseshoevortices, and a uniform stream. Even
though a distribution of sources in a uniform stream by itself cannot
represent a lifting body, it is suitable for determining the inviscid pressure
distribution on a non-lifting body. Thenby adding a boundary layer one can
determine both the form and friction drag of such bodies.
The technique by which such a calculation is carried out is very similar
to that which we employedto determine the aerodynamiccharacteristics of
airfoils. Webegin by considering the body surface to be madeup of a
numberof connected plane quadrilaterals. As the numberof quadrilaterals
approachesinfinity, the polygon becomesthe body identically. On each
plane quadrilateral we place a source of undeterminedstrength. Werequire
that the flow induced on any one quadrilateral through the interaction of
all the sources with the uniform stream be parallel to the quadrilateral
surface or that the flow velocity normal to the quadrilateral be zero. This
gives us sufficient boundaryconditions to write a determinant system of
equations, one for each quadrilateral, which wecan then solve to find the
individual source strengths.
The total velocity inducedat a point on the body surface by a series
of sources distributed over the body can, following (19), be written
k qN(x _ _N)
- I _U _
4w
1
47r
N=I [(x - _N )2 + (y - nN )2 + (z - _N)2] 3/2
k qN(y - qN )
N=I [(x - (N)2 + (y - qN )2 + (z - r_.;N)213/2
126)
-- I
w-
k qN(z - _N )
4'n N=I [(x - _N )2 + (y - qN )2 + (z - CN)Z] 3/2
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To complete the formulation of the equations• we must include the effects of
the free stream velocity at (x, y, z) and define the normal to the surface at
(x, y, z) so as to be able to state the requirement that the net flow be
parallel to the surface. The free stream velocity just adds a term V to the
u-component.
The surface in which the point (x, y, z) lies can, in general, be defined
by the equation a'x + b'y + c'z + d" = O. Each quadrilateral composing the
fuselage will have a different range of values for x, y, and z as well as for
a', b', c _, and d'. The values of the coefficients a', b', c', and d_ for a
particular quadrilateral are found by solving for them from the system of
equations
a'x I + b'y I + c'z I + d" = 0
a'x 2 + b'y 2 + c'z 2 + d" = 0
a'x 3 + b'y 3 + c'z 3 + d" = 0
a'x 4 + b'y 4 + c'z 4 + d" = 0
(127)
wherepoints(X.alloY:_•wh]chZ)• (X_•liZe--_=_,-_- (_ne can use Y4r these points theiY21hZ2).m(X3_aY3 , z_)and (x4, z.4) are four
four corners of the quadrilateral. One can also rewrite the equation for a
plane surface in the form
a" x + b" y + c" z + d" = 0 .
#a-2+b-2+c-2 #a'2+b_2+c'2 _ a'2+b'2+c "2_l/'a-2+b-2+c'2
Then the quantities
.a
a = b = i/V a 2 + b "2 + c "2 ' a, 2 + b "2 + c.'2
• C =
C"
._ a "2 + b,'2 + c-2
are what are called the direction cosines of the normal to the plane
ax + by + cz + d = O. The reason for this may be seen from the sketch below.
If we draw a line from point P norma! to the plane in which it lies then
a = cos y,, b = cos Yo, and c = cos Y3" a', b', and c" are called direction
numbers. _The plane t6rough point P(x , Yn' Zn) whose normal has d!rection
numbers a', b'• and c" is the graph o7 th_ equation a (x - x ) + b (y - yp#
+ c'(z - z ) = O. From this discussion we see that directio5 numbers and
direction Eosines are proportional.
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The requlre_nts that there be no flow normal to the surface Is satlsfled
when
(u + V®)a + _b + wc = 0 (128)
at one point on each quadrilateral_ Tha_ th]_ is true is easily seen If one
writes the velocity as a vector, + V_i + vj + w-_ = _, and the normal as
a vector, aT + b_ + c_ = _. The scalar or dot product of two vectors Is the
pro_u t of their magnitudes times the cosl°ne of the angle between them_ Thus
if V._ = 0 the two vectors are at right angles to one another. But V-N =
(_+ V_a + v-b +wc. When this is zero the flow is parallel to the surface.
It will be recalled that in the two-dimensional case of the alrfoll one
could as easily chose the condition that the flow must be parallel to the
surface as the condition that the flow velocity normal to that surface must
be zero. They are equivalent statements and offer similar mathematical
problems.* In the three-dimensional case, however, one does not know a priori
the direction of the flow parallel to the surface. For this reason, a single,
fixed-value boundary condition becomes difficult to specify. Requiring that
the veloclty normal to the surface be zero on the other hand, removes thls
difficulty.
* It has been polnted out by Chen (Ref. 27) that specifying that the tangent
of the flow angle be the same as the local angle of the surface makes the
solution less sensitive to errors in the coordinates of the surface than
requirlng that the flow velocity normal to the surface be zero.
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While perhapsnot evident in the discussion abovethere is a problem
in relating points on the body surface to the coefficients of (127).
Simply stated it is that the four points on the body surface closest
to x, y, z do not necessarily lie in the sameplane. In fact, it would
be most remarkable if they did. Further, if the four corner points
on any quadrilateral are "adjusted" so that they are in fact coplanar
then the edgesof that quadrilateral will not necessarily be colinear
with the edgesof adjacent quadrilaterals. The effect then is to represent
the body by an ensembleof planar "scales," similar to those of a fish,
rather than by somethingthat resemblesa wire gridwork. In the limit,
however, as the numberof quadrilaterals becomesvery large, the two
modelsbecomethe samething.
Howthen to resolve the dilema? Formingtriangular panels from three
adjacent surface points insures that the three points are coplanar
but, as one mayreadily observe, it also doubles the numberof panels
one needsto cover a given area. Since the computational time required
to solve for the source strength on each panel varies approximately
as the numberof panels squared, one does not take such a step lightly.
On the other hand if one is willing to "adjust" the corner points of
a quadrilateral to makethemcoplanar, howshould he proceed to insure
that the calculated normal is nearly the sameas the true normal to the
body at x, y, z. Onewaywhich has beensuggested (Ref. 23) approaches
the problemby writing, first of all,equations for the two diagonals
of the quadrilateral. This is straightforward since the two opposite
corner points of a quadrilateral define a straight line uniquely.
Now, if one is willing to say that these two lines are essentially
coplanar, then the crossproduct of their vector representations is
the normal to the quadrilateral. For example, the equation describing
a line through points P1(xl,Yl,Zl ) and P2(x2,Y2,Z2)
x - x I Y - Yl _ z - zI
x2 - Xl Y2 - Yl z2 - Zl
while the equations describing a line through points P3(x3,Y3,Z3) and
P4(x4,Y4,Z4) are
x - x3 Y - Y3 z - z3
x4 - x3 Y4 - Y3 z4 - z3
The various points and lines are depicted on the sketch below.
(129)
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Now, the point at which the two lines have the samevalues of x and y (that
is, the point at which they cross one another) is found by solving the two
equations simultaneously to obtain
(xI - x3) - Y1(X2 - xl)/(y 2 - yl ) + Y3(X4 - x3)/Cy 4 - y3 )
y =
x4 - x3 . x2 - x I
Y4 - Y3 Y2 - Yl
Y4 - Y3 Y2 - Yl
(131)
z is then found from
z4 - z3 1z = (y - y3 ) Y Y
or z = (y- yl)(z_-_ - z_111)
A vector beginning at P(x,y,z) and terminating at P2(x2,Y2,Z2 ) is
represented by
A = (x 2 - x)i + (Y2 - Y)J + (z2 - z)k
while that beginning at P(x,y,z) and terminating at P4(x4,Y4,Z4 ) is
represented by
B = (x 4 - x)i + (Y4 - y)j + (z 4 - z)k
The vector which is normal to the plane defined by A and B is then
A x B = (x2 - x)(y 4 - y)k - (x2 - x)(z 4 - z)j
+ (Y2 - Y)(Z4 - z)i - (Y2 - Y)(X4 - x)k
+ (z 2 - z)(x 4 - x)j - (z 2 - z)(y 4 - y)i
(132)
(133)
(134)
A x B = [(Y2 - Y)(Z4 - z) - (z2 - z)(y 4 - y)]i
+ [(z 2 - z)(x 4 - x) - (x2 - x)(z 4 - z)]j
+ [(x2 - x)(Y4 - Y) - (Y2 - Y)(X4 - x)]k
(135)
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The condition that the flow be parallel to the surface is then satisfied
when _ _ ÷
V • (A x B) = 0
or (_ + Vm)[(y 2 - y)(z 4 - z) - (z2 - z)(y 4 - y)] + T_z 2 - z)(x 4 - x)
- (x2 - x)(z 4 - z)] + _[(x 2 - x)(y 4 - y) - (Y2 - Y)(X4 - x)] = O.
(136)
For simplicity we will define the terms in brackets as _-, _, and
respectively. Note that one must exercise care in choosing the labels
for the points so that the normal (_ x _) is always outward.
We have now found a means to represent the boundary condition of no
flow across the surface of the body in terms of the coordinates of the
corner points of the quadrilaterals making up the body.
The system of equations one must then solve to find the individual source
strengths is
_=+ 1___ _ qN(Xl - _N) I a I4_ N=I [(x I - _N )2 + (Yl - qN )2 + (Zl - _N )213/2
I_I _k qN(y I _ tiN)
+ -- Z_
4_ N=I [(x I - _N )2 + (Yl - qN )2 + (Zl - _N )213/2
4Tr N=I [(x
I
qN(Zl - CN )
= 0
2 ) 2 3/2
_N ) + (Yl - nN + (zl - _N 12]
qN(Xk - _N) / gk(N)2 + (Yk - qN )2 + (Zk - _N )213/2
+ 51K _] qN(Yk - qN )
2 3/2
4_ N=I [(x k - _N )2 + (Yk - qN )2 + (Zk - _N ) ]
(137)
+___'k _ qN(Zk- _N) = 0
4_ N=I [(x k - (N)2 + (Yk - rIN)2 + (Zk - _;N)213/2
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In these equations k = the numberof quadrilaterals by which the surface is
represented. Xk, Yk, Zk is the point on each quadrilateral at which the
boundarycondition is satisfied and _k, qk, _k is the point on each quadri-
lateral at which the source is located. Not makingthese points coincident
will usually lead to less waviness in the surface pressures and velocities.
If wechooseto separate the source point from the point at which the
boundarycondition is satisfied, i.e., the point at which the normal is
computed,then we needto write an equation for a plane quadrilateral
having its normal identical with that given by (135) and its corner points
located at the same x and y locations but with slightly different z values.
We need to do this in order to locate the source approximately on the surface
in a known relationship to the corner points and to P(x,y,z). From
Equation (127) we see that since a, b, and _ are now the direction numbers
of the normal to the plane, picking one value of z, say zI as lying on the
physical surface permits one to solve for the other value of z and for d.
If we choose to locate the source point at I/3 the quadrilateral chord
then the x-coordinate of the source point is given by
r-
, | x4 - x I x2 - x31
LXl+ + x3 + J = _k "3 3 (138)
The y-coordinate is given by
½ "LIY3+ Y2 3-Y3 + Yl + Y4 _- Yl J]--qk (139)
The z-coordinate is then determined from the equation of that particular
quadrilateral. If one wishes to move the point at which the boundary
condition i@ satisfied to some other, fixed point along the quadrilateral
chord, he could follow a similar procedure.
The source strengths, qN' are then found by solving the rather large
system of Equations (137) simultaneously. Given these values one can then
find local velocity components from (126). The local pressure on the
fuselage is then given by
, 2 _ T2 _ _] .P = P= + _p[V=- (V= + _)2 (140)
Obviously, to obtain a reasonably accurate picture of the surface
pressures, the number of quadrilaterals with which the surface is
represented must be very large, particularly if the fuselage shape deviates
significantly from that of a streamlined body. As was the case in the
analysis of two-dimensional bodies (airfoils), conventional practice
usually represents the potential by a constant source strength over the
entire surface of a particular panel rather than by a point source as is
done here. Use of the continuous distribution, it will be recalled, usually
results in less waviness in the computed surface streamline. This streamline
of course is required by our formulation to be parallel with the physical
surface only at one point on each panel.
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Becauseof the very large numberof panels usually required to achieve
reasonably accurate descriptions of the surface pressures on fuselage-like
bodies, the opportunity to save substantial amountsof computertime or
storage through the use of sophisticated numerical or mathematical
procedures exists. Every programfor performing such computations that
the present authors haveexaminedin detail (three at this writing) either
carries out the calculation in pieces, takes advantageof the special
character of the coefficient matrix in performing the inversion, recognizes
that panels far awayfrom the one on which the boundarycondition is
satisfied contribute little to the flow and therefore can be represented
moreapproximately with no loss in accuracy, or uses line sources to
represent all or part of the fuselage. Line sources, of course, can be
used to greatly simplify the formulation of the problem, but unfortunately
they can describe only slender fuselages adequately. A detailed discussion
of the advantagesand disadvantagesof the various computation techniques
is beyondthe scope of the present work. This activity is mentioned
merely to indicate to the reader that reducing the cost and complexity
of the computations has already received considerable intelligent attention
and is likely to be the subject of further intensive study in the near
future.
By treating the fuselage as an isolated body, wehave assumedimplicitly
that the fuselage is flying at such an inclination to the stream that it
generates no lift other than by providing a bridge betweenthe two halves
of the wing. Weshall also assumethat the effect of the entire fuselage on
the wing lift is adequately treated by the method of the previous section.
Further, we s_all assume that for purposes of finding the fuselage drag we
can treat the fuselage as a free body, adding the wing-body interference
effects later as an empirical or semi-empirlcal correction. These
assumptions leave us with the necessity of determining only the boundary
layer displacement and skin friction effects. In subsequent sections we
shall examine some of the rationale for these assumptions and determine in
a general way the conditions for which they are reasonable.
VISCOUS FLOW OVER FUSELAGES
The problem of determining the characteristics of a boundary layer
flowing over a general, three-dimensional body is one of great fundamental
interest. Unfortunately, the only known solutions are for axisymmetric
bodies or other special cases. It is known, however, that if the body
cross-sectional area and volume do not change rapidly in the streamwise
direction and if there is no significant pressure gradient in the cross
flow direction, then the boundary layer behaves in much the same way as it
would on a two-dlmenslonal body subject to the same history of pressure
gradients in the streamwlse direction. If we are willing to accept the
restrictions and errors inherent In assuming that the three-dimensional
boundary layer can be treated through such a concept, then we may use the
techniques of the previous section to determine 6* and Ty= 0 along the
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body streamlines t. One can obtain a reasonable estimate of the circum-
ferential variation of 6* and Ty= 0 at any axial station by calculating
8" and Ty= 0 along a series of these lines approximately equally spaced
the circumferential direction.
in
A new pseudo-surface can then be constructed by smoothing these
displacements from the original surface and a new inviscid pressure distri-
bution can then be calculated. This process for determining the fuselage drag
follows essentially the same path as that employed earlier for determining
airfoil drag except that the pressures and viscous shear must be integrated
over appropriate areas rather than line segments. We will examine the process
in somewhat more _tai'l a little later.
One may argue with considerable justification that if the use of a two-
dimensional-boundary-layer-along-streamlines procedure gives results which
compare well with experimental values for a group of fuselages, then it
should be regarded as satisfactory for engineering purposes on this basis
alone. However, since it is not exceedingly difficult to determine---to a
fair degree of approxlmation--the conditions under which the additional terms
in the three-dimensional boundar_ layer equations are small compared with the
two-dlmensional-along-streamlines terms, we shall now make this determination
in order to identify those cases where the results obtained by the procedure
may be suspect.
We begin by choosing to represent the fuselage locally by a section of
a prolate spheroid with its major axis aligned with the local streamline and
its center always in the x-z plane. The figures below depict this concept.
t Formally, two adjacent streamlines form the boundaries of the flow
of a given quantity of fluid. The position of these lines on a body can
be determined from the magnitude and direction of the flow over the surface.
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The solutions of equations (126) give us the magnitude and dlrectlon of the
flow velocity at one point on each panel. If we observe a group of panels,
as in the sketch below,
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and place, at the point on each where the boundary condition is satisfied, a
vector whose direction is the flow direction at that point and whose length Is
proportional to the flow magnitude, then we may employ the method of Isoclines
(Ref. 107, page 97) to sketch the streamlines. The streamlines, after all,
represent the trajectories of given masses of fluid as they travel ever the
surface of the body. For computational purposes, however, it is preferable to
describe these streamlines in a more analytical fashion. Consider the section
of the surface shown in the sketch below:
a v_
V b _o
Vc J"vd
f
J
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Fromthe magnitudesof the surface velocity components we know the direction
of the flow at a, b, c, and d. Let us assume that this direction Is constant
across the panel (as shown by the dashed line). The quantity of flow that
moves between b and c depends upon the distance between b and c and the average
velocity between b and c. Since the quantity of fluid between two streamlines
Is always constant, the appearance of converglng streamlines means that the
flow velocity is Increasing as the flow moves from left to right. If we
assume that the fluid velocity at a given x-statlon between two streamllnes
can be considered to be constant, with a value between that along line I-4 and
that along line 3-6 at the same x-station, then the position of the streamline
continulng to the right from point 2 will be related to points 4 and 6 as
(Hne 2-_ = (_ine 5-6 _. This insures that the quantity of fluid between
\l!ne 1-o/ \ line q-o /
2 and 3 is the same as between 5 and 6. Further the magnitude of the velocity
at 5 Is that at 2 times (!!ne !-3 _. Since we know the coordinates of the
\, ,ne 4-o /
corner polnts on each planar panel as well as those of points a, b, c, and d
In terms of the original reference axes, we may describe the line segment from
2-5 in this reference system without undue difficulty. We can do the same for
other similar line segments and so relate the streamlines over the body to one
another in an analytlcal fashion. The equation for any particular streamllne
will change of course as it crosses a panel boundary.
We recognize that the assumptions we made with regard to the velocity
between streamlines and the straightness of streamlines across panels are true
only in the llmlt of vanishing panel size. However, since we will generally
employ more than 400 panels to represent a fuselage such assumptions should
not introduce significant error in practice.
Having Identified the location of the streamlines in this manner we
proceed to orlent the prolate spheriod by which we represent a section of the
surface of the fuselage.
Let _ = tan-IF zn+----]1Zn-1]
LXn+1 Xn-1]
(141)
be the inclination of the streamline and Zn+ I, Xn+ I are the z and x
coordinates of a point on the streamline just immediately downstream of the
point of interest. Zn_ I and Xn_ I are then the coordinates of the point
immediately upstream of the point of interest. _ defined in this fashion also
represents the angle which the major axis of the spheroid makes with the
original x-axis, as noted in one of the foregoing sketches.
This method of determining how the major axis should be oriented in order
that It lie parallel to a streamline becomes indeterminant when the sfreamline
is near the top or bottom of the fuselage. Indeterminacy occurs because
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changesin flow direction are no longer confined principally to the x-z
reference plane. For example, crossflow over the top of the fuselage maybe
evident only as a point in the x-z plane. The condition can be rectified by
rotating ones viewpoint so that the changes in flow direction occur almost
entirely in a plane normal to the direction of view. However,to illustrate
the concept of fitting an arbitrary fuselage-like body locally by a prolate
Spheroid, we need work only with streamlines lying in a plane parallel to the
x-z reference plane.
The equation for a prolate spheroid at the origin reads
I (142)
If, however, the origin is translated and the body rotated, both events taking
place only in the x-z plane, the equation becomes
Ax 2 + By 2 + Cz 2 + Dxz + Ex + Fz + G = 0 (143)
where
C = (a 2 sin 2 X + b2 cos 2 _)
B= b2
A = (a 2 cos 2 _ + b 2 sin 2 X)
D = 2(b 2 - a2)sin X cos
F = 2x1(b2 - a2)sin X cos X - 2z1(b2 cos 2 X + a 2 sin 2 X)
E = 2Zl(b2 - a2)sin X cos X - 2x1(b2 sin 2 X + a2 cos 2 X)
G = 2XlZ1(b2 - a2)sin X cos X + (b 2 x_ + a 2 z_)sin 2 X
+ (a 2 x_ + b2 z_)cos 2 X - a2b 2
(144)
Since we have chosen to specify _ according to (141) and since the body
cros_sectionin the original y-z plane is a circle, the number of unknown
constant values is really only four: a, b, x I, and z I. We therefore
rearrange the equation as follows:
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a2(hI + h2 xI + h3 zI + h4 xI zI + h5 x# + h6 z#)
+ b2(h 7 + h8 x I + h9 z I + hi0 x I z I + h11 x# + h 12 z_) = a2b 2 (145)
In this form
h I = z2 sin 2 X + x2 cos 2 X - 2xz sin _ cos
h2 = - 2x cos 2 _ + 2z sin X cos
h3 = + 2x sin X cos X - 2z sin 2
h4 = - 2sin X cos
h 5 = cos 2 X
h6 = sin 2 X
h7 = z2 cos 2 X + y2 + x2 sln 2 X + 2xz sin X cos
h8 = - 2x sln 2 X - 2z cos X sin
h9 = - 2x sin X cos X - 2z cos 2
h = 2sln X cos
I0
h : sin 2
11
h = cos 2
12
(146)
This equation we then flt to the fuselage surface at four points (A, B, C,
D in sketch) to evaluate a, b, Xl, and z I. We do this by choosing two polnts
on the streamline of interest, one on either side of the point of interest,
and one point on each of the adjacent streamlines as close to the polnt of
Interest as possible. We have then a system of four non-linear algebraic
equations which we must solve to find a, b, x , and Zl. The equations are
non-linear because they contain products of t_e unknowns, e.g., x_, XlZ I.
One method of solutlon for such a system of four equatlons is an adapta-
tion of Newton's method for finding the roots of a single equation. In
Newton's method one makes an initial estimate for the value of a root. If
the estimate is reasonably close, the procedure ylelds a second approxlmatlon
which is closer to the correct value. The procedure is repeated untll the
desired degree of accuracy Is achieved. The generalization to a system of
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four equations is outlined In Ref. 100, page 105. It Is of course a numerical
procedure of some length and is therefore best done on a computer.
Having found a and b for the particular prolate spheroid which represents
the surface at the point of interest we ask how we might descrlbe In orthogonal
coordlnates the length of a llne along the surface of the spheroid. We wlsh
to do thls because the expresslon for the line element provldes us with a
means of characterizing the space (prolate spheroldal in this case). We may
then use the boundary layer equations wrltten In general curvlllnear
coordinates with the local values of the space inserted to evaluate the effects
of body curvature on the values one might obtain for T and 6* using a
momentum integral formulation, w
Consider the flgure below:
P
x = b sin e
y = o cos 8
We recognize that the distance along the perlmeter Is glven by
ds 1 = _l/a 2 cos 2 e + b 2 sin 2 e de ,
(147)
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while if we rotate the figure about its x-axls the circumferential dlsplace-
mentof P is given by
ds2 = a cos e d_ . (148)
Thus, wecan describe the distance traveled along the surface by the change
in the values of two coordinates, 8 and _:
ds 2 = {a 2 cos 2 e + b 2 sin 2 e} dO2 + a 2 cos 2 e d_ 2 (149)
By specifying X in the manner which we did we have virtually required
that the major axis of the ellipsoid be parallel to the projection of the
streamline in the x-z reference plane. In addition, by evaluating a and b
In the manner described we have almost assured that the streamline is a
section of the curve
b2
+ - 1 (150)
where z may be treated as a constant. In other words, the streamline of
interest is still an ellipse but may not be in the meridional plane. It
will, however, lie parallel to this plane. The element of distance traveled
along the surface in the streamwise direction now becomes
V(z.) (z.)dSl = a2 1 - _ cos 2 6 + b 2 1 - _ sin 2 8 de (151)
while the distance in the crossflow direction is given by
ds2 =I_/Z2 + a2 ( 1 a2 cos 2 8 d_ (152)
is a displacement about the z-axis in the plane z = constant while _ is a
displacement about the x-axis in the plane x = constant. In terms of these
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coordinates, the element of distance along the surface is given by
ds 2 = a2 1 - _- cos2 g + b2 1 - a--2" sin 2 g dO2
or
in terms of the original body coordinates.
these quantities we can show to be
I <z) }+ Z2 + a 2 I - _ cos 2 0 d$ 2 (153)
ds 2 = g_ dO 2 + g_ d$ 2 (154)
For purposes of practical calculation we must still evaluate z, O, and $,
The transformation equations for
= (z - Zl)COS _ + (x - Xl)sin _ (155)
tan_l( (x - Xl)COS )t - (z - Zl)sin )t): (156)Y
, (157)
We now have the tools we need to describe streamwise and crossflow
coordinates locally on the body in terms of the coordinates of points on the
body surface as well as to write the boundary layer equations in this
curvillnear coordinate system. We will not go through the derivation of the
boundary layer equations In a general curvilinear coordinate system; rather
we will employ those given for this case by Cebeci et al. (Ref. 99), rewritten
In the present notation:
I au_ au (_a_.__. u_(_)g 2
____+ n I
gl aO _-_-+ + - 0g2 a_ glg2 aO
u0 u
--_+u + 2_ I aP+v_
gl _0 n _ g2 _ glg2 _0 Pgl _0 an2
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+ U
gl a_ n an g2 aS glg2 ae Pg2 aS
/
The velocitles and directions are defined In the sketch below:
(158)
J
J
f
Point of interest on body surface
In these equations
½ a2 1 - a--_ sin2 _
_2 + a2 I - a-_ c°s2 _
(159)
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Despite the apparent generality of this form of the boundary layer
equations we are still forced to assume when using them that the inviscid
streamlines are displaced only in the n-direction by the presence of the
boundary layer. We must do this in order that the metrics (g , g_) we com-I z
pute at a point on the surface apply vertically through the boundary layer.
The differences between the two-dimensional boundary layer equations
developed earlier and the present three-dimensional treatment lie in the four
numbered terms and the third equation. We note that if the circumferential
variation in pressures at a given x-statlon along the body is small compared
with the change in pressures in the streamwise direction, then there is no
signiflcant force available to produce a crossflow. Since this term,
aP I
_ , must, because of the basis on which the equation was written, be at
_ast2as large in magnitude as any term in the equation, we are justified in
aP aP
ignoring the third equation whenever --<< --.
We now need to find the conditions under whlch the other four terms may
be ignored. Unfortunately we cannot demonstrate these easily in a rigorous
fashion. But we will observe that if aP/a_ is small then it is not likely
that u_ will be large; in fact, it will probably be no more than about 1/10
as large as U_o In that event, term number (4) is probably small compared
with terms on-the right hand side of the equation. Again, if aP/a_ is small
we would not expect u_ to change substantially from one _ value to another
(for the same _). ThYs, combined with the small value of u_, means that term
(3) probably is also quite small. By the same argument we _an Ignore term
(I). Term (2), however, is not small in regions of large chan_es in body
curvature, i.e., near the nose or the tail of the spheroid. (8 ÷ ± 90°).
It is this term which accounts for the spreading of the flow as it moves
straight downstream from the nose over the increasing surface area of the
body.
It would appear, then, that as long as one observed the criteria
aP aP
1. -- << --
and
the use of a two-dlmensional boundary layer calculation along streamlines
would be a reasonable way of determining $* and
W
By choosing a sufflclent number of streamlines we can insure that at least
one streamline will cross each panel somewhere near Its center. The solution of
the boundary layer equatlon along that streamline wlll then give us T and _*
w
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near the centrold of each panel. Becauseof the very great amountof work
involved in successively modifying the body shapeto account for displace-
ment thickness effects, wewill for the present, adopt the policy of using
the first calculation of Tw as the final value.
Wecould modify the body shapeto account for displacementeffects by
adding
_* = (161)
to the x-dlmenslon of all polnt on the panel
6* = b (162)
+ G2 +
to the y-dlmenslon and
_2 + _2 + _2
(163)
to the z-dlmenslon, a, b, and _ are given by equatlon (136).
However, the displacement thickness over the forward part of the body is
usually small and the use made of this Information on the rear part of the body
in our drag calculations, as outlined below, Is rather approximate. In these
circumstances recomputatlon of the entire body contour does not appear to be
warranted.
It must be constantly borne in mind that the approach used here for de-
termining the pressures and velocities over the body surface is an inviscid one.
As such, it always places a stagnation point at the downstream end of a closed
body. As a result, the computation always leads to a prediction of rear stag-
nation pressures at the aft end of the body in what is physically a wake region.
See the sketch below. The pressures in this wake are generally less than at-
mospheric immediately aft of the body and rise to the free stream value some
distance downstream. The relatively low pressure exerted on that portion of
the body's geometry opposite the hlgh pressure stagnation region near the nose
is the principal source of the force acting in the direction of the flow which
we call form drag or pressure drag. Bodies producing extensive regions of flow
separation will therefore have large pressure drags. It is apparent, therefore,
that we must represent the wake effects with reasonable accuracy if we are to
make meaningful drag computations.
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Flow oft of a bluff body "_"_'-"_'-_--_.
#'----
Streomllned Body
t_gnotlon point
BODY IN INVISCID FLOW
How to include such a representation within the framework of our procedure
for determining the inviscid flow field is the hurdle we must clear. Since the
wake is a region of "dead" air relative to the body it seems reasonable to
represent it by assuming it to be part of the physical body for purposes of
calculating the invlscid flow field. Then, by assigning quadrilaterals to the
surface of this wake-body which are of approximately the same area as those on
the physical body, one can redo the inviscid computation to find the pressures
on the wake-body. See the sketch below. The pressures on those panels of the
wake-body which lie immediately above equivalent panels (quadrilaterals) on
the physical body are then applied to the panels on the physical body along
the normals to the physical body. The forces acting on the physical body are
summed to find a lift and a drag. Since the pressures on the upstream portion
of the wake-body will, If its contours are properly chosen, be less than those
on the _ear of the physical body according to the inviscid flow computation,
the integration of forces will indicate a net drag on the body. Note that the
total number of panels considered in the analysis is greater when the wake-
body is present.
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, panels on wake body
Panels on
physical
Physical body
WAKE BODY
Pressures computed on panels a', b', c', and d' by the inviscid source distribution are applied to
panels a, b, c, and d on the physical body before the Integration of forces in the axial di-
rection is corriod out, Since tbese pressures ore lower than those computed by source dis-
trlbution on the physical body, o net drag is obtained on integration.
Some difficulty arises in attempting to specify the contours of the
wake-body a p_o_. If the contours are significantly concave, the inviscid
flow model will always produce a decelerating flow In these reglons and, hence,
rislng pressures. The computed pressure drag will then be less than that
actually present. Further, the boundary layer model used cannot predlct the
locatlon of the actual flow separation point. Thus, there is some amblgulty
in locating the upstream origin of the wake-body as well as how it should falr
into the physical body.
Consider, however, the drag data (Ref. 112) for alrship hulls wlth
geometries given in the following table.
x/£ 2y/t xl£ 2ylt xl£ 2y/t
, •
0 0 .150 .887 .600 .885
0.0125 .2 .200 .947 .700 .790
•0250 .... .335 .250 .... .982 .800 .665
•050 .526 .300 .998 .900 .493
•0750 .658 .350 .999 .950 .362
•100 .758 .400 .990 .980 .225
.125 .835 .500 .950 1.000 0
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.08
.06
c, /
.04
/
/
/
"020 I 2 5 4 5 6
finenese ratio l/t
Note that the mlnlmum combined skin friction and pressure drags occur at a fine-
ness ratio of 2.1. The drag coefficient rises steeply for blunter bodies. It
Is thus, unllkely that fuselages will be blunter than a f_neness ratio of 2 to
3. Calculatlons of the skin friction drag over a 3 to 1.0 ellipsoid (see
sketch below) compared with the total measured drag indicate that the pressure
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drag generated by such a body is about 25 percent of the total. As the
fineness ratio increases this fraction of course decreases. The total drag
is thus not particularly sensitive to small errors in determining the pres-
sure drag on streamlined bodies. Let us, therefore, arbitrarily assumethat
the wake-bodyalways begins at about the 0.9_ point on the physical body. We
will also assumethat wecan determine the initial surface slope of the wake-
body from our calculation of the displacement thickness as indicated in the
sketch below:
0.91,
_ centroid of second last panel
I.OL
The wake-body surface we will gradually fair, via an exponential function, to
a point sufficiently far downstream that the surface of the wake-body can be
paneled with an even number of sets of panels in the streamwlse direction.
The panel areas are to be the same size as those on the physical body. It
will be recognized that for thin wakes the termination point of the wake-body
with this scheme is of necessity very far downstream. For thicker wakes, the
termination point will be somewhat further upstream. The sketch below shows
how the 3 to 1.0 ellipsoid appears with a wake-body appended.
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The reader will recognize that an ellipsoid of revolution is one of the
simplest bodies possible. Because the procedure outlined above gives reason-
able results in such cases, does not mean that it will necessarily give
reasonable results for more complex bodies, if applied in an arbitrary and
capricious fashion. More complex bodies--of which light aircraft fuselages
are excellant examples--can produce local separations as the flow rounds the
cowling or encounters the windscreen and more general separations in the area
aft of the cabin, for example. None of these situations can really be treated
properly by the boundary layer theory employed. All one can do is insure that
the fuselage geometry is adequately presented to the invlscid flow field
computation and that when boundary layer computations indicate that separation
is imminent, force the flow to continue attached (for computational purposes)
until a more favorable pressure gradient is encountered. Sometimes these
measures will yield acceptable results, sometimes not. The user must in most
cases examine the results with caution and in detail, relying on past experience
and experimental evidence to determine whether they are reliable. It is
unfortunate that the requirement for the exercise of such substantial engineer-
ing judgement in lhis procedure has not yet been eased. However, in defense
of this situation one may point out that in contrast to other aspects of the
prediction of aerodynamic characteristics of complete configurations, the
estimation of fuselage drag in a rigorous analytical fashion is now in its
infancy and undergoing considerable flux. The method related herein was
assembled by the present writers in the absence of suitable techniques in the
literature. With the intense activity in the field, however, it would be
surprising indeed if it were not soon superceded by methods more easily
applied and using more accurate boundary layer models.
We have discussed above the methods by which we find the pressure and
skin friction on individual panels or quadrilaterals. To determine the lift,
drag, and pitching moment of the entire body we begin by finding first the
component in either the z (lift) direction or the x (drag) direction, of the
pressure on each panel. A product of this pressure component and the panel
area (assuming of course that the pressure determined for a particular point
on the panel exists everywhere on that panel) gives the force contributed by
the panel to the total body force along either the z or x-axis. The pressure
on a panel is exerted parallel to the normal to the panel. Thus, the com-
ponent of the pressure in the z-dlrection is given by
a2 + B2 + c2 !
(164)
while the component in the x-direction is
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Px I = PI 2 2 _2
_ + +c I
Formally, then, the lift Is slmply
k
L = _--I PZl AI
(165)
(166)
where k Is the number of panels on the body and AI ls the area of the Ith
panel. The pressure drag Is
Dp = _ Pxi A . (167)I=1 I
The pl%chlng moment Is easily seen %0 be
k
= (x ° - x I)A I ,M _--1 PzI (168)
where xo Is the moment reference point and x I Is %he x-coordlnate of ?he lth
panel.
If we call Yx' Y-' and y_ the direction coslnes of the streamlines over
the body, then the x-_omponen_ of the skln frlctlon on each panel, when
summed over all panels on the body, becomes the skin friction drag:
Df _=1 Yx A ,= _wI ! I
(169)
Skln friction con?rlbutlons ?o the lift and pltchlng moment can be found In
an analogous fashion. The total fuselage drag ls the sum of the pressure drag
end the skin friction drag, l.e.,
D = Df + Dp • (170)
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
In our determination of the lift, drag, and moment characteristics of
light aircraft fuselages we have generally employed a procedure which is
characterized by the following steps:
I. Represent the surface of the isolated fuselage by a number of
quadrilaterals or four-sided panels.
2. In effect move all four corners of the panel into the same plane
through the procedure which determines the direction of the normal.
3. Place a source of undetermined strength on each panel and require
that the velocity induced by all sources plus that due to the free stream in
the direction normal to the surface of each panel be zero.
4. Solve the resulting system of equations for the source strengths.
5. Compute the velocity over the body surface. From this, determine
streamlines and surface pressures.
6. Perform two-dimensional, momentum-lntegral-type boundary layer com-
putations along streamlines to flnd local values of _w and 6*.
7. Integrate Tw
isolated fuselage.
over the surface to find the skin friction drag of the
8. Modify the body shape by attaching a wake-body toward the tralllng
edge and enlarging, lf desired, the remainder of the body to account for
dlsplacement thickness effects.
9. Compute a new set of source strengths and surface pressures
corresponding to the wake-body shape.
10. Integrate the surface pressures to find the llft, pressure drag, and
pitching moment of the fuselage.
This procedure of course applies only to an isolated fuselage and does
not account for flow interactions between the fuselage and the wlng or tail
plane. These are discussed in the following chapter. The procedure also does
not account for the effects on drag of small protuberances such as extended
landing gear. A suggested means of tying together the results of the various
computations in this, the prevlous chapter, and the chapter on Interactlons,
along with empirical results for small protuberances, is presented In the
chapter on Lift and Drag Estimation of Complete Configurations.
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Weshould mentlon also that the methoddevelopedhere applies only to
fuselages so Inclined as to have mlnlmumcircumferential pressure gradients.
Thls wasdone, It wlll be recalled, to permit the use of a slmple boundary
layer computation procedure along streamllnes. Wlth the needfor manypanels
to adequately represent the body and the desire to haveat least one stream-
llne go through each panel near Its centrold, the numberof boundary layer
calculations required to accomplish thls Is very substantlal. In essencewe
are substituting a large numberof two-dlmenslonal computationswhich we know
howto do for a smaller number,perhaps, of dlfflcult and Involved three-
dlmenslonal computations wlth which we have had little experlence as yet.
For thls reason and the very large computer capacity required even for such
an approach, we have not considered the case of flow approaching the fuselage
with a vertical or sldewlse component. The reader wlll recognlze that because
the formulation of our problem Is llnear', the effects of such components can
be superlmposed on the effects of the axial component. To Include one of
these components, however, Is the equivalent, computatlonally, of repeatlng
the problem. Considering only an axial onset flow limlts the applicability
of our treatment to cases where the fuselage angle of attack Is always near
zero, I.e., near crulse. We cannot, therefore, take adequate advantage of
the ablllty of the wlng program to yield reliable results up to CL'S of about
0.8 except to account for varlatlons In wlng Incidence angle. It is to be
expected, however, that such restrictions will be relaxed through the use of
Improved methods which should be available from the major airframe manufac-
turers within the next few years.
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INTERFERENCE EFFECTS
In our previous discussion we mentioned that while we perform most of
our aerodynamic calculatlons on Isolated fuselages and wings we did realize
that when these components are joined together to form practlcal conflgura-
tlons there are Interactions between them not accounted for by the treatment
of isolated components. We Intlmated that we would approach these interaction
effects largely on an emplrlcal basis. As may become evident from the
dlscusslon below, we are virtually forced to take this approach by the
complexity of the problem.
WING-TAIL INTERFERENCE
An aircraft's horizontal tall plane Is flylng In a very non-unlform flow
fleld at least compared with the one seen by the main wing. In developing
lift, the main wing imparts a downward component to the flow over It, a
component whlch is not unlform across the span. Further, the wake produced
by the main wing Is a sheet-like region of low dynamic pressure which diffuses
slowly as it moves downstream. These phenomena make it difficult to determine
the orlentation and magnltude of the flow striking the tailplane. Ferrari
In Ref. 98 describes the sltuatlon aptly:
"For wings of aspect ratio greater than 4.0 and sweep angles of less than
SO°j the wings' system of bound vortices may be taken to be compressed into
one single vortexj the axis of which is normal to the plane of symmetry and
passes through the mean aerodynamic center of the lifting surface. The single
vortez has a circulation that is variable in strength along the span_ a trail-
ing vortex sheet is shed across the whole breadth of this bound vortex core.
The actual shape of the vortex sheet is rather difficult to specify inasmuch
as it depends upon the particular velocities induced by the vortex system at
the points occupied by the trailing vortex sheet.
The problem is complicated even more seriously because the trailing band
of vortices is unstable. As a result of this instability the band tends to
roll up at the edges in s_ch a way that two distinct vortical corelike nuclei
of appreciable size are formed, which are characterized by equal and opposite
amounts of circulation .... the complete rolling up of the vortices is accom-
plished only at a certain distance behind the rear edge of the wing, which
be calculated from the relationship 0.56 bAR ,,where the symbol AR denotes
aspect ratlo and b is the wing span. _ CL
For most cases of Interest however "the region of the vortex sheet which
stands nearest to the stabilizer...is not yet involved in the roll-up
phenomena."
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The usual way to treat the problem of determining the direction and
magnitude of the flow approaching the stabIllzer Is to assume first of all
that the wake is non-exlstent. Thls enables one to use an extenslon of the
lifting llne theory (as we shall do below) to flnd the flow angle anywhere
In the downwash field. The effect of the wake Is then added In a seml-
empirical fashion.
Referring now to the flgure following equatlon (82) we may, as we dld
in obtalnlng equation (87), wrlte an expression for the downwash component of
the flow veloclty at any point aft of the wlng, which Includes contributions
from the bound vortex (that running along the wing span) and the two trailing
vortlces:
r I -x [ y+b/2w = _ x2 + z2 1_/x 2 + z2 + (y + b/2) 2
y - b/2 J
_x 2 + z2 + (y - b/2) 2]
z2 + (y _ b/2) 2 1 qx 2 + z 2 + (y _ b/2) 2
(171)
V'"2[ x ]}+ z2 + (y + b/2) 2 1 Vx2 + z2 + (Y + b/2)2
Positlve z-directlon Is downward and posltlve x-dlrectlon Is upstream.
The other components of the induced veloclty are
r z ) y + b12
u = 4_x2 + z2 I Vx 2 + z2 + (y + b/2) 2
_ y - b/2
1_x 2 + z2 + (y - b/2) 2 I
(172)
z I x }v = 41T z 2 + (y - b/2) 2 1 - Vx 2 + z 2 + (Y _ b/2) 2
r z { x }
- 4-_- z2 + (y + b/2) 2 1 - V • (173)x 2 + z 2 + (y + b/2) 2
The foregoing expressions give the velocity components induced by a
single horseshoe vortex. In the usual case where it is necessary to represent
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the actual distribution of circulation by superimposing a number of simple
horseshoe vortices, the Induced velocity components are calculated by replac-
Ing r by d_/dn and b/2 by n In (171, 172, and 173) and the Integrating the
resulting expressions from n = 0 to n = b/2. r(n) Is known beforehand from
the procedure which determlnes the three-dlmenslonal lift distribution on the
wing. Since this Integration must be carried out for each point of Interest,
the mapping of the flow direction and magnitude in the region near the tall
Is a laborious process. The flow direction in the x-z plane ls found from
the expresslon
¢ = sln-1 [ V +uW ] , (174)
while the magnitude Is given by
_/w 2 + (V + u) 2 • (175)
If the stabilizer Is placed about three chord-lengths behind an aspect
ratio 6,0 wing, It will be found that the downward angle will be about
2SCL/_b2 radlans. For CL = 0.6 this Is 3.64 =.
The center of the vortex sheet descrlbes a path In an x-z plane whlch
can be found by Integrating ¢ with respect to x from the trailing edge of
the wing rearward. Ferrarl gives an expression, developed from experimental
data, for the vertlcal dlsplacement of thls vortex sheet center which occurs
because of the Influence of the wake:
1 sin _ , (176)
Az = - _ Cs
where C_ represents the length of separated flow over the airfoil (primarily
the uppSr surface). The semi-thickness of the airfoil wake he states as
Zwake = 1"38 c Cdo½ Ix+ 0"15]½c , (177)
where C d ls the profile drag coefficient applying to the airfoil section
located _t the spanwlse statlon at which the wake's behavior Is being Investl-
gated. The magnitude of the velocity along the wake centerline Ferrarl gives
I (178)
=V 1 - X+o. 3
Uwc c
as
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while the distribution of velocity vertically through the wake Is
2.42 do _
U w = V 1 , COS 2 --
x + 0.3 Zwake
C
(179)
Is to be measured from the wake centerline and _/Zwake _ I/2.
To summarize the procedure related above, we described the trace of the
center of the vortex sheet shed by the wing in x-z plane at any value of y by
an integration with respect to x of equation (174). Since this is an inviscld
theory, we apply empirical corrections to account for viscosity effects. The
actual wake centerline is displaced from the value given by the integration of
(174) by an amount Az from (176). The actual magnitude of the flow velocity
across the wake is given by (179) rather than (175). Outside the wake region,
the magnitude of the flow velocity is given by (175). The magnitude given by
(175) should also be used in place of V in (179). These relationships are
depicted in the figure below:
A
TAIL
,(,am
AKE _. Location of center of wokeo-/'X(x)dx + az
7
SECTION A-A
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Fromthe foregoing wehave sufficient information to develop at least a
seml-quantitative view of the disturbance which the wing produces in the flow
field approaching the horizontal tail plane. With this view wecan then
proceed to calculate with reasonableaccuracy the aerodynamiccharacteristics
of this surface considering it to be a portion of a complete airframe. Wedo
this by employing the theory for a completewing in the presenceof a fuselage
developed in the previous chapter but substituting loc_l values of (_ - c) for
and uw for V (if the tail plane is flying in the wing wake). Sucha
procedure ignores the presenceof a thick boundary layer over the aft portion
of the fuselage, the disturbance to the flow field causedby the vertical
stabilizer, and the confluence of the body flow immediately downstreamof
the stabilizer. Since a thick boundary layer tends to smoothout disturbances
and since it tends to makethe fuselage appear to the flow to be longer and
less rapidly varying in area than it actually is, it seemsreasonable to
conclude that for most configurations in cruise flight the effects ignored
are small.
LIFT OF AN ISOLATED FUSELAGE
It was pointed out in the discussion of the literature that a fuselage
at angle of attack in inviscid flow should experience no net lift. Any lift
generated Is a result of viscous effects. In principle we could obtain the
correct result by extending our treatment of forces on an isolated fuselage
as presented in the previous chapter to include a vertical component in the
onset flow and a boundary layer computation method which accepts circumferen-
tial pressure gradients and expanding flows. (It is of course possible that
bodies of unusual shape will also generate lift in much the same way that
wings do but we have not as yet added planar vortices to our treatment of the
pressures o_ the fuselage to account for this.) Unfortunately, the procedure
would ass,.edly be very lengthy. Since it is desirable in design work to have
an indication of the relative importance of certain effects so that we know
how precisely we will have to evaluate them, we would like to have a simpler
means for establishing the magnitude of the fuselage lift and for identifying
its source physically. One such means follows from the argument given below.
A very long circular cylinder whose axis is at angle _ with the oncemlng
flow has a flow about it which can be thought of as being made up of two non-
interacting parts: first, an axial flow which cannot affect the lift although
it does result in a skin friction drag; second, a crossflow which exhibits the
same characteristics as the flow over a cylinder placed normal to a stream of
velocity V sin _. For Reynolds numbers between 4 x 102 and 2 x I0S one finds
from experiments (Ref. 65) that the drag coefficient of a cylinder normal to a
stream is always about 1.1. This is, of course, a result of the separation of
the flow from the cylinder near the 90° points and the creation of a large low
pressure wake on the lee side. If the cross flow Reynolds number lies wlthln
this range, one would expect that a long, Isolated cylinder wlll experience a
force normal to its axis given by
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N = 1.1 _ (V 2 sin 2 e)£d (180)
£ is the length of the cylinder and d Is Its diameter. The force normal to
the stream direction Is then
L = N cos _ . (181)
Normalizing this force by the usual 1/2 pV 2 d£ gives
C L = 1.1 sin 2 _ cos (182)
Most fuselages are not very long circular cylinders but have Instead
nose which, even for the flow model assumed, I.e., nonlnteractlng axial and
crossflow components, experience an lnvlscld lift force. Usually, this force
would be balanced by an equal and opposite force on the tall In lnv|scid flow,
resulting In the development of a pitching moment but no net lift. If, how-
ever, the body Is cut off so that the flow separates from the base and forms
a viscous wake, the body appears to the lnvlscld flow to extend downstream
for some dlstance at essentially constant dlameter. The balancing force Is
then not developed and we are left with a net lift which Is said to be
potentlal or invlscld In origin. Following Ref. 101, we shall show how this
arises.
We recall that the potential for the crossflow at statlon x on an
Inflnlte circular cylinder In cyllndrlcal coordlnates Is written
( °2)= - V sin _ r +- cos er (183)
where a Is the radius of the cyllnder at station x, r is the radlal coordlnate,
and e Is the angular coordinate measured from the forward stagnation point.
The crossflow may also change in tlme as the flow moves along the axls of the
cyllnder so that the appropriate form of the Bernoulli equation giving the
relation between pressure and velocity along a streamline Is
[ 1']p at 2 + rae
The three partlal derlvatives are given by
+ c (184)
14O
cos e
a_.__=_ V sln a _
at r
da= _ V sin _ cos e 2a da dx
2a dt r dx dt
a2
ajL= - V sln _ (I - -_) cos e .
ar
(185)
a2
= + V sin e (r + _-E) sin O
raO r
Inserting these values Into the Bernoulli Equation yields
da a
= 2V2 sln _ cos _ _ cos e -
P
I ( )2a2V2 s ln2 _ cos 2 0 1 -_-_2
a 2 ) } (186)+ 1 +_'E sin 2 e + c
As r ÷ ®, we must assume that P becomes P®, the freestream value at Infinity;
hence
P® V2 sln 2
p 2
(187)
On the surface of the cylinder r = a. At thls locatlon the pressure is,
accordlngly,
] P® V2 sin 2da V2 sln2 _ 4 sln 2 e + --+
= 2V2 s ln _ cos _ _cos e - 2 p 2
P
[ ]P"da V2 sln2 _ 1 - 4 sln 2 i) + m (188)
= 2V 2 sin _ cos _ _cos 0 + 2 P
The force exerted by the crossflow, per unlt length, on the cylinder Is,
as may be seen In the sketch below,
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Since
CrolLs
Flow Norr_l
Force
IL
Nr [? °°_" = P a cos 0 de = pV2 2 a sin 2 _ _xx c°s2 e deo 2 o
]+ sin 2 (_ a(1 - 4 sin 2 e)cos e de
O
+ a
(189)
I2_ P= cos e de .
0
21r cos 8 de = 0
0
and r cos 3 0 de = 0 ,
0
N pV2 4 a sln 2 °'d-_ o_" = 2 COS2 e dO
PV22w a da
= 2 _sln 2 _ (190)
In producing a force on the cylinder the Invlscld flow Is deflected so
that the llft Is consldered to act at an angle _/2 from the normal force:
L PV22v a da
= 2 _-_-sln 2 = cos 2 (191)
This Invlscid llft Is developed by the body In addltlon to the vlscous
llft descrlbed earller. The total llft Is the sum of the two affects. We
wrlte therefore
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= 2_a(x) _ sln 2 _ cos _ + 2a[x) 1.1 sin 2 e cos _ dx
pV2 o (192)
2
If we choose our reference area to be £d then
0 ° l= -- _a(x) _-_ sin 2 _ cos _+ 1.1 a(x) sin 2 _ cos e dx
£d o (193)
da 0
We note with Interest that invlscid lift is present only when __ _ , that
Is, prlmarlly In the nose region of the body. We can easily m_e an approxi-
mate comparlson between the predictions of this theory and experimental
results taken on an oglve-cyllnder-boattall (£/d = 12.7, d = 5, nose length =
26.25) by assuming that the ogive can be satlsfactorlly represented by a cone
and the boattalling can be Ignored. Then da/dx = 0.125, a(x) = 0.125x for x
from 0 to 20; da/dx = O, a(x) -- 2.5 for x from 20 to 63.5. With these numbers
CL : 317.5 _ sin 2 s cos 7 1-2"810 + 1.1 sin 2 e{ cos e \TEIO + 2.5x 20
(194)
n2
CL = 0.0619 sin 2 _ cos _+ 0.573 sl = cos
(195)
The table below presents the results obtained with this formula and the
comparable experlmental data. Other experlmental data on bodies of revolution
may be found in Ref. 95.
4 °
8°
12 °
16 °
20 °
CL
Theory
C L
Experiment
Ref. 96
.0108
.0!14
.0280 .0233
.0494 .0376
.0744 .0536
.I022 .0713
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Qualltatlve agreementIs seen to be quite good. The lack of quantltatlve
agreementis no doubt a result of our failure to describe the shapeof the
experlmental body wlth sufficient accuracy since the comparisonswith experi-
mentpresented In Ref. 101 showgoodcorrelations.
To apply this theory properly to isolated fuselages, wecan see from
the foregoing developmentthat we needto know
(a) the fuselage geometry,
(b) the crossflow drag coefficient at each axial station on the fuselage,
(c) the crossflow potential function at each axial station, and
(d) the extent of the fuselage over whlch the axial flow Is essentially
Invlscld.
The latter we need In order to determine the axlal extent over whlch we may
need to consider potential forces. Frequently thls point Is taken to be the
fuselage station at which the wlng intersects the fuselage. The crossflow
drag coefficient and crossflow potential function are often difficult to
determlne for non-circular bodles. We do know, however, that the crossflow
drag coefflclent for Reynolds numbers In the range 102-105 is always less
than about 1.4. (It has thls value for a flat plate normal to the wlnd.)
Since the Invlscld llft term In (195) Is linear and approximately equal to
the viscous term for e = 12°, It seems reasonable to conclude that It would
seldom be more than 30 percent greater than for the experimental configuration
consldered here. Thus, for all angles of attack of Interest, the llft of an
isolated fuselage can be expected to be less than 5 percent as great as the
lift of a wing of the same planform area. Under condltlons of cruising flight,
the fuselage llft Is probably around I percent of the wlng lift. Wlth the
uncertalntles Involved In determinlng wlng-body Interference effects of thls
magnitude, fuselage lift alone can be justlflably ignored.
INTERACTION BETWEEN WING LIFT AND FUSELAGE LIFT
As long as the fuselage Is long and thln and either circular or elllptlcal
In cross section and the flow about the wlng-body comblnatlon can be regarded
as Invlscid, Multhopp's transform technlque discussed earller adequately
descrlbes the effect of wlng-body interference on overall llft. These con-
dltlons are seldom obtained In practice, however. It Is of interest, there_
fore, to examine what method practicing deslgners use to descrlbe thls effect.
Ref. 97 suggests that one assume a linear varlatlon of llft wlth angle of
attack and conslder that the effect of the body on the wlng lift, the wlng on
the body llft, and total wlng-body lift are as given by the ratios In the
following table:
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LwB/L w LBw/L wbody / wing
diameter/span
L/L w
1.0
I. 047
0 1.0 0
O.05 O. 99' O. 057
O. I 0.972 O. 1215 1.094
O. 15 0.956 O. 170 I. 127
0.2 0.936 0.224 I.16
"J O. 25 .... O.907 O. 270 I.18
0.30 0.882 0.308 I.19
LWB = wlng lift in presence of body
LBW = body lift In presence of wing
LW = lift of wing without body
L = Total llft
Examining the quantities In the table shows that as the body grows and
begins to shield the wing, the wlng lift falls off, but not as rapidly as the
fuselage diameter increases. This indicates a substantial "brldging" effect
and Is about what one would predict from the Multhopp theory. The body's
contribution to the total llft grows in direct proportion to Its dlameter.
The total wing-body llft for fuselage width-to-span ratios typical of llght
alrplanes Is about I0 percent greater than for an isolated wing because of
the flow wake existing over the fuselage. On the basis of our previous
argument concernlng the lift of Isolated fuselages, it would appear that the
Interaction between the wing and the fuselage enhances the fuselage's con-
trlbutlon to the total lift. Experience with the flow over cylinders
Incllned to a stream (Ref. 102) would indicate that these effects actually
are more non-llnear wlth _ than would be suggested by the table above. In
particular, If _ < 6°, a common condition, certainly, for cruising flight,
the crossflow wake Is weaker than would be expected from llnear conslderatlons
and the total llft under these conditions Is probably about the same as for
the wlng alone or perhaps as small as that given by Multhopp's transform.
Thus, It would seem reasonable to ignore lift Interaction effects unless
boundary layer calculations on the body alone Indlcate the llkelihood of the
formatlon of a wake on the upper slde of the fuselage which would grow wlth
small Increases In angle of attack.
DRAG INTERACTION EFFECTS
During preliminary design it Is usually assumed (Ref. 53) that the drag
of wing-body comblnatlons Is the sum of the skln friction drag of the body
and wlng separately tlmes a mutual Interference factor plus the form drag of
the comblnatlon. This mutual Interference factor for the Mach numbers of
interest In light alrcraft Is usually taken to be about 1.06 for Reynold_
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numbersbelow 2 x 107and 0.93 for Reynolds numberbasedon fuselage length
above 6 x 10?. A light aircraft with a 30' fuselage movingat 150 mphwill
have a Reynolds numberof about 4.5 x 107. Thus for cruise conditions this
interaction criterion would suggest that the drag interference effects are
small.
Such interference criteria, however,cannot account for interactions
which result in locally adverse pressure gradients on the wing or fuselage.
Thesegradients often lead to flow separation (and accompanyinghigh drag)
at places like wing-fuselage junctions. Correction of these drag problems
is usually relegated to the flight phaseof the developmentprogram, the
process being called "drag cleanup."
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LIFT AND DRAG OF COMPLETE CONFIGURATIONS
In the preceding chapters we have set forth theoretical methods by
which one can determine the aerodynamic characteristics (lift, drag. and
pitching moment) of airfoil sections and isolated fuselages at low arid
moderate angles of attack. We also presented an analytical method, valid
for unswept wings at moderate-to-high aspect ratios, for correcting two-
dimensional aerodynamic characteristics for the presence of th_ fuselage,
taper, twist, changes in camber, _nd the finite extent of the wing. In
addition, we discussed an analytical means by which one mighi determine the
magnitude and direction of the flow approaching the horizontal taTlplane.
Further, we were able to show tha_ for low-to-moderate angles of attack the
fuselage contribution to the aircraft lift is usually negligible. We also
noted the semi-empirical means by which drag interaction effects are
frequently treated.
These various methods, interesting as they may be in #hemseTves, remain
largely academic exercises for the designer unless he can employ them
effectively in the estimation of the lift and drag of complete configurations.
It is really only in tasks of lhis kind that the advantages of more rigorous
estimation procedures can be fully appreciated. For many reas,_ns it is not
yet practical to attempt to consolidate the various methods Tr,fo a single
computer program, the inner workings of which need not concern the user. If
therefore requires some underslanding of the basis for the various methods
in order lo apply them all to the same configuration and obtain L_seful results.
We shall outline below a s!ep-by-sfep procedure which should accomplish this
objective.
I. Select the basis of the force coefficients. Normally we will take
the wing planform area, including the portion covered by _he fuselage, as the
basic area.
2. From the geometry of the wing, including
(a) airfoil ordinates at several spanwise stations (at least root
and tip)
(b) taper
(c) twist
(d) aspect ratio
(e) fuselage cross section at wing root and location of wing in
relation to fuselage center,
determine the lift, drag, and pitching moment coefficients of the wing and the
spanwise variation in circulation. These data come from the methods discussed
in the chapter on wing characteristics. The spanwise circulalion, it may be
noted, is proportional to the final form of the spanwise varial on in sectior,
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lift coefficient for a given _. This information will be used later when we
Hetermine the flow conditions approaching the horizontal tailplane. Note also
that for good results we should choose flight conditions for which C L _ 0.8.
3. Determine the drag force on the fuselage using the methods discussed
in the chapter on fuselages. The methods will also give fuselage lift and
pitching moment. The moment will be of interest if one seeks to perform
stability computations at some later time. The lift given by these methods
includes both the inviscid and viscous lifts discussed in the chapter on
interference but of course does not include wing-body interference effects.
This fuselage lift properly can be added to the wing lift; because it should
be small compared with the wing lift, its computation can also serve as a
check on the fuselage drag computation. If the fuselage lift is large, the
fuselage drag values should be suspect.
4. Normalize the fuselage drag force by the wing area and the free-
stream dynamic pressure.
5. Compute the magnitude and direction of the flow approaching the
horizontal tailplane.
6. With these data, use the methods of (2) above to determine the lift,
drag, and pitching moment of the horizontal tailplane.
7. Normalize by the wing area and freestream dynamic pressure.
8. Add the lift coefficients for the wing, fuselage, and horizontal
tailplane together to obtain an overall lift coefficient. Do the same for
drag and moment coefficients.
9. Multiply the total drag coefficient by a factor ranging from 1.06
at low Reynolds numbers (< 2 x 10?) to 0.93 at high Reynolds numbers
(< 6 x 10 ). Reynolds number is based on fuselage length.
10. Add in drag increments for protuberances as in Ref. 2 (CD method)
and for those interference effects which experience or test data indicates may
be greater than normal. The CD method is summarized below.
Protuberances such as handles, hinges, antennas, cover plates, etc.,
impose additional drag on the aircraft but their effects are not readily
treated within the analytical framework discussed earlier. It has been
common to account for such effects in the following manner:
The drag produced by some element of the aircraft can be written
De = CD q Sw
e
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whereCD represents the drag coefficient of the element basedon the wing
area. I_ is, however, difficult to estimate the drag coefficient of many
protuberances in terms of the wing area. Theseestimates are frequently made
by comparingthe protuberance with somesimple shapewhich has beentested
frequently. For example, the drag of a vertical antennawire would be
estimated by considering the wire to be a cylinder normal to a uniform stream.
For most Reynoldsnumbers,the drag coefficient of such cylinders is given in
classic texts as 1.2-1.3 basedon a product of the wire diameter and its
length If one calls such a "natural" area A and the drag coefficient based
, is also given byupon it CD then De
1[
De = CD q A1[
1[
In terms of CD then,
1[
CD A1[
I[
CD =" S
e w
The net contribution of al protuberances to the total airplane drag
coefficient based on the wing area is thus simply
CD A1[
1[ 1[
CD - S
Protuberances w
The same rationale applies to the contributions to the vehicle drag provided
by the fuselage and tail surfaces. The reason for basing all contributions to
the overall drag on the wing area is simply one of convenience. The wing area
is the basic geometric parameter used in sizing the airplane during preliminary
design and is therefore the parameter governing initial estimates of power
required and performance.
Given below are CDI[ values and the areas upon which they are based for
some landing gear designs, nacelles, wing tanks, and wires and struts.
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Configuration Remarks f=Col. ATr
8.50-10 wheels, not faired ........
8.50-10 wheels, faired ..........
8.50-10 wheels, no streamline members .
Nose Gear
8.50-10 wheels, faired ..........
27-in. streamlined wheels, not
faired ................
27-in. streamlined wheels, not faired . .
8.50-10 wheels, faired ..........
21-in. streamlined wheels, not faired
8.50-10 wheels ..............
8.50-10 wheels, not faired ........
8.50-10 wheels, faired ..........
8.50-10 wheels, not falred ........
24-In. streamllned wheels, & intersectlons
filleted ...............
8.50-10 wheels, no fillets ........
8.50-10 wheels ...............
Low pressure wheels, intersections filleted
Low pressure wheels, no wheel falring
Streamlined wheels, round strut, half fork
no fairing ..............
For the nose gear CD_ = .5+.8 based on
A = (wheel dJameter)(wheel width)
I.67
I.50
3.83
0.74
0.98
O. 84
0.68
0.53
0.51
I.52
I .02
I .60
O.86 '
1.13
I.05
0.31
0.47
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COMPONENTS
AREAFORDRAG
CALCULATION CD
Nacelles
I. abovewlng, small
alrplane
2. large leading edge
nacelle, small airplane
3. small leading edge
nacelle, large airplane
4. improvednacelle, no
cooling flow
5. improvednacelle, typical
cooling air flow
WlngTanks
I. centered on tlp
2. below wing tip
3. inboard belowwing
Wlres and Struts
I. smoothround wires
and struts (per foot)
2. standard aircraft cable
(per foot)
3. smoothelliptical wire
(per foot)
fineness ratio 2:1
fineness ratio 4:1
fineness ratlo 8:1
4. standard streamllned wire
(per foot)
5. square wire (per foot)
6. streamllned struts
(per foot)
Cross section area
Cross section area
Cross sectlon area
Cross section area
Cross section area
Cross section area
Cross section area
Cross sectlon area
Frontal area
Frontal area
Frontal area
Frontal area
Frontal area
Frontal area
.250
• 120
.080
•050
• 100
.05-.07
.07-. 10
•15-.30
I .2-I .3
I .4-I .7
0.6-0.4
.35
.3-.2
.45-. 20
.16-.20
.075-0.I0
For smoothround wlre of dlameter less than ¼ Inch, assumetwo
end flttlngs equlvalent to three feet of wire.
For smoothround struts of dlamter greater than 5/16 inch,
assumetwo end flttlngs equivalent to one foot of strut•
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For smoothelllptlcal wire, assumetwo end flttlngs equiva-
lent to 10 to 15 feet of wire.
For square wlre, assumetwo end fittings equlvalent to two
feet of wire.
For streamllned struts, assumetwo end fittings equlvalent
to five feet of strut if faired, ten feet If unfalred.
The contrlbution of the various protuberances to the total alrcraft drag
coefflclent Is commonlyon the order of 3%to 5%.
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PROGRAM FOR THE CALCULATION OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL
AE RODYNAMIC COEFF IC IENTS
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INTRODUCTION
In order to predict the three-dimensional lift and drag characteristics
of a general planform, one usually begins with the two-dimensional charac-
teristics of the airfoils which constitute the wing. As noted in the
literature review, a computer program which estimates the aerodynamic
characteristics of multiple-component airfoils in subsonic, viscous flow
already exists (Ref. 31). This program, originally written for NASA Langley
under NASA Contract NASI-9143, has undergone extensive in-house modification
at NASA Langley; this modified version is available to the general public.
To take advantage of the rather substantial effort which went into the
preparation of this program, it was decided to use this NASA program as
the basis for developing a suitable--in terms of accuracy and computational
requirements--procedure for estimating the two-dimensional lift and drag
characteristics of general airfoils.
Since the present report is concerned only with the prediction of
characteristics of single-element airfoils and wings, a single element
version of the program was obtained from NASA Langley. Although the NASA
program was written for the CDC 6600 computer, only slight modification
was required in order to use it on the IBM 370-165 computer at N. C. State
University. Several airfoils were then investigated at NCSU to determine
how well the program prediction of lift, drag, and pitching moment
coefficients compared with the experimental data given in Reference 19.
After several comparisons it was concluded that in general the predicted
lift coefficient was high by 5 to 8 percent for moderately thick airfoils
and 8 to 15 percent for very thick airfoils; the drag coefficient was
usually high by at least 25% and sometimes as much as 75%. The program
as obtained from Langley required 200K (K denotes 1,000 bytes) of core
storage and a scratch disk (for matrix inversion use) for an IBM FORTRAN IV
H-LEVEL run on the IBM 370-165 computer. The average execution time was
45 to 60 seconds for each airfoil angle of attack (a large portion of this
time is input-output time for the scratch disk). Based on the above
results the goals for the new program were set as follows:
(I) modify the NASA program to improve the predicted lift and drag
coefficients
(2) reduce the size of the program to facilitate its use on smaller
computers (_IOOK)
(3) reduce the computational time required to evaluate the coefficients
of a particular airfoil.
The extent to which the above goals were achieved is summarized below:
(I) a marked improvement in the accuracy of the predicted lift and
drag coefficients is evident by perusing Figure 12 through Figure 30
(2) the modified program required only I06K of core storage with no
scratch disk required
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(3) the computational time required to evaluate the coefficients of
a particular airfoil was reduced to 20 secondsor less.
In the following sections the reader will find a brief explanation of
the theory uponwhich the program is based, a discussion of the various
changesand modifications implementedin the NASAprogram, and a comparison
of the predicted lift and drag coefficients (from both the original NASA
programand the NCSU-modlfiedprogram) with experimentally-determined
coefficients.
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GENERAL PROGRAM THEORY
The only practical method currently avallable for predictlng the
viscous flow fleld about an airfoil Involves an Iteratlve procedure.
basic steps for thls Iterative procedure are:
The
(I) obtain an Invlscld flow solutlon for the baslc alrfoll
(2) obtain a boundary layer solution based on the Invlscld flow
solution
(3) construct a modified alrfoll by addlng the boundary layer dlsplace-
ment thickness to the original alrfoll
(4) obtaln an Inviscld flow solution for the modlfied airfoll
(5) repeat steps (2) through (4) untll some convergence criterion Is
satisfied, for example, the difference between two successive
values of llft coefflclent Is less than some speclfled tolerance.
The above steps represent only an outline of the procedure to be used
since there are many techniques available for obtaining Invlscld and
boundary layer flow solutlons. For a discussion of many of the available
techniques and how they are applied to particular problems, the reader
should consult the llterature review.
A detalled description of a logical solution procedure Is given In the
general theory of the prevlous section. However, for reasons noted In the
general Introductlon, thls procedure differs In some detalls from the method
actually employed in the program. Thus, to Insure clarity, a brief descrip-
tlon of the actual solution procedures used in the modified NCSU program
Is given below.
It Is of utmost importance to choose a solution procedure whlch can be
relied on to converge In most cases. For the problem of the flow fleld
about an alrfoll, convergence depends primarily on the manner In whlch the
displacement effects of the boundary layer are treated In the invlscld flow
calculations. The program as supplled to NASA chose to model the Influence
of the boundary layer on the velocity distribution over the actual alrfoll
as two separate effects. The effect of the boundary layer on the llft Is
considered to be a modification of the camber line so as to effectlvely
decrease the angle of attack of the airfoil. The change In camber Is given
by the difference in the magnitude of the upper and lower surface dlsplacement
thicknesses as shown in Figure I.
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original alrfoil
with camber line
upper and lower surface Be/
with change in comber / _ camber 8 u
,,ne due_ __ _.W" : - 18_kl
modified airfoil with
modified comber line
Figure I. Modification of camber line due to boundary
layer displacement thickness.
Thickness effects due to the existence of the boundary layer tend to
relieve the stagnation condition in the trailing-edge region, giving rise
to the pressure or form drag of the airfoil. This effect of the boundary
layer on the drag was approxlmated by the difference of two "thickness"
solutions (see Figure 2). The first thickness solution is for a symmetric
airfoil at zero angle of attack with the same thickness distribution as
the original airfoil plus boundary layer displacement thicknesses. The
second thickness solution is also for a symmetric airfoil at zero angle of
attack but with the same thickness distribution as the original alrfoll.
Since superposltion is assumed to apply, the velocity distribution over
the original airfoil Is given by,
TOTAL CAMBER BT+6* BT '
where BT stands for the basic thickness distribution of the original
airfoil.
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original airfoil
I symmetrlc alrfoll wlth
symmetric airfoil with
displacement thickness added
Figure 2. Thickness effects due to boundary layer
displacement thickness.
During the inltial phase of the investigation, the authors questioned
the necessity of having to use superposition to model the various boundary
layer displacement effects. It seemed that the boundary layer displacement
effect could be modeled by simply adding the displacement thickness to the
original alrfoll. However, upon consultation with Mr. Harry L. Morgan, Jr.,
the authors were informed this approach had already been attempted at NASA
Langley but was unsuccessful. Time simply did not permit the authors to
investigate thls possible solution procedure further.
The program as originally supplied to NASA Langley used a distributed
vortlclty method to calculate inviscid flow solutions. The airfoil was
approximated by a closed polygon, and the distributed vorticity was assumed
to vary linearly along each line segment of this polygon. The sum of the
velocity induced by the distributed vorticlty and the free stream velocity
was forced to satisfy the condition that its component normal to the
airfoil surface must be zero at the midpoint of each llne segment. NASA
replaced this inviscld solution procedure with a different distributed
vortlcity method based on Oeller's work (Ref. 26 and 27).* Using the new
* For the user's convenience, a derivation of the equations for Oeller's
method Is given in Appendix G.
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procedure the airfoil is again approximatedby a closed polygon, but the
distributed vorticity is assumedto have a constant value per line segment.
The solution is obtained by requiring that the stream function have the
sameconstant value at each of the midpoints of the line segments(see
page 405). Consider the two line segmentsshownin Figure 3. To obtain a
Figure 3. Schematicof control point averaging.
value for the local velocity at the point (i + I) on the airfoil surface,
it is necessaryto use sometype of averaging technique on the distributed
vorticities Yi and Yi+1" The NASAprogramused an averaging procedure
of the form,
(V_) = ½ (Yi + Yi+1)i+l
Strictly speaking this procedure is correct only if all the line segments
have the samearc length. A somewhatbetter averaging procedure is obtained
by using the following form,
i+I
This improvedaveraging technique was therefore incorporated into the
NCSU-modlfiedprogram.
To facilitate the understanding of the remainder of the programming
theory, a programflow chart has been included and is presented in Figure 4.
The remainder of this section will be concernedwith the explanation of
this flow chart.
As indicated in the flow chart, the programbegins by calling subroutine
READIT. As its nameimplies READITis responsible for reading the input
geometryand the ambient conditions. A call is then madeto subroutine GEOM
to obtain a set of 65 distributed solution points. A basic thickness
velocity distribution l_ is calculated next using subroutine VOVBT.
\V_/BT
This velocity distribution is calculated only once for each alrfoil because
It is the basic thickness solution at zero angle of attack. Various arrays
are then inltialized and MAIN2which controls the calculation of the __invjscid
flow solution is entered. The cambersolution velocity distributi°n fV--_CAMBER_V_J
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is calculated in subroutine CAMBER.For all iterations after the first
(zeroth in the programoutput), the_"basic thickness plus displacement
velocity distribution [_ is calculated in subroutinethickness"
\V_/BT+6*
VOVBT. The three velocity distri6utions are combined to give the total
velocity distribution for the airfoil, /v \
|_ITOTA L. Using this velocity
\.-! t
distribution subroutine COMPR is called to obtain the compressible pressure
coefficients using the Karman-Tsien correction law. The location of the
forward stagnation point is obtained from subroutine STAG and subroutine
MAIN2 returns control to the mainline.
Subroutine MAIN3 is next entered to control the boundary layer
calculations. A call is made to subroutine LAMNA2 to obtain the laminar
boundary layer solution for the upper surface. At each point on the
airfoil surface subroutine LAMNA2 makes a call to subroutine BLTRAN to
see if boundary layer transition has occurred. Control remains in
subroutine LAMNA2 until either laminar separation, boundary layer
transition, or the end of the surface is encountered. If boundary layer
transition has occurred, TURB2 is called to calculate the turbulent
boundary layer solution. To insure stability in the computation the
last seven boundary layer displacement thicknesses are replaced using
a least squares fit obtained from subroutine LSQ*. A calculation for
the lower surface boundary layer is performed in a similar manner. The
pressure coefficient and skin friction coefficients are integrated over
the airfoil in subroutine LOAD, and the various aerodynamic and force
coefficients are computed in MAIN3 before control is returned to the
mainline. A check is then made to see if five iterations have been
completed, a check is made to see if all the angles of attack have been
used for the specified Mach number, and a check is made to see if the
airfoil has been investigated at each of the specified Mach numbers.
Once all the Mach numbers have been investigated, the program returns to
subroutine READIT where it attempts to read another data set.
Although this description of the flow chart concludes the General
Program Theory section, the reader is reminded that additional aspects
of the theory must, of necessity, be discussed in explaining many of the
modifications incorporated into the NCSU.program. The next section will
discuss program modifications of a general nature while later sections
will be concerned with modifications of a more specific nature.
* See page 79 of Reference 31 for the description of this displacement
thickness smoothing procedure.
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GENERAL PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS
Many of the changes made in the NASA program may be classified as
general programming modifications applicable to the entire program rather
than a particular subroutine; these general modifications are discussed
below. Throughout the remainder of the text the program obtained from
NASA Langley will be referred to as the NASA program while the modified
program generated at N_ C. State University will be referred to as the
NCSU program.
The NASA program was run on the CDC 6600 computer using segmentation
1o reduce the core requirement. Since segmentation as such is not
supported by IBM machines, the segmentation control cards were deleted.
The NASA program also contained a PLOT subroutine which was used to plot
the pressure coefficients. Inasmuch as plotting software may vary
drastically from ins_allation to installation, this subroutine was
deleted from the program.
Although only a multi-component version of the program was originally
supplied to NASA Langley (Ref. 31), a single element version was produced
a f NASA by deleting the confluent boundary layer and slot flow subroutines.
This single element version was the program made available to N. C. State
Universi1_/. The program as supplied still contained variables in other
subroutines which were used only for multi-component calculations and
variables which were double subscripted to facilitate multi-component
(.alculations (the second subscript was used to denote the particular
component). These unnecessary variables and second subscripts are
elimTnated in the NCSU version of the program.
In the interest of clean coding, the COMMON statements were aligned
and modified so that the Common variables have the same variable name in
each of the subroutines in which they appear. Also, whenever possible the
NCSU program makes use of Common transfer of information thus eliminating
many of the subroutine arguments.
In the NASA program a Mach number extrapolation and smoothing process*
was applied to upper and lower surface trailing edge pressure coefficients
in subroutine MAIN3 (statements 90 through 99 of NASA program). Since this
pressure coefficient modification was found to produce a significant
non-zero lift coefficient for a symmetrical airfoil at zero angle of attack,
i_ was deleted in the NCSU program.
The NASA program also allowed the user to specify the total number of
solution points desired for the airfoil investigated, up to 100 points. In
order to minimize storage, several test cases were investigated to find a
minimum value for the number of solution points which would still give
valid aerodynamic coefficients. Calculations with 65 points produced
* See paqes 78 and 79 of Reference 31 for the description of this
procedure.
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coefficients which were within one or two percent of those predicted
using 100 points; also, less than 65 points showed the trend of producing
a larger percentage difference as the number of points were decreased.
It was therefore decided that 65 solution points were the optimum number,
and the NCSU program specifies the use of 65 solution points.
Several of the unnecessary WRITE and PRINT statements contained in the
NASA program were deleted in the NCSU program to reduce total program
size. To insure compatibility with other installations all input/output
statements were changed to the forms READ(JREAD,C), WRITE(JWRITE,C), and
WRITE(JPUNCH,C) where JREA_ JWRITE, and JPUNCH are the appropriate
input/output numbers and C is some FORMAT statement number. The values
of the input/output unit numbers are assigned by three specification
statements a_ the beginning of the mainline of the NCSU program (JREAD=I,
JWRITE=3, and JPUNCH=2). For installations having different input/output
unit numbers these specifications may be changed. Only Hollerith field
literal data specifications were permitted in the NCSU program to insure
IBM-CDC machine compatibility.
The maximum number of angles of attack, specified as 5 in the NASA
program, was increased to 10 in the NCSU program. Also, many of the
subroutines contained in the NASA program were combined or deleted in
the NCSU program to make it simpler and more efficient. A table comparing
the subroutines contained in each of the programs is given below.
NASA PROGRAM NCSU PROGRAM
MAIN MAIN
READIT READIT
GEOM }DISTP GEOM
ROTRAN
MAIN2 MAIN2
VOVBT _ VOVBT
THICK_
COEFF I
VORTPX I
CONTPT I CAMBER
EQUIV I
CHEN CHEN
COMPR COMPR
STAG STAG
MAIN3 MAIN3
LAMNA2 LAMNA2
BLTRAN BLTRAN
TURB2 TURB2
TURB
LOAD LOAD
LSQ LSQ
TRANS TRANS
PROOT PROOT
POINT POINT
(continued on next page) 163
NASAPROC_RAM NCSUPROGRAM
SLOPE
SMOOTH
FTLUP
DIF
SIMSOL
FUNCTIONLOCF(X)
SMOOTH
FTLUP
SIMSOL
Table I. Comparlson of subroutines contained In the NASA
program and the NCSU program.
In order to give the user the optlon of reducing the slze of the NASA
program output for a particular airfoil, an IWRITE control parameter was
Incorporated Into the NCSU program. IWRITE is a program input variable
whlch should have the value O, I, 2, or 3. IWRITE = 0 Is the default
wrlte optlon which baslcally gives the complete output presented In the
NASA program. An IWRITE of I, 2, or 3 wlll yield reduced portions of the
total output with IWRITE = 3 producing the minimum output for each alrfoll
tested. An example of the output generated for each of the IWRITE options
Is given In Figures A-3, A-4, A-5, and A-6 of Appendix A.
The angle of attack of an alrfoll Is generally deflned as the angle
between the free stream flow direction and the airfoil chord llne. The
program must therefore know the locatlon of the chord llne of the alrfoll
with respect to the x-axls of the reference system in order to calculate
the correct aerodynamic coefficients as a function of angle of a#tack.
In most cases the location of the chord line is known, and the airfoil
coordlnates are referenced with respect to thls chord line. However, in
some Instances the chord line location may not be preclsely deflned, thus
requlrlng the program to calculate a chord llne to use as a reference
llne for the angle of attack. In general the most logical cholce for
the calculated chord line would be the longest llne from the mldpolnt of
the trailing edge to the nose of the airfoil. Thus, the program would
choose llne A as the chord line for the alrfoll deplcted in Figure 5.
Figure 5. Simple airfoil with longest chord llne.
Throughout this report a chord line calculated by the program in this manner
will be referred to as the longest chord line. An input control parameter
IALPHA was incorporated Into the NCSU program to allow the user to elther
specify the alrfoll chord line or to allow the program to calculate the
longest chord llne.
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IALPHA= 0 implies that the chord line of the airfoil is parallel to
the x-axis of the input reference systemof specified airfoil data points.
Although it would be moreconvenient to specify the airfoil coordinates
with the chord line as the x-axis of the reference systemas shownin
Figure 6a, it is only necessaryto input the coordinates with the chord
line parallel to the x-axis of the reference system as shown in Figure 6b.
z z
nose moment taken
about point M
upper surface points
_-'_"_"_chord line
x
lower surface points
(a)
upper surface points
id_'__ c_rd line
lower surface points
J
(b)
_x
Figure 6. Location of chord line for IALPHA = O.
The authors strongly urge that only the convention In Figure 6a be used.
As indicated in the User Instructions of Appendix A, a set of lower surface
points and a set of upper surface points are read for the airfoil. The
upper and lower surface points are defined as those points above and below
the specified chord line respectively as indicated in Figure 6. It should
also be noted that when calculating the moment coefficient about the nose,
the nose point is taken to be the point where the chord line cuts the
leading edge of the airfoil. It should be reemphasized that the above
discussion applies only to the IALPHA = 0 option.
IALPHA = I implies that the chord line of the airfoil is the longest
chord line calculated by the program. For this particular option the
user may choose any convenient reference line for dividing the airfoil
into upper and lower surface input points. The only restriction placed
on this reference line is that it must go through the trailing edge
midpoint. Again however, the authors strongly recommend that this line
be the x-axis of the input reference system as shown in Figure 7.
After calculating the longest chord line, the program will then rotate
and translate the airfoil coordinates so that the longest chord line lies
along the x-axis with the nose of the airfoil at the (0,0) point (see
Figure 8). The lift and drag coefficients are then calculated wlth the
angle of attack referenced to this longest chord line, while the moment
coefficient about the nose is calculated about the (0,0) point. Similarly
the moment coefficient about the quarter-chord is calculated using the
point (.25C,0), where C is the length of the longest chord llne.
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ZI _ upper surface points
_-lower surface points
Figure 7. Example airfoil in reference system
for IALPHA = I option.
(0,0)
X
Figure 8. Rotated airfoil after longest chord line
has been calculated.
In order to make the NCSU airfoil program compatable with the companion
program (given in Appendix C) for calculating three-dimensional aerodynamic
coefficients, an input IPUNCH control parameter was added. The control
parameter IPUNCH gives the user the option of obtaining punched data (lift,
drag, and quarter-chord moment coefficients for each angle of attack) which
may be used in the three-dlmensional program. IPUNCH = I gives punched
output while the default IPUNCH = 0 gives none.
Many comment cards were added throughout the entire program to help
explain program theory and logic. In general, the purpose of each subroutine
is defined at the beginning of the subroutine, and also many of the
important areas of the program were denoted using these comment cards.
As a final note to the general program modifications the user is
strongly advised to read the User Instructions concerned with input data
to the NCSU program since it differs in some respects with that of the
NASA program. For example, the input variable RN In the NCSU program
denotes the valu_____eeof th_eeReynolds number in millions. It does not
denote Reynolds number in millions per foot as it did in the NASA program!!!
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While manyof the revisions of the NASA program could only be classified
as general modlflcatlons, there were also modifications which were more
speclflc in nature. The revisions which are concerned with airfoil
geometry are discussed in the following section.
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CHANGES CONCERNING THE AIRFOIL GEOMETRY SPECIFICATION
In order to compute the lift and drag characteristics of any airfoil,
the airfoil coordinates must be specified. The NASA program was designed
so that 200 points could be used to specify the shape of the airfoil
surface. Since most airfoils can be specified adequately using less than
100 points, the size of the NCSU program was reduced by requiring that the
_Irfoll be specified by 100 points or less. These specified points must
be distributed about the airfoil in a manner such that if the airfoil
were rotated to the longest chord line system there would be no more than
65 upper or lower surface points (where the upper and lower surface points
are defined with respect to the longest chord line). The problem of having
more than 65 upper or lower surface points after rotation can usually be
avoided if the user specifies no more than 50 input points on either
surface. However, if more than 65 points are encountered an appropriate
error message will be printed in the program output, and execution of that
particular airfoil will be terminated.
As noted under general program modifications the aerodynamic coefficients
are calculated based on 65 airfoil solution points. However, these 65
solution points are no___tspecified airfoil input points as such; they are a
set of points generated from the specified points by a distribution
procedure in subroutine GEOM. Only one call is made to subroutine GEOM
since the airfoil can be investigated for several angles of attack and/or
Mach numbers using the same set of distributed points. The distribution
procedure requires many intermediate arrays for computational purposes,
but only two arrays containing the coordinates of the distributed airfoil
points are required for the remainder of the program computations. The
intermediate arrays are therefore equivalenced to other arrays used in
later program computations. This equivalencing procedure gives a reduction
of the number of large arrays required by the program.
Subroutine GEOM in the NCSU program is a combination of three of the
subroutines in the NASA program (subroutines ROTRAN, GEOM, and DISTP).
This subroutine first calculates the longest chord line of the airfoil
regardless of the IALPHA option used. It then calculates the angle B
between this longest chord line and the x-axis of the input reference
system (see Figure 9) and rotates and translates the specified input
points so that the longest chord line lies on the x-axis with the nose at
the (0,0) point. This Is done so that a new set of upper and lower surface
points defined with respect to the longest chord line will have monotonic
increasing values of x. It was decided that the NASA program could be
greatly simplified if the x-values of the distributed upper surface points
and thex-values of the distributed lower surface points were the same
along the longest chord line. Based on this decision the NCSU program
was modified so that it would produoe 32 upper and 32 lower surface
distributed points along with a common leading edge point (_.e. the (0,0)
point), giving a total of 65 distributed points.
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Z Z
IALPHA= 0 IALPHA = I
Figure 9. Reference line for the angle of attack
for both IALPHA optlons.
The dlstributlon of the polnts Is made a function of local surface
curvature so that more points are dlstrlbuted In regions of high curvature.
The distribution procedure Is as follows:
(I) the program uses the upper surface x-values as a longest chord
llne scanning array startlng with the leading edge point
(2) the curvatures* of both the upper and lower surfaces are computed
at each of these x-values
(3) the absolute value of the curvature for both surfaces are
compared at each x station, and the maximum curvature Is kept
(4) the Integral SUMA I = _I iKl0.2s ds Is evaluated using the
u
maximum curvatures at the x stations and the corresponding surface
arc lengths s i along the upper surface (note that a value of thls
Integral Is stored for each s I station to facllltate backward
Interpolation)
In the nose region the curvature K is calculated from
K = [cz 2 - (cx + b/2)2]/[z 2 + (cx + b/2)2] s1_
where c and b are taken from a curve flt of the airfoil points of the form
Z 2 = a + bx + CX 2 •
Note that this curve flt glves a slope dz/dx = (cx + b/2)/z which becomes
infinite when z becomes zero. Because the above curve fit gives an infinite
slope when z = O, it obviously cannot be used near the traillng edge of the
airfoil. Therefore, In the trailing edge region the curvature is calculated
from K = 2c/[I + (2cx + b)2] 3/2, where c and b are taken from a curve fit of
the form z = a + bx + cx2.
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(5) the maximumvalue of the integral is divided into 32 equal
portions
(6) an s value corresponding to each of these increments is found
by backwardsinterpolation betweenthe si array and SUMAi array
(7) similarly an x value corresponding to the s value is found by
backward interpolation
(8) finally corresponding z values for both the upper and lower
surfaces are found by backwardinterpolations.
Although the curve fit formula used in the nose region is designed
to approximate an infinite slope, a better value for the curvature
integral is achieved whenthere are morepoints specified in the nose
region of the input data. The better value of the curvature integral
will lead to a better set of distributed x's.
In the NASAprogramthe distributed points are rotated and translated
back to the reference axis system. For the NCSUprogramthe distributed
points remain in the longest chord line system in order to take advantage
of the sameupper and lower surface x values. For the IALPHA= I option
the longest chord line system is the ideal system in which to calculate
the aerodynamiccoefficients. For the IALPHA= 0 option the program
calculations are performed using an angle of attack with respect to the
longest chord line of (_ - 6) since this corresponds to an angle _ with
respect to the actual airfoil chord line (refer back to Figure 9).
Following this discussion of the specification of the airfoil
geometry, the next two sections present the revisions madeto the camber,
thickness, and boundary layer solutions of the NASAprogram.
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THICKNESS AND CAMBER SOLUTION MODIFICATIONS
It was pointed out in the section on general program theory that
the solution for the complete airfoil is a sum of a thickness solution and
a camber solution. The modifications which were made in both the thickness
and camber solution portions of the NASA program will now be considered.
Subroutine VOVBT is designed to calculate the y's or surface velocities
for a symmetric airfoil with the same thickness distribution as the
original airfoil plus boundary layer displacement thickness. Remembering
that the upper and lower surface x-arrays are the same in the longest
chord line system, the upper surface ordinates of the symmetric airfoil
are generated from the following equation,
(Zsym.)up = ½((Zair)up - (Zair) low)+ ½((6*)up + (6*)low) ,
for 0 <x-<C ,
where:
Zai r = original airfoil ordinate
6* = boundary layer displacement thickness
C = length of longest chord line.
It also follows that (Zsym) lower = -(Zsym)uRper' Now, once the boundary
layer displacement thicknesses have been added, the symmetric airfoil
will have a finite trailing edge thickness which is denoted by Zte. In
the actual physical flow, the wake acts as a displacement body in which
the thickness decreases very rapidly from Zte to a finite value z_ = ½CDC
according to Reference 30, where CD is the airfoil drag coefficient based
on the chord length C. In subroutine VOVBT the wake displacement body
of the symmetric airfoil is modeled by:
(Zsym)up = ½[(Zte - z=) e(-6"9XX) + z=](1.0 - XX)
where
XX = x/C - 1.0 for C _ x _ 2C.
Based on actual measurements given in References 72 and 73 the present
authors found that the extrapolation function inside the brackets in the
equation above closely approximated the boundary layer displacement
thickness of the wake in the trailing edge region. The multiplicative
term inside the parentheses is included to close the wake displacement body
at x = 2C since the inviscid procedure used for the solution gives best
results when applied to closed bodies. The authors feel that this
approximation to the wake displacement body gives a better representation
of the actual physical flow than does the wake extrapolation procedure in
the NASA program while also reducing program size and computation time.
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Since the thickness solution is calculated only at a zero angle of
attack, the flow field about the symmetric airfoil gives an upper surface
Y distribution which is simply the negative of the lower surface y
distribution, i.e. (Yu")x • = -(YI , lo,..)x., wherex I denotes a particular x
station of the airfoil_al_ng the longest chord line. Thus, only the y's
for the upper surface of the symmetric airfoil needto be found.
Subroutlne CAMBERis designed to calculate the y's or surface
velocities for an "equivalent" airfoil which has the samethickness
distribution as the original airfoil but a modified camberllne. This
modification is due to the effect of boundary layer displacement thickness
on the original airfoil as noted in general programtheory. The upper
and lower surface ordinates of the "equivalent" airfoil are given bythe following equations,
(Zeq)up = (Zalr)up + ½_z
= ( r ) + ½_z(Zeq)low Zai low
where Az = ($*)up - (_*)low
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BOUNDARY LAYER MODIFICATIONS
The NASA program contains four subroutines for boundary layer calcula-
tions: LAMNA2, BLTRAN, TURB2, and TURB. LAMNA2 performs the laminar
boundary layer calculations on the airfoil surfaces. At each point along
the airfoil surface, LAMNA2 calls BLTRAN to determine if either transition
from laminar to turbulent boundary layer flow or laminar separation has
occurred. If transition has occurred, TURB2 calculates the turbulent
boundary layer solution over the remainder of the airfoil surface. After
the last iteration between the potential and boundary layer flow calcula-
tions is performed, an additional turbulent boundary layer calculation is
performed using subroutine TURB. This subroutine performs a refined
turbulent boundary layer computation to predict the point of turbulent
separation.
A brief description of the methods used in LAMNA2 is given in
Reference 31, and they are derived in detail in Reference 32. The method
for predicting transition used in BLTRAN is described briefly in Reference
31 and derived in detail in Reference 32, while the method for predicting
laminar stall is derived in Reference 31. TURB2 uses Goradia's Turbulent
Boundary Layer Method which is derived in Reference 31. Goradia_s method
is designed to remain stable under the influence of extreme gradients,
both favorable and adverse, and provide reasonable momentum and displace-
ment thicknesses downstream of the turbulent separation point. TURB uses
Nash's Turbulent Boundary Layer Method which is described briefly in
Reference 31. Nash's method provides a prediction of the point of
turbulent separation, but his method is too sensitive to adverse gradients
to be used in the initial iterations.
The NCSU program retains subroutines LAMNA2, BLTRAN, and TURB2.
Subroutine TURB (Nash's method) was removed to reduce program size since
it played no active part in the iterative process between the potential
and boundary layer flow solutions. However, the user should be able to
return it to the NCSU program if he so desires.
The three boundary layer subroutines retained in the NCSU program
are virtually identical to the original routines in the NASA program
except for some coding clean-up performed mainly in the COMMON statements.
However, the authors have made two important changes in subroutine
LAMNA2:
(I) The NASA program input parameter RN specified the Reynolds
number in millions per foo____t.In the NCSU program, the input
parameter RN now specifies the Reynolds number in millions.
Since subroutine LAMNA2 requires a value for the Reynolds number
in millions per foot, the authors have added a variable RNPFT
(equal to RN/CREF) to LAMNA2. This variable is calculated in
statement LAM 61 and is used only in statement LAM 62 (see the
listing given in Appendix A).
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(2) The Reynolds number is modified to Improve the comparison between
calculated and experimental drag coefflclents. The modification
is justified in the following section of this report (Coefficient
Modification). It consists of calculating the boundary layer
flow using a Reynolds number which Is twice that of the specified
Reynolds number. Now the Reynolds number Is used only once in
LAMNA2 to calculate the kinematic viscosity VO which Is then
used In all three of the boundary layer subroutlnes. Increaslng
the Reynolds number by a factor of two is equlvalent to dlvldlng
the kinematic viscosity by a factor of two. Therefore, the
Reynolds number modification procedure Is carried out In
statement LAM 65 by dividing the kinematic viscosity by e factor
of two.
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COEFFICIENT MODIFICATION
The various modifications discussed up to this point have resulted
in a reduction in both program size and run time. While the authors had
hoped that some of the modifications would significantly improve the
predicted aerodynamic coefficients, comparison with test results indicated
that only slight improvement had been obtained. Since attempts at improving
the actual program theory had failed the authors sought to determine
whether semi-empirical and empirical corrections might improve the results.
The corrections which were incorporated into the program are discussed
below.
During the course of the investigation the authors noticed that
integration of the pressure coefficients from the inviscid solution gave
a non-zero pressure drag. This result was obviously contrary to potential
flow theory which says there are no drag forces in inviscid flow. It
was first believed that this non-zero pressure drag was the result of
round-off and loss of significance in the program computations. Calcu-
lations were thus made in both single and double precision arithmetic
with various integration procedures to test this hypothesis. The results
of these tests demonstrated that the problem was not one of loss of
significance in program computations but rather a result of the boundary
condition applied at the trailing edge of the airfoil. In true potential
flow the Kutta condition requires that a stagnation point be recovered
at the trailing edge thus yielding a zero pressure drag. However, the
boundary condition employed at the trailing edge in the program's
potential flow calculations (subroutines VOVBT and CAMBER) is based on
Howarth's criterion that the total flux of vorticity shed into the wake
from the upper and lower airfoil surfaces must be zero (References 74 and
75). This condition sometimes referred to as a modified Kutta condition
is satisfied by requiring that the upper and lower surface velocities at
the trailing edge be equal and thus not necessarily zero as would be the
case with a stagnation point at the trailing edge. As a result, a
potential flow calculation using this modified Kutta condition yields a
velocity distribution _hich has a non-zero pressure drag.
As discussed in General Program Theory, the superposition technique
used in this program implies that the lift forces are represented by the
camber solution while the pressure drag due to boundary layer displacement
effects is represented by the difference of the two thickness solutions.
The difference in the thickness solutions should contain all of the pressure
drag; however, because the camber solution is calculated using the modified
Kutta condition, it also has an inherent pressure drag. As a result, when
the three separate velocity distributions are superimposed, the resulting
velocity distribution has, in effect, an "extra" pressure drag in it from
the camber solution. The obvious "cure" would be to use a camber solution
which has a zero pressure drag. This can be accomplished by using the
true Kutta condition as the trailing edge boundary condition for the
camber solution while still employing the modified Kutta condition in the
two thickness solutions. However, when this procedure was attempted the
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program's boundary layer routines were unable to cope with the resulting
steeply-rising pressure distribution and failed. The next most obvious
"cure" would be to try to estimate this "extra" drag and subtract it
from the final drag. The authors found that the best way to estimate
this "extra" drag was to integrate the pressure coefficients of the
inviscid cambersolution calculated in the zeroth* iteration which
contains no boundary layer effects. A modification was therefore incor-
porated into the NCSUprogramto calculate the pressure drag of the
zeroth iteration and then subtract this pressure drag from the final predicteddrag coefficient.
Themodified drag coefficients comparedmuchmore favorably with
experimental data than did the unmodified coefficients, howeverthey
were still a little too large. While computingthe aerodynamiccoefficients
for several airfoil sections, the authors noticed that if the coefficients
were calculated using a Reynoldsnumbertwice as large as the experimental
value an even greater improvementin drag coefficient could be achieved.
For example, it was found that if the coefficients of the 23012airfoil
were computedat a Reynolds numberof 6,000,000 the predicted drag
coefficient comparedvery well with experimental tests at a Reynolds
numberof 3,000,000. The trend observedwith the 23012airfoil wasalso
evident in the other airfoils which were investigated; thus, it was
decided that a modification would be madeso that the aerodynamic
coefficients would be calculated using a Reynolds numberwhich is twice
that of the specified Reynolds number. This procedure can be justified
at least qualitatively by the fact that momentumintegral boundary layer
methodssuch as that used here give boundary layer thicknesses which are
somewhatlarge whencomparedwith exact results. Using larger Reynolds
numberstend to reduce the boundary layer thickness.
The effect of both of the modifications discussed above is
illustrated in the graph on the following page.
Up to this point noneof the modifications have affected the lift
coefficients to any extent; they still remained in general 3 to 8 percent
too high with the larger errors occurring at the larger angles of attack.
For someof the thicker airfoils the lift coefficients maydiffer from
experiment by as muchas 10 to 12 percent at high angles of attack. One
reason for the large lift coefficients resides in the fact that the effect
of the wakeon the circulation about the airfoil is not included in the
theory. In the actual physical situation the presenceof the waketends
to reduce the circulation about the airfoil leading to a reduction of
its lift coefficient (Ref. 76). In Reference 77 Spenceand Beasley
developedan expression which gives the reduction of the lift coefficient
due to the wake. This expression, incorporated into the NCSUprogram, is
(CL)with wake= (1.0 - 0.214 _ )(CL)without wake
In the NASAprogramthe lift and drag coefficients were calculated
using the normal axial force coefficients obtained by integrating the
pressure and skin friction coefficients over the surface of the airfoil.
In the programthe initial or first iteration is referred to as thezeroth iteration.
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Figure 10. Effect of each of the drag modifications on
the drag coefficients of the 23012 alrfoll at
a Reynolds number of 3.0 million.
In the NCSU program the lift and drag coefficients were calculated in the
same manner and then corrected using the modifications discussed above.
In order to make the normal and axial force coefficients consistent with
these new llft and drag coefficients, the force coefficients were re-
computed using the following relations:
CN = CL cos _ + CD sin
CA = - C L sin _ + CD cos
It is Important to note that while the aerodynamic and force
coefflclents can be modified to give values which agree better with
experimental data, a slmllar correction procedure cannot be applied to
modlfy the pressure coefflcients, and therefore they are printed as
calculated.
The results of these program modifications when applied to the
calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of a number of alrfoils
are dlscussed In the next section.
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DISCUSSION OF PROGRAM RESULTS
This section is concerned with quantitative comparisons between the
predicted coefflcients of both the NASA program and the NCSU program and
experimental data (taken for the most part from Ref. 19). In order to
obtain generally valid comparisons, fifteen airfoils of various thickness
and camber distributions were included in the investigation. The fifteen
airfoil contours are depicted in Figure 11. The reader can see by
examining Figures 12 through 30 that the lift coefficients predicted by
each program are quite similar while the drag coefficients are quite
different. (Although the plots show only lift and drag coefficient, the
reader is reminded that the normal force, axial force, and moment coeffi-
cients for any airfoil investigated may also be obtained from the program
if desired.) For most of the airfoils the comparisons are self-explanatory
and require little discussion; however, some of the more interesting results
warrant individual identification.
In general, the lift and drag coefficients obtained using the NCSU
program compare very well with experimental data at the lower angles of
attack for airfoils with thickness ratios of less than 18 percent. The
drag coefficients for the lower angles of attack are slightly high and
therefore conservative. For the higher angles of attack the lift is
over-predicted, and the drag coefficient is usually under-predicted,
because the boundary layer routines used cannot treat flows with large
adverse pressure gradients, separated flows, or large wakes such as are
present when the airfoil approaches stall.
For the thicker airfoils (thickness ratios of 18 percent or greater)
the lift predicted by the NCSU program is more optimistic than for the
thinner airfoils. For example, the 2424 airfoil really has a non-linear
lift-curve slope which tends to reduce the lift, but the predicted lift
curve slope is quite linear, resulting in the over-prediction of lift.
The drag coefficients for the thicker airfoils are also seen to agree less
well with experimental data than the drag coefficients of the thinner
airfoils.
The NASA program usually gave a slightly higher predicted lift
coefficient than did the NCSU program. The predicted drag coefficients
for the NASA program, however, are in very poor agreement with experimental
data. While the comparisons are generally poor, the NASA program drag
coefficients do match experimental data better for the thicker airfoils
than for the thinner airfoils.
Neither program does a very good job of predicting the aerodynamic
characteristics with leading edge surface roughness as can be seen in the
case of the 4412 airfoil (Figure 17). The roughness used in the test
condition was approximated in the programs by specifying fixed transition
at the leading edge for both the upper and lower surfaces of the airfoil.
While both programs did a fairly good job of predicting the lift coefficient
at the lower angles of attack, neither program did well for the drag
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coefficient; the NASA program over-predicted the drag coefficient by 25 to
40 percent while the NCSU program under-predicted the drag by 20 to
40 percent.
The reader will notice that there are no predicted NASA coefficients
for the 632-615 airfoil (Figure 23). While the NCSU program prediction
is very good the NASA program was not able to produce an acceptable set
of distributed solution points for this airfoil, and thus no correlation
can be shown. In a similar situation, the NCSU program was not able to
produce a set of distributed points for the 633-618 airfoil until two
extra points were added in the nose region to those specified for the
airfoil in TR 824 (Ref. 19). The extra points were needed because some
of the specified points were extremely close together, leaving a large
portion of the airfo_l nose with no points to specify its shape. The
same procedure was used for the 2424 airfoil whose coefficients are shown
in Figures 13 and 14. For the 2424 four extra points were added in the
region of the nose. As mentioned above, it is important to specify regions
of high airfoil curvature properly. While there were a few exceptions, in
most cases the ordinates given in TR 824 were sufficient to define the
shape of the airfoil.
The Whitcomb airfoil which is currently being investigated by NASA
Langley for possible application to general aviation craft is another
airfoil which deserves some special mention. While the drawing of this
airfoil in Figure 11 does not show it, the Whitcomb airfoil has its
minimum thickness slightly ahead of the trailing edge. While the
comparison of the NCSU program with experimental data is good for a
Reynolds number of 1.9 million, this unusual trailing edge shape is
probably one reason for the poor comparison with the previously
unpublished experimental data at a Reynolds number of 9.2 million
(Figure 29). The poor comparison at 9.2 million may also be due to the
erratic nature of the experimental data at this Reynolds number.
In order to investigate another of the latest airfoil designs, that
presented in TN D-7071 (Ref. 52) was investigated using the two computer
programs. The airfoil (referred to as the TN D-7071 airfoil) was
originally designed to optimize the maximum lift coefficient. Experimental
results are oiven for the pressure coefficients and the lift coefficients
in Reference 52, but no drag data is presented. This airfoil was of
particular interest because of its unusual shape (see Figure 11) and
because the original NASA program was used in Reference 52 for a theoretical
correlation with the experimental results. Figure 30 indicates that the
lift coefficients for the TN D-7071 airfoil obtained from the NCSU program
match the experimental values a little better than do the NASA program
values. The drag coefficients for both programs are also included for
the sake of completeness even though no experimental drag coefficients
are available. Figures 31, 32, and 33 give the pressure distributions
over the airfoil for experimental measurement, the NASA program, and the
NCSU program for this airfoil at angles of attack of 3.4, 12.4, and
18.7 degrees respectively. These pressure coefficients were included
to show that the pressure coefficients obtained from the NCSU program
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are still basically the same as those predicted by the NASA Program. As
indicated in Reference 31 the computed pressure coefficients for conven-
tional airfoils usually compared quite well with experimental data.
In order to study some of the bounds of the computational methods pre-
sented herein, an attempt was made to predict the aerodynamic characterlstlcs
of the last airfoil shown in Figure II. This is a very thin, highly cambered
airfoil recently tested by Milgram (Ref. 108) over a very wide range In
Reynolds Numbers and angles of attack. The very non-linear lift curve and
high drag coefficients evident in the experimental data indicate extensive
flow separation which changes radically with the changes in angle of attack.
Figure 34 compares the predictions with the experimental data. The lift
predictions are close to experimental values only for an angle of attack of
2-3 °. At large angles of attack where the thln nose of the airfoil points
into the wind, more or less, there is extensive separation over the aft
portion of the upper surface so that the predicted lift does not materlallze.
The best that can be said for the drag predictions are that the NCSU program
is qualltatively correct but predicts only 25% of the actual drag. This
experience leads one to suggest extreme caution in applying the program to
airfoils which possess regions of surface concavity. Not only does the
boundary layer routine used here fail for what in these circumstances wlll
usually be a separated flow, but the inviscid method also has difficulty
with such geometrles.
As received from Langley, the program contalned a provision to modlfy
both the inviscid and viscous computations of the pressure distribution and
aerodynamic force coefficients for the effects of changes in free stream Mach
number. This capability was retained although it is expected to be of llmlted
utility for most light aircraft designs. For this reason, the applicablllty
to varied airfoils and the accuracy limits of the routine were not investi-
gated extenslvely. Plotted in Figure 35 are the results for a 23012 air-
foil obtained with the original Langley version and the modified NCSU verslon.
It will be seen that for this case and for _ = O, at leas_ the NCSU version
gives qualltatlvely reasonable lift resulte for all Mach numbers while the
original version Is reliable to about M = 0.50. The reasons for the apparent
superiority of the NCSU version were not examined in detail. No explanatlon
for this behavior can, therefore, be offered. Experimental data for the 23012
airfoil were not at hand for comparison, but one may note tha t generally the
Prandtl-Glauert rule under-predicts the increase in CL near MCR by about 10%.
Thus, the NCSU prediction may yield results quantitatively below those found
experimentaliy for M > 0.5. The user should therefore approach results for
M > 0.5 cautiously.
The results of the drag predictions are shown in Figure 36. The Langley
results appear to be completely meaningless. Again, the reason for thls is
not known. The NCSU predictions, on the other hand, appear to be quall-
tatively correct for all Mach numbers. Quantitatively, the SqulFe-Young
formula seems Io give the more reasonable results for M > 0.55.
18O
Basedon the airfoils investigated the authors conclude that:
(|) the NCSUprogramgives about the samepressure distribution
over the airfoil as does the NASAprogram
(2) the lift coefficients for the NCSUprogramwhile still a little
too large for someairfoils, comparemore favorably with
experimental data than do the NASAprogramcoefficients
(3) the predicted drag coefficients using the NCSUprogramcompare
muchbetter with experimental data than the drag coefficients
obtained from the NASAprogram.
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Figure 11. General shape of the 15 airfoils investigated for lift and
drag characteristics.
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Figure 11. Continued.
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Figure 11. Continued.
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Figure 31.
0 Experimental
------ Original progrom
Modified program
.5 .6 .7 .8 .9
X/C
1.2
Comparison of pressure coefficients of the TN D-7071 airfoil at
a Reynolds number of 9,000,000 and angle of attack of 3.4 degrees.
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0 Experimental
------ Original program
Modified program
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FIgu re 32.
0
o l
0
Comparison of pressure coefflclehts of the TN D-7071 alrfoll
a Reynolds number of 9,000,000 and angle of attack of 12.4
degrees.
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---- Original program
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Flgure 33. Comparison of pressure coeffic|ents of the TN D-7071 airfoil at
a Reynolds number of 9,000,000 and angle of attack of 18.7
degrees.
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EXTENSION TO THREE DIMENSIONS
211
INTRODUCTION
As elaborated In the theory sectlon of the present work, one may
employ lifting llne theory to find the effeptlve angle of attack at every
polnt along the span of straight, moderately hlgh-aspect-ratlo wings. This
effective angle of attack In conjunction with two-dlmenslonal lift and drag
data may subsequently be used to calculate three-dlmenslonal lift and drag
distributions. Integrating these distributions then gives the percelved
lift and drag characteristics of the complete wing. A computer program
utilizing thls theory to predict stall characteristics of stralght wlng
alrcraft presently exists and is published in NASA CR-1646 (Ref. 36).
It was selected to serve as the basis of a program for generallzlng two-
dlmenslonal data to three dimensions in order to take advantage of the very
considerable effort which went Into its development. The program, however,
contalns many features which are not needed in the present work. Only
that portion of the program pertaining to the predlctlon of the three-
dimensional lift, drag, and pitching moment of a wing-fuselage comblnatlon
Is of immediate interest.
Originally written in FORTRAN IV for the CDC-6600 series computer,
the program required substantial changes in order to execute effectively
on North Carolina State University's IBM 370-165 machine. A list and
discussion of the necessary changes Is given on page 223.
The program in its original version was written to predlct the angle
of attack at which a wing-fuselage combination stalls and to ald the
designer of a new or modified aircraft In stall-proofing hls flight
vehicle. Thls feature of the program cannot be utlllzed In the present
effort because of the inability of the current two-dlmenslonal program to
predict boundary layer separation and therefore section aerodynamic
characteristics in the near-stall region adequately. As a result, all
portions of the program pertainlng to the stalling wing, the Iteratlve
calculation of the value of the stall angle of attack, and locatlon of
the initial stall point were deleted. The resultlng program Is therefore
applicable only to the linear portlon of the llft curve.
Since the two-dimensional program treats only unflapped conflguratlons,
that portion of the program concerned with prediction of three-dlmenslonal
characteristics of flapped airfoils was deleted. Major reductions were
also realized in the storage of airfoil data files. Tables of the two-
dimensional aerodynamic characteristics were stored In the form of sets
of polynomial coefficients with the Reynolds number Inherent In the root
and tip data sets in order to reduce Input-output time and eliminate the
need for nlne peripheral storage devices which in the original program
were used to store the airfoil data in a detailed table-look-up form.
(The tables were constructed from the experimental data In NACA TR 824.)
In this modified form, the NCSU program, called FUNC, operates totally
within the machine core. It will produce a three-dimenslonal table of
lift, profile drag, induced drag, total drag and moment coefficients for
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nlne angles of attack (see Figure C-_ in six secondswith sixty thousand
bytes of core, considerably less than the 60 secondsand 104thousand
bytes plus ten peripheral storage devices required by the original program,
STALL. The specific changesare discussed in detail below.
The only obvious danger in using this fast and efficient polynomial
coefficient technique Is that the fit mayexceedsometolerable level of
error. A least squares routine, FITIT, has beenprovided to determine the
polynomial coefficients. With It the fit error encounteredon smooth
two-dimensional datej as measuredby the averagemeansquare deviation,
wasnormally between10-3 and I0-s, certainly less than three percent of
the aerodynamiccoefficient value. This maybe seen in Figure B-3which
gives the fit coefficients and plots of fitted curves for the various
aerodynamiccoefficient functions of a 23012airfoil. Although the fits
provided by FITIT have always beenwithin an acceptable tolerance for
all runs performedto date, it is suggested that one always check the plot
of the curve fit before proceeding to supply FUNCwith the fitted data.
FITIT performs a run of curve fits for the two-dimensional aerodynamic
coefficlents at nine angles of attack In eight secondsand fifty-four
thousand bytes of core storage.
In order to insure that this fit error and the methodsemployedin
modlfylng the original programwere valid, a test case was run which com-
pared the three-dlmenslonal lift and drag producedby STALLusing experi-
mental two-dimensional data and the three-dimensional lift and drag as
predicted by FITIT and FUNCusing experimental two-dimenslonal data. The
results of the test case is shownIn Figure 37. This drag error noted is
directly attributable to the inability of FITIT to fit the "drag bucket"
of these alrfolls using only a fourth degree polynomial. Generally, this
routlne as used with the two-dlmensional predictions of the prevlous chapter
do not encounter these "drag buckets" and, as mentionedearlier, operate
with muchhigher accuracy.
Additlonal. test cases were run to comparethe three-dlmenslonal data
producedby experiment and that produced by the FITIT-and-FUNC-comblnatlon
using two-dlmenslonal data supplied from the programof the previous
chapter. Results of these tests are reported below. Generally, the
errors encounteredwere less than five percent for lift and eight percent
for drag (Flgure 38 through Figure 40) whencomparedwith experlment. The
experimental data and geometrlc configuration used In these calculations
were taken from Reference78. A drawing of this planform Is given In
Figure 41.
In the following the reader will flnd a brlef explanatlon of the
theory uponwhich the programsare based, and a discussion of the modlfl-
eatlons implementedIn the NCSUprogram.
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GENERAL PROGRAM THEORY AND OPERATION
The mathematical technique for extending two-dimensional data to three
dlmenslons, presented in detail in the theory section of this report, is
performed by a modified version of the program (listed in NASA CR-1646)
known as STALL. The following is a description of the basic logic of the
modified version, FUNC, and its support program FITIT. FUNC is supplied
with two-dimensional data in the form of polynomial coefficients by a
special program called FITIT. Two-dimensional data (experimental or cal-
culated by two-dimensional programs in the previous chapter) for a
specific airfoil is generally given in the form of tables of lift coeffi-
cient versus angle of attack, drag coefficient versus lift coefficient,
and pitching moment versus lift coefficient for a given Reynolds number.
FITIT is designed to take these tables (see Figure B-2) and produce
polynomial coefficients (see Figure B-3) for this specific airfoil by
a least squares curve-fitting technique (see Figure 42). The polynomial
coefficients are then punched into the form acceptable to FUNC. After
sufficient data sets have been generated in this fashion, the execution
of FUNC is ready to be initiated.
At this point the perceptive reader might suspect that FITiT should
be incorporated as a preliminary routine within the program FUNC. This
was not done because: (I) The fits should always be checked for intolerable
error; (2) The core requirements of FUNC would probably be extended to an
intolerable level; and (3) Once a set of data for a given airfoil is run
and polynomial coefficients obtained, the set need not be run again,
allowing the engineer to run many geometric variations within FUNC
without recalculating these polynomial coefficients each time.
As can be seen by the flow chart in Figure 43 operation of FUNC is
initiated by reading in (see Figure C-2) all geometric parameters associated
with" the configuration under consideration. Appropriate polynomial coeffi-
cient data are then read in* and calculation of the geometric quantities
associated with the transformation from the u to the _ plane is initiated.
If the option to read in irregular geometric shapes has not been initiated,
the program proceeds to calculate the chord, thickness, camber, geometric
twist and Reynolds number distributions for a wing with linear taper in
both chord and thickness. Next, the multipliers Bmk from Equation 105,
the multiplier employed in Simpson's rule enclosed in brackets in Equation
117 through Equation 120, and the inverted G matrix of Equation 114 are
calculated. At this point the values of body angle of attack are read,
the first value selected and a case heading printed. After a first
approximation to the lift distribution has been estimated by Equation 115,
the basic iterative loop searching for a convergent lift distribution
is entered.
* Note from FigureC-2 that the thickness ratio of each airfoil data set
has been inserted so that FUNC will have explicit knowledge of its value.
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The flrst step In the search for convergence Is to calculate the
correspondlng values of induced angles of attack and determlne the
effective wing angles of attack In the real plane. Now the equivalent
angles of attack from Equation 116 are computed for use with the two-
dlmenslonal data. Using the section data, the valoes of llft coefflclent
corresponding to these equivalent angles of attack are obtained. If
the value of C_c_uslng these values of llft coefflclent Is not suffl-
clently close to the Inltlal estimate of C_c_, the correction factor
glven by Equation 114 is calculated and added. The process discussed In
this paragraph Is followed until the calculated values are sufficiently
close to the previous values of C%c_.
Having obtained the lift dlstributlon, section values for the
profile drag coefflclent, the Induced drag coefficient, and the pltchlng
moment coefficient are obtained. These are then Integrated using
Equation 117 through Equation 120.
At this polnt In the executlon, another value of body angle of
attack Is assumed and the program reenters the search for the convergent
llft dlstrlbutlon assoclated with thls body angle of attack. The program
continues In thls cycle until a body angle of attack of 99.0 Is encountered
at which tlme control is returned to the beginning of the program and
the next set of geometrlc parameters Is read.
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T
I Perform Least- '1Squares Curve Fit
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Print Two Dimensional
Data Polynomial Coef.
Figure 42. Flow chart of major logic in FITIT.
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Figure 43. Flow chart of major logic in FUNC.
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MODIFICATIONS REQUIRED TO ADAPT THE CDC "STALL" PROGRAM
TO IBM EQUIPMENT
The following changes were necessary in the original program STALL
as published in NASA CR-1646 in order to insure effective execution on
the NCSU IBM 370-165:
(I) Eliminate the overlay structure by changing programs STALL, ONE,
TWO, and THREE into subroutines STALL, ONE, TWO, and THREE.
(2) Run with NOSUBCHK option on Fortran IV G-LEVEL compiler.
(3) Set the variable INNOW equal to zero after logical unit numbers
are set in routine MAIN.
(4) Set ATMP (vector) to zero at statement 40 in BRIDGE.
40 KGO = I
ATMP(1) = XX(1)
DO 41J = 2,NP
41 ATMP(J) = 0.0
(5) Insert the following statement immediately preceeding the statements
se?ting logical unit numbers in MAIN.
ACOS(X) = ARCOS(X)
(6) Prevent illegal entry into a DO loop in LOOK by inserting at
statement 60,
60 LOCR = 3
61 IF(REYN-A(LVL,1,LOCR)70,70,610
and statements 600 to 620 should read
600 GO TO 630
610 LOCR = LOCR+I
IF(LOCR.LE.MAXC)GO TO 61
611 IE = I
GO TO 630
620 REYN = 9900
(7) Enclose the variable YY in the argument list of BRIDG in slashes
to insure call by name.
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GENERAL PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS
It was mentioned in the introduction to this chapter that the original
program STALL consisted of approximately 1700 executable statements. Thls
section serves as a guide to the systematic dismantling and conversion of
the program to its modified form. The program as supplied to NCSU operated
in the overlay mode with a main overlay and three additional overlays of
the same sublevel. Since total operation within the core of the IBM 370-165
is less expensive than the time to call in overlays, the program was taken
out of the overlay mode and compiled and executed as a unit. Some IBM-CDC
incompatibilities noted In the previous section were then removed in order
to execute the program on the NCSU 370-165. These changes resulted in a
significant reduction in execution time at the expense of increased core
requirements. As mentioned previously this trade is quite cost-effective.
A second major modification occurred when portions of the program
unneeded for the present investigation were removed. These included all
portlons associated with stall calculations as well as those portions
having to do with flaps. These routines are THREE, MAIN3, and MAIN5.
See Table 2. These changes reduced the number of executable statements
by 550 to approximately 1150, a substantial reduction.
ORIGINAL PROGRAM
(STALL)
MODIFIED NCSU PROGRAM
(FUNC)
STALL
MINV MINV
DAGET
AAA AAA
ZZZ
SSS SSS
TERP TERP
SETSW SETSW
DA?SW DATSW
AERDA
BR IDG BRI DG
ARC
LOOK
ONE
MA IN MA IN
MAINI MAINI
TWO
MA IN2 MA IN2
MA IN4 MA IN4
THREE
MAIN3
MAIN5
FUNX
FUN
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Table 2. Comparison of routines contained in the
original and modified programs.
A further major reduction was realized by makingthe Reynoldsnumber
of interest Inherent In the two-dimensional data. An in-depth look at
what Is Involved with this assumption may be found in the next section of
this chapter. Use of this assumption, however, resulted in a decrease in
executable statements by 250 to approximately 900.
Stlll another reduction was made by changing the location of data
storage. In addition to saving a tremendous amount of input-output time
by expurgatlng the nine peripheral storage devices associated with the
table look-up procedure and storing the polynomial coefficients within
core, the move reduced the number of executable statements by 100 to a
remalnlng 800.
Reductlons to the existing less-than-700 executable statements can
be attrlbuted to the clean-up of unused variables and to common block
reorganization.
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CHANGES CONCERNING REYNOLDS NUMBER
In order to locate the two-dimensional value of a given aerodynamic
coefficient, say C%, in the original program, three separate interpolations
were made. Linear interpolation was performed first for the required
value of Reynolds number, then for thickness ratio, and finally for
camber. Because of the amount of data being searched, an investigation
into a possible deletion of one of these variables was initiated. Deletion
of any one of the variables would cut the number of interpolations by
forty percent. Since the present Investigation had excluded the stal
region because of the inability of the two-dimensional program to predict
boundary layer separation effects adequately, a reduction in dependence
of the results on Reynolds number was established. Changes in Reynolds number
at low angles of attack produce very little variation in lift coefficient
and only slight variation in drag coefficient (Ref. 79). These variations
were so slight that it was decided to either calculate the two-dimensional
characteristics for both tip and root airfoil families at the Reynolds
number of the mean aerodynamic chord o_ at the mos_ enter the characteristics
at only the root and tip values.
Error encountered by the use of the mean aerodynamic Reynolds number
is low because of the averaging effect of the camber interpolation and
eventual integration. Error encountered by the use of root and tip
families at their respective Reynolds number should be even less since
this effort gives the coefficient data an implicit relationship in
Reynolds number.
The calculation of the spanwise Reynolds number distribution was
left in as a check for the designer. It is suggested that designs
using high taper ratios resulting in wide Reynolds number variation
employ the root-tip implicit method. Removal of the Reynolds number
interpolation allowed the deletion of two routines, ARC and LOOK, from
the original program (see Table 2).
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CHANGES CONCERNING AIRFOIL DATA STORAGE
With the transfer of the Reynolds number to an implicit dependence,
half of the minimum data sets were no longer necessary; furthermore, the
remaining portions of the data sets could be stored in core, resulting
in a substantial reduction in operating time since the comparatively long
time required to transfer data from tape or disc files could be eliminated.
Adopting this philosophy removed nine external data files, decreased the
execution time further, and eliminated approximately iO0 executable
statements among these being the two routines DAGET and AERDA of the
original program.
A further reduction in execute time was realized by storing the
two-dimensional data not as tables of points but as polynomial function
coefficients and thus eliminating tabular interpolation.*
A schematic diagram of the storage and evaluation procedure is given
in Figure 44. Note that for a geometric configuration with root and tip
families different, evaluation of any given aerodynamic coefficient has
been reduced to four functional evaluations, two thickness nterpolations,
and one final camber interpolation.
* Note from Figure C-2 that the angle of attack versus coefficient of
lift polynomial was added in order to predict the angles of zero lift
without solving for the zeros of a fourth degree polynomial function.
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Figure 44. Schema?ic represenfaflon of the modtfied
data look up procedure,
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DISCUSSION OF PROGRAM RESULTS
Results of computations of the three-dlmensional lift and drag of a
wing using two-dimensional section data as Input are shown In Figure 37 for
both the reduced NCSU pregram and for STALL. Agreement with STALL Is very
good for the lift and quite reasonable for the drag, especially when one
considers that drag "buckets" found experimentally on 6-series airfolls
and used in STALL cannot be fit satisfactorily with just a fourth order
polynomial. This fourth order representation was judged adequate, however,
because the airfoil aerodynamic characteristics program inherently predlcts
relatively smooth drag curves. Since such results were always to be the.
input to the three-dimensional program, the authors saw no need to increase
the program complexity.
A comparison of the results of predictions of the entire computation
procedure with experiment is shown In Flgures 38, 39, and 40. The llft
data for the 6-series airfoils, shown In Figure 38, shows excellent agree-
ment up to a CLValue of 1.2. The drag data is quite acceptable to a C
value of 0.8. The wing data for the four dlglt airfoils indicates tha_,
particularly for lift coefflclents above 0.4, the _iscous effects on these
thick airfoils are not properly accounted for. The same behavior Is noted
for other thick airfoils of the same family. (See Figures 13_ 14, and 15.)
The prediction is, however, much better on the wing constructed of 230-series
airfoils (Figure 40). Here, the lift results agree well with experiment for
< 1.0 and the drag predictions are in reasonable agreement for C L < 0.6.seems reasonable to conclude therefore that for CL< 1.0, the program will
provide wing lift data as reliable as the two-dimensional data supplied as
input. Wing drag predictions made by the program also seem to be as re-
liable as the section characteristlcs used as input, at least for CL< 0.8.
Thus, for low-to-moderate lift coefficients and moderate,to-high-aspect-ratio,
unswept wings this procedure Is far simpler computatlonally and of equal
accuracy as compared with the more complex vortex lattice or lifting surface
methods.
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PROGRAMS FOR THE CALCULATION OF BODY
AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
231
INTRODUCTION
The problem of accurately estlmatlng the lift and drag coefflclents of
arbltrary three-dlmenslonal bodies in a rigorous fashion will certainly be
recognized as an extremely dlfflcult task. The word arbitrary, for example,
Implies that the routine or procedure for estimating these coefficients must
be general enough to handle a variety of bodles including bluff ones to be
useful to those to whom this work Is dlrected; yet the procedure cannot re-
quire an excessively large number of computations. In order to yield the most
reasonable solution within the constraints of small computer run times and
small computer storage requirements the present authors chose to use the fol-
lowing procedure:
(I) A program to calculate the inviscld flow about arbitrary three-
dimensional bodles was obtained from the Naval Ship Research and
Development Center at Bethesda, Maryland. One important reason for
selectlng this program was the fact that it was equipped with the
capabllity of computing on-body streamlines. Another was the fact that
it was already limited to bodies alone. Two other programs which the
authors acquired in the process of developing this procedure would have
required removing the wing characteristics calculation portion of the
programs.
(2) The program was reduced in size as much as posslble and speciallzed
to calculate the inviscid flow over bodies at zero angles of attack and
sideslip. (As received, it permitted one to calculate the invlscld flow
field with onset flow components along all three axes.)
(3) The skin friction drag was estlmated by applying a two-dimensional
boundary layer technlque to the on-body streamlines and integrating the
resultant wall shear over the body surface.
(4) The viscous form or pressure drag was estimated by considering the
body wake to be representable within the framework of an invlscid flow
solution in much the same manner as the complete airfoil solution was
achieved.
The reasons for choosing this procedure are quite straightforward:
(I) It relies heavily on existing Programs or procedures whose ap-
plicability and computational problems have been well charted. The time
and effort required for program development is thus reduced to a minimum.
(2) The procedure is step-like so that if necessary it can be done in
pieces on a small machine with limited storage capacity. In contrast,
It would be very difficult to segment an attempt to solve the general
three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equatlons for a complex boundary shape.
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Theoretlcal justlficatlons for someof the steps In the procedure are glven
at length In earlier sections of the present work.
Of course, In order to obtaln shorter running times and smaller storage
requlrements, It has been necessary, as Is always the case, to llmlt flexl-
blllty and employcertain assumptionswhich are not unlformly valld. The
restrlctlon to _ = 0 cases has already beenmentioned. In addition, the
boundary layer routine used Is a two-dimensional one so that stagnation
point flows are not well described nor are cases wherecross flows are
present. Further, the boundary layer procedure does not permit one to consider
flow separation, _. e.j it assumesseparation does not exist. Although body
wakesare Included In the analysis It has been necessaryto assume,In the
absenceof an understandlng at the proper criteria, that they all develop ac-
cording to the sameslmpllfled rules. As a result of these llmltations, so_
dlscretlon should be exercised In applying the results of the computation and
In selectlng cases for computatlon so that the governing assumptionsare not
greatly violated.
The dlscusslon below outlines the computational procedure employed. The
orlglnal program Is described in general so as to provide the reader or user
with a reference for understanding the modificatlons madeto It. The modl_i-
catlons are then discussed In detail. Also discussed In detail are the locally
developedelements of the program, In particular the boundary layer and wake-
bodycomputation procedures. Webegin with a presentation of a very effective
meansto Identify errors In the input data. The section concludes with a
discussion of the results obtained using the programto computethe drag of
three bodies: a sphere, a 3:1 prolate spheroid, and a Cessna182 aircraft
fuselage.
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SPECIFICATION OF INPUT DATA WITH VERIFICATION BY PLOTTING
When calculating the potential flow over a three-dimenslonal body, one
is confronted with the problem of how to specify the shape of the body surface.
Obviously, one would like to have an analytical expression for the body sur-
face; however, for general three-dimensional bodies practical analytical
representations are usually impossible to obtain. The general practice is
therefore to approximate the body surface by a large number of quadrilateral-
shaped panels defined by a finite number of points in space; each point is
presumably exactly on the body surface. If a computer is to be used to
solve for the potential flow over these bodies, someone must input the three
coordinates of each point; this is a laborious and error-prone task. In
addition, each point must be indexed in such a way that the four corner polnts
of each panel are defined in a clockwise fashion. Checking the input for
errors is also a tedious process since detecting errors by simply scanning a
list of the input data points is extremely difficult. To minimize such errors
one would like a simplified, orderly procedure for inputting the data, and an
effective procedure of finding errors before lengthy potential flow calcu-
lations are made. Probably the simpliest procedure for inputting the data
is to specify the shape of the body cross section at various stations along
the longitudinal body axis. Among the most effective procedures for detecting
input errors is to graph the points as viewed from various directions (See
Figure 45).
While the above is true for any arbitrary body, in this report we are con-
cerned only with aircraft fuselages which have a plane of symmetry along the
longitudinal axis. In 1970 NASA, aware of the problems of specifying and
checking numerical data, developed a computer program to generate the neces-
sary instructions for automatic plotting of an airplane model in numerical
form (Ref. 113). The plotting capability of thls program along with its
simplified data input procedure makes it Ideal for producing a final,
verified numerical data set describing an aircraft fuselage. The program
also has the capability of displaying the complete aircraft configuration
Includlng wings, pods, fins, and canards. Using it one may draw three-view
and oblique orthographic projections, as well as perspective projections of an
airplane. The program even has the capability of plotting stereo frames of the
aircraft suitable for viewing in a stereoscope. Because of its versitillty the
authors chose to use this NASA program to verify aircraft input data. A copy
of the program, written for the CDC 6000 computer, was obtained from NASA Langley
Research Center and then modified so that it would run on the IBM 370-165 com-
puter at N. C. State University. User instructions, plotting software modi-
fication procedures, a program listing, and several sample output plots for the
modified plot program are given in Appendix D.
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Figure 45. Example of a correct and an incorrect data
set for the Cessna 182 fuselage.
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It should be noted that most of the modlflcatlons made to the original
program were those necessary to enable the program to run on the NCSU IBM
computer. These modifications included:
(I) changlng the DECODE form of program Input to ordlnary READ
input
(2) removlng the OVERLAY procedure used to reduce program size
durlng execution at NASA
(3) addlng subroutlnes which could call IBM software plottlng in-
structions w_ich were equivalent to the specified CDC software
instructions"
(4)
assigning variable names to the Input and output file unlt numbers
as well as to data storage flle unlt numbers (the user must there-
fore only specify the approprlate flle unlt number requlred at
hls computlng faclllty).
For more Information concerning the basic program the reader is advlsed to
consult Reference 113 which provides a detailed descrlption of much of the
program as well as flow charts of each important Program section.
While the Input to the PLOT program Is as conclse as possible, the Input
to the NCSU BODY program (as well as the XYZ potentlal flow program) Is both
lengthy and tlme consumlng since three coordinates and two indexes are speclfled
on each point input card. Accordingly, a program which converts a data set for
the PLOT program Into a properly indexed data set for the NCSU BODY program was
developed; thus, once the plot data set Is verified, a correct data set for the
NCSU BODY program may be generated. As dlscussed In General Program Theory,
one criteria for obtaining a reasonable potential flow solution is that ad-
jacent body panels must generally have areas whlch dlffer by less than 50
percent. Therefore, the CONVERT program was also designed to compute the area
of each body panel and display these areas In an orderly fashion. Also, the
Program displays the ratlo of the area of each panel to the area of the panel
below It and the panel to Its right. These ratios slmpllfy the procedure of
checking panel areas to see If they meet the crlterla described above. It
should be noted that while the CONVERT program produces a data set for the
fuselage, It wlll accept the input of a data set for a complete aircraft con-
figuration and ignore the unnecessary Information. The program Input Is
obviously the same as the input for the PLOT program and its description Is
therefore not repeated in Appendlx E; however, the program llstlng and a
tSlnce plottlng software Is different at almost every computlng faclllty, the
user must elther provlde the original CalComp plottlng software for which the
program was designed or provlde three equlvalent dummy subroutines as was neces-
sary at the N. C. State faillity. See the Plotting Software Modifications
sectlon of Appendix D for detailed instructlons.
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sampleoutput depicting the capabilities described aboveare given in the
appendix.
By inspecting Figure D-I and Figure F-I, the reader will discover that
the bodyorientations, with respect to the input axis system, are different for
the PLOTprogramand the NCSUBODYprogram. In order to overcomethis difficulty
the CONVERTprogramalso contains the instructions required to invert the body
with respect to the X-axis and approximately center the body about the origin.
These instructions are necessarysince the flow is in the direction of the nega-
tive X-axis for the NCSUBODYprogram.
In order to calculate the boundary layer over the body the NCSUBODYpro-
grammust have the properties of the flow field as well as the body geometry.
The CONVERTprogramwasdesigned specifically for any plot data set as de-
scribed in the original PLOTprogram, and these data sets describe only the
body shape. It is therefore necessary to insert a flow field parameter card
into the data set created by the CONVERT program before the data set is input
into the NCSU BODY program. The card (described in Appendix F), which is
inserted behind the first card (identification card), specifies the free stream
velocity, density, and kinematic viscosity of the flow field as well as the
reference area upon which the coefficients are based and an output control
parameter. Failure to Include this card in the NCSU BODY program input will
result in an invalid program execution.
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GENERAL PROGRAM THEORY FOR INVISCID BODY PROGRAM
The XYZ potential flow program, obtained from the Naval Shlp Research
and Development Center (Ref. 94) Is a computer program for the computatlon
of Irrotatlonal, incompressible potential flow about three-dimenslonel bodles
of arbitrary shape. The solution method Is essentlally that developed by
Douglas Aircraft Company in References 23 and 83. For a detailed descrlptlon
of the program theory the reader is advised to consult these references;
however, an excellent brlef descriptlon of the method Is given in Reference
94, major portions of whlch are excerpted below.
The body surface is approximated by a set of plane quadrilaterals, and
the solution is constructed In terms of a source density on the surface of
the body. Based on the assumption that the source denslty Is constant on
each quadrilateral, a system of algebraic equations is Used to approxlmete the
integral equation for the source density over the body. The source denslty
in each quadrilateral is chosen so that the normal component of the veloclty
is zero at one point in the quadrllateral. The matrlx equatlon is solved by
a simultaneous displacement iteration scheme with a two-elgenvalue extra-
polation procedure to speed up convergence.
The XYZ program received at N. C. State Is divided Into five basic sections
Section I reads the input cards, computes the descriptlve parameters for each
quadrilateral, and checks for errors. Section 2 computes the matrix elements
in the equations for the source density and the velocity for polnts on the
body. Section 3 solves the matrix equation for the source denslty. Section 4
computes and edits the velocity and pressure coefficient on each quadrllateral.
Section 5 computes the coordinates of the streamlines on the body surface.
The program actually solves a problem involving a stationary, three-
dimensional body in a moving ideal fluid. The fluid Is assumed to have a
uniform velocity at infinity (?®) which Is parallel with the x-axls of the
body. The velocity potential @ satlsfles the followlng equations:
V2_ =' 0
_n = 0
In the fluid (1)
on the surface of the body C2)
= -x.V
oo
X
-y.V
oo
Y
- z.V at infinity (S)
Z
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where n Indlcates the directlon normal to the surface. A solutlon to these
equations is constructed In the form of a source density (S) on the surface of
the body,
@(p) = y_Su_rf S(q) I dA - x'V - y-V z.VBod ace r(p,q) q _x y z (4)
where r(p,q) Is the distance between the point p at which we are Interested
In flndlng the potential and some other point q on the body, and A_ denotes
the area of the quadrllateral contalnlng the point q. Note that Equations
(I) and (3) are satisfied by _ as deflned by Equation (4). The boundary
condltlon on the body, Equation (_), can be applied to,obtaln an equation
for the source denslty (S).
ff
: -2 S(p) + JJ S(q) ;_ r---L---dA
@np Body Surface Bnp r(p,q) q
(5)
-n "V - n .V - n .V
px _ py ® pz
x y z
Slnce the surface of the body Is approximated by a set of plane quadrilaterals
whlch are generated from input points (See Figure 46 ), In the limit the above
equation requires that the body surface be represented by an infinite number
of panels at each of which the flow normal to the surface is zero. It is
important to obtain satisfactory results wlth a flnlte number of panels and to
properly slze and posltlon these panels on the body surface. In Reference 23
Hess and Smith state that the proper dlstrlbutlon of elements over the body
surface Is largely a matter of Intuition and experlence. Panels should be
concentrated In regions where the flow properties, particularly the source
density, are expected to vary rapidly. The method glves correct results
for convex corners, but concave corners cause dlfflculty that may or may not
be serious. Accordingly, they recommend that panels should not be concentrated
near unrounded concave corners; but If the corner Is extreme enough to requlre
rounding, a very great concentration of panels Is necessary in that region.
The panel sizes also play an Important role in determining the validity of
the solution. Hess and Smlth note that If several small panels are in the
vlclnlty of a large one, the accuracy Is that assoclated wlth the large
panel. Thus, the slze of panels should change gradually when going from a
region of highly concentrated small panels to a reglon of sparsely concen-
trated panels. They recommend that the characteristic dimensions of a panel
should usually be no more than 50 percent greater than those of adjacent
elements. 239
XFigure 46. The approximate representation
of the body surface.
The source density is assumed to be constant in each of the body panels
and is computed by satisfying Equation (5) at one point in each of the quad-
rilaterals. The polnt chosen is the panel centrold point. Thus, the integral
Equation (5) is approximated by a matrix equation
where Cij
S i = >:CijSj. + V i (6)
J
= (I____)dA
Qu _ rij
"Oil : O, and
Vo
I
1
- _ (nx'V _ + ny'V_ + n .V_ ).
x y z z
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Equation (8) Is solved for S by the lteratlve procedure mentioned above
(see Reference 83 for more detalll. The velocity components at each centroid
point are then computed from the following equations:
VXi = _ vlijsJ + v=
J x
(?)
VY i = _ V2 + Vj IJSJ y
(8)
v31js j + vVZl = j ®z
(9)
where
V21j Qu _y (1_)dA,rlj and
V31j = Qu . _ (l_!_)rljdA
The pressure coefficient Is then computed from these veloclty components.
An Integral over a quadrilateral Is evaluated by one of three methods,
dependlng upon the ratlo of the dlstance of the Ith polnt from the quadrl-
lateral to the maxlmum dlmenslon of the quadrilateral. If the ratio is
greater than 4.0, the quadrilateral Is approxlmated by a monopole (as If It
were concentrated at one polnt). If the ratio Is greater than 2.0 and less
than or equal to 4.0, the quadrllateral is approximated by a quadrupole.
If the ratio Is less than or equal to 2.0, the Integrals are evaluated
exactly. The approximate methods are used because they requlre much less time
than the exact method. The evaluation of the integrals Is extensively
discussed In References 23 and 83.
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The on-body streamlines are computed once the velocities are known at
each quadrilateral centroid. The streamline computation procedure used in
the XYZ program is discussed in some detail in a report to be published by
Charles W. Dawson and Janet S. Dean of the Naval Ship Research and Develop-
ment Center in late 1975. This procedure may be outlined in the following
manner:
(I) The coordinates of a starting point within a particular quadri-
lateral are specified.
(2) The two points at which the streamline, passing through the starting
point, intersects the sides of the starting quadrilateral are found.
(3) The intersection point which is in the upstream flow direction is
retained.
(4) A search is made of the adjacent quadrilaterals to determine which
quadrilateral the streamline is entering in the upstream direction.
(5) Using this quadrilateral as a starting quadrilateral the point at
which the streamline leaves this new quadrilateral in the upstream
direction is determined.
(6) The above procedure, steps (4) and (5), is continued until the
streamline reaches the nose of the body.
(7) The upstream portion of the streamline so traced is now defined by
the coordinates of its intersection points on the sides of the quadri-
laterals through which it passes.
(8) It should be noted that as each point on the streamline is found,
the velocity at that point and the distance from that point to the pre-
vlous streamline point are calculated.
(9) After returning to the original starting quadrilateral the same
procedure is used to trace the streamline in the downstream direction
to the body tail.
(I0) The arc lengths computed from point to point in (8) are then all
referenced to the nose of the body so that the distance of any point
on a streamline from the nose of the body is known.
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GENERAL PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS
Many of the changes made in the XYZ potential flow program as obtained
from the Naval Ship Research and Development Center may be classified as
general program modifications applicable to the entire program rather than a
particular subroutine; these general modifications are discussed below.
Throughout the remainder of the text the program as received at N. C. State
will be referred to as the XYZ program while the modified viscous flow program
will be referred to as the NCSU BODY program.
The XYZ program required only minor modifications in order to execute
on the IBM 370-165 computer at N. C. State. Four of the five separate
sections of the program were changed to subroutines all of which were calle_
by the first section which was designated as the mainline. It was also neces-
sary to modify the input and output file numbers as well as some of the data
storage files.
In the interest of saving scratch file space, several of the files in the
xYZ program were eliminated or reduced in size. In some cases the information
stored on these files was put into a COMMON statement and thus made available
to all five sections of the program. Table 3 gives a list of both the original
file numbers used in the XYZ program and, if the information on these files was
not commoned or deleted, _he new file numbers used in the NCSU BODY program.
Variable names were assiqned to the input and output file unit numbers
(JREAD-input, JWRITE-output) and to each scratch file unit number used in the
NCSU BODY program. The values of the unit numbers are assigned by specification
statements at the beginning of the mainline of the NCSU BODY program (JREAD=I,
JWRITE=3, KFILEI=7, KFILE2=8, KFILE3=9, KFILE4=IO, and KFILE5=11). For in-
stallations having different input/output unit numbers and file numbers these
specifications may be easily changed. The addition of a wake body to the
original body required more body panels and therefore more panel geometry
storage space on file KFILEI. To prevent recalculating original panel geometry,
the appropriate information for the new quadrilaterals was calculated and then
added to the original information by using a second file (KFILE2) for panel
geometry Inform_tlon. The orlginal panel geometry whlch was unchanged was
copied from file KFILEI to KFILE2, and the new information was then added to
file KFILE2. This two-file procedure is used to prevent file READ-WRITE
incompatibilities at other computing facilities.
In an effort to reduce the size of the XYZ program by specializing it to
the problem of interest, several modifications were made. Since the program
was to be used for bodies at zero angles of attack and sideslip, those portions
of the XYZ program which calculate the contributions to the flow and pressure
over the body resulting from the Y-flow and Z-flow components were removed when
the NCSU BODY program was created. Thus, the free stream velocity in the NCSU
BODY program was specified as -1.0 in the X-direction, 0.0 in the Y-direction
and 0.0 in the Z-direction. While the potentlal flow calculations are cor-
rectly made using just this unit velocity, the viscous part of the program
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requlres the specification of the magnltudeof the free stream velocity/ or the
ReynoldsNumberin order to makethe boundary layer calculations. The magni-
tude of the free stream velocity must therefore be specified (see last
paragraph in this section).
XYZProgram NCSUBODYProgram
File Number File Name File Number
I KFILE3 9
2 KFILE4 10
3 Information Commoned
4 KFILEKFILEI 7
KFILE2 8
5 (input) JREAD I (input)
6 (output) JWRITE 3 (output)
7 File Deleted
8 File Deleted
9 File Deleted
11 KFILE5 II
12 File Deleted
16 File Deleted
Table 3. Data file comparisonfor the
XYZand NCSUBODYPrograms.
The maximumarray size for the quadrilateral input arrays and geometry
storage arrays wasset at 650. This maximuminput array size coupled with the
addition of the wakebody, which uses part of the geometrystorage arrays, means
that the user should specify the original body using less that 600 panels. The
coefficients of local quadratic representation of the body surface, which were
stored on a scratch file as quadrilateral geometry information in the XYZprogram,
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were deleted from file storage in the NCSUBODYprogram, thereby reducing
the file storage spaceand the size of the file input array B. TheWS
array contained in the XYZprogramwasalso deleted from the NCSUBODY
program, and the required control variables originally held in this array
were commonedor placed in subroutine argument lists.
The addition of the wakebody to the original body and the assumption
of a plane of symmetrynecessitated two important restrictions on specifying
data for the NCSUBODYprogram. First, the line of reference with respect
to which the Y-coordina#esof the body are specified must be the Y=Oline.
Second,the line of reference with respect to which the X-coordinates of the
body are specified must be a line parallel to a line from the nose of the
body to the tail of the body (see Figure 47 ). This last restriction was
incorporated in order to determine the direction in which the wakebody
should be addedonto the original body.
Z
Parallel Lines
Figure 47. Orientation of body with respect to
reference line.
In addition to those mentioned above, there were also other input and
output modifications made to the XYZ program. Many of the input integers in
the XYZ program were just specified as constant values in the NCSU BODY
program: NSE=I, MIX=t50, ISM=I, EPS=O.O001, and ISP=O. The other input
integers MIY, MIZ, IUCT, IPS, AND IPF were deleted. While the above input
variables were deleted, it was also necessary to add the variables VINF (free
stream velocity), VO (kinematic viscosity), ROE (density), REFA (reference
area), and IWRITE to the NCSU BODY program input. The first three were
added to s_Mply the boundary layer routines with the necessary information
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to computethe ReynoldsNumberof the body. REFAwasaddedto provide a
reference area for normallzlng the lift and dragcoefficients. IWRITEwas
addedas an output control parameterwhich has the value O, I, or 2. IWRITE=
0 gives maximumoutput while WRITE=2gives minimumoutput. For an exact
description of the input requ red for the NCSUBODYprogramthe reader Is
referred to the User Instruct ons in Appendix F.
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STREAMLINE MODIFICATION AND BOUNDARY LAYER CALCULATION
The only practical method for predicting the viscous flow field about
an arbitrary three-dimensional body involves the same procedure as that used
for the viscous flow about two-dimensional airfoils. The basic steps for
this procedure are: (I) obtain an inviscid flow solution for the basic
arbitrary body, (2) obtain a boundary layer solution based on the inviscid
flow solution, (3) construct a modified body by adding a wake body to the
original body, and (4) obtain an inviscid flow solution for the body plus wake
body to obtain the final pressures and force coefficients on the physical
body. These steps represent an outline of the procedure used in the NCSU
BODY program.
The basic method for obtaining the inviscid flow solution has already
been discussed in the section General Program Theory For Inviscid Body Program.
Present methods available for obtaining a three-dimensional boundary layer
solutlon over arbitrary bodies are very time consuming, require a large
amount of computer storage, and are therefore beyond the scope of this report.
As an alternative, the authors chose to use two-dimensional boundary layer
calculations along streamlines to approximate the actual three-dimenslonal
case. Justification for this procedure has already been discussed in detail
beginning on page 113 of the theory section. This method is ideally suited
f_r use with XYZ since the program already provides the capability for computing
on-body streamlines. Further, the streamline procedure calculates the absolute
velocity and surface length from the nose for each streamline point. Con-
sidering the approximate nature of two-dimensional boundary layer solutions
along streamlines as applied to this problem, it is appropriate to employ rela-
tively simple laminar and turbulent boundary layer calculation procedures. The
boundary layer displacement thickness 6* and wall shear T are calculated at
w
each of the panel centroid points. Assuming Tw in each panel is constant over
that panel area, and given (I) the axial (X-direction) component of velocity
from the potential flow solutlon, (2) the absolute velocity for each panel,
and (3) the area of each panel, the skin friction drag coefficient is found by
integrating the axial component of Tw over the body surface. The values of 6*
at the panel centroids are used to construct a wake body which is added to the
original body. As in the case of the airfoil, the purpose of the wake body is
to model the relief of the stagnation condition at the body tail accompanying
the presence of the boundary layer (see page 128 ). The construction of the
wake body is discussed In the next section of thls report. Once the wake
body is generated, a new Invlscld solution for the body plus wake body is
found; this solution represents the viscous flow solution over the original
body. There is no i,terative procedure as was the case with the airfoil be-
cause of the large amount of computer time required for each solution.
Thus far this section has presented a brief summary of how the vlscous
flow solution over an arbitrary body can be obtained by modifying the Inviscld
flow solution. Attention will now be directed to (I) the actual modifications
made in the streamline section of the XYZ program and (2) the addition of the
two-dimensional boundary layer calculation procedures.
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Since the inviscid solution calculates the velocities at the panel centro_d
points, the appropriate boundary layer parametersare also estimated at these
centroids. This is accomplishedby the following procedure:
(I) For a given panel a streamline is traced, using the centroid point
as the starting point, from the body nose to three points downstreamof
the panel centroid. The reader should note that this represents two
modifications of the original streamline procedure provided in the XYZ
program. First, in the XYZprogram, the coordinates for a streamline
starting point were read in by the user, while in the NCSUBODYprogram
the streamline starting points are automatically specified as the panel
centroid points; thus, the user no longer has the option of inputting
the starting coordinates for streamlines. Second,the XYZprogram
traced a streamline from the noseof the body to the body tail; however,
since the boundary layer information is neededonly at the panel centroid,
computation time is simply wasted by continuing to trace a streamline
far downstreamof a panel centroid. In the NCSUBODYprogramat most
only three points are traced downstreamof the panel centroid point.
(2) A cubic spline curve of streamline velocity versus arc length is
fitted to the streamline points. This curve is used to generate a more
finely spacedset of velocity versus arc length points as well as the
derivative of the velocity with respect to arc length. This information
Is required by the boundary layer computation procedure. The cubic
spline curve wasused because it maybe differentiated to give smooth
first derivatives from tabulated data.
(3) A boundary layer Is computedalong each streamline with transltion
fixed at the point on the streamline where the arc length Is 5 percent
of the total length of the body. If laminar separation arlses before
this point is reached, the programassumesthat turbulent reattachment
occurs at the point of laminar separation. The laminar bc_dary layer is
computedusing the Holstein-Bohlen formulation of the Karm_n_Pohlhausen
momentumIntegral method (Ref. 65). If the velocity for the first point
on the streamline is zero then the laminar routine assumesstagnation
point starting conditions; however, if a nonzerovelocity is found then
flat plate starting conditions are used. These two types of starting
conditions are necessary since the potential flow programdoes not always
achieve a stagnatlon point (zero velocity) at the noseof the body. The
turbulent boundary layer method, derived by Goradia in Reference31, is
a shortened version of the one used in the airfoil program(AppendixA).
Goradia's methodis designed to remain stable under the influence of
extreme gradients, both favorable and adverse, and provide reasonable
momentumand displacement thicknesses downstreamof the turbulent
separation point. Consequently, turbulent separation is never predicted
with this method.
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(4) The streamline values of 6* and T. at the point corresponding to
W
the streamline starting point (panel centroid point) are retained.
These quantities are later used for the construction of the wake body
and the calculation of the skin friction drag coefficient.
The above procedure, steps (I) through (4) are repeated for each panel centroid
point except for the triangular panels at the nose and tail of the body.
Initiating streamlines from the centroids of triangular panels is omitted be-
cause It was found that the streamline tracing procedure experiences great
dlfflculty in the region where apexes of several triangular panels come to-
gether (i.e. in the region of the nose or tail). Thus, it is necessary to
approximate the values of _* and Tw at the centroids of the panels using the
following procedure:
(I) For the triangular panels at the nose of the body, the values of _*
and _L are taken to be one-thlrd of their respective values in the
quadrilateral immediately aft of each triangle.
(2) For triangular panels at the tail of the body the values of 6* and
Tw are taken to be equal to their respective values in the quadrilateral
Immediately preceeding each triangle.
The streamline procedure was modified in one final way which has not been
referred to as of yet. In the XYZ program a search is made of all quadri-
laterals to determine the next quadrilateral into which a streamline is traced.
In actuality, a streamline traced in either the upstream or downstream direction
must enter one of five quadrilaterals adjacent to the quadrilateral it is
leaving. Consequently, only these five quadrilaterals need to be checked
to see which quadrilateral the streamline will enter. To reduce program
execution tlme this modified search procedure is incorporated in the NCSU BODY
program. Figure 48 illustrates the order in which each of the five quadri-
laterals are searched when tracing in either the upstream or downstream
direction.
It should also be mentloned that in the original XYZ program the stream-
line variables were dime_sloned large enough to provide tor tracing 650 stream-
line points. This Is well in excess of Tne number needed for the NCSU BODY
program. The array sizes of the appropriate streamline variables were there-
fore reduced In the NCSU BODY program in order to reduce overall program size.
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Figure 48. New panel identification procedure
for tracing streamlines.
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ADDITION OF WAKE BODY
In order to predict the drag of an arbitrary three-dimensional body both
the skin friction drag and pressure drag must be calculated. AS seen in the
previous section, the skin friction drag coefficient is calculated by in-
tegrating the wall shear over the body surface. Unfortunately, estimating
the pressure drag using an inviscid flow solution technique is not quite as
simple. Actually, the pressure or form drag is a relief of the rear stag-
nation condition caused by the presence of the boundary layer. Thus, in order
to estimate the pressure drag this viscous phenomenon must be correctly
modeled In the inviscid flow solution. The authors chose to model this effect
with the addition of a wake body. A detailed discussion of the effect of the
wake on the pressure drag, the modeling of the wake with a wake body, and the
procedure chosen to construct the wake body is given beginning on page 128
In the theory section and is therefore not repeated here. Accordingly, in
this section, attention will be directed toward the programming aspect of
adding the wake body to the inviscid solution.
(I) The authors chose to define the wake body as the last two sets
of panels (modified to some extent) on the original body plus two ad-
ditional sets of panels downstream of the original body (See Figure 49 ).
Body
Woke Body
Figure 49. Definition of wake body.
(2) For simplicity's sake, the wake body is chosen as a body of revolution
with its axis on the llne joining the nose and tail of the original body
as shown In Figure 47. The reader should note that the original body
must therefore be input using a reference line parallel to the line
between the nose and tall of the original body.
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(3) The radius of the wakebody is chosento decreaseexponentially
from the beginning of the wakebody to the end. The particular ex-
ponential shape is calculated using the average radius and initial slope
at the beginning of the wakebody as well as the total length of the
wakebody.
originalbody denoting
ponel centroids
---:-"R. l @ o°
• I (_)
i ' I
Figure 50. Panel boundaries on the orlglnal body and
the wake body.
(4) Notlng Figure 50 , the average radlus of the orlglnal body Is
computed for the X-coordinate of the panel centroids at statlon 2 and
is denoted by AVXCG. The average value is computed for the boundary
layer displacement thickness of the panels at station 2 and Is denoted
by AVDELS.
(5> The actual radius is computed for each body Input point at statlon
I and is denoted by RI. The radius corresponding to each body Input
point is computed for each panel at station 2 and is denoted by R2.
Twice the average boundary layer displacement thickness is then added
to each of the R2 values computed.
(6) A value for the slope (denoted as SLOPE) at each panel around the
circumference of the body is then computed from the equation below:
SLOPE = (R2 - RI) / (XHOLDI - AVXCG)
where XHOLDI is the X-coordinate of station I.
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(7) The averageslope (denoted by AVSLOP)is computedby summingeach
slope previously calculated and dividing this sumby the numberof
points at station I. This slope is taken to be the initial slope of
the exponential.
(8) The location of the end of the wakebody, XINF, is then computed
from the following equation:
XINF = XHOLDI- AREAT/ (3.14159*RAV)
where AREAT = 4.0*AREAAV*2.0*MMAXQD and MMAXQD is the total number of
points around the half body.
(9) Since all the parameters needed to determine the exponential curve
have been found, the X-stations at 3, 4, and 5 are chosen to give panel
areas on the surface of the wake body which are approximately equal to
AREAAV. The radii corresponding to these X-stations are then calculated
using the exponential curve.
(10) It should be noted that if a non-negative average slope is cal-
culated for the initial slope of the exponential, the average slope is
calculated from the following equation:
AVSLOP = - Absolute Value (RAV / (XINF - XHOLDI) ).
(11) Using the radii values at stations 3 through 6, the X, Y, and Z-
coordinate values are generated for surface points on the wake body.
(12) Since the geometric information for the panels on the original
body ahead of station I need not be changed, this information is copied
from KFILEI to KFILE2 (see page 243)in General Program Modifications).
The geometric information for the wake body panels is then calculated and
this information is added to KFILE2 in such a manner that body plus wake
body appears as one.large pseudo-body.
(13) The pressure coefficients for the panels on the pseudo-body are
calculated by finding a new inviscid solution over this body. These
pressure coefficients are then applied to the corresponding panels on
the original physical body along the normals of the original panels
(see pages 127 - 132). The appropriate components of these pressure
coefficients are then integrated over the body surface to yield a
pressure drag coefficient and a pressure lift coefficient.
As an illustration of the shape and location of the wake body with respect
to the original body Figures 51 and 52 are included. Figure 51 depicts a
3-I ellipsoid before and after a wake body is added, while Figure 52 shows the
Cessna 182 which has an arbitrary cross-section.
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DISCUSSION OF PROGRAM RESULTS
To the time of the present writing it has not been possible to investi-
gate the applicability of the NCSU BODY program to as many test cases as the
authors would have liked. The greater geometric variability and intricacy
characteristic of fuselages (in contrast to relatively simple geometry of
airfoil families at least), the paucity of reliable experimental data, the
extended development time required for the program, and finally, the cost of
running the program (more than 10 times as much as the airfoil program) all
served to limit the number of runs made using the final version of the pro-
gram. Three bodies, however, were studied.
The first was a sphere. For a Reynolds Number of 2 million (based on
sphere diameter) a drag coefficient of 0.041 was computed. This is about
I/5 the commonly accepted value for the sphere at such Reynolds Numbers, The
reason for the low drag value, however, is easy to explain. It may be re-
called that the computer program adds the wake body only behind the last two
sets of surface panels in the X-direction. For a sphere the wake obviously
emanates from a much larger area than the last two sets of panels if one uses
a reasonably large number of quadrilaterals to represent the body. During the
course of program development it was readily demonstrated that beginning the
wake body at the point where separation is observed experimentally does in
fact yield the correct value of drag. However, most streamlined bodies
produce proportionately smaller separated flow regions; since the program is
intendea for use primarily with streamlined bodies, It was felt that the wake
body formation procedure should attempt to model closely only the wakes of
such bodies. One might also point out that if one better understood the re-
lationships among the direction of and location of the flow separatlon from
the body and the body geometry and flow Reynolds Number, then one could in-
clude analytical versions of these relationships in the system of equations
used to calculate the flow; the appropriate wake body would then come out as
part of the solution. In the absence of such knowledge, we can do little more
than choose a model representative of one class of bodies.
The second body against which the program predictions were tested was a
3:1 prolate spheroid. In this case a Reynolds Number of 6 million was used in
the computations. With 560 panels the calculated drag coefficient was 0.094
With only iO0 panels the drag coefficient was Q. I09 indicating the effect
which a poorer representation of the body has on the computed drag value. No
direct experlmental data was found for this case but a 2:1 ellipsoid was found
(Ref. Ii7) to give CD = .07. There is also some evidence that the 3:1 el-
lipsoid should have a slightly higher drag because the surface area (skin
friction) increases faster than the wake size, and hence, the form drag,
diminishes. At any rate, the drag coefficient computed by the program for
prolate spheroids with fineness ratios of 3 to 10 appears to be approximately
correct.
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The final test casewas the Cessna182 fuselage. It was found quite dif-
ficult to represent such a body with 560 or fewer panels of nearly equal area.
As a result, while the rule of keeping adjacent panel areas within a ratio of
1:1.5 was honored, there is substantial variation in panel areas between the
nose region (where many panels are needed to represent the geometry satis-
factorily) and the aft cabin region (where large panels are adequate). This
variation, It Is felt, could be responsible for some error in the computation.
The computed drag coefficient value, based on wing area and a length Reynolds
Number of 30 million, was .01245. The body lift coefficient at the same con-
dition was 0.00444. The computation, it may be noted, also assumes a tur-
bulent boundary layer for most of the fuselage. It is therefore applicable
prlmarlly to the hlgher speed portions of the flight envelope.
Of course no test data were avallable against which to compare these
figures, but a compufatlon using the CD_ method (Ref. 2) gives a drag co-
efflclent .00876, about 30% less than the value given by the NCSU BODY pro-
gram. The CD_ method is probably the method most often used for preliminary
deslgn in the light aircraft industry. It does not differentiate between
lamlnar and turbulent boundary layers but nevertheless it seems to yleld
drag values which match measured performance reasonably well. Thus It is to
be expected that the drag value given by the NCSU BODY program is approxi-
mately correct. A more detailed test of the ability of the NCSU BODY program
and the other programs discussed in the present work to predict the ae_o- •
dynamlc characteristics of actual aircraft is planned for early 1975. 'A
ilght twin with an advanced wing design is being carefully instrumented for
a series of performance and stability tests. It will be among the objectives
of these tests to develop lift and drag flight test data against whic_ to
compare the prediction of the programs given in the present work. Until
the results of this and other comparisons are available, the authors suggest
that potential users of the NCSU BODY program employ its predictions
cautiously until Its range of validity is better defined.
r
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APPENDIX A-Two-Dimensional Wing Aerodynamic Characteristics Program
User Instructions
The program is written in FORTRAN IV and is designed to run in single
precision on an IBM 370-165 computer with an average execution time of
20 to 25 seconds for each angle of attack. The program calculates the
two-dimensional viscous flow solution of an arbitrary airfoil and evaluates
its aerodynamic force and moment coefficients. The program requires the
specification of the following input data:
(I) The 80 characters of the array TITLE which are used as a header
for identifying output. Since the program allows more than one
airfoil to be analyzed in a given run, TITLE is used as a control
variable to end execution. Termination of execution is achieved
by following the last set of airfoil data to be analyzed by a
title card having only the word END in the first three spaces
(see last card of the sample data set in Figure A-2).
(2) The number NXU of specified upper surface airfoil coordinates,
the number NXL of specified lower surface airfoil coordinates,
the control parameter IWRITE, the control parameter IALPHA, and
the control parameter IPUNCH. The largest allowed value of either
NXU or NXL is 65 and no more than 100 total airfoil points may
be specified (NXU + NXL _ 100). The control parameter IWRITE
(either O, I, 2, or 3) determines the amount of output desired
for each set of airfoil data. IWRITE = 0 yields the maximum
amount of output while IWRITE = 3 yields the minimum (examples
of all the IWRITE options are given in Figure A-3 through Figure A-6).
The control parameter IALPHA specifies the line of reference for
the angle of attack. The line of reference is the x-axis of the
reference system of the input data points. For IALPHA = I the
line of reference is the longest chord line of the airfoil. Thus,
if the user knows the location of the chord line of the airfoil
and specifies the airfoil data points so that the chord line is
parallel to the x-axis of the reference system of the input data
points, he should use IALPHA = O. If the user is unsure of the
position of the airfoil chord line with respect to the x-axis of
the input data system, he may choose IALPHA = I, in which case,
the program calculates the longest chord line and references
the angle of attack to this line. The user will find that for
most cases he will want to use the IALPHA = 0 option. For
further explanation of this option see pagell2. The control
parameter IPUNCH gives the user the option of obtaining punched
data (lift, drag, and quarter-chord moment coefficients for each
angle of attack) which may be used in the program designed to
estimate three dimensional aerodynamic characteristics of wings
(see Appendix C). IPUNCH = I gives punched output while the
default IPUNCH = 0 gives none.
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(3) The NXU values of the abscissa XU for the upper surface input
points. The XU array should be monotonic increasing from airfoil
leading to trailing edge with 8 points per data card.
(4) The NXU values of the upper surface ordinate ZU which correspond
to the XU values. The ZU array is specified with 8 data points
per card.
(5) The NXL values of the abscissa XL for the lower surface input
points. The XL array should be monotonic increasing from airfoil
leading to trailing edge with 8 points per data card.
(6) The NXL values of the iower surface ordinate ZL which correspond
to the XL values. The ZL array is specified with 8 data points
per card.
(7) The number NA of angles of attack to be read for which a solution
is desired. NA must be less than or equal to 10.
(8) The NA values of angle of attack, ALPHA, given in degrees, 8
values per data card.
(9) The number NM of free stream Mach numbers to be read for which
a solution is given at each of the NA angles of attack. NM must
be less than or equal to 5.
(10) The NM values of free stream Mach number, FSMACH, 5 values per
data card.
(11) The reference chord CREF in feet and the scale factor SF. The
reference chord is used to non-dlmensionalize all of the output.
The scale factor is a multiplicative constant used to convert
the values of XU, ZU, XL, ZL, XTRAN, and ZTRAN to feet. It
would be advantageous for the user to input the airfoil
coordinates as percentages of the reference chord so that CREF
and SF will have, the same numerical values.
(12) The stagnation temperature TO in degrees Ranklne, the Reynolds
number RN in millions, the Prandtl number PR, and the heat
transfer factor KF. Reynolds number should be calculated based
on CREF, and since it is read in millions, RN = 3.0 corresponds
to a Reynolds number of 3,000,000. (It should be noted that this
Reynolds number specification differs from that used In the
NASA program which used millions per foot.) It is recommended
that a value of 1.0 be used for the heat transfer factor. For
cases where heat transfer effects may be important, the user
should consult Reference 32 to determine an appropriate value
for KF.
(13) The control variable LTRAN which determines whether boundary
layer transition is free (LTRAN = O) or fixed (LTRAN = I), the
x location for transition XTRAN, and the z location for
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transition ZTRAN. If free transltlon (LTRAN : 0) Is used both
XTRAN and ZTRAN should be specified as 0.0, and the program will
predict the location of the transition points. It should be
noted that if the flxed transition option is used the program
will still use its own predicted point of transltlen If it
occurs before the specified transition point. Since transitlon
must be specified on both surfaces, two transition cards must
be read (upper surface card flrst).
Statements (I) through (13) represent a complete set of data for a
particular alrfoll. The format specification for thls data is given in
Figure A-I. A sample data set of the 23012 airfoil with IWRITE = 3
optlen is shown in Flgure A-2. The output of this partlcular data set
Is shown In Figure A-3, and In addition, examples of the other IWRITE
optlons are given In Figures A-4, A-5, and A-6.
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Flgure A-I. Format specification of Input data for the 2-D characteristics
program.
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Figure A-2. Example data set for the 2-D characteristics program.
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Figure A-3.
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Sample output of the 2-D characteristics program with IWRITE=O
(note that only upper surface invlscld and boundary layer
solution information is shown here).
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I_I_LII! 10W4OImY LI_I! SmlIY FOIl I_JIVlLIN! IIRFOIL
_I INII AltPOILI_L_-OII_o).OIIC_ _0.'0*Z_IMnlTI-0
160_AOll niT'Oil
ITlllllm lillq •
$llllITl01 II'PlIITml - Ill.l! Olilll| nlli lM
flllillllM NI(NIRIIIII 0.|llll
IIVlILN mU o ).IN_ NILLI0_
mlill/C e.ilOll
o.o OlmllS
I/¢ SiC m 0_IISICI H
i*161110 +*llS011 0.141614 -0*@MqI? |.$S4?45
+*1611?I O.l_Im 0 .Ill111 -0.0111+? l*$mll
i.lOHi6 0*)11061 0,141+14 *e*OTOL5$ 1,131011
O+)H_q) i.lil_) 0.IHI+I -O*illl@+ l*lllSll
O*Illl61 0*Ifl_l +.llTTAT -0.0_I+4_ I*51_H
0.411_II O*qlllt4 0.I]II11 -0*ll0tl+ I.HI61?
0*44411I O,4iTOlI i*llqlll -O, 11146+ l*]tOllS
O*4MI_I O.IO|I+t 0.11qII4 -0*1161_¢ l.]_i_l
O*Slllll 0,S40415 O*lllO*l O*O_SlJ i.)JlSq_J
i*IHII4 0*ITtlSl i*l|10|l 0.011741 1.11141i
OmSIIIll 0.616416 O*llllll -I*001HI l.$m
0.611161 O.iIIHI 0.II11I| -0.01SiSl |*I06TII
l.lllill O.614IPI 0*llllll -0*0_Iil l*l_ISIl
t*11Jlll 0,T|+HI I*lllill *+*OlTJSl I._ITIIT
+.?141_ 0*?IIHI 0.II+??¢ -I.01466| l.mJM
I,I11611 O.ll?+l* 0.10tqll -0,011Y+! t, _OTmS
O,It014+ 0.I161|| 0*10114q -0*0illS) L*ll04+l
l*_l_l O.lllill 0.1qll+0 -0. L_)I@I I. II1161
I*t1111? t.51_11) O,lltl+l -0. |14qt@ I, 11_16)
I*I_ l.01101T O*ll]q44 -0.01410S 1.3_II01
ITi0mlll0_ PtIISUll - *ltO*61l LIIIt +V
IltPOlLmO 1.00010 +t
PmIIIOIL mqlt - o.P_m
lml_Irlm +Olml_ sic • O.lllll
fruit, l_Oil+ FOff_ll PlCIOI I.IS+?+
lHItd_C 0.I'lL SIC H/I/I/C IF
O.0001H O*001111
0.00014Y 0.mlOl 0*lill_l O.ml_
0.00_116 O*100_ 0*0_IM+ 0.0_414
0,0001J04 0,000_$ 0*04HI41ST 0*l_lSqll
0,04)O|?1 0.100S6I 0*001T4T 0.10l_5
0*0_0ml 0.04H_16 0.0_ITI4 0*mill
O,0_OS4T il000?41 0.mT_l 0,+lit
0.0006IS O,IKl04)_ 0*mill O*OQMIT
O,00OTIl 0.ml0_i 0.0_?lil 0._01611
0,O00TIt 0*0010l) 0,0076?0 0.00)914
0.010ill 0.1_1011 0.0_llll 0.01liT4
O,D4H_li 0*HIll0 0.0_4_I 0.DO$1_1
0.Nlm4 1.001m o.olonl o.oossM
0,_1171 O,llllll O.O11411 O.lllilll
0.001il I*_OITII 0*011161 0*01Jill
o.001+_ O*Oll_ki_ 0.014111 0*IOHM
0*001ill O*011Ll_ O.OlSl_ O*_ITll
0*00illl 0._1411 0.OlY_) O.l_illOl
0*0011Sl O*lilI?l e*010111 O*011l_0
0o00_)ll O*_lllI 0.0111_) 0.0_I011
CP
-I.+l|I)|
-0.44_
-O, ii)_lt
-i* tllt4et
-0.111661
*l. IlSil6
t 1116 _1
-I.IIHII
-lilly
-o
-I. IlSe_l
i. II l_ll
I. Illltl
A-3. Continued.
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LAM|NAR 001JNOAAV LAYER SUGARY
NACA 2]0]2 AINFQ|LI&LPttA'O/_N-3*O/RACH NO.-O.2/IVR|TE-O
IT_N_TIOIt It_lniJn 4
TUASL.4.ENT BO_NOAIIy LAyEE SUN_&RY FOR EQUIVALENT AIRFOIL
U_pEX su_&ce
srAGn*rlo_ _EnPEn_lu_qE - Sle._S o_G:ees _:#KI_E srA_k_T[O_ _essuse . 44To.teo Ce/sQ F_
mETNOLOS _UMS_m - _.OOOaO mlLLIO_ P_ANOTC _U_n ° 0o_7000
(IMIrlJL W_rU_ _ICRNeS$)IC o Q.0_|] INIr. I_COnPI. F0M _ACTOI I.)S_!
JILL! OF JTTJCK ¢_PM_| ° @*0 D_|m$
XIC S/¢ _ DmI¢SIC) N THIt&SC 0ELsie 0_LrASI¢ ¢_ CP
0._0)_ 0.)Z$_4 0.Z4¢_4 -0.06_||2 l* s2_e60 O.OOOZZT O.000_ 0.o0168Z O.O@4$0Z *o._74_
0._l)_t_ o.)_sel$ @.z_75|_ -o.o_]6 L.sl|?l_ o.aoos_l ooooos6! o.ooz?$_ o.oo_ -@.4ole_t
o.4oo_| o.4_to_? o._)5ot_ -o.lo6_z_ L._O04_ O.OO0_*Z 0.¢_006L_ 0.o037t| 0.00,$O_ -0.)lS0_e
0.6_Z_ 0.65S_L 0.ZZ¢156 -0°0_)I L.)06_0 0.0OO_7 0.0OI_LZ O.O_10! 0.O0_Tt_ -0.ZlST_0
0ot_10|l 0._I_Z 0.ZltT00 -0. o_zel_ |._o_$| o.oolo_ o.ool_t_ 0.0L0Z2Z 0oO0)$2S -0. ITZ0_!
Figure A-3. Continued.
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LONGEST CM_RDLINe SYStEm BASIC AEFEflENCE SYSTEM
XI¢ Z/C XI¢ l/¢ S/¢ ¢P ¢_ OILra$/¢ VlVO
0.1_0_ -O.OISI6 O._ea_4 -O.O1616 0.|_00, o.oO07z o.ooags 0.0011_ O._t_
O.ltZ_o -0.0_0,_ O.el_C -0.010,_ o.tl|_l -0.0_.67 0.00)10 0.001_ I.ot2z6
0.6710_ -0.0)211 0.J11¢_ -O.O)_LI 0°_)05_ -O.IO)ZZ O.O0)S_ 0.00100 1.050)_
0.5_2_1 -0.0)_11 Oo_gZ_e -0.0)_11 0°*0064 -0°1)4_1 0.00)1) _°00010 |.06_L)
O°_aOl_ -0.0_,6 0.*e¢19 -¢.0.Z,6 0._6 °0.|I_)_ O.O0)TZ o.O00_* L.OI*_I
0.]_1)0 -o.o_zL O.))o)o -O.O_Zl 0.6_)_ -0°2_19 O.O00S_ o.o00)t |.II_IS
o._61al -0.0+_61 0.2cede °_.0.)6_ O.T))S) -o.zs**l 0.00010 O.OOO)Z I.IZO0_
O.a_*71 -0.0.1_ O.a]*_! -a.o_l_q 0._6;|_ +O.Z_Z_O 0.000_0 0.000)0 L.II_II
0.20Z_7 -0.03_1 0._¢_ -o°03_t O._L_ -O.2+)O) 0.0010_ 0°000_$ L.II*_I
O.I_)SO -0.03_+ O.l_)6e -Q.O_)S O°IZl)_ -O°_I)Z? O.O011Z O°OC_Z_ k.lO_O_
O.I*TZ) -O.O_*rl O.I_P_3 -_.O)*T! 0.15,_) -0.1_15_ 0.001|1 O.O00Z_ L.O_4_|
O.I_Z_2 -o.o_t_| O.I_Z_Z -o.o]lse O.e1_lo °O. IIS_) 0.0011_ O.O0_Z* I°OI*Z_
O.O_T_ -O.Oa_S6 O.@_Z -0.0_)10 O._Z_ o0._01 0.000_] O.O001S I.I1111
O°OZ_OL -0.0|_ 0°0_+©1 -O.O|t_ 0._I_$) -O.)6Z_I 0.00_11 0.00001 I°lt_Z$
0.01|_ +O.OLL_! 0.011_ -O.Oll_t O._Z_* -O°al_?l O°O0$TO 0°0000_ |.tOl_
O.©OSOI -0°00_! 0.0@_0_ -O.00S_I 1.001_ O.I_OZ| O.O0_SO 0.00005 O._Z_
0._01_ -O._Ot_ O.O01S* -0.001_5 1.00_0_ O.)IIZ) 0.00_01 0°0000) O.?lt_
0°0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.00_ 0.|01_0 0.00100 0.0000) 0._*$)|
0.C01_6 0.00,_$ 0.0015_ 0.00_21 1.01,10 1.0087_ 0°00000 0.0000_ 0.0_1_
O.O0_OI O.OLa_S O.OCSO! O.OIZ_ I.OZ)_ O.|O_Zl 0.000_* 0o00005 O._4_T*
0.0]1_) O.O_Se_ 0.011_ O.OZ_I_ 1.0_107 0._0_1 O°OOZT) O.000O6 O.I)Z_
O.O_]Z 0.06_1_ 0.0_)_ 0.0_|_ 1.1],61 +0o66_1] 0.OOZIO 0.00016 hZ_lt_
O.I_;Z_ O.O;ISO 0.1_] 0.0716e l. LI)la -0.6_76 O.O0|S* O.O00ZO I.al_O_
O.|_il O.OT)_) O.I))6e 0.07)9) I.ZO_7 -0.6|7_ 0°000_4 O.O00Z) I.a_l_a
O.ZIIZl O.O_S_ o.z_ea8 o.o?_q I._0+)0 -0._6_0) 0.006_0 0.00010 i._1_04
0.))1)0 O.OT_*2 a.)_l)o o.o?_*z I.]r_3* -0.*16_6 0o00_1 0.000_1 I.I_OIL
O°3_)_T 0.0_2_0 O.)_]2T O.aP_90 t.*09)* +0._0|1) 0°00)_$ 0°000_6 I.|1)_
O._Zl 0.00_7| 0._**_1 O.06T?I l.*lO_a -0.)140_ O.O04Zl 0.000_ I.t*6)_
0o*101_ 0.06_1_ O._eOI9 O.06)|Z |._167_ -O.ZO|*P O.O0)TI 0.000_ 1.0_61Z
O.SI_I) O.0600a 0._1_|3 O.0600Z |._)la °O.IT6_ OoO0)t_ 0.0010) |.01_71
O.S_Z O.O_O_ O._*S2 O.OS|Z_ |._12_ -O.ZZ_) 0.00_ O.OO103 |.LOeO)
OoS_Z_I O.O5531 O._q2_l 0.0_5_| I._Z_I) -0.Z_)65 0.00_96 0.0010_ I.|151_
0.6_10_ 0.0_9| 0._10_ O.O_t_e l._OI)| -0.1?_05 O.O0)$Z O.O01)7 |.01_61
0.7_66 0.055,_ O._e*_e 0.0)$*6 1.a0_66 -O.1OO61 0.00_16 0.00|11 I.O_ql_
O.alZTO O.OZ_O_ 0.112P¢ 0o02_0_ I°_|Z -o.otl_? O.OOZ_ O.O0_D| l.o)l_q
Oo|tO?4 0.022,_ o.eeo_ 0.02_ 1.a9_6| -O.OZS_I 0.00_10 O.OOZ3S I.OIZ|?
O°_g)_ O.O0165 0._$* a°o016_ 1._34) O°O_Z O°OOZZ5 0.0011_ 0o_+111
ul(a Z)OlZ tIRFOILIILPk_.OIRN.].OINkCN NO,,O.Z/I_iV|-O
:....::;:; ............ :_............. _;.......... ::;::;;;....::;;;::::::;;..:
• 0.o o.l_)eo o.OO6_Zl -0.03_I_7 -O.O01$OZ *
ii+iiiiii1411111111111111+iiiiiiiiiii+iii+I+I+1411+ii+Iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Figure A-3. Continued.
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i /
+
imo|
call' • o.l++OCOl ol $+
LVmlm
UI'*I+I SO. !1,¢! _
.**.. c_st input ..*..
_ACA _Ol_ A._WOSLIA_p.S.Olmm._.OI..C. NC.-O+a1..*l'_'t
mlJ. o.o o._zsooc_-ox o.t+,_ool-c,i o.'JooocoE-oL O.TSOOOOe-Ol o.xoooooE oo o.,soooo+ oo o.zooooot oo
o._toccol im e.+ooooo_ co o.+oooooe oo o._©ooool oo o**ooooo_ oo o.Tcooooe oo o..ooooo_ _o o, qoooooE oo
o.qloccol oa o.1¢oc¢c+ ©t
O.ZS+?OO,O'E-OI 0.)_10001-0l O.4++lO00E-Ot o.snoocol-oI O.**/_qf-Ot O.?lqlO00l-¢l 0._0000t-01z. - o.o
o.T*oo@oi-os o,_$_o©_-<)t c.?s_ooo_-os o.*t_ooot+ot o,_Too_f-Ol o._)6o¢of-ox C.)¢SOO_rOI O.161©O_--01
0.1JOCCOl--©l O. t )000<_'<_
XL " 0.0 O. IZ_004_'OI 0.?SooooI--OI 0*qO0000&'0_ O*Y_00e01--Ot O.I00000_ O0 <).ISO0001 00 0,_0000_ 00
o._sco_ol no o. sco©oot _o c.+oooool oo o.sooooo_ oo o._oooooi oo o._ooooo_ o_ c.+ooooo_ oo o._oooo_ oo
o.qq©©ooe 4_o _.LOC0OO_ O_
.o + i ?30OOE.01.0. 171000E .0t -0.1 ?_00e-ol -o. Zl t0001 -ok -0. _000£- 0 t-o- )_o00_ -01 - 0+ I_ roo_ - 01
_°o
o ,o o.©
*m_ClL_L'..-_I*N').OJN_:" _.*O.Ztl_*ttl'l
INPUt *I.+OIL .OI.t_
ueell SCIIeICt tO+_ SUIV,C_
"U ZU X_ Z_
0.0 0.* e.O 00
0,01aSC0 O*O+*_C0 0.OlZS00 -o_oxa )oo
o.oI+_o o,oJlioo G.OIS_0 -O.OlflDO
O.0S+O00 O.O++100 O.OSO000 -O.0,*O0
O*01_O00 O.OS*00+ O.O+SO00 -0.0ZStO0
0.1+¢e©O 0.0,+)O0 O. lOOOOO -O.O++ZOO
0.1+eOOO O.O'l+00 O+lS0C+0 -O.O_SOOO
I.+C0¢00 o.o_s©ae o.zoooo0 -o.os++oo
..zscocc o,o+*e©© o.zsoaoo -o.o++loo
o.)1++oo o.o+s+oo -o+o*+*oo
o.+oocoo +.o_l*ao -o.o+**oo
0.+ooooo
o.,ooooo
o.s©cooo o.o+l*oo o.sooooo -0.0+L_OO
o.,o+eo+ o.os,+oo o.+ooooo -o.o++_oo
o.+ooooo ooo*)1oo o.?ooooo -o.o+oooo
O.lO@Ooo o.O|OlOO 0.IOO_oo -o.o+tloo
+.++++¢0 o.m*leo o.+ooooo -o.otz)oo
o.+s¢oc© e.oo+z+o o.++oooo -o.oo_ooo
s.o+_oo o.col+oc i.oooooo -o.oal_oo
Flgure A-4.
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o.ools*+ o.o++ii) o.+,++*+ -o.oolsox
o.o_l+)_ o,o_s**$ o.+_sos -o.ozls_o
o.ol+al4 o.a_s_l, o.l*ol+_ -o.ol*Ist
o.o_l* o,o*_sT* o.ltz*_* -o.ozo_*,
o.x*+2_I o.ot_s,1 o.s_*z -o.o)71o*
o.Io_71, O.O,SlL0 U._IPIZ+ +o.o_iI
0.+o_*_* O.0+S+I7 O._OI_I -o.o*_***
0.*_*IIS O.O*_0* O._*IZT+ -o.o_+
0.*II0,I 0.0+*_I+ o.o_q_l -0.0_IZl
O.+15151 O.0_IY+0 O.0_tS+_ -O.OZ*++O
O.7****O O.O_$+*S O.0S_S_+ -o.o_II*_
O.IIZ*_* O.OI+OI_ 0.Osv*ll -O.0_O_S+
0.*_* O.OZZ_I+ o+ot,ol+ -o.oI*_++
o.o o o
Ll,tm** IOU_0+*+ _*vm, SU_IIV
Met _JOll III+OILI*Lm-01IM-I.O/MICm ,O.-O.+ll+*ll+-I u, pe, +_+*cl
i t+Raylm _mf! +
Sample output of the 2-D characteristics program with IWRITE=I.
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TtllOU+.IlUT IIOnkl,i)MT LA_rlI IUIIII4alv poll |0UI¥&LIIPlr AIIII*IIIL
,li<:J ++Nil AatFoII./_LPI-O/I.I.,].0++IU, C,I_ m.,.e.ztuuluve.L
stl41llVUll v|np_*tuel . lie.J_ _Nles
pl_llSl*ali sl+.s iltllNt - o.ilul
i|v_u M|I I.H411 llLLI_
mAY I*mSPll PKV_ t - i.m
IlUltlIL mVlm twIClJlUSSI#¢ • e.l_ll
_L! lip 61via ¢_Pm0 - e.0 roll.Ills
X#C _C • na#¢SeCl
1.161tl4 0.ZI_Ill 0.141_e -0.el6LLS
0. Jel_a_ o.sz$114 oo1_o174 -o.o611u
I.INWl e.14_lllt 0.13_61 -0.1_11,6
0._T_li_ 0.Jt_lll O.Z3tll• -.0 e)141*
o.4o1_11 0.+ll_T e.I]506+ -0.1(_,al
0.4,+11! 0. +•64,16 e.n*6+_ -o.llyolc
e._l.l|N o._)ll! e.ll_*_l -o.t t_tlm
t.llt|Z6 o. _1_11 e.llll_! o.O)l_l
e.s_• o.+vTTIi i.IIiis6 1._4_1
o.l_m| 0.1asi_ o.ll_SlO -e.ollt_l
0.6111_ o.611_l 0.zlell6 -I.tl_lt
• Itlul • i+.ll_ o.zltl_ • o_ol• . +.
o._|_ls) o._++z+t_ O+llll_l -.o otlo_
o.I_ l._1411| 0.ze_|l -o.16_116
o.lINq_ 0.|It_T _.ll611n -0.0t_lt+
t.4_lINt I._ll_t 0.1*_al -e. lIT_0
0. q_l+l_'14 n.e164mo I.Illlle +e.ol|*_7
ilOll Jou J IleTNODI
ta_llU ST_llsrnall pnass_*a • *.7***** ¢8 _,1+611P0IL Cm_t0 ;.O•4we ,v 'w
pmlIIITL llmll| +" o. ??c_
vR+ur_iriom poinT, i++c e.lJ•zt
Ollll. il_. po_ p+cro+l " 1.)$.-9[
. v*_v*_c otn.slc oe_r*s_c cp ¢P
I.)siq_y _.oe+t_ o.eoetll
i.s+s+l+ _.o_t*_ o.lolill o.oo_ll_ o.lo_++ -I.+++Ioi
1.111150 il.mml I. *ill•4 I+llOil i.iOMl I -Lil611 t
1. Sit llli •.lilll I .ollli I 0*01illl i. lli9_ -ililil I
I. Vltl.'+ O.010+*Z Cl. _ll I._J'll • . It_ "..41+ oII. Illllillll
1. l_ielnl_ i.Io•'l+! O .ll,•i.wi 0.111_.ll t 41.lll._l I++ -I_iitl
I. litili li. mall i i.l 0.lilil i.o01111 -Iolll•li
I • III,l_l i. •lily• t.4NIIOl_+ I.Olyll 1.04111t -l. 1 Ill,
I.Illlli O.MIOYli I.II411 il l. IOlllt i* OIIlPll ._lll?l
i. long•+ o.ll_l e*_l_ e.illll+ l.H_ei+ -e.l_i_l
i. Ioli.llidi • .lll<llll I I.NIIII O .IP+I_IIO! l.I Ill+. -i I lillll
hml$l o .llllm ll.llill O.Oli/ll II. @Olll$ +L Illllti
i. le+9+l e.Nlll_l e.eilll_ O.ell4_l o.eelsll -I_ I_141
I o lillllll I O.llll llolll I.Olitll• I. lltlll &l -41. lIMllil
1.14ill I! •.Ill o. Mlill•l i.llil+l ill. IHIItlWI -li. Illillll I
i • ill+it i i .,lIOI I .141.1HM_I i .ill6t<+ •. llllil -.i lie Mill
I .lllmlll •.lMIll I.lillldi I.Illlll O.llll I. lill I
I.IMIII 1.01111•$ i. Ill•0 lolllllil O.0111"+l i. ll
I • _lt'_Y o.IWi li+i l*#llil I.IIt416 o*llill I I_IIW_I
Ullllll lllllOll ililt i
lilt lilil llll01111LltIl.l/lllll.O/IKl ll+_4.111dlll.l
lllll II i
Slllllllll II •ll
I#C s_
l.l l.llll
l.lll 1.1411111
I. lli4_ l.llllll
I.II II14 I .llllll
l.ll411i l.llll
o.il+l_M o.mmt
o .lmr_t+e+, o.N-lll, i
l.llll l.lllll I
l.llill I I. I lllll
l.llilll I+IIIIII
I.IIIIII I. llllll
I. lllITi I.IIIIII
I. lill?i l.lllill
I. I lllill I+ llIMl
I .llil_i I. l_lll
I. Mllm O.llllll
I. II llll l.ll
I. lllll I +Millll
I. 411111 l.illl
l_llllC - O.lilllill n(tl! • l?l. ll I?Ii#C •
llllyllltlYy Iti41illlm MII 0CCUIIIi II I#_ - e.lllill
ill.l+ 14Fimll l *•NIIII
l.licu
i .lille llLil01
I.I_CN
Iill.ll+ Ill ilMCOll
e.l olillll
o.l_lli$11
l.o+lltt Is.zz;ll,
O.lS_lll loolz_l_
OolN|ll ~l.StlOlC
I.Inlll -I_ i_lll_
o.lll*sl o•. itllll
I.IIt_lt ol. oll_,_
I.Iltll_ e._llzl
O.ll_lll I.els_
i.Izllll o._so_l
i.zztie6 eot|_ll_
I.n_l| -e.ul_l
e.nl_! -I._lsl
i_lll l_m++cl
llllillill llqll *
illillilill milllill - Jill.ill Llltl PT
llllil| Ol01O I .film Pl
+limit ll_ln O. _T011
li_tAtlal CnlU_ItlOl _0 0.01*l_t
• llm+tlC YlIC011tV e.o_o_*J _ _v#llc
Syll_ll_ ir zlc o.l_i_si9
, vmlll#c li_ s#c IkR VlS_C CP CP
Z •_Z• • .el_11 0*01WM 0._II_ e. Im_l
z. +lliol l. l_lil 0 + illlll e.lojl+l e. _I|I_
z.*+i_ OoO_et_ o.m_ _.00+_I+ 0.11Ni
i ...._I_ • mi* e R o loi_u -l.li_ll
z.*illlo Oollilll i.llal_ l.oeil1* -I. I+I+I
z • |_il+l •. oN_ • . IIIi i T 0.I011_ -0. silll
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Sample output of the 2-D characteristics program with IWRITE=2.
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APPENDIX B- Polynomial Fit of Two Dimensional Data
User Instructions
Thls program Is written in Fortran IV and Is designed to run in
single precision on an IBM 370-165 computer. Execution requires 54,000
bytes of core storage and approximately six seconds to fit one set of
two-dlmenslonal airfoil data giving four polynomial curve fits of degree
four. For each airfoil the program requires the following input data:
(I) The 80 characters of the array TITLE whlch are used as a header
for Identifying output. Since the program allows more than one
alrfoll to be analyzed In a given run, TITLE Is used as a
control variable to end execution. Termination of execution
Is achleved by following the last set of airfoil data to be
analyzed by a title card having only the word END in the first
three spaces (see the last card of the sample data set In
Figure B-2).
(2) The number NUM. The largest allowable value of NUM is 20.
This variable specifies the number of angles of attack which
follow.
(3) The flrst element values of the arrays AL, CL, CD, CM. These
are the angle of attack and the two-dlmensional coefficients
of llft, drag, and pitching moment for that angle of attack.
Slmilar cards with successive array elements follow until
the number of points specified by NUM are read in.
In addltlon to the previous input data speclfication an internal
swltch is provlded to suppress the plot of the input points and the
curve flt function. When SWITCH is set to zero, plots are produced;
however, when SWITCH is set to one, the plots are suppressed. Another
internal switch PUNCH which operates similarly allows for the fitted
coefficients to be punched Into card form for use with other programs.
Statements (I) through (3) represent a complete data set for a
particular alrfoll. The format specification for this data Is given In
Flgure B-I. A sample data set of the 23012 airfoil Is shown In
Flgure B-2. The output of thls particular data set is shown In
Figure B-3.
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Figure B-I. Format specification of input data for the polynomial fit of
2-D data program.
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Figure B-2. Example data set for the polynomial fit of 2-D data program.
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Figure B-3. Sample output of the polynomial fit of 2-D data program•
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APPENDIX C- Airfoil-to- Complete-Wing Program
User Instructions
This program is written in Fortran IV and is designed to run in single
precision on an IBM 370-165 computer. Execution requires 60,000 bytes of
core storage and approximately eight seconds to produce the three-
dimensional lift, drag, and pitching moment for a given wing-body configura-
tion. For each configuration the program requires the following input data:
(I) The aspect ratio ASPEC, the thickness ratio of the tip TAUT,
the thickness ratio of the root TAUR, the taper ratio TAPER,
the geometric twist TWIST in degrees (If geometric twist is
specified, the aerodynamic twist TWISA must be set to a value
of I00.), the number of spanwise stations R (R must be less
than or equal to 20.), Reynolds number in millions based on
wlnQ mean aerodynamic chord REYND, and a criterion for conver-
gence of the lift distribution DISCR.
(2) Fuselage height to wing span ratio A, fuselage width to wing span
ratio B, the height of the wing above the fuselage centerline H,
again as a ratio to wing span, wing-body incidence angle ALPHR
in degrees, x-coordinate of the moment reference point X, z-
coordinate of the moment reference point Z, the aerodynamic twist
TWISA in degrees (If aerodynamic twist is specified, the geomet-
ric twist TWIST must be set to a value of I00.).
(3) The number of airfoil families (two tables per family) to be
read in with this configuration IFAM, a control parameter for
reading in wing geometric parameters ISWIT(1), a control
parameter for printing out intermediate calculations as they
are performed ISWIT(2), a control parameter for printing out
matrices ISWIT(3), and an indicator that the tip airfoil is or
is not of the same family as the root IRT. A yes action is
implied when the control parameter or indicator is set to one;
otherwise, the appropriate space is filled with a zero.
4) The 80 characters of the array NAME which are used as a header
for identifying output.
(5) The 80 characters of the array TITLEI which serve as identifica-
tion for the first airfoil table.
(6) The thickness ratio of the airfoil in the first table RTI.
(7) The five coefficients of the lift polynomial CCLRTI for the
airfoil in the first table.
(8) The domain for which the coefficients qf CCLRTI are valid
XLO(1) and XHI(1).
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(9) The five coefficients of the drag polynomial CCDRTIfor the
airfoil in the first table.
(10) The domainfor which coefficients of CCDRTIare valid XLO(2)
and XHI(2).
(11) The five coefficients of the momentpolynomial CCMRTIfor the
airfoil in the first table.
(12) The domainfor which the coefficients of CCMRTIare valid
XLO(3)and XHI(3).
(13) The five coefficients of the alpha polynomial CALRTIfor the
airfoil in the first table.
(14) The domainfor which the coefficients of CALRTIare valid
XLO(4)and XHI(4).
(15) A duplication of (4) through (14) for each additional airfoil
until the correct numberof airfoil coefficient tables are
stored.
(16) The 20 elementsof the array ALPHBrepresenting the angles of
attack for which three-dimensional lift, drag, and moment
coefficients are to be calculated. Oneelement of this array
must contain the value 99.0 to insure a later return to the
main portion of the program.
The programallows for additional configurations to be calculated
during the samerun. This maybe accomplishedsimply by repeating the
previous input. The programwill continue execution until it encounters
an ASPECvalue of 99.0 followed by a blank card.
Statements (I) through (16) represent a complete data set for a
particular configuration. The format specification for thls data is given
in Figure C-I. A sampledata set using a 23020 root-23012 tip wing is
shownin Figure C-2. The output of this particular data set is given
in Figure C-3.
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Format specification of input data for the airfoil-to-complete-
wing program.
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Figure C-2. Example data set for the airfoil-to-complete-wing program.
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Figure C-3. Sample output of the airfoil-to-complete-wing program•
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APPENDIX D- PLOT Program
User Instructions
This program was originally written for a CDC 6000 computer (Ref. 113)
and was then modified to run in single precision on an IBM 370-165. Given a
set of input data the program generates the necessary instructions for auto-
matic plotting of an airplane numerical model and can be used to draw three-
view and oblique orthographic projections, as well as perspective projections.
These plots are very useful in checking the validity of numerical model data.
The program has an average execution time of _ minufes and 20 seconds for a
job yielding 8 different views of the same aircraft.
In order to be compatable with the potential flow program used in this
report (see Appendix F), the body coordinates are specified with the body nose
at, or near the origin of the coordinate system, dnd the body's longitudinal
axis is extended along the X-axis (see Figure D-I). The origin of the Y-axis
must lie in the XZ-plane of symmetry, and the Z-axis must be the vertical
axis of the body.
Reference 113 does an excellent job of describing the input data cards;
therefore, the data specification given below is taken directly from that
description. Additional information on this program is available in the cited
reference.
Configuration Cards
Since the airplane has to be symmetrical about the XZ-plane, only half of
the airplane need be described to the computer. The convention used in pre-
senting the input data is that the half of the airplane on the positive Y-side
of the XZ-plane is presented. The program then uses this information to con-
struct the complete airplane. The number of input cards depends on the number
of components used to describe the configuration, whether a component has been
described previously, and the amount of detail used to describe each component.
The method of input is by FORTRAN "READ" statements.
FORTRAN
Columns Name Description
01 to 03 JO If JO=O, no reference area
If JO=1, reference area to be read
If JO=2, reference area same as previously read
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Columns
04 to 06
07 to 09
10 to 12
13 to 15
16 to 18
19 to 21
22 to 24
25 to 27
FORTRAN
Name
J1
J2
J3
J4
J5
J6
NWAF
NWAFOR
Descrlptlon
If Jl=O, no wing data
If J1=1, cambered wing data to be read
If J1=-1, uncambered wing data to be read
If J1=2, wing data same as previously read
If J2=O,
If J2=1,
If J2=-I
If J2=2,
no fuselage data
data for arbltrarily shaped fuselage to
be read
, data for clrcular fuselage to be read
(with J6=O, fuselage will be
cambered; with J6=-1, fuselage will
be sym_trlcal with XY-plane; with
J6=1, entire configuration will be
sym_trical with X_f-plane)
fuselage data same as previously read
If
If
If
J3=O,
J3=1,
J3=2,
no pod data
pod data to be read
pod data sam as previously read
If J4=O,
If J4=1,
If J4=2,
no fin data
fin data to be read
fin data same as previously read
If J5=O,
If J5=I,
If J5=2,
no canard data
canard data to be read
canard data same as previously read
Simplification code:
If J6=O, Indicates a cambered circular or
arbitrary fuselage If J2 # 0
If J6=1, complete configuration Is sy_trlcal
with respect to XY-plane, which
Implies uncambered circular fuselage
If there Is a fuselage
If J6=-1, Indlcates uncambered clrcular fuse-
lage with J2 # 0
Number of airfoil sections used to describe the
wing; 2_ NWAF_ 20
Number of ordinates used to deflne each wing
airfoil section; 3_ NWAFOR_ 30
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Co Iumns
28 to 30
31 to 33
FORTRAN
Name
NFUS
NRADX(1)
34 to 36 NFORX(1)
37 to 39 NRADX(2)
40 to 42 NFORX(2)
43 to 45 NRADX(3)
46 to 48 NFORX(3)
49 to 51 NRADX(4)
52 to 54 NFORX(4)
55 to 57 NP
58 to 60 NPODOR
61 to 63 NF
64 to 66 NFINOR
67 to 69 NCAN
70 to 72 NCANOR
Description
Number of fuselage segments; I _ NFUS _ 4
Number of points used to represent half-
section of first fuselage segment; if fuselage
Is circular, the program computes indicated
number of y- and Z-ordinates; 3 _ NRADX(1) _ 30
Number of stations for first fuselage segment;
4 _ NFORX(1) _ 30
Same as NRADX(1) and NFORX(1), but for second
fuselage segment
Same as NRADX(1) and NFORX(1), but for thlrd
fuselage segment
Same as NRADX(1) and NFORX(1), but for fourth
fuselage segment
Number of pods described; NP _ 9
Number of stations at whlch pod radll are to be
specified; 4 _ NPODOR _ 30
Number of fins (vertical tails) descrlbed;
NF < 6
Number of ordlnates used to define each fln
alrfoil section; 3_ NFINOR_ 10
Number of canards (horizontal tails) described;
NCAN < 2
Number of ordinates used to deflne each canard
airfoil sectlon; 3_ NCANOR_ I0; If NCANOR
is given a negative sign, the program will
expect to read lower ordlnates also; otherwlse,
alrfoll Is assumed to be symmetrlcal
Cards 3, 4, . . . - remalnin_ data InDut cards. - The remalnlng data input
contain a detailed descrlptlon of each component of the alrplane. Each card
contains up to 10 values, each value punched in a 7-column fleld wlth a
declmal and may be Identlfled In columns 73 to 80. The cards are arranged in
the following order: reference area, wlng data cards, fuselage data cards,
pod (or nacelle) data cards, fin (vertical tall) data cards, and canard (or
horizontal tail) data cards.
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Referencearea card: The reference area value is punchedIn columns
I to 7 and maybe identified as REFAin columns73 to 80.
Wingdata cards: The first wing data card (or cards) contalns the locations
in percent chord at which the ordinates of all the wlng airfoils are to be
specified. There will be exactly NWAFORlocations in percent chord given.
Eachcard maybe identified In columns73 to 80 by the symbolXAFj where j
denotes the numberof the last location in percent chord given on that card.
For example, if NWAFOR=16,there are I6 ordinates to be specified for every
airfoil, and two data cards will be required. The first XAFcard is identi-
fied as XAF10 and the secondas XAF16.
The next wing data cards (there will be NWAFcards) each contain four
numberswhich give the origin and chord length of each of the wing airfoils
that is to be specified. The cards representing the most inboard airfoil are
given first, followed by the cards for successive airfoils. The Information
is arranged on each card as follows:
Columns
I to 7
8 to 14
15 to 21
22 to 28
73 to 80
Description
x-ordinate of airfoil leading edge
y-ordlnate of airfoil leading edge
z-ordinate of airfoil leading edge
airfoil streamwisechord length
card identification, WAFORGjwhere j denotes the
particular airfoil; for example, WAFORGI
denotes first (most inboard) airfoil
If a camberedwing has beenspecified, the next set of wing data cards
is the meancamberline (TZORD)cards. The first card contains up to 10Az
values, referenced to the z-ordinate of the airfoil leading edge, at each
of the specified percents of chord for the first airfoil. If morethan I0
values are to be specified for each alrfoll (there will be NWAFORvalues),
the remaining values are continued on successive cards. The remaining airfoils
are described In the same manner, data for each airfoll starting on a new
card, and the cards arranged in the order which begins with the most inboard
airfoil and proceeds to the outboard. Each card may be identified In columns
73 to 80 as TZORDj, where j denotes the particular airfoil.
Next are the wing airfoil ordinate (WAFORD) cards. The first card con-
tains up to 10 half-thickness ordinates of the first alrfoll expressed as
percent chord. If more than 10 ordinates are to be specified for each alrfoll
(there will be NWAFOR values), the remaining ordinates are contlnued on
successive cards. The remaining airfoils are each described In the same
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manner, and the cards are arranged in the order which begins with the most
Inboard airfoil and proceeds to the outboard. Eachcard maybe identified
in columns73 to 80 as WAFORDj,where j denotes the particular airfoil.
F_selagedata cards: The first card (or cards) specifies the x values
of the fuselage stations of the first segment. There will be NFORX(1)
values and the cards maybe identified in columns73 to 80 by the symbol
XFUSjwhere j denotes the numberof the last fuselage station given on that
card.
If the fuselage is circular and cambered,the next set of cards specifies
the z locations of the center of the circular sections. There will be
NFOFLX(1)values and the cards maybe identified in columns73 to 80 by the
symbolZFUSjwhere j denotes the numberof the last fuselage station given on
that card.
If the fuselage is circular, the next card (or cards) gives the fuselage
cross-sectional areas, and maybe identified in columns73 to 80 by the symbol
FUSARDjwhere j denotes the numberof the last fuselage station given on that
card. If the fuselage is of arbitrary shape, the y-ordinates for a half-section
are given (NRADX(1)values) and identified in columns73 to 80 as Yi where i
is the station number. Following these are the corresponding z-ordinates(NRADX(1)values) for the half-section identified in columns73 to 80 as Zi
where I is the station number. Eachstation will have a set of Y and Z cards
and the convention of ordering the ordinates from bottom to top is observed.
For each fuselage segmenta newset of cards as described must be pro-
vided. The segmentdescriptions should be given in order of increasing
values of x.
Poddata cards: The first pod or nacelle data card specifies the
location of the origin of the first pod. The information is arranged on the
card as follows:
Columns
i to 7
8 to 14
15 to 21
73 to 80
Description
x-ordinate of origin of first pod
y-ordlnate of origin of first pod
z-ordinate of origin of first pod
card identification, PODORGj where j denotes
pod number
The next pod input data card (or cards) contalns the x-ordinates, ref-
erenced to the pod orlgln, at which the pod radli (there will be NPODOR of them)
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are to be specified. The first x-value must be zero, and the last x-value Is
the length of the pod. Thesecards maybe identlfied in columns73 to 80 by
the symbolXPODjwhere j denotes the pod number. For example, XPODIrepresentsthe flrst pod.
The next pod input data cards give the pod radii correspondlng to the pod
stations that have beenspeclfled. Thesecards maybe identlfled in columns
73 to 80 as PODRjwhere j denotes the pod number.
For each additional pod, newPODORG,XPOD,and PODRcards must be pro-
vided. Only slngle pods are described but the programassumesthat If the
y-ordlnate Is not zero an exact dupllcate Is located symmetrlcally wlth
respect to the XZ-plane; a y-ordlnate of zero implies a slngle pod.
Fin data cards: Exactly three data Input cards are used to descrlbe a
fin. The Information presented on the first fln data input card is asfollows:
CoIumns
Ito7
8 to 14
15 to 21
22 to 28
29 to 35
36 to 42
43 to 49
50 to 56
73 to 80
Descriptlon
x-ordinate of lower alrfoil leading edge
y-ordinate of lower airfoil leadlng edge
z-ordinate of lower airfoil leadlng edge
chord length of lower airfoil
x-ordinate of upper airfoil leading edge
y-ordinate of upper alrfoil leading edge
z-ordlnate of upper alrfoll leading edge
chord length of upper airfoil
card identification, FINORGj where j denotes
fin number
The second fin data Input card contalns up to 10 locations in percent
chord (exactly NFINOR of them) at which the fin airfoil ordlnates are to be
speclfied. The card may be Identlfled in columns 73 to 80 as XFINj where j
denotes the fln number.
The third fln data Input card contains the fin alrfoil half-thlckness
ordlnates expressed In percent chord. Since the fln airfoil must be symmetrical,
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only the ordinates on the positive y side of the fln chord plane are specified.
The card Identification, FINORDj, may be glven in columns 73 to 80, where j
denotes the fin number.
For each fin, new FINORG, XFIN, and FINORD cards must be provided.
Only single fins are described but the program assumes that if the
y-ordinate Is not zero an exact duplicate is located symmetrically with
respect to the XZ-plane; a y-ordinate of zero Implies a single fin.
Canard data cards: If the canard (or horizontal tall) airfoil Is sym-
metrical, exactly three cards are used to describe a canard, and the Input Is
given In the same manner as for the fin. If, however, the canard airfoil Is
not symmetrical (Indicated by a negative value of NCANOR), a fourth canard
data Input card will be required to glve the lower ordinates. The Information
presented on the first canard data Input card Is as follows:
Co I umns
1 to7
8 to 14
15 to 21
22 to 28
29 to 35
36 to 42
43 to 49
50 to 56
73 to 80
Description
x-ordinate of Inboard airfoil leading edge
y-ordinate of Inboard airfoil leadlng edge
z-ordinate of Inboard airfoil leading edge
chord length of Inboard airfoil
x-ordinate of outboard alrfoll leading edge
y-ordlnate of outboard alrfoll leading edge
z-ordinate of outboard alrfoll leading Adge
chord length of outboard airfoil
card identlflcatlon, CANORGj where j denotes
the canard number
The second canard data Input card contains up to 10 locations In percent
chord (exactly NCANOR of them) at which the canard alrfoll ordinates are to be
speclfled. The card may be Identlfled in columns 73 to 80 as XCANJ where j
denotes the canard number.
The third canard data Input card contains the upper half-thlckness ordinates,
expressed In percent chord, of the canard alrfoll. This card may be Identlfled
in columns 73 to 80 as CANORDj where J denotes the canard number. If the canard
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airfoil Is not symmetrical, the lower ordinates are presentedon a second
CANORDcard. The programexpects both upper and lower ordinates to be punched
as positive values In percent chord.
For another canard, newCANORG,XCAN,and CANORDcards must be provlded.
Plot Cards
A single card contains all the necessary Information for one plot. The
avallable options and the necessary Input for each are described In the suc-
ceeding sections.
Orthographlc p rojectlons. - For orthographic projections, the card should
be set up as follows (See Figure D-5):
FORTRAN
Co Iumns Name
I HORZ
3 VERT
5 to 7 TEST I
8 to 12 PHI
13 to 17 THETA
18 to 22 PSI
48 to 52 PLOTSZ
53 to 55 TYPE
72 KODE
Description
"X", "Y", or "Z" for horizontal axis
"X", "Y", or "Z" for vertical axis
Word "OUT" for deletion of hidden lines; other-
wise, leave blank
Roll angle, degrees (See Figure D-I)
Pitch angle, degrees (See Figure D-I)
Yaw angle, degrees (See Figure D-I)
PLOTSZ determines the size of plot (scale factor
is computed using PLOTSZ and maximum dimension
of configuration)
Word "ORT"
If KODE=O, continue rea_ing plot cards
If KODE=I, after processing this plot, read
new configuration description
An attempt is made to center the given configuration within the specifled
field. If the desired plot size is greater than 28 inches, centering is attempted
within 28 inches so care must be taken in choosing the view. Minimum values are
adjusted so that body axis lines with no rotation angles coincide with grid
lines on the plotter paper. Therefore, the plotter pen should always be positioned
exactly I inch from the side of the plotting space and on the intersectlon of
heavy grid lines at the start of plotting.
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Plan,. front L and_si.de views (stacked). - For plan, front, and side views,
the _rd should be set up as follows (See Figure D-4):
FORTRAN
Columns Name
8 to 12 PHI
13 to 17 THETA
18 to 11 PSI
48 to 52 PLOTSZ
Description
y-origin on paper of plan view, inches
y-origin on paper of side view, inches
y-origin on paper of front view, inches
PLOTSZ determines size of plot (a scale factor
is computed using PLOTSZ and maximum dimension
of configuration)
53 to 55 TYPE
72 KODE
Word "VU3"
If KODE=O, continue reading plot cards
If KODE=I, after processing this plot, read new
configuration description
Perspective views. - For perspective views, the card should be set up as
follows (See Figure D-IO):
Columns
8 to 12
FORTRAN
Name
PHI
13 to 17 THETA
18 to 22 PSI
23 to 27 XF
28 to 32 YF
33 to 37 ZF
38 to 42 DIST
43 to 47 FMAG
Description
x of view point (location of viewer) in data
coordinate system
y of view point in data coordinate system
z of view point in data coordinate system
x of focal point (determines direction and focus)
in data coordinate system
y of focal point in data coordinate system
z of focal point in data coordinate system
Distance from eye to viewing plane, inches
Viewing-plane magnification factor; it controls
size of projected image
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CoIumns
48 to 52
FORTRAN
Name
PLOTSZ
53 to 55 TYPE
72 KODE
Description
Diameter of viewing plane, Inches; DIST and
PLOTSZ together determine a cone which Is
fleld of vision; PLOTSZ value Is also relative
to type of viewer which Is to be used.
Word "PER"
If KODE=O, continue reading plot cards
If KODE=I, after processing thls plot, read new
configuration descrlptlon.
Stereo frames suitable for viewing In a stereoscope. - For stereo frames
sultable for viewing in a stereoscope, the input Is identical to that for the
perspectlve views except that the word "STE" is used in columns 53 to 55.
Speclflcatlon of the cards above represent a complete set of data for a
particular body. The format specification for thls data Is given In the above
text. A sample data set of a Cessna 182 light aircraft Is shown In Figure D-2.
The output of this particular data set, with different plot cards, Is shown In
Figures D-3 through D-14.
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Plotting Software Modifications
Since plotting software is different at almost every computing facility,
this section of the appendix is included to help the user specify the ap-
propriate softwareplotting instructions expected by the plot program. To
institute a plotting procedure at any computing facility the user's program
must first be linked with the plotter. In the original plot program linkage
was established by the statement: CALL CALCOMP. The user must provide the
necessary instructions to produce the same result at his facility. This
instruction is given on card CO0 35 In the Program Listing presented in the
next section of this appendix. In addition, at most installations an in-
struction must also be given to close the plotter data set (i.e. turn the
plotter off) after plotting has been completed. In the original plot program
this was accomplished by the statement: CALL CALPLT(O.,O.,999). The user
must provide an equivalent instruction for his installation as seen on card
CO0 67 in the Program Listing.
The actual plotting in the program is accomplished using three baslc
subroutines (CALPLT, NOTATE, and LINE) from the CalComp software package.
For the program to operate properly, the user must either provide the
original CalComp routines or provide three equivalent dummy subroutines as
was necessary at the N, C. State computing facility. Given below is a
description of the arguments to, and the results produced by these sub-
routines. Also included are listings of the equivalent dummy subroutines
used at N. C. State to produce the same results as the original CalComp
subroutines.
Purpose:
Use:
Subroutine CALPLT
To move the plotter pen to a new location wlth
the pen either up or down, and to turn off the
plotter.
CALL CALPLT(X,Y, IPEN)
where
X,Y are the floating point values for pen
movement.
IPEN=2
=3
pen is moved in a lowered position.
pen is moved in a raised position.
Negative IPEN (-2 or -3) will assign
X = O, Y = 0 as the location of the
pen after moving the pen to X,Y
(create a new reference point or
orlgln).
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Restrictions:
IPEN=999Turns the plotter off, the X and Y
values are ignored.
All X and Y coordinates must be expressed as
floating point Inches (actual page dimensions)
in deflection from the orlgln.
(Equivalent N. C. State Routlne)
SUBROUTINE CALPLT(A,B, I)
DIMENSION A(1),B(1)
IF (I.LT.O) GO TO 5
J=1-2
CALL PLOT(A,B,J )
RETURN
5 J=IABS(1)
J=J -2
CALL PLOT(A,B,J )
CALL ORIGIN(A,B, 1.0)
RETURN
END
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Purpose:
Use:
Subroutine NOTATE
To draw alphanumeric Information for annotation
and labeling.
CALL NOTATE(X,Y,HEIGHT,BCD,THETA,N)
where
X,Y are the floatlng polnt page co-
ordlnates of the flrst character.
For alphanumerlc characters, the
coordinates of the lower left-hand
corner of the characters are
specified.
HEIGHT
specifies the height In floatlng polnt
inches for a full-size character.
BCD is the string of characters to be
drawn and is usually wrltten In the
form: nHXXXX--- (the same way an alpha
message is wrltten uslng FORTRAN for-
BCDcon't
THETA
N
mat statements). Instead of specifylng
alpha informatlon as above, one mayglve
the beginning storage location of an
array containing alphanumeric infor-
mation.
is the angle in floating point degrees
at which the information is to be
drawn. Zero degreeswill print hori-
zontally reading from left to right, 90°
wlll print the line vertically reading
from bottom to top, 180 °wlll print the
llne horizontally reading from right to
left (i.e., upside down), and 270 °
will print vertically reading from top
to bottom.
is the number of characters, including
blanks, in the label.
(Equivalent N. C. State Routine)
SUBROUTINE NOTATE(A,B,C,D,E,I)
DIMENSION D(1),DD(21)
DATA STOP/4H _/
J=l/4
XI=I
XR=XI/4
IF ((XR-J).GT.O.1)J=J+I
DO 5 K=I,J
5 DD(K)=D(K)
DD(J+I)=STOP
CALL SYMBOL(A,B,C,DD,E)
RETURN
END
Purpose:
Use:
Subroutine LINE
To draw a continuous line through a set of suc-
cessive data points where the minimum values and
scale factors are stored at the end of the data
arrays.
CALL LINE(XARRAY,YARRAY,N,K,J,L,S)
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Restrictions:
where
XARRAYand YARRAYare the namesof arrays con-
talnlng the X values and Y values, respectively,
to be plotted. Values must be in floating point.
Is the numberof points to be plotted.
K= I this value of K is constant in the plot
program.
J =0 for llne plot. Only line plots are
used in the plot program.
is an integer describing symbol to be
used. This variable is not used but a
space for it in the calling sequence
must be provided.
is the desired symbol height. This
variable is not used but a space for
it in the calling sequencemust be
provided.
LINEexpects the adjusted minimumsand scale
factors. Thesetwo parameters (two for the
XARRAYand two for the YARRAY)are automatically
calculated and provided by the plotting pro-
gramat the ends of the XARRAYand YARRAY
respectively. The points actually plotted byLINEare
(XARRAY(J)- XARRAY(N+I))/XARRAY(N+2)for J=I,N
and
(YARRAY(J)- YARRAY(N+I))/YARRAY(N+2)for J=I,N.
(Equivalent N. C. State Routine)
SUBROUTINELINE(A,B,I,J,K,L,S)
DIMENSIONA(1),B(1),X(31),Y(31)
XMIN=A(I+I)
XSCALE=A(I+2)
YMIN=B(I+I)
YSCALE=B(I+2)
DO5 11=1,1
X(II)=(A(II)-XMIN)/XSCALE
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5 Y(II)=(B(II)-YMIN)/YSCALE
CALL PLOT(X,Y,I)
RETURN
END
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positive roll angle-PHI
positive yaw
angle- PSI
positive pitch angle-THETA
Figure D-I. Orientation of body with respect to body reference
axes for the PLOT programs.
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Figure D-3. Example of the unplotted portion of the
sample output for the PLOT program.
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Figure D-3. Continued.
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Figure D-4. Plotted 3-view of the Cessna182.
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BEST CESSNR 182 WITH M=21 RND N=29 YIELDING 560 PRNELS -- COMPLETE R!RPLRNE
X Z -_5. i0. -30. 8.5 ORT
Flgure D-5. Orthographic projection of a Cessna 182 rolled -45 °,
pltched 10° and yawed -30 ° with respect to the
X-Z plane of symmetry.
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BEST CESSNA 182 WITH M=21 AND N=29 YIELDING 560 PANELS -- COPPLETE AIRPLANE
360
30. 9.25 OAT
Orthograph|c projection with hidden lines removed of a
Cessna 182 rolled 45 °, pitched 10°, and yawed 30 ° with
respect to the X-Z plane of symmetry.
BEST CESSNA 182 WITH M=21 AND N=29 YIELDING 560 PANELS -- COMPLETE AIRPLANE
X Z _5. 10. 160. 8.5 ORT
Figure D-7. Orthographic projection of a Cessna 182 rolled 45°,
pitched 10°, and yawed 160° with respect to the X-Z
plane of symmetry.
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BEST CESSNR 182 WITH M=21 RND N=29 YZELDING 560 PflNELS -- COMPLETE
X Z -_$. O. --70. 8.5 ORT
Figure D-8. Orthographic projection of a Cessna 182 rolled -45 °
and yawed -70 ° with respect to the X-Z plane of
symmetry.
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BEST CESSNR [82 WITH M=21 £ND N=29 YIELDING 560 PRNELS COMPLETE flIRPt.flNE
Y Z OUT -45. 10.
Figure O-9.
-30 7.50RT
Orthographic projection of a Cessna 182 rolled -45 °,
pitched lO °, and yawed -30 ° with respect to the
Y-Z plane.
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BEST.CESSNBi82 WITHM=21QNDN=29YIELDING560 PRNELS-- COMPLETERIRPLRNE
•-20. 50. SO. 7.0 0.0 5.0 15.0 1.0 10. PER
Figure D-IO. Perspective view number 1 of the Cessna 182.
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BEST CESSNR 182 WITH PP21 RND N-29 YIELDING 560 PRNELS -- COMPLETE RIRPLRNE
-20. -50. -50. 7.0 0.0 9.0 14.0 1.0 10. PER
Figure D-If. Perspective view number 2 of the Cessna 182
(The reader should note that the viewer is
under the aircraft looking up.)
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BEST CESSNA 182 WITH M=21 AND N=29
|
Figure D-12. Plotted 3-vlew of the Cessna 182 fuselage.
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BEST CESSNA 182 WITH M=21 AND N:29 YIELDING 560 PANELS -- FUSELAGE ONLY
Y Z OUT -_5. i0. -30. ii. ORT
Figure D-14. Orthographic projection with hidden lines removed of a
Cessna 182 fuselage rolled -45 °, pitched lO°, and yawed
-30 ° with respect to the Y-Z plane.
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APPENDIX E- CONVERT Program
User Instructions
This program Is written In FORTRAN IV and is designed to run In single
preclslon on an IBM 370-165 computer. Given a set of plot Input data as
descrlbed In Appendlx D, this program (I) produces a properly Ipdexed data
set for the NCSU BODY program, (2) computes the area of each body panel
described by the Input points and displays each area in an orderly fashlon,
and (3) dlsplays the ratlo of the area of each panel to the area of the panel
below It and the panel to Its rlght. It should be noted that while the
CONVERT program produces a data set for the alrcraft body, It will accept the
Input of a data set for a complete alrcraft configuration and ignore the un-
necessary Information (wlng, tail, nacelles, etc.). Execution requlres 92,000
bytes of core storage and approximately 15 seconds to run a case wlth 560
panels speclfled. A descrlptlon of the Input data cards Is not included here
slnce It Is the same as that for the PLOT proAram in Appendlx D. The format
speclflcatlon Is also the same. The program listing Is given In the next
section of this appendlx and Is followed by the sample output (Figure E-I)
corresponding to the Cessna 182 data set glven In Flgure D-3.
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Figure E-I. CONVERT program sample output of the Cessna 182
with 560 panels describing the half-body.
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Figure E-1. Continued.
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APPENDIX F- NCSU BODY Program
User Instructions
The program is written In FORTRAN IV and is designed to run in single
precision on an IBM 370-165 computer with an execution time of 10-12 minutes
for a half-body with 560 panels (I minute for a half-body with 100 panels).
The 560 panel case required 250,000 bytes of core storage. The program cal-
culates an approximate solution of the three-dimensional viscous flow over an
arbitrary body and estimates the body lift and drag coefficients. The program
was obtained by making major modifications to the XYZ potentlal flow program
(Ref. 94) supplied by the Naval Ship Research and Development Center, Bethesda,
Maryland. The data input and program logic modifications were employed to
specialize the program for light aircraft fuselages; therefore, this modified
program no longer has the design Capability of the original XYZ program.
Figure F-I illustrates how the body ordinates should be input to provide the
correct body orientation wlth respect to the flow direction.
The program Input data specification is based on the descriptlon glven
in Reference 94 except where changes were made. The Input consists of. an
identification card, two parameter cards, and several body point cards
A description of the program Input is given below.
Card I - Identification - Card I contalns any informatlon to Identlfy
the problem in columns I through 80.
Card 2 - Flow Control Varlables - Card 2 contains 3 variables whlch
determine the flow Reynolds Number, the reference area upon which the co-
efficients are based, and an output control parameter. This Is the only card
which must be inserted into a data set produced by the CONVERT program in
Appendix E.
Parameter Column Description
VINF 1-10 Reference free stream velocity in ft./sec, if the
body input points are specified In feet (in
general it will be units/second where units
are the units in which the body input points
are specified).
VO 11-20 Kinematic viscosity o_ the fluid in which the
body is moving in ft._/sec, if the velocity is
specified in ft./sec.
tAll of these cards except one (card 2) is supplied by the CONVERT program
given in Appendix E.
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Parameter Column Description
ROE
REFA
IWRITE
21-30
31-40
45
The density of the fluid in which the body is
moving in slugs/ft. 3
The reference area upon which theAaerodynamic
coefficients will be based in ft. Z
Control variable which denotes the amount of out-
put the user desires. IWRITE=O yields maximum
output. IWRITE=I deletes information given for
each input point. IWRITE=2 deletes streamline
and boundary layer information as well as input
point information. (See Sample Output).
Card 3 - Control Inteqer - Card 3 contains a control integer which must be
right justified.
Parameter
NQE
Column Qescriptlon
I-4 Number of quadrilateral panels to be specified by
the point cards. The value of NQE should gen-
erally be less than 600 (see page 244).
Cards 4. 5, . . . - Point Cards - Each polnt card contalns the following
information for one point on the body surface. If one section is used for the
fuselage there should be P points specified where P is equal to the maximum
MI times the maximum NI.
Parameter Co Iumn
Xl 1-12
YI 13-24
Zl 25-36
NI 39-40
MI 43-44
NS 45-48
Description
X-coordlnate of the input polnt.
Y-coordinate of the input point.
Z-coordinate of the input point.
N body station index (see Figure F-2). For plot-
ting purposes NI_30.
M body station Index (see Figure F-2). For plot-
ting purposes MI__Z30.
Section identification number. The CONVERT pro-
gram (Appendix E) supplies a one-section data set
with a section number of I.
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Last Card - Eqd of Data Set - The last card is a blank card to signify the
last card of a particular data set.
It should be noted that the program can be run for more than one data set;
the user must simply put the complete data sets he desires to analyze in con-
secutive order. For more information about this program the user should see
pages 243 - 255 which describe the modifications made to the original program
as well as Reference 94 which describes the original program.
Specification of the cards above represent a complete set of data for a
particular body. The format specification for this data is given in Figure
F-3. A sample data set of a prolate spheroid is shown in Figure F-4. Por-
tions of the sample output for the light aircraft data set shown in Figure
D-3 and plotted in Appendix D are given in Figure F-5. The light aircraft
data set was not used in Figure F-4 as the _amp e data set because of the
excessive length of the light aircraft data set (in excess of 600 cards).
Z
Figure F-I. Orientation of body with respect to body reference axes
for the NCSU BODY program.
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ZX Nose j. Section A
N:7 N:8 N:9 N=IO
SECTION A
Y
Side View Z
From Y- axis
M: 1,2,3,4,5
J
N:l ij I
N=5
Z
M:3_ _
M=I
q
I
I A:2
A:I
N:6
N:6
1,I:5
u
N=IOI =9
N=7 N=8
Figure F-2. Schematic of indexing scheme used for a 3-I ellipsoid with
60 panels describing the half-body, 379
Figure F-3. Format speclflcatlon for the NCSU BODY program.
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Figure F-5. NCSU BODY program sample output for the
Cessna 182 with 560 panels describing the
half-body using the IWRITE=O option.
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Figure F-5. Continued.
APPENDIX G- Theoretical Basis of Oeller's Method
If an inviscid two-dimensional flow is everywhere parallel to the
surface of a closed body, then the surface of the body can be represented
by a streamline on which the stream function, _, is constant. Oeller
(Ref. 26) used this fact to develop a method for obtaining the potential
flow about an airfoil. He replaced the airfoil surface by a vortex
sheet and required that the sum of the stream function for a uniform
stream and the stream function for the vortex sheet be a constant on
the airfoil surface. This requirement is represented by the integral
equation
z(s) V cos _- x(s)V sin _- 2_)_((s ') &n [r(s,s')]ds'
where _ is the unknown constant stream function value on the airfoil
surface, V is the free stream velocity, m is the angle between the free
stream and_the x-axis of the reference system, y(s') is the vorticity
strength at any point s' on the surface, r(s,s') is the distance between
points s and s', and x(s) and z(s) are the coordinates of the point of
interest s. s and s' are arc lengths measured along the airfoil surface
starting from the trailing edge. s is any fixed point on the airfoil
surface while s' is the integration variable point which moves from the
trailing edge over the airfoil surface back to the trailing edge.
(See Figure G-I.)
z
s
Figure G-I. Geometry for potential flow calculation.
(GI)
Note that the reference system is chosen with its x-axis parallel to the
airfoil chord line so that m will be the angle of attack of the airfoil.
To solve Equation (GI) for@ and y(s'), the integral is approximated
by a summation. The airfoil is divided into N segments, y(s t) is assumed
constant on each segment, and Equation (GI) is applied at the mid-point of
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each segmentto yield the following systemof simultaneous linear equations
(see Figure G-2). N
= zcl V cos _ - Xci V sin _ - j=1_ KI"J Y"J (G2)
for i = 1,2,...N
where
f s' )] ds'
•. _---I sJ+1 _n [r(SclK _J 2_ _s.
J
and
Xc I (xi+1 + xi)/2
Zci = (zi+ I + zl)/2
are the coordinates of the midpoint of the ith segment. This point is
called control point Sci, and it is the point where the requirement that
have a constant value is enforced.
_ct sl.1
_SN.I
Figure G-2. Airfoil approximation by polygon.
Kij represents the influence coefficient for the effect of the vorticity
of line segment j at the control point i. The influence of all of the line
segments at control point i is obtained by summing over j as is done in
Equation (G2) To obtain the required expressions fQr the K.. we must
• IJ
evaluate the integrals
_Ssj+1%n [r(Sc.,S')]ds' .
• I
J
First consider the case where i # j, i.e. the ith control point
(Xci,Zci) does not lie on the jth segment of the airfoil as shown in the
figure on the following page.
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,Zc I)
(xj+, ,Z|+l) _ _ cl'']
Figure G-3. Geometry for calcu'lation of Kij, i#j.
Now with a change in variables from s' to s (s = s' - s.),
J
._ r sj+1-ssj+1 _n rr(s ,s')]ds' -- J £n rr(s c ,s)]ds.
sj Cl JO l
(G3)
In the above figure, x and z are the coordinates of the movlng Integratlon
variable point s which moves from point (xj,z i) to point (xi+1'z'+J 1) as s
changes from 0 to sj+ I - sj. Since we are co}fisidering a stPalgh_ line
segment
x xj + (x-i+1 -xi)= S
-s.)
(Sj+1 J
(z.i+l - z.i)Z = Z. + S
J (sj+ I - % )
r2 : (x - x )2 + (z - z )2
c i , c i
= s2 + 2 [(xj - x ) - x.) + (zj z
(sj+ I - sj) ci (xj+1 J - Cl
_ )2
• )2 + (zj zcl+ (xj - Xci
)(zj+ 1 - zj)]s
(G4)
= s2"+ bs + a
for 0 _s _ sj+ I - sj •
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Now
/_n [r(s c
I i
f ,s)] ds ;
= ½ _n [rZ(Sci
(G5)
therefore
F [r(Sc. ] Fs J %n Ir2(Sc.'S)]dssj+1 _n ,s') ds' = ½ J+1-s
"S . I '#'0 I
J
rs'+1-s" [ a]' __^ J J _n s 2 + bs + ds=
_U
., + l'n +,s+a -,s
+ V4a - bz tan -z \/a b2!
The integral has this value provided 4a - b2 > O. That this is always
true for this representation of airfoils can be shown by substituting the
expressions for a and for b from Equation ((33) into 4a - b2 to obtain
2[ xc zc ]4a - b a = 4 (xj )(zj+ 1 - zj) - (zj - )(xj+ 1 - xj)
(sj+ I - sj)
> 0 .
(G6)
Also
VZ4a - b2 = 2
(xj - Xci)(zj+ I - zj) - (zj - Zci)(xj+ I - xj)
(sj+ I - sj) [
((37)
= 2C
where the absolute value signs are used to insure that the positive square
root is obtained.
To obtain a final expression for Equation (G6) we must evaluate the
terms s + b/2 and s 2 + bs + a for s = 0 and for s = sj+ I - sj, corresponding
to the two ends of the jth line segment. For s = sj+ I - sj = As,
(xj+ _ )2= )_ + (zj+ I Zc.s2 + bs + a I - Xc i
= R2 (G8)
+ (zj+ I - z )(z
s + b12 = xj+ I - Xci)(xj+ I - xj) c I j+1 - zj)]/As
= T2 .
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Fors =0
s2 + bs + a = (x. - x )2 + (z. - z )2
J c i J c i
= RI
s + b/2 = [(xj - x )(xj+ I - x.) + (z. - z )(zj+ I
c i J J c i
(G9)
=TI .
Substituting the above expressions into Equation (G6) and Equation (G2)
we obtain It i_ ) i__i 1IT ] As C I _ tan-I (GIO)
= I__ 2 %n (R2) - TI _n (RI) - _-_+ an- TI
Kij 4_
for I # j.
Now consider the case where i = j, _.e. the ith control point lies
on the jth segment as shown in the figure below.
(xj+i,zj.,) I) (x,z) (xj,zj)
Figure G-4 Geometry for calculation of K...
• jj
Here we have (letting As = sj+ I - sj)
and
r(s ,s) = As_ s for 0 _ s _< As
c. 2 2
J
As A__s_<s _<As
r(Sc ,s) = s - _- for 2
J
Thus for Equation (G3) we have
_0s'+1-s" _n [r(s c ,s)]ds _s/2 _n [_ s]ds + _12 _n Is--_]dsJ J = -j _0
and therefore
(812)
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Equation (G2) represents a systemof N equations in N + I unknowns,
i.e. YI, Y2.... YNandS. The additional equation neededto close the
system is obtained from the Kutta condition which is represented by
YN(SN+1-SN) = - YI (s2- Sl) (G13)
Although Equation (G13)appears to be a rather odd way to express the
Kutta condition, the discussion belowwill showthat it is indeed correct.
The solution of the system of Equations (G2) plus Equation (G13)
gives a set of yj's for the N segmentsof the airfoil. Thesevorticity
strengths, yj's, are the sameas the actual local tangential velocities
at the mid-chord control points. Becauseonly the body points are stored
in the programand all calculations are referred to these body points, one
observes (refer to Figure G-2) that what is actually desired are the
local tangential velocities at the body points which are the end points
of the line segments. Therefore, some form of an averaging procedure
is needed to obtain the vorticity at a body point from the vorticities
on the two line segments that join at the body point. .Letting _j denote
the vorticity (and thus the local tangential velocity) at body point sj,
the correct averaging procedure is
_j = [y - sj) + Yj-I (s. - s )]/(s - sc )
j (Scj j cj_ I cj j-1 (G14)
= [yj (sj+ I - Sj) + Yj-I (sj - sj_1)]/(sj+ I - sj_1).
Since y times a line segment length is the circulation due to a vortex
sheet of that length, Equation (GI4] is equivalent to requiring the
circulation due to _j on the line segment sc. - sc. be the same as the
circulation due to y] I on line segment sj -Jsc_ iJPlus the circulation
due to yj on line se_ ent Scj - sj.
Now consider the Kutta condition represented in Equation (GI3).
Substituting Equation (G13) into Equation (G14) gives
YI = YN+I = 0
and thus there is a stagnation point at the trailing edge which is the
Kutta condition.
As discussed on page122 , the program actually uses a modified
Kutta condition which states that the upper and lower surface velocities
at the trailing edge are equal but not necessarily zero. For this case,
the trailing edge velocities 71 and 7N+I are calculated from
_ _ Jy1J(s2 - sI) + IyNI(SN+ I - sN)
YI = YN+I = (G16)
(s2 - s I + SN+ 1 - sN)
All other body point velocities are calculated using Equation (G14).
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APPENDIX H-Rapid, Inviscid Computation of the Pressure Distribution of
Symmetrical Airfoils for Mach Numbers Less Than or Equal To 1.0
Prior to undertaking the present study, the senior author had the
occasion to estimate the characteristics of some unusual symmetrical airfoils
at Mach numbers from zero to unity. These airfoils were reportedly capable
of relatively low drag at transonic speeds. It was the intention of the
research to test models of these airfoils and to develop fairly simple, yet
reasonably accurate, methods for predicting their behavior. The reader will
recognize that the development of such methods usually follows one of two
paths: either some new bit of physical or mathematical insight is uncovered
which permits one to legitimately simplify the formulation of the problem or
its method of solution; or one seeks to find or assemble correlations among
empirical results. To pursue the first path_ertainly the more elegant and
distinctive of the two---requires that the researcher be struck by unusual
inspiration, an occurrence that is not always within his power to command,
at least during a fixed time interval. For this reason many simple, but
reasonably accurate, prediction methods are at least semi-empirical.
In reviewing some of the semi-empirical methods given in the literature
for predicting the pressure distribution on airfoils at free stream Mach
numbers near unity it was found that they require as a starting condition the
pressure distribution at MCRITICAL. Thus in order for one to investigate the
utility of these methods or modifications thereof it would be necessary to
have some fairly reliable means of predicting the M^_ pressure distribution.
The task of mounting the computer program discussedU_n NASA CR-1843 (Ref. 34)
seemed to be more involved than was warranted by the uncertainties of the
final result. For this reason it was decided to obtain the pressure distri-
bution by using the 16-point Weber mefhod (Ref. 20) to which had been added a
K_rm_n-Tsien Mach number correction. This method is easily programmed for
computer solution because Weber, by fixing the chordwise location of the
16 points (see Table H-I) at which the pressure is computed, was able to
determine, once and for all, coefficients by which the airfoil ordinates at
these 16 points could be multiplied and the results summed to find the surface
pressures and velocities. One merely supplies these coefficients (which are
given in Weber's paper and here in Tables H-2 through H-7) as a permanent data
set and the ordinates of the airfoil for which the pressures are desired as a
changeable data set. It must be understood, however, that this form of Weber's
method is restricted to inviscid flow about symmetrical airfoils. Thus it can
be expected to give reasonable lift and moment values only for relatively thin
airfoils at moderate-to-small angles of attack. No drag values can be
obtained.
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Becauseof its simplicity the methodpermits the calculations to be
carried out very rapidly by even the smallest computer, it therefore seems
well suited for use by those whowould be satisfied to investigate the
characteristics of newsymmetrical airfoils in a morequalitative fashion,
those whoseaccess to larger machinesor computing funds is restricted, or
those with limited skill or time to mount foreign programs. The accuracy of
the method is quite goodexcept in the immediatevicinity of the leading edge
as can be seen in Figure H-I.
The computer programfor performing the calculations required by the
16-point Webermethodwasgiven the nameTRINSON.This programprovides the
pressure data uponwhich a secondprogram, COMPR,operates to modify the
pressure distribution for Machnumbersother than zero. As noted above,
belowMC_,a K_rm_n-Tsiencorrection is used. For M> M_R a series of semi-
empirica_ correlations are used to obtain the pressure d_stribution over the
complete airfoil surface. Theseare described in moredetail in Ref. 103.
Essentially, the procedure uses an approximate analytical method (by Truitt,
Ref. 104) to locate the shock on the airfoil at M = I. The pressure distri-
bution betweenthe shock and the sonic point at M = 1.0 is found from the
correlation of Thompsonand Wilby (Ref. 106). Sinnotts' (Ref. 105) semi-
empirical correlation, which gives the pressure distribution aft of the
airfoil peak in terms of the pressure distributions at M = I and M _tM isused for intermediate Machnumbers. A spline fit of pressure data _e
airfoil peak and that near the sonic point plus the idea that the pressure
distribution on blunt bodies in supersonic flow "freezes" (does not change
with changes in M ) are used to represent the airfoil surface pressures
betweenthe leading edge and the airfoil peak. The pressure rise through the
shockwaveis then "smearedout" following the empirical result presented in
Schlichting (Ref. 65) that the pressure rise occurs over a streamwise distance
of about 50 boundary layer thicknesses for laminar boundary layers and over
about 12 boundary layer thicknesses for turbulent boundary layers.
Comparisonsbetweenthe predictions obtained through the use of TRINSON
and COMPRand experimental data for one airfoil obtained in the NCSUtransonic
wind tunnel are shownin Figure H-2. Note that qualitatively the agreementIs
quite good; quantitatively, however, the predictions do not matchthe experi-
mental results as closely as one might expect for Machnumbersjust abovethe
critical. In particular, it is evident that for Mach numbers between MCR
(_ 0.77) and M = 0.85 the pressure rise through the shock is even more
"smeared out" Than that suggested by the 505 criterion. On the other hand,
for M > 0.85 this concept seems to give very good results.
On the basis of these results an effort was made to develop a somewhat
more accurate prediction by using the 32-point Weber method, given here as
TRANSON, and a more accurate representation of the pressure rise through a
shock. Experimental data showing pressures during the interaction of very
weak normal shocks with laminar boundary layers seem to be quite scarce as
are correlations identifying the governing parameters in a useable fashion.
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As a result, it wasnot possible to find a modelanalogous to the 506 concept
which wascapable of accurately representing the pressure rise through the
shock at all Machnumbersfrom M to M = 1.0 Also, the 32-point Weber
methoddoes not appear to give r_ults markediy different from those obtained
by the 16-point methodexcept for the first 10 percent of the airfoil chord.
Apparently, off-body viscous effects, which are of course inadequately
described by any potential flow treatment or, for that matter, even by simple
boundary layersadded to potential flows, are sufficiently prominent in the
experimental data to prevent one from achieving a better prediction using this
approach.
Since these computerprogramshave not beenpreviously madeavailable in
any form and since they provide comparatively rapid, at least qualitatively
accurate, predictions of the pressure distribution on a limited, but highly
useable class of airfoils for all Machnumbersless than or equal to unity,
it was felt that inclusion of these programshere mayprove helpful to many
readers: Thosewho, on occasion, maynot wish to incur the expenseof
running the 65-point airfoil programand whoare thereby willing to accept
the inherent limitations of the shorter programs; and those whowish at least
a qualitative prediction of airfoil lift and momentcharacteristics at Mach
numbersabovethe applicable range of the 65-point program. The following
discussion provides listings of three programs, instructions for entering
data, and typical output.
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NCSU 0010
Oc= 2.5 °
32 Point Weber
• 16 Point Weber
-...-- Lockheed
-.2
0
.I
.2
1.0 x/¢
,6
Figure H-I. Comparison of 16 point Weber, 32 point Weber,
and 65 point Lockheed methods for predlctlng
alrfoll pressure distrlbutlons on the NCSU
OOIO at ¢ = 2.5°•
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NCSU 0010
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Figure H-2. Comparison of theory and experiment
#or one alrfoll.
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User Instructions- TRINSON
This program is written in FORTRAN IV and is designed to run in single
precision on an IBM 370-165 computer. Execution requires 32,000 bytes of core
storage and approximately 3 seconds to produce the two-dimensional zero Mach
number pressure distribution for an airfoil at six angles of attack by the
16-point Weber method. For a given run, the program requires the following
input data:
(I) The 240 elements of the Matrix $I given in A.R.C. R&M 2918 and
listed herein as Table H-2.
(2) The 240 elements of the Matrix $2 also given in A.R.C. R&M 2918
and listed herein as Table H-3.
(3) The 256 elements of Matrix $3 also given in A.R.C. R&M 2918 and
listed herein as Table H-4.
(4) The 72 characters of the array TITLE which are used as a header
for identifying output. It is an alphameric array and usually contains
information about the type of airfoil, run number, and any other such infor-
mation desired by the programmer as a header.
(5) The values of X, the x-coordinates (given as X/C of the airfoil
to be considered) from Table H-I.
(6) The values of Y (the normalized y-coordinate of the airfoil to be
considered) corresponding to the values of X.
(7) The values of angle of attack, A, and airfoil leading edge radius,
RHO, for a given airfoil, followed by a last card indicator giving A a value
of greater than 15.
(8) Additional data sets containing information from item (4) through
item (7), for another airfoil, if needed. Only two airfoils may be considered
per run.
Format specifications for these variables may be found in Figure H-3.
A sample data set of the NCSU 0010 may be found in Figure H-4 and the output
for that data set is given in Figure H-5.
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Figure H-4. Example data set for TRINSON.
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Sample Output- TRINSON
tPKO_eI£SSISL! PltSSUAE COEFFICIINT
_SU 001o
ANGLf OF ATVACK* 1.000000
XtC veC CP-UPPE*
0.9_0000 O*OOtiO0 0.2)IS_T
O*_l_O00 O*Ot0400 0.0,04_)
O*IS_600 O.OlYJO0 -O°OIBO_Z
O. TTTAO0 0.0_00 -O.OT_O_I
O._gP_O0 O*O4O)OO -0.1q?096
O*SO000_ O*O*SlO0 -0._*_?
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O._CO00 O.OCI)O0 O*Z_|OI_
0._61_00 0.O040OO _*1_
0.77V000 0.0_00 -O*OZAO_
O*_t)O0 0.0)))00 -O*OTI_)_
0._00000 O.O*$_nO -0.13_1_I
0.)0|700 0.0_00 *0.164111
0.1_00 O.O*Z200 -O.|le_
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0.691_00 0,0_|00 -0,[8_$01
0.500000 0.0._000 -0._0._0
0._02500 0.0._000 -_.)_0_
0,30_TO0 0.049,00 -0.414727
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Figure H-5. Sample
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output for TRINSON.
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User Instructions- COMPR
This program is written in FORTRAN IV and designed to run in single
precision on an IBM 370-165 computer. Execution requires 23 seconds and
68,000 bytes of core to produce complete pressure distributions about a two-
dimensional airfoil with a round leading edge for ten Mach numbers from zero
to one at one angle of attack. The calculations are carried out first for
the upper surface and then the lower. For each airfoil the program requires
the following input:
(I) The 72 characters of the array TITLE. This array, which should
contain an accurate description of the airfoil, is printed at the first of
the output for identification.
(2) The variable NNN and the value of JPRINT, an integer from 2 to 10
which specifies the print information. NNN should first take on the value I,
which implies that the data to follow is that of the upper surface and later,
the value 2, which implies that the data to follow is that of the lower sur-
face. The number of points printed may be calculated by (10 + 90/JPRINT).
(3) The 28 values of the array X, the x-coordinate (given in fraction
of chord) as measured from the leading edge. These values must be specified
at every one percent chord starting from x/c = 0.01 to x/c = 0.10. From
x/c = 0.10 to x/c = I.QO values at each five percent chord are sufficient.
(4) The 28 corresponding values of the array Y, the absolute value of
a y-coordinate of either the upper or lower surface according to the value
of NNN previously specified.
(5) The 28 values of the array CPI. These are the incompressible
pressure coefficients (for the angle of attack of interest) corresponding to
X and Y above. Note from (2) and (3) above that these values of CPI are not
given at the same points as specified by TRINSON or TRANSON (the 16-point or
32-point incompressible pressure distribution programs respectively, from
which this information is supplied). The data from these programs must be
plotted, smoothed, and the correct values of CPI read off at the specific
coordinate locations of (2) and (3).
(6) The angle of attack A in degrees, the airfoil maximum thickness
in fraction of chord, the airfoil slope, E, given at x/c = 0.01, the airfoil
slope, G, given at x/c = 1.0, the maximum y-coordinate above the chord line
ZMAX in fraction of chord, and CREST, the x-position of the maximum
y-coordinate given in percent chord.
(7) The value of NIN, the number of free stream Mach numbers for which
the calculations are to be made.
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(8) The values of a free stream MachnumberXM,a ReynoldsNumber,RE,
corresponding to that Machnumber,and KTPEwhich takes on the value one to
specify the type of boundary layer as laminar and the value zero to indicate
a turbulent boundary layer. Item (8) is repeated until NIN Machnumbershave
beenentered.
(9) Items (2) through (8) should be entered nowfor the lower surface.
Only one airfoil maybe considered for each run.
Format specification for these variables maybe found in Figure H-6. A
sampledata set of the NCSU0010maybe found in Figure H-7 and the output of
that data set is given in Figure H-8.
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Figure H-6. Formatspeclflcatlon of Input data for COMPR.
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Figure H-7. Example data set for COMPR.
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Sample Output- COMPR
IIC vie CPl
o.ozcooo ¢.01Zm00 -0. ql_000
o.o2cooo ¢.01a0C© -0._)Z0¢o
o.0)0o00 c.o_t$0o °C._|0000
o.o*c00o c.0Z4_C0 -o.|_o0¢o
o.o_cooo ¢.0_T_00 -o.v_60¢0
o.06c00o 0.0Z_500 -o.I_Z00o
o.oTc0oo ¢.0_1_¢o -0.11200o
o.0e0000 0.0)!_00 -0.10_0e0
o.o_¢000 c.0_¢¢0 -0.6_00©0
o.loc0oo 0.o)8_C0 -0._T00C0
o.1_¢000 C.0_Z7¢o °C.60Z0¢0
o._o00oo _°o_6_CO °0. S_|000
o._¢000 C.0_eT¢0 -o._Q_000
o._o¢ooo 0.o_|0o -o._)Tooo
o._C000 C.0_C@ -0.1_0o0
0._0C000 ¢.0_Z¢0 -O.)60O¢O
0°_C000 ¢°0_7900 -O.))2OOO
o._ooooo ¢.o_co -0.10|0o0
o._5¢000 C.O_1)00 -o.??looc
0.60¢000 ¢.0_0_©0 -©.Z_?000
o.65cooo o.o)6_¢o -o._0_oo0
o._ooooo ©.0)Z_C0 -¢.1_¢00
0._5C000 ¢.0_IIC0 -0.1Z?000
o.ocC0oo C.0Z_2C0 -0. o1_000
o._C0OO c.01_C0 -0.0)_0o0
o._¢C00_ c.ol_oc o.¢1_0_0
I.o0c000 0.¢¢o000 z.¢¢oo©o
_, vv Ply T_ErA
0.010000 0.01Zl00 0._i000 C._Ot)O_
0o0)0000 0.0Zl|0¢ 0._)t_e 0._00_7
O.O1OOOO 0.0_ltC0 0._t001_ 0.ZCT00_
O.O|O00O O.OlJSO0 O. li4673 0.11911|
O,O_O000 O.OtSO00 O.14_Z|a C. ItS?s3
O.ICO000 0,0_4_00 0.1_0175 O.l$1_t
o.ZCOOOO o.o_CO 0.0_1_1 o.061_o_
o._co000 O.O_eC¢ 0.0|156_ 0.01|_6_
0.600¢00 C.O*C_C¢ -o.oe?Z_ -_°¢_?|*S
O,65OOOO 0.0_60o -0.0_9_ -o.07_|1)
o°_ooooo o.o)z_co -o.oe_4|_ -o, oo*r|_
c.scoooo o.oz)2co -o,1o16o1 -C.lOlZ6o
o.|_oooo o.o_¢o -O.II|ZOZ -o. tto_?
1.0ooooo -o.o0oooo -o,olz_ -o.ol_a
¢&LCULITION o_ |_| LOC&L PACH bUrRER N|AR TH| NOSE FCq m-t
x/c vlc _1_ _-t_cJt CP
LOCAL _AC_ _U_EI _A$ _aCE_0_O U_ITV _0_! I PE_CE_T CN_m0
Pi(SSUa£ DIIrQI|UTION nfTvfEh SOklCPOINT AIgOTRAILIIKEOS| FOII n.!
xt¢ vie _11_0 P-LOCAL CP
0.0_000 O.O|aO0 0._166_ I._411B -0._0)02
0.0_000 0.02_C 0.)1_| hZ_)07 -0°)||O$
O.OSO00 0.02_$0 0.15_8S 1._0410 -0._6)_
0o0_000 0.02_0 ©._6071 1°)00_1 -0._)12
C._O00 C.0)66C ¢.)O_Zl |._Z$1_ -0._0|_6
O.aO000 O.OZ)ZO O._IZl l,_)_) -0._107
O.15OOO C,017_0 0._ L._T_] -0._|
1,00000 -_.O(OCC C.?|l_e I,_Ce -0.)_160
xIC YIC PlPO _-LOCaL C@
0.0_000 0.02|10 0._65_ 0._010 -I.2*Z_O
O.O9OOO ¢.0_1_0 O._e O.O_OI_ -|.0_1_
0.0_000 O,O)|_C ¢oe1$1C 0,16_? -0°_T764
O.OeO00 0.011_0 O.Q_Z_O 0,1_69 -O._ISI
0.10000 0o01_0 0.6_1_0 O.a_7_O °o.ePell
o._oooo o.o_6_o o._ 0._150) -o.ro_,oL
o.7_000 ¢.o_e?c ¢°_1011 o._6ze_ °O,_ZlI|
O.6OOOO 0.0_0_0 O.;_IY? 0.6_ -0._|_0
O. rO000 O.O_Z_O o,]_¢0 0.6_0_0 -O.Z060)
O,6OOOO O.OZ_C c,77_et o.bzo¢* -0.105t?
o._oo0o O.O_Z)O o.aol)o 0._|_6 O.OZO_
0._000 0.OO6)O o.elngo O._t_ 0,11_11
x_c
O.OlO0O
o.o_00
o.o)_o0
c.c_O0
_oO_O0O
c.o_aoo
0.o;000
o.oacon
o.o_ooo
o,loooo
©.1_ooo
_._0000
¢._5C00
o._oooo
O._OOUO
0.*_000
o._oooo
C._coo
_._0_00
0._$_00
0.100o0
_.1_000
O.|O000
o._oo_
O._OCOO
0._00_
|.coooo
S_GCI Loc_r_c AT _ PEmC(_I C_o_o FOR _CH N_|ER- 0.9_
VtC P/_C _-tOCa_ C_
0.0|6_0 0.*10_0 I*ZO)_I -0,_1_6|
0.0_020 C._la?_ J._egIT -0.6T)_6
O.OZllO C._Z61_ 1.1_6! -0o370_0
Figure H-8. Sample output for COMPR.
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I_IGL! OF ATT*CX* 2.50 OEGREeS
LOVEm SUnPlC!
T_| &ItPO|L ¢O011O|N&ItS &NO [kCCMPR_SSlaLE PmESSURt Q|$TIIflUVICN
XtC VI¢ CPl
O.OtO@O0 o.Ol|)O0 C.sO_OCO
O.OZeO00 O.OL?L¢O O.4Ooooo
0.0)0000 O.O_OlOO ©.1too¢o
0.0_¢000 O.o_qO0 C._410oo
0.05C000 O.02?SCO 0.[|0000
O.OIO00O O.o_qsO0 o.14)00o
O.O?¢W_O0 c.O)llCO C. lO00CO
0.010000 C.o_$0o ¢.07_o00
O.OqCO00 0.0)_¢¢0 o.(SOOOO
0.10041o0 0.o3_q¢0 o.C)Oooo
O. ISCO00 c.0427c© -O.CSOO©O
o._00000 O.O+s+cO -o.o9*000
O.ZSCO00 C.0417¢0 -O,IlOOO0
0.)00000 ©.04q1¢0 -O.lllO00
Q*)5¢@00 C*04qqCC +C.ttlOOO
O._O0000 C.04qlCO -0.|10000
0.*$¢000 C.0,_¢0 +O. lO_O00
o._oe_o c.o41q¢o oo.¢qlooo
o.5scooo ¢.04_oo -o.oqcoco
0.600000 C.040I¢0 -O.OIOOCO
0._5¢000 0.036600 -O,C_|O00
0.;00000 C.oJ2_(O -¢.o50000
0.75C000 c.o2elco *o.o_oo¢o
O.lO000O C.o_z¢o -O.CO*OOO
0*19C000 C.oIl_O0 0.026000
O.+OCOOO c.ol2]CC C,¢6_0C0
0*49¢000 C.0C63¢C C,l_gOCO
1.¢0¢00o o.ccoooo I.CCcoco
V_ C_ITICAL _*C_ NU_E_- o.eq_
0.0[00o0 o.o|_)co o._oeooo o._ooz_
0.0_o¢oo 0.0171C0 O._CO_q e.,6s_e)
0.0_000o o.o_¢ece o._*o_zl o._aeo_e
0.0.0oo0 o.02_00 o._ n._o4o
O.OqO00O o.oi750c c,a]_ c._z_
0.0_0000 0.019900 o.19_6_ o,lq_tmz
O.OtO000 O.o_I_cc o.a_o_a c.ze_+_a
o.o_oooo o.o)$sco o.16041_ o.|_voq7
O.O_OCOO o.o_oco c,lel_l c.t_z*
O.Ico000 0.0_oo O.l_Ot_* c. le_c_
O._CO00O o.o_OC O.O_Lq_9 O,06t+O0
o._OOOO o.o,8_Cc C.o_I_ c.c_z_O_
O.)COOOO o.o_ecc o.cl_ C.CI_q
0._0000 o.o_eCO -o.oo_g_* -c.co_
O._Coooo o.o+qtco -o.o_oo_ -c.caooe_
o.q¢oooo o.o_qCC +O.O_SIS -C.C,6_9
O.$_OOOO 0*041_¢_ -O.OS?OS_ -O*Oq6qqS
o._qOOOO o.0)6_o0 -o.o;qq4_ -o,o?_
0.I¢000o o.o_a_C© -o.oe_q_o -c.ce_s_
o,?qooon o.o2elCC -o.o_4712 -o.cq_v)q
t.cco¢oo -o.oooooo *o.12_ooo -o.t_9
¢_LCULJTICN O_ T_ LOCke VlC_ NUMBER NEA_ r'E NO_F _ _'1
XI¢ VlC PI_O _-tOCAt C_
0.04_0 0.0_0 O.e_lll o.e_ O._|t
o.om_oo o.o]_c o._ o._o 0°01_
¢.to000 o.oJ6_o ©._s_e O.q_el O.OZTO_
Figure H-8.
• RESSUM| OlStlt_+JflOm llfueem SONIC eOImf IMO TnklLIK IV._I _CI P-I
xlC YIC elPO _-LtX;_L CF
0.15000 _.O*Z?@ c.*_svf t*lSbq| -O.i*q4l
0.20000 0.0,_*0 0.**?15 t.I)?O0 -O*ZlVlq
0.30000 O*04qlO C._Z2q_ _*tlO_ -0._1_1!
O._O00 O.O_qO O._OVV9 t.aoez7 -o.)_s_q
o.poooo o.0_6o 0.)801_ t._6oL_ -o._qe_2
o.esooo o.otP_o o.)661+ t.zl_42 °o._l_s
l.coooo -o.ococ¢ c._$_om i._tl_6 -o._e_6
_ACm NUMEEi" o.q?iOO
I/C V/{ P/PO e-LOC&L CP
O.06OOO 0.0_0 o.e_e 0._ o.1_6
C.0_¢00 C.O_CC c.eomge o._06 0.06oe3
o.6OOOO o.o_o_o c._TsqP o._o_16 +o.o_e_
q._ooo 0.o)6_o c.lel_6 o.6o_63 -o.om]vr
with _ummEm. o._¢0
SMCCK LDC_IEO _I la _E_CENI CMC_O FO_ P*C_ NC_S_M* 0.9_
LkWINIA ECUNOkRV LlVe_-*RFVNCLO$ NUNBEe- O.lOOE Ot
c.clcoo
C.c_O0O
c.c_ooo
c.c_coo
C.c6o00
o.o_ooo
0.0_0oo
c.oqeoo
0.1o¢0o
o.1_ooo
C.;Ocoo
0.7500o
C.30000
o._Iooo
C.*ocoo
o.+_oon
o._o000
o._$C00
C._O0OO
_._0o0
o. POOOO
c._qCOO
o.eooo_
O,U_OOO
o.qoooo
C.q_COO
l.co00o
_lC PIMO M-LOCIt CP
0.0_0 ©._0_|_ |._1_ °0°_004
c.O_mlC ¢._2111 |.¢oe_! -o.c99zl
Cont inued.
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User Instructions- TRANSGN
This program is written in FORTRAN IV and is designed to run in single
precision on a IBM 370-165 computer. Execution requires 42,000 bytes of core
storage and approximately 6 seconds to produce the two-dimensional zero Mach
number pressure distribution for an airfoil at six angles of attack by the
32-point Weber method. For a given run the program requires the following
input data:
(I) The 992 elements of the Matrix $I given in A.R.C. R&M 2918 and
listed herein as Table H-5.
(2) The 992 elements of the Matrix $2 also given in A.R.C. R&M 2918
and listed herein as Table H-6.
(3) The 1024 elements of Matrix $3 also given in A.R.C. R&M 2918 and
listed herein as Table H-7.
(4) The 72 characters of the array TITLE which are used as a header
for identifying output. It is an alphameric array and usually contains
information about the type of airfoil, run numbers, and any other such
information desired by the programmer as a header..
(5) The values of X, from Table H-I°
(6) The values of Y, the y-coordinates (given in fraction of chord)
of the airforl to be considered at the previously specified values of X.
(7) The values of angle of attack, A, and airfoil leading edge radius,
RHO, for a given airfoil, followed by a last card indicator giving A a value
of greater than 15.
(8) Additional data sets containing information from item (4) through
item (7), if needed. (>nly two airfoils may be considered per run.
Format specifications for these variables may be found in Figure H-9.
A sample data set of the NCSU 0010 may be found in Figure H-IO and the output
for that data set is given in Figure H-11.
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Flgure H-9. Format speclflcatlon of Input data for TRANSON.
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h
/
A RHO
30.0 0.0
f A RHO
2. 500 O. 011
A RHO
,730 0.011
1 ._0 O.OI I
Y(ES) " ' • " " • " Vl$1) "_
_0 0_$T4 0 03452 O.OISEe 0 014414 0.01000 0 011400 0 00480 0.0
i .,.0;";;,. 0.04,,.,o. 0.,,,+ 004_,..0.04,,4.0:0+_:..0_0+0,:.o.o,+40..
_l) • • •
FO.OllSO 0.01540 O.OZS40 0.03330 0. 05703 0.04041 0004_41 0 . 04811
444
....?7...........L ................................:.......oL+... ....,,,. ........../0.000_0 0,00110 0.00_$0 0.00410 0.00 4 . 0 0 0.0 _110 O.OIT=O
x(151 ...... x(li) "
o, 11380 0. 08427 0.0B_O4 o. O380_ o.o_ 183 0. oot81 o. Onl41 0.0
x(u 7) ' ""0.4§100 0.40180 0.3_400 0.3001,0 O. |E4_O 0. liilO O. le_eo 0. 14640
/ xCt) . ..
0.e1?20 0.771,80 0.1,3870 0. OII_O 0.1481 0 0.801,80 0.54_00 0.50
i ;;;; .........:'::........................................................................ -,,
O,iITIO 0.91040 0.11,080 O,IIIIO 0,14100 0, ll61'0 0, lee6o o. 18_lo
TITLE
NCSU 0010 il POINT
--0. _1'8 O. --0.5 II 0. --I +4§1 0. - 1_.01"_ 0.
811( I ,i )
ItS. 41,4 it. 44t O. I§ .41,§ O. 1,.3 83 O. 4.21,9
ll(l1,11) "_
- I01.811
+ i + I i i + i i m+_.:].mxl+:ima++_ +_+.+]m... l+l;.ll_]li+la+lm.l+.a+llllm_al;+llmVllmlll++Ip_+l+.llll_+_++'+.++_+l
$(I ,11 ''+
I03,011 11,713 --I 1,+4151 I',114 "I.11'I l,l++ -I +311 0.III
, i i a i o,, • ill_ i+11. n m+Pmmllzl,l "l_limx+_.i_inl= x IIm_llll lillllm"ll"lJll"_"""llll_ll#ll_ililll+llulllli+l_al"+_+_l_l
F ''' Iil311ll)
0. -0.41'8 O. -1.410 O. 01 IOI $11.41,4 $li 4
i I l_ll I!1
I I I
/':;i:i; .......::"................................................................
+'; ;;;+Y,+..0YL':t °+,..... +o......... 7,..+1o........o;........ :o;+;: ..... o:........ :o_,,+,_..
t111111t11111111111111111 II llihllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlilllllllllll
Iiii1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
Illlllllllllllllltilllllillilllllillllllllllllllllillllllllli
lllliili]llllllllllllllllllllllllliillllllillll Illlllllllll
4 I I 444444444444444444441llii14441"llilillllilltl illlililiii
IlliltlllilllliSSllSilitSlllllillilllllllllilli lilllilllll
III I IIIIIIIIIliilllllillilillllllllllllllllllll illilllillli
_OMPUTINO C_l'Jrl
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 _ I111111111111
IIIIIlilllllilllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllilili IIIIlilllllllllll
___________i_i_______i___________________________________i_____i________________
Figure H-IO. Example data set for TRANSON.
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Somple Output- TRANSON
IIKOII_|S$IK! PIll|U|| ¢OIFflCI|NT IIKO_m[SSlRLi PllSSUt_ [OlFfl£1ik!
JlCSe 0410 )l POlUV *eCS_ OOlO )2 POI_!
aJeit| of ATTICS- |.QOOOOO _q¢_ nf JTTILCao ].00000(_
• . I)9hb44 O.000)O0 0o))¢Z_e 0._S1600 0.c¢©)00 0.;4_|11
0 qmD40O 0oNI/e0 _o ZS6_65 0. q_eGoe ©.oct_oo n.ZAtl_)
0 • _yes0e I| N_O4H) o. 164|1Z 0oq_M00 _. 0CZI00 n. I_qq_
e.ql6 Im 0.006840 0.1)t61I 0. 961900 0.004_00 0o 14_46
I.qJtlOO0 0. N1,4Q0 0.0e00_ 0.q_1000 0.0©_4@0 0.0'_4_4
0.gllY0e 0o010400 e.04ytql o.91_yoo a.ol0400 c.o_ti
0o808S04 0.01NJO4 0o0100_4 0.01_00 O.01)Q00 ¢.0)|67_
0.OlY_N o.oi|m -_.06_elT _.e|7_oo c.0_|5¢0 *c.c_nsq.
0.691s00 o.0||)4)e -o.i)_*_ o._l)o0 o.o)l)oo -0.0900_
1.64S100 0o01TON *0.|6_61) 0._Sl00 0.0J_0_0 -0.11_?0_
• oSm 0.04|_0 o0.Z_|_00 0.$0000_ 0.0_q_0 -0.16111.
0o _$1000 0o04_m -0oZG|IS6 0.4|1@00 C.04V|90 *_.|1_00S
• o |$4900 0o04_1)4@ -0.|lSt_0 0.)S.S,00 0.04q4_0 -0._01_l
e| 10|I00 0.0*SI_0 o0.)_Z 0ote_0o 0.045)_0 -O.Zl00_
0.|46400 ¢o04|_00 -0.*iT)_5 0.146,_00 _.0_00 oC*_0_
00|SO40. 0.0|qte4 -0.4T_0 0.0tq440 0.0_|0 -0.1_*_*
0o0_(eG0 0.01**6*0 -0.$_)_ 0.0_eJ0t4 Uo0_*6_0 *0.0_4_q_
1.0|tS)0 ¢.O1160O -0.4_I7_ 0.0_ts)0 ©.0|1_¢_ 0.0_l
0.004J6|0 ¢.018_00 -0.1_027_ 0.0Oq4t_ 0.01_C0 0.1_,_0_J
dtmN.I OP AVV_,_te Z*|O0000 S*eGLe OF &TIoCt. Z._O0_00
o.q_?4O0 4.0¢0|00 0.))TgS6 0.qe?600 0.c¢c)¢0 c._4252_
0.W ¢.00tJ00 0._,4tVl 0.S40400 C.0CI_@O 0o_6_
0.S411_4 0.00_040 0.t_*gq) o.q_l_)00 O.00_A00 O. lSIl*_
4o94|1ml 0.0@744e _.0_0S_0 0._|000 0.0¢_¢0 0.1061_
0.04kis00 0.01|e04 -_.C05|_2 0.¢06S00 C.O|IICO _.050e_0
1.01_N4 0.011s0e -0.0|$_ 0.ellZ00 0.0_|$C0 -C.@0S|01
e.yVlr840 0.0_S444 -0.|0_6_ 0.I_800 OoO_40Q -0.0_$nI
_o691Ne O.O)|)O4 -0.174_i_ 0.6_t)00 o.o_q)oo -0.05_|_|
0.14_|00 o.0|vlllo -o.lto,_4 0.66|t00 o.o)70Jo oo.4_o_ot
O.$9154O 0.040_10 -0.1|?o_t 0.591_s@0 o.o*,_ln *0.¢0_0_*
0oS4t 0.04S4S0 -0o_T866| 0._00 Q.Q_4_0 -0.0_9q1_
e.U 0.04_9|0 -0._0t001 0.$004e0 C.0_0 -0. t00eI)
0._IIe00 0.041m -0.)PJ|)| _._1000 0.0.70_0 -o. tto_*l
eo4J4_S44 @.04_144 *0._66810 0._0_$00 0o04_4_ -_ol|_)ql
I.|S4'N0 0.041_e40 -|._0|ltt 0.)_.90_ @.0_0 -a.1|l)61
@.)4e_0e o.04q4q_ -0o_),_60| 0.|0|?00 0.0_|0_0 O_o11_1_
i.|641441 0.04_1144 -0.*.6_? 0._64)00 0.0_1_0 -0.10_)4_1
O.lU414e 0.045|t0 -0.$|4e010 o.14_Joo c.o_|)_o -¢.071._
o.084zfo 0o0|_||0 -0o _09_1 0.0e_|To 0.0)4|_0 o.o_l?_
o.eg_ |.||1;Go| *o._GzoP_ 0.0_q4)*0 0.0_610 c.|ol_*_
- .
e.o_|_m 0.1|0600 -Ooie4s_y 0.0|1_0 ¢o010_c_ o._oqsl_
o.oo441o 0.0|_400 -t.1s002_ o.ooqG_o 0o0|_400 o. _i_
OoOOJ_41e ooo04soe o._ts46! 0.00|4_0 _.0¢._00 o._o_z_o
Figure H-11. Sample output for TRANSON.
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APPENDIX T_ A Computer Program Providing Rapid Evaluation
of Closed-Form Solution for the Flow About a
Prolote Spheroid Moving Along Its X-Axis
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the method described in the body of
this work for predicting potential flow about an arbitrary three-dimensional
body, a search was undertaken for a suitable body with a closed-form velocity
distribution. The most obvious was the sphere. While the sphere does pro-
vide a means for such comparison, it is a very crude approximation of an air-
craft fuselage or similar type three-dimensional body. A body which had a
higher length-to-width ratio would be more representative; therefore, an
analytical method for generating the potential flow about an ellipsoid was
examined.
The solution for potential flow about an ellipsoid is well known and can
be found in Lamb (Ref. 6) and Munk (Ref. 66). The solution and formulae for
generating the velocity distributions are also given in Tim man (Ref. 49). The
equations in the latter work, originally developed for a yawed ellipsoid, were
degenerated to apply to the case of a spheroid (ellipsoid with y and z axes
equal) in a uniform flow field of velocity Uo at zero incidence to the x-axis
of the spheroid.
The velocity distribution of the spheroid was calculated by a computer
program in the following manner:
Knowing the x-axis (a), the y and z-axes (b) of the'spherold, and the x,
y, and z coordinates of the point for which the petentlal flow is to be evalu-
ated, a series of coefficients is then determined:
S = ql - b2/a 2
2 ab 2 -I
so - [ tanh (S) - S]
(a2- b2)_
p = 2 Un
(2 - so)
x 2 1
G = a-T + __ (y2 + z2)b_
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Following Timman,one maymanipulate the degenerateform of the
equations to obtain the velocity componentsin terms of these coefficients:
U
- p z2(yZ + )
P xy
v = _ (a2b 2)
W
P.xz)
Given the dimensions of the spheroid and the free stream velocity, the
program then computes u, v, and w at a specified x, y, and z on the surface
of the spheroid by means of the relations above.
From the equations it can be seen that the potential flow about a sphere
may also be generated by letting a be equal to b. Because of the Indetermlnant
form of the solution for this case, it is necessary to obtain a solution
for a sphere by letting a = 1.01b.
Because of its speed and accuracy this program was most helpful in
establishing when the general three-dimensional body potential flow prGgram
was running correctly and how many panels were required and In what distribution
to represent a body adequately. It is presented here so that the reader may
use it for that purpose or as a direct solution for a special class of fuselages.
The latter case may be of special interest to those with limited computing
facilities or those who wish to demonstrate the design concepts related herein
without Incurring the large computing expenses of the general three-dimenslonal
body program. The following discussion provides a listing, instructions for
entering data, and typical output.
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Sam_o Output
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• •
• •99J 0* 007q_ 0• 00000 0* 9_SS? 1 11 O•00000 O•0|t•l 1 I400T
m 0.00696 O.0e000 O q_l_O 1 4q_Sl • 00000 O tl041 *1.14111
m e.oo_i0• 0.000N 0 ••m I +b9915t go00000 O.00_IPl -l.14.Ol)
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Figure l-3. Sample ou,pu, for SPHEROID.
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Program Listing
THE POTENT|AL FLOW &OOUT A SPH4ERO|O AS GERIVEO FRoIqS
THE POTINTIAL FLOW AOOUT A YARED ELLIPSOID AT ZERO INCIOENCE
|¥! R* TI_RAN - NATIONAL AEROSPACE LA|OAATOR¥ - THE NEIHERLANOS
REALO8 S
DATA ENO/eENO *l
DI NENS|ON T| TLE (ZO!
20 READII,1201 TXTLE
120 FOAIIAT I Z©&_ I
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)0 R! TUmN
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fEND TITLE _t_
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Figure I-2. Sample data set for SPHEROID.
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User Instructions
Thls program Is written In Fortran IV and is designed to run on an
IBM 370-165 computer. Execution requlres 30,000 bytes of core storage and
approxlmately 10 seconds to predlct the velocity distribution and pressure
coefflclent for 1600 points. For a glven run, the program requires the
followlng Input data:
(I) The 80 characters of the alphamerlc array TITLE whlch are used as
a header for Identifying output. It is used to terminate executlon by set-
ting the first four characters to "END_".
(2) The x-axis (a), the y and z-axes (b), the free stream x-velocity,
U o , the mode Indicator, IX, and the number of points for this run, N. The
mode Indlcator, IX, may take on two values. If IX Is zero a meridian solution
of N points Is generated by the program. By indicating IX as one, the
programmer Implies that a merldlan solution is not desired and that N spe-
clflcally selected points will follow.
(3) The points x, y, and z (if IX equals one) at which the solutlon Is
to be calculated.
Format speclflcatlons for these variables may be found In Flgure I-I.
A sample data set of a three-to-one prolate spheroid Is glven In Figure 2-2
and the output for that data set Is given In Figure I-3.
!
T'i!x,r
!!, i
l,,i0r
jiil,,ll ill Ii . _,_,,_L, ....
H////////I////A,,o._ ,,o _ .... ,,o
rl
' ''_''rY I ..........
' i
!!_!T_''_'.:II: ,! "
Figure 2-I. Format speclflcatlon for SPHEROID.
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APPENDIX d - Supplementary Bibliography
Listed below is bibliographic Information on some post-1970 documen÷s In
the NASA information collection dealing, at least in a general way, with the
estlmatlon of aerodynamic characteristics of subsonic aircraft. The methods
described are, for the most part, intended for computer solution. A listing
of the appropriate program Is given in quite a number of these documents along
with user instructions. The documents are available (except where noted) from
the National Technical Information Service by requesting the first number
(document accession number) shown in each citation.
The list was assembled from a computer search of the NASA information
collection for documents Indexed under both aerodynamic characteristics and
computer methods or numerical methods. Results from a second search employing
the terms Prediction Analysis Techniques, Flow characteristics, Aerodynamic
Drag, Aerodynamic Coefficient, and Performance Prediction are also included.
Titles_d mini-abstracts were then examlned to select those citations given
below. The present authors have not seen the complete document in most cases.
The llst is intended to provide some contemporary references for the worker
just entering the field as well as an indication of the direction in which
contemporary research is moving for the benefit of the more casual reader.
Because the task of assembling this work as a whole necessarily limited the
period of preparing the literature review to late 1972 it was not possible
to include the.documents listed here in the review.
I •
2.
.
.
72BI0618 Langley-11047
Vortex-Lattice Fortran Program for Estlmating Subsonic Aerodynamic
Characteristics of Complex Planforms
Margason, R. J.; Lamar, J. E.
71BI0153 Lewis-11382
Computer Program for Calculating Aerodynamic Forces on Blade Sections
MC Nally, W. D.
74A15445 9 pages
Computerized Deslgn of Transport Airplane
Takao, K.
Japan, Defense Academy, Memoirs, Vol. 13, Sept. 1973, pp. 327-335.
73A22433 2 pages
Calculation of Forces on Stores in the VIclnlty of Aircraft
Serbin, H.
Journal of Aircraft, Vol. 10, Feb. 1973, pp. 123, 124.
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10.
11.
12.
13.
73A17213 4 pages
Leading-Edge Force Features of the Aerodynamic Flnite Element Method
Lan, C.-T.; Roskam, J.
Journal of Aircraft, Vol. 9, Dec. 1972, pp. 864-867.
73A14377 37 pages
Transonic Profile Theory - Critlcal Comparison of Varlous Procedures
Eberle, A.; Sacher, P.
Deutsche Gesellschaft Fuer Luft - und Raumfahrt, Symposlum Ueber
Tragfluegel-Aerodynamik Be i Schallnahen Stroemungen, Goettlngen, West
Germany, Oct. 26, 27, 1972, Paper In German.
72A43455 SAWE Paper 908 15 pages
An Aerodynamics Model Applicable to the Synthesls of Conventional
Fixed-Wing Aircraft
Peyton, R. S.
Society of Aeronautical Weight Engineers, Annual Conference, 31st,
Atlanta, Ga., May 22-25, 1972.
72A16798 AIAA Paper 72-221
A Simple Model for the Theoretical Study of Slat-Airfoil Combinations
Llebeck, R. H.; Smyth, D. N.
71A24253 SAE Paper 710389
Low Speed Airfoil Analysis Using a Small Digital Computer
Koepsel, R. E.; Miller, J. A.; Wentz, W. H., Jr.
New York, Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc., Society of Automotive
Engineers, National Business Aircraft Meeting, Wichita, Kan., Mar.
24-26, 1971.
73N70722 GDC-TN-70-AVLABS-09 54 pages
Use#sManual for Tilt Wing and Deflected Slipstream Aerodynamlcs Program
Pederson, S. K.
74N14741 NASA-TR-R-421
A Study of the Nonlinear Aerodynamics of Bodies in Nonplanar Motion
(Numerical Analysis of Aerodynamic Force and Moment Systems During
Amplitude, Arbitrary Motions)
Schiff, L. B.
Ph.D. Thesis - Stanford University, Calif.
74N14739 NASA-TM-X-62321 31 pages
Plotting Program for Aerodynamic Lifting Surface Theory -- User Manual
for Fortran Computer Program
Medan, R. T.; Ray, K. S.
74N11810 NASA-TM-X-62309
Geometry Program for Aerodynamic Liftlng Surface Theory
Medan, R. T.
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14.
15r
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
73N31226
Starting Vortex, Separation Bubblesand Stall -- A Numerical Study of
LaminarUnsteadyFlow Aroundan Airfoil
Mehta, U. B.
Ph.D. Thesis, lllinois Inst. of Tech., Chicago, Univ. Microfilms Order
No. 73-12222.
73N27890 NASA-CR-2217
Analytical Methodfor Predicting the Pressure Distribution About a
Nacelle at Transonic Speeds
Keith, J. S.; Ferguson, D. R.; Merkle, C. L.; Heck, P. H.; Lahtl, D. J.
73N27889 NASA-TN-D-6933
On the Numerical Simulation of Three-DimensionalTransonic Flow with
Application to the C-141Wing
Lomax,H.; Bailey, F. R.; Ballhaus, W. F.
73N27212 NAL-TR-309
In Japanese;English Summary
A Numerical Calculation of a Two-DimensionalIncompressible Potential
Flow Arounda Set of Airfoils Applying the Relaxation Method
Nakamura,M.
National AerospaceLab., Tokyo,'Japan,
73N25010 ARC-R/M-3487
The Calculation of the SpanwiseLoading of SweptbackWingswith Flaps
or All-Moving Tips at SubsonicSpeeds
Brebner, G. G.; Lemaire, D. A.
73N24997
Kelvin ImpulseTheory Applied to Llft on Airfoils
Delaney, J. A.
Ph.D. Thesis, Cincinnati Univ., O. Univ. Microfilms Order No. 72-31627.
73N24325 SC-CR-72-3i82
Numerical Solution of the Three-DlmensionalBoundaryLayer on a Spinning
Sharp Bodyat Angle of Attack
Watklns, C. B., Jr.
73N243i9 NASA-TT-F-14918 24 pages
The Kutta-JoukowskyCondltlons in Three-DlmensionalFlow
Legendre, R.
73N24302 90 pages
TheThree-DlmenslonalStructure of Transonic Flows Involvlng Llft
Hafez, M. M.
Ph.D. Thesls, Univ. of SouthernCalif., Unlv. Microfilms Order No.
72-27661.
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23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
73N24054 14 pages
Reviewof TwoMethodsof Optimizing Aircraft Design
Kirkpatrick, D. L. I.
In AGARDAircraft PerformancePrediction Methodsand Optimization.
73N22998 AFAPL-TR-72-100 124 pages
Lifting Surface Theory for Statically Operating Propellers
Murray, J. C.; Carta, F. C.
73N21952 FTD-MT-24-1646-72 20 pages
ApproximateMethodof Calculating the AerodynamicLoadDistribution on a
Low-Flying Wingwith a Fuselage
Tsvetkov, L. G.
73N21913 NWL-TR-2796 122 pages
BodyAlone Aerodynamicsof Guidedand UnguidedProjectiles at Subsonic,
Transonic, and Supersonic MachNumbers
Moore, F. G.
73N21292 MDC-J5679-02 81 pages
Calculation of Potential FlowAbout Arbitrary Three-DimensionalLifting
Bodies, User's Manual
Mack, D.
73N19999 NASA-TN-D-7251 35 pages
Steady, Subsonic, Lifting Surface Theory for Wingswith Swept, Partial
Span,Trailing EdgeControl Surfaces
Medan,R. T.
73N18054 FTD-HT-23-834-72 12 pages
Flow AroundWingProfile with the Presenceof the Surface of a System
of Sourcesand Sinks
Baev, B. S.; Zhuravlev, V. N.
73N17035 AFFDL-TR-72-26-VOL-3 207 pages
V/STOLAircraft AerodynamicPrediction MethodsInvestigation, Volume3
Manual for ComputerPrograms
Wooler, P. T.; Kao, H. C.; Schwendemann,M. F.; Wasson,H. R.; Ziegler, H.
73N17033 AFFDL-TR-72-26-VOL-1 238 pages
V/STOLAircraft AerodynamicPrediction MethodsInvestigation, VolumeI
Theoretical Developmentof Prediction Methods
Wooler, P. T.; Kao, H. C.; Schwendemann,M. F.; Wasson,H. R.; Ziegler, H.
73N16985 120 pages
A ComputerProgramfor the Prediction of AerodynamicCharacteristics of
Wing-Body-Tail Combinationsat Subsonicand Supersonic Speeds,Part 2
Anders, S.; Bustavsson, L.
Aeronautical Research Inst. of Sweden,Stockholm.
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33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
73N15035 32 pages
The Avsyn Air Vehicle Synthesls Program for Conceptual Design
Sanders, K. L.; Staley, P. A.
73N15004 9 pages
Design of Airfoils with High Lift at Low and Medium Subsonic Mach numbers
Wortmann, F. X.
In AGARD Fluid Dyn. of Aircraft Stalling.
73N14989 NASA-CR-2186 58 pages
Steady Inviscid Transonic Flows Over Planar Airfoils - A Search for a
Simplified Procedure
Magnus, R.; Yoshihara, H.
73N13007 RIAS-TR-72-166 50 pages
On Lifting Wings with Parabolic Tips
Jordan, P. F.
73N13006 AFOSR-72-1737TR 50 pages
Exact Solution for Lifting Surfaces
Jordan, P. F.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
73N12315 NPS-59NN72082A 48 pages
Flow Studies of Axisymmetric Bodies at Extreme Angles of Attack
Smith, L. H.; Nunn, R. H.
73N12224 NLR-TR-70088-U 38 pages
Computer Application of Subsonic Lifting Surface Theory
Labrujere, T. E.; Wooters, J. G.
National Aerospace Lab., Amsterdam, Netherlands.
73N11999 NASA-CR-2157 115 pages
Calculative Techniques for Transonic Flows About Certain Classes of
Wing-Body Combinations, Phase 2
Stahara, S. S.; Spreiter, J. R.
73NI0242 MDC-J5264-VOL-2 310 pages
Investigation of Aerodynamic Analysis Problems in Transonic Maneuvering,
Volume 2 Airfoil Analysis Computer Program
Gentry, A. E.
73NI0042 AFFDL-TR-71-155-PT-1 50 pages
Takeoff and Landing Analysis (Tola) Computer Program
Lynch, U. H. D.
72N32302 NASA-TT-F-14547 20 pages
Subsonic and Supersonic Flow Around Nonaxisymmetric Fuselages
Rothman, H.
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44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
72N31991 18 pages
Lift-Curve Slope and Aerodynamic Centre Posltion of Wings in Invlscid
Subsonic Flow
Engineering Sciences Data Unit, London, England, Avail on Subscription
from Engineering Sciences Data Unit, 251-259 Regent Street, London,
WIR 7AD.
72N31909 SRL-TR-70-O009 24 pages
A Method for Aerodynamic and Propulsion Design Optimization of the Short
Range Dogfight Missile
Forbrlch, C. A.; Gallington, R. W.; Hatlelid, J. E.; Hyde, J. P.;
Murrow, R. C.
72N30264 NASA-TT-F-14538 6 pages
Numerical Study of the Influence of the Wing Tlp Shape on the Vortex
Sheet Rolling Up
Rehback, C.
72N29002 RIAS-TR-72-040 70 pages
Complete Solution for Lifting Wings with Parabolic Tips
Jordan, P. F.
72N26023 NASA-CR-112065-3 114 pages
Theoretical Prediction of Interference Loading on Aircraft Stores, Part 3
Programmer's Manual
Danfernandes, F.
72N26003 ONERA-TP-I088 16 pages
In French; English Summary
Aerofoil Stall Prediction in Incompressible Flow
Vincentdepaul, M.
50. 72N26001 26 pages
Calculation of Pressure Distributions for an Airfoil in Subcritical Flow
Including the Effect of the Boundary Layer
Anders, S.; Gustavsson, L.; Hillgren, R. S.; Toll, G. I.
Aeronautical Research Inst. of Sweden, Stockholm.
51. 72N24005 AFOSR-72-OO34TR 19 pages
The Discrete Vortex Approximation of a Finite Vortex Sheet
Mc_re, D. W.
52.
53.
72N24003 MDC-J5108 AFOSR-72-0370 92 pages
A General Class of Airfoils Conformally Mapped from a Circle
James, R. M.
72N22002 ARC-R/M-3630
The Linearized Subsonic Flow Over the Centre-Section of a Lifting Swept
Wing
Rossiter, P. J.
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54.
55.
56.
57,
58.
59.
60.
61.
72N15010 48 pages
In German;English Summary
DownwashInvestigations on a Missile Tails
Gregoriou, G.
Messerschmitt-Boelkow-BlohmG. M. B. H., Ottobrunn, WestGermany.
72NI1289 NASA-TN-D-6530 16 pages
Contribution to Methodsfor Calculating the Flow AboutThin Lifting
Wingsat Transonic Speeds_ Analytic Expressions for the Far Field
Klunker, E. B.
71N30488 NASA-TT-F-702
The Calculation of the Pressure Distribution on a Cascadeof Thick
Airfoils by Meansof Fredholm Integral Equations of the SecondKind
Martensen, E.(Translation of Ref. 24).
71N19385 9 pages
A Methodfor Predicting Interference Forces and Momentson Aircraft
Stores at SubsonicSpeeds
Fernandes, F. D.
In AGARDAerodyn. Interference, Jan. 1971.
74N18680 NASA-CR-2334 187 pages
Correlation of Full-Scale Drag Predictions with Flight Measurementson
the C-141AAircraft: Phase2 WindTunnel Tests, Analysis, and Predlctlon
Techniques. Volume2 WindTunnel Test and Basic Data, Final Report
MacWilkinson,D. G.; Blackerby, W. T.; Paterson, J. H.
74N18679 NASA-CR-2333 166 pages
Correlation of Full-Scale Drag Predictions with Flight Measurementson
the C-141AAircraft Phase2 WindTunnel Test, Analysis, and Prediction
Techniques, VolumeI Drag Predictions, WindTunnel Data Analysis and
Correlation, Final Report
MacWilkinson, D. G.; Blackerby, W.T.; Paterson, J. H.
74N14716 50 pages
Aircraft Drag Prediciton for Project Appraisal and PerformanceEstimation
Butler, S. F. J.
In AGARDAerodyn. Drag.
74N14712 11 pages
AerodynamicDrag and Lift of General BodyShapesat Subsonic, Transonic,
and Supersonic MachNumbers
Moore, F. G.
In AGARDAerodynamicDrag.
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62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
74N14711 38 pages
A Survey of Drag Predictlon Techniques Applicable to Subsonic and
Transonic Aircraft Desgin
Paterson, J. H.; MacWilkinson, D. G.; Blackerby, W. T.
In AGARD Aerodyn. Drag.
73N15010 16 pages
The Effect of Leading Edge Geometry on High Speed Stalling
Moss, G. F.; Haines, A. B.; Jordon, R.
In AGARD Fluid Dyn. of Aircraft Stalling.
72N22995 NASA-TM-X-67791 94 pages
Nonplanar Method for Predicting Incompressible Aerodynamic Coefficients
of Rectangular Wings with Circular-Arc Camber
Lamar, J. E.
Ph.D. Thesis, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Avail. NTIS HC $6.75.
72N11869 NASA-TM-X-67413 9 pages
A Comparison of Some Aerodynamic Drag Factors as Determined in Full-
Scale Flight with Wind-Tunnel and Theoretical Results
Saltzman, E. J.; Bellman, D. R.
In AGARD Facilities and Tech. for Aerodyn. Testing at Transonic Speeds
and High Reynolds Number.
74N1423 9 pages
New Investigations for Reducing the Base Drag of Wings with a Blunt
Traillng Edge -- Effects of Splitter Plates and Splitter Wedges on
Aerodynamic Drag Coefficients
Tanner, M.
In AGARD Aerodyn. Drag.
74N14719 20 pages
Drag of Supercritlcal Airfoils in Transonic Flow -- Comparison wlth
Conventional Airfoil Drag Coefficients
Kacprzynski, J. J.
In AGARD Aerodyn. Drag.
74N14709 AGARD-CP-124 469 pages
Partly in English and Partly in French
Aerodynamic Drag
Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and Development, Paris, France,
Avail. NTIS HC $25.50, Proceedings of Specialist Meeting, Izmlr, Turkey,
10-13 April 1973.
73N31228 ESOL-71020 ESDU-67010 23 pages
Aerofoils having a Specified Form of Upper Surface Pressure Distrlbutlon
Details and Comments on Design
Engineering Sciences Data Unit, London, England, Avail Issuing Activity,
Sponsored by Mln. of Defence and Roy. Aeron. Scc.
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71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
73N23362 ESDU-BODIES-02.04.02 3 pages
Drag of Streamline Solids of Revolution (Transition at 0.11 Behind Nose
(Numerical Analysis of Drag of Streamlined Bodies of Revolution for
Various Length to Diameter Ratios)
Engineering Science Data Unit, London, England, Avail. Issuing Activity.
74N14729 11 pages
The Drag of Externally Carried Stores Its Prediction and Alleviation --
Drag Reduction by Redesign or Development of New Aircraft Installations
Pugh, P. G.; Hutton, P. G.
In AGARD Aerodyn. Drag.
74N14728 22 pages
The Drag Resulting from Three-Dimensional Separations Caused by Boundary-
Layer Diverters and Nacelles in Subsonic and Supersonic Flow
Peake, D. J.; Rainbird, W. J.
In AGARD Aerodyn. Drag.
74N14724 15 pages
A Study of Flow Separation in the Base Region and Its Effects During
Powered Flight -- Interaction Between Propulsive Jet and Free Stream
Flow
Addy, A. L.; Korst, H. H.; White, R. A.; Walker, B. J.
In AGARD Aerodyn. Drag.
74N14718 12 pages
Remarks on Methods for Predicting Viscous Drag -- Aerodynamic Drag
Prediction for High Angles of Attack and Multielement Airfoils
Smith, A. M. 0.; Cebeci, T.
In AGARD Aerodynamic Drag.
74N14717 9 page_
Appendix A Data Item Service for Aircraft Drag Estimation -- Collection,
Dissemination, and Development of Aerodynamic Drag Prediction Data
Engineering Sciences Data Unit, London, England, Avail. NTIS, In AGARD
Aerodyn. Drag.
74N12704 ESDU-73028 23 pages
Drag of Two-Dimensional Steps and Ridges Immersed in a Turbulent
Boundary Layer at Subsonic and Supersonic Speeds
Engineering Sciences Data Unit, London, England, Avail Issuing Activity,
Sponsored by Roy. Aeron. Soc.
74NI0311 ESDU-BODiES-O2.04.01-AMEND-A 3 pages
Drag of Streamline Solids of Revolution (Transition at Nose)
Engineering Sciences Data Unit, London, England, Avail. Issuing Activity.
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Not in File 23 pages
Measurementsin the Thick Axisymmetric Turbulent BoundaryLayer Near
the Tail of a Bodyof Revolution
Patel, V. C.; Nakayama,A.; Damlan,R.
Journal of Fluid Mechanics, Vol° 63, pp. 345-368, April 1974.
74A19581 13 pages
Numerical Solution of the Three-Dim_nsional Boundary Layer on a Spinning
Sharp Body at Angle of Attack
Watkins, C. B. Jr.
Computers and Fluids, Vol. I, Dec. 1973, pp. 317-329.
74A11957 21 pages
The Numerical Solution of the Navier-Stokes Equations for Laminar
Incompressible Flow Past a Paraboloid of Revolution
Veldman, A. E. P.
Computers and Fluids, Vol. I, Sept. 1973, pp. 251-271.
72A41264 2 pages
Lift on Airfoils with Separated Boundary Layers
Ness, N.
Journal of Aircraft, Vol. 9, Aug. 1972, pp. 607, 608.
74N13984 AFOSR-73-1265TR-PT-7 45 pages
Three-Di,_nsional Laminar Boundary Layer Over Body of Revolution at
Incidence, Part 7 The Extremely High Incidence Case
Wang, K. C.
73N25006 ARC-R/M-3221 20 pages
Numerical Methods for Calculating the Zero-Lift Wave Drag and the Lift-
Dependent Wave Drag of Slender Wings
(Evaluation of Double Integral Equation for Calculation of Wave Drag
Due to Volume and Aerodynamic Lift of Slender Wings)
Weber, J.
In Arc Aerodyn. Res., Including Heating, Airfoils, and Boundary Layer
Studies, Vol. I, pp. 155-173.
72N32330 200 pages
The Optimum Shaping of Axisymmetric Bodies for Minimum Drag in
Incompressible Flow
(Optimum Hydrodynamic Configurations for Submerged Minimum Drag
Axisymmetric Vehicles in Incompressible Fluids)
Parsons, J. S.; Goodson, R. E.
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85. 72M50104 I page FORTRANV Program
TRWVortex-Lattice (N-Surface) SubsonicAerodynamics
(AerodynamicCalculations for Single or Multiple Lifting Surface
Configurations by ImprovedVortex-Lattice Method)
Romer
National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration, LyndonB. Johnson
SpaceCenter, Houston, Texas.
86. 71M51203 I page FORTRANIV Program
SubsonicUnsteadyAerodynamic(Steady and UnsteadyAerodynamicCoefficients'for SubsonicLifting
Surfaces)
Harrison
National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration, Marshall SpaceFlight
Center, Huntsville, Ala., Jan. 1972.
87. 74MI0002 I page CDCFORTRANProgram1,293 cards
Modified MulthoppMeanCamberProgram-- MeanCamberSurface Required to
Support Set of Loadings on CompositeWing in SubsonicCompressibleFlow
National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration, Langley ResearchCenter,
Langley Station, Va., Price: Program$275.00/ Documentation$15.50.
88. 73MI0132 2 pages FORTRANIV Program6,594 cards
An ImprovedMethodfor the AerodynamicAnalysis of Wing-Body-Tail
Configurations in Subsonicand Supersonic Flow
(AerodynamicAnalysis of Wing-Body-Tail Configurations in Subsonicand
Supersonic Flow)
Aerophysics ResearchCorp., Bellevue, Wash., Price: Program$600.00/
Documentation$27.50.
89. 73MI0131 I page FORTRANIV Program960 cards
General Lifting-Line Jet Flap FORTRANProgramfor Estimating Subsonic
AerodynamicCharacteristics(Estimation of Subsonic AerodynamicCharacteristics of Jet-Flapped Wings)
Northrop Corporate Labs., Hawthorne,Calif., Price: Program$250.00/
Documentation$4.00.
90. 74A25062 ONEIDA,TPNo. 1247 14 pages
In French
AerodynamicProblemsof the Short Takeoff and LandingAircraft
Ceresuela, R.(L'Aeronautique et L'Astronautique, No. 41, 1973, pp. 43-56).
91. 74A21893 4 pages In Russian
AnOptimization Methodfor a Generalized Class of Functionals and Its
Application to the Problemof Determining the Shapeof a BodyExhibiting
MaximumAerodynamicEfficiency
Bunimovich,A. I.; Dubinskii, A. V.
Moskovskii Universitet, Vestnik, Seriia I - Matematika, Mekhanika,Vol.
28, Nov.-Dec. 1973, pp. 87-90.
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74A21104 11 pages
The High Subsonic FlowArounda Two-DimensionalAerofoil with a Trailing
EdgeControl Surface
Nixon, D.
Aeronautical Quarterly, Vol. 24, Nov. 1973, pp. 273-283.
74A20765 AIAA Paper 74-106 28 pages
Aeroelastic Loads Predictions Using Finite Element Aerodynamics
Rowan, J. C.; Burns, T. A.
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aerospace Sciences
Meeting, 12th, Washington, D. C., Jan. 30-Feb. I, 1974.
74A20280 7 pages
Subsonic Potential Aerodynamics for Complex Configurations - A General
Theory
Morino, L.; Kuo, C.-C.
AIAA Journal, Vol. 12, Feb. 1974, pp. 919-197.
74A19684 36 pages
In French
Flexible Lifting Surfaces -- In Steady Inviscid Compressib e Flow
Vaussy, P.
(Association Technique Maritime et Aeronautique, Session, 73rd, Paris,
France, May 14-18, 1973), Association Technique Maritime et
Aeronautique, Bulletin, No. 73, 1973, pp. 361-394, Discussion, p. 395.
74A18878 AIAA Paper 74-107 14 pages
A Finite Element Method for Potential Aerodynamics Around Complex
Configurations
Chen, L.-T.; Suciu, E. 0.; Morino, L.
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aerospace Sciences
Meeting, 12th, Washington, D. C., Jan. 30-Feb. I, 1974.
74A18820 AIAA Paper 74-72 8 pages
Odin - Optimal Design Integration System for Synthesis of Aerospace
Vehicles
Rau, T. R.; Decker, J. P.
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aerospace Sciences
Meeting, 12th, Washington, D. C., Jan. 30-Feb. I, 1974.
98. 74A18681 13 pages
In Russian
Calculation of the Aerodynamic Characteristics of a Wing System Moving
at Subsonic Speed Near Land or Smooth Water Surface
Ermolenko, S. D.; Khrapovitskii, V. G.
Samoletostroenie Tekhnika Vozdushnogo Flota, No. 32, 1973, pp. 3-15.
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74A15965 9 pages
Exact Method of Designing Airfoils with Given Velocity Distribution In
Incompressible Flow
Strand, T.
Journal of Aircraft, Vol. 10, Nov. 1973, pp. 651-659.
74A15747 22 pages
Note on the Aerodynamic Theory of Oscillating T-Tails. I - Theory of
Wings Oscillating in Yaw and Sideslip
Ichlkawa, T.; Isogal, K.
Japan Soclety for Aeronautical and Space Sciencest Transactions, Vol.
16, No. 33, 1973, pp. 173-194.
74A15709 7 pages
In Russian
A Problem of Designing the Optimal External Contours of an Alrcraft
Oslpov, V. A.; Tereshchenko, A. M.
Avalatslonnala Teknika, Vol. 16, No. 3, 1973, pp. 11-17.
73A40427 5 pages
Simplified Aerodynamic Theory of Oscillating Thin Surfaces in Subsonic
Flow
Jones, W. P.; Moore, J. A.
AIAA Journal, Vol. 11, Sept. 1973, pp. 1305-1309.
73A37846 7 pages
In Russian
Integral Equation in the Theory of Lifting Surfaces
Poliakhov, N. N.
Leningradskii Universitet, Vestnik, Matematika, Mekhanika, Astronomila,
Apr. 1973, pp. 115-121.
73A37545 15 pages
In Romanian
New Contributions to the Iterative Method for Aerodynamic Calculations
of Wings in Subsonic Flows
Patraulea, N. N.
Studii Si Cercetari De Mecanica Apllcata, Vol. 31, No. I, 1973, pp. 15-29
15-29.
73A36394 5 pages
A Finite-Element Method for Calculating Aerodynamic Coefficients of a
Subsonic Airplane
Hua, H. M.
Journal of Aircraft, Vol. 10, July 1973, pp. 422-426.
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73A31746 4 pages
Remarks on Vortex-Lattice Methods
(Optimal Grid Arrangement in Vortex Lattice Method of Lifting Surface
Aerodynamic Analysls, Comparing Numerical with Kernel Function Results
for Simple Wing Planforms)
Hough, G. R.
Journal of Aircraft, Vol. 10, May 1973, pp. 314-317.
73A27732 5 pages
In German
FS-28 - A Contribution to a Possible Develop_nt Trend in Llght-
Aircraft Design
(Light Motorized Glider-Type Aircraft Design, Development and Flight
Testing, Discussing Aerodynamic Configuration, Structural Design and
Performance Characteristics)
Deutscher Aerokurier, Vol. 17, Mar. 1973, pp. 152-156.
73A26256 440 pages
In Russian
Design and Stability of Airplanes and Helicopters
(Russian Book on Airplane and Helicopter Design and Stability Covering
Selection of Wing/Rotor/Configuration and Power Plant, Subsystem Deslgn,
Strength, Reliability, Lifetime, Etc.)
Voskoboinik, M. S.; Lagosiuk, G. S.; Milen'Kii, lu. D.; Mirtov, K. C.;
Osokin, D. P.; Skripka, M. L.; Ushakov, V. S., Chernenko, Zh. S.
Moscow, Izdatel'Stvo Transport, 1972.
73A24915 4 pages
Symmetrical Airfoils Optimized for Small Flap Deflection
Wortmann, F. X.
Aero-Revue, Mar. 1973, pp. 147-150.
73A23468 4 pages
Estimation of Aerodynamics for Slender Bodies Alone and with Lifting
Surfaces at Alpha's from 0 Deg to 90 Deg
(Aerodynamic Forces and Moments Estimation for Slender Bodies of
Circular and Nonclrcular Cross Section without and with Lifting
Surfaces at 0-90 Degree Angles of Attack)
Jorgensen, L. H.
AIAA Journal, Vol. 11, Mar. 1973, pp. 409-412.
73A21611 10 pages
In Russian
Discrete Vortex Scheme of a Wing of Finite Span
Vorob'ev, N. F.
Akademiia Nauk, SSSR, Sibirskoe Ctdelente, Izvestila, Serlia
Tekhnicheskikh Nauk, Oct. 1972, pp. 59-68.
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73A18510 10 pages
Pressure Airships - A Review
(Airships Design, Constructional and Operational Characteristics,
Discussing Aerodynamics,Flight Control, Performanceand Trim)
Hecks, K.
Aeronautical Journal, Vol. 76, Nov. 1972, pp. 647-656.
73A11657 39 pages
In German
Further Development and Employment of the Subsonic Panel Method
(Three-Dimensional Potential Flow Past Arbitrarily Shaped Aerodynamic
Configurations, Using Hess-Smith Numerical Method)
Kraus, W.
Deutsche Gesellschaft Fuer Luft-Und Raumfahrt, Jahrestagung, 5th,
Berlin, West Germany, Oct. 4-6, 1972.
73AI0048 I page
Simplification of the Wing-Body Interference Problem
Graham, R. E.; McDowell, J. L.
Journal of Aircraft, Vol. 9, Oct. 1972, p. 752.
72A44298 18 pages
In German
Computation of the Potential-Theoretical Flow Around Wing-Fuselage
Combinations and a Comparison with Measurements
Koerner, H.
Zeitschrift Fuer Fluqwlssenschaften, Vol. 20, Sept. 1972, pp. 351-368.
72A41150 9 pages
Experimental Investigations of Separated Flows on Wing-Body Combinations
with Very Slender Wings at Free-Stream Mach Numbers from 0.5 to 2.2
Stahl, W.; Hartmann, K.; Schneider, W.
International Council of the Aeronautical Sciences, Congress, 8th,
Amsterdam, Netherlands, Aug. 28-Sept. 2, 1972.
72A41138 9 pages
Potential Flow Calculations to Support Two-Dimensional Wind Tunnel Tests
on High-Lift Devices
Labrujere, Th. E.; Schipholt, G. J.; De Vries, O.
International Council of the Aeronautical Sciences, Congress, 8th,
Amsterdam, Netherlands, Aug. 28-Sept. 2, 1972.
72A34060 AIAA Paper 72-682
Analytic Prediction of Dynamic Stall Characteristics
(Aerodynamic Stall Characteristic Prediction from Static Experimental
Data for Airfoils, Noting Boundary Layer Effects)
Ericsson, L. E.; Reding, J. P.
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Fluid and Plasma
Dynamics Conference, 5th, Boston, Mass., June 26-28, 1972.
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72A32250 138 pages
Handbook of Airfoil Sections for Light Aircraft
(Book on Airfoil Section Designs for Light Aircraft Covering Wind
Tunnel Studies of Lift Drag Ratio as Function of Angle of Attacks
Rice, M0 S.
Milwaukee, Vis., Aviation Publications, $3.95, 1971.
72A31401 22 pages
Vortex-Lattice Method for Calculating Aerodynamic Coefflclents of a
Subsonic Airplane
(Vortex-Lattice Method for Subsonic Aircraft Aerodynamic Coefficients
Calculation, Verifying Results wlth Airbus Lifting Surface Wing Tunnel
Test Data)
Hua, H. M.
Astronautical Society of the Republic of China, Transactlons, Nov. I,
1971, pp. 1-22.
72A29132 7 pages
In Russian
Invariant Methods of Determining the Lift Coefficient of Various
Aerodynamic Profiles from the Flow Spectrum
(Aerodynamic Profiles Lift Coefficient Determination by Empirical
Formula Based on Potential Flow Lines Obtained by Conformal Mapplng)
Suprun, V. M.
Samoletostroenie I Tekhnika Vozdushnogo Flota, No. 25, 1971, pp. 8-14.
72A25595 SAE Paper 720337 12 pages
Consideration of Application of Currently Available Transport-Category
Aerodynamic Technology in the Optimization of General Aviation
Propeller-Driven Twin Design.
(Transport Aircraft Aerodynamic Design Technology Application to Gen@ral
Aviation Propeller Driven Twin Engine Aircraft, Discussing Wlng Loading
and Aspect Ratio Optimization)
Raisbeck, J. D.
Society of Automotive Engineers, National Business Aircraft Meeting,
Wichita, Kan., Mar. 15-17, 1972.
72A18958 AIAA Paper 72-188 16 pages
Review and Evaluation of a Three-Dimensional Lifting Potentlal Flow
Computational Method for Arbitrary Configurations
(Subsonic Three Dimensional Potential Flow Computational Method Llftln 9
Aerodynamic Configurations Analysis and Deslgn)
Rubbert, P. E.; Saaris, G. R.
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aerospace Sciences
Meeting, 10th, San Diego, Calif., Jan. 17-19, 1972.
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72A17194 11 pages
In French
Researchand Tests on LaminarAirfoils
(Laminar Flow Airfoils for Gliders, Optimizing Profiles for Favorable
Velocity and Pressure Distribution)
DeLagarde, B.; De Loof, J. P.
L'Aeronautique et L'Astronautique, No. 32, 1971, pp. 29-39.
72A16109 5 pages
Refinementof the NonplanarAspects of the SubsonicDoublet-Lattice
Lifting Surface Method
(SubsonicDoublet-Lattice Lifting Surface Method. NonplanarAspects
Refinement, Using Wing-Tail Configurations)
Rodden,W. P.; Giesing, Jo P.; Kalman,T. P.
Journal of Aircraft, Vol. 9, Jan. 1972, pp. 69-73.
72A12723 66 pages
Experin_ntal Studies of Aerodynamic Coefficients of a Wing-Fuselage
Combination and Comparison with the Results of Linear and Nonlinear
Theories at Subsonic Speeds
(Wing-Fuselage Combination Aerodynamic Coefficients, Comparing Experi-
mental Data with Subsonic Linear and Nonlinear Theoretical Results)
Herpfer, E.; Heynatz, J. T.
Deutsche Gesellschaft Fuer Luft-Und Raumfahrt, Jahrestagung, 4th,
Baden-Baden, West Germany, Oct. 11-13, 1971.
7iA43312 14 pages
Lifting Line Theory of a Wing in Uniform Shear Flow
(Minimum Drag and Lifting Line Characteristics of Large Aspect Ratio
Wing in Univorm Shear Flow with Velocity Variations Along Span)
Morita, K.
JSME, Bulletin, Vol. 14, pp. 550-563.
71A39543 3 pages
Equations of an Aircraft's Form
(Computer Aided Aircraft Design, Analysis and Production, Discussing
Numerical Master Geometry Program Developed by British Aircraft
Corporation)
New Scientist and Science Journal, Vol. 51, pp. 410-412.
71A24012 332 pages
In Russian
Preliminary Design of an Aircraft
(Soviet Book on Aircraft Preliminary Design Specifications as Function
of Performance, Aerodynamic and Structural Parameters. Discussing
Tradeo#fs in Operational Requirements for Specific Configurations)
Diac_enko, A. A.; Fadeev, N. N.; Goroshchenko, B. T.
_oscow, Izdatel'stvo Mashincstroenie.
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71A18511 AIAAPaper71-50 19 pages
Aerodynamicsof Finned Missiles at High Angle of Attack(Finned Missiles Aerodynamicsat High Angle of Attack, Examining
BodyVortex WakeRegion Interaction with Fins)
Nicolaides, J. D.; Oberkampf,W. L.
American Inst. of Aeronautics and Astronautics, AerospaceSciences
Meeting, 9th, NewYork, N. Y., Jan. 25-27, 1971.
71A13737 4 pages
The Lift of a Slender Combinationof a Fuselageof Rectangular Cross-
Section with a High Wing(Lift of Slender Aircraft with Rectangular Cross Section Fuselageand
High Wing)
Andrews,R. D.
AERONAUTICALJOURNAL,Vol. 74, pp. 903-906.
74N16700 NASA-TM-X-62325 91 pages
Equation Solving Programfor AerodynamicLifting Surface Theory
Medan,R. T.; Lemmer,O. J.
74N16699 NASA-TM-X-62323 67 pages
BoundaryCondition Programfor AerodynamicLifting Surface Theory --
Using FORTRANIV
Medan,R. T°; Ray, K. S.
Not in File 13 pages
Sting Free Drag Measurementson Ellipsoidal Cylinders at Transition
ReynoldsNumbers
Judd, M°; Vlajinac, M.; Covert, E. E.
Journal of Fluid Mechanics, Vol° 48, pp. 353-365, July 1970.
74N14710 11 pages
Technical Evaluation Report -- Application of Aerodynamic Drag Research
to Design of Aircraft
Butler, S. F. J.
In AGARD Aerodyn. DPag.
72A12723 66 pages
In German
Experimental Studies of Aerodynamic Coefficients of a Wing-Fuselage
Combination and Comparison with the Results of Linear and Nonlinear
Theories at Subsonic Speeds
(Wing-Fuselage Combination Aerodynamic Coefficients, Comparing Experi-
mental Data with Subsonic Linear and Nonlinear Theoretical Results)
Herpfer, E.; Heynatz, J. T.
Deutsche Gesellschaft Fuer Luft-Und Raumfahrt, Jahrestagung, 4th,
Baden-Baden, West Germany, Oct. 11-13, 1971.
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73N27209 NASA-TT-F-14962 34 pages
Calculation of Potential Flow Around Profiles with Suction and Blowing
(Integral Equations for Calculating Incompressible Potential Flows Aroun
Around Profiles with Suction and Blowing)
Jacob, K.
Washington NASA Transl. into English from Ing.-Arch., Berl_n, Vol. 32,
No. I, 1963, pp. 51-65.
73N27045 AFFDL-TR-72-132 592 pages
Optimal Design Integrations of Military Flight Vehicles (ODIN/MFV)
(Development of Digital Computing System for Synthesis and Optimization
of Military Flight Vehicle Preliminary Designs) Final Report, May 1971 -
Sept. 1972
Hague, D. S.; Glatt, C. R.
Aerophysics Research Corp., Bel evue, Wash.
73N25043 ARC-R/M-3279 ARC-22503 46 pages
On the Design of Wing-Body Combinations of Low Zero-Lift Drag Rise at
Transonic Speeds
(Optimum Design of Wing-Body Combinations for Zero-Lift Drag Rise at
Transonic Speeds)
Lord, W. T.
Ministry of Aviation, London, England
In ARC Aerodyn. Res. Progr., Including Turbine, Nozzle, Flutter, and
Instrumentation Studies, Vol. 2, pp. 1381-1426.
73N24049 57 pages
Parametric and Optimization Techniques for Airplane Design Synthesis
(Parametric and Optimization Techniques for Aircraft Design Synthesis
to Show Principal Lines of Data Flow for Component Development)
Wallace, R. E.
In AGARD Aircraft Performance Prediction Methods and Optimization.
73N24042 AGARD-LS-56 345 pages
In English and Partly in French
Aircraft Performance Prediction Methods and Optimization
(Development) and Application of Aircraft Performance Prediction Methods
for Subsonic and Supersonic Transport and Fighter Aircraft)
Williams, J. A/ED.
Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and Development, Paris, France,
Avail. NTIS HC $19.25.
73N21916 157 pages
The Design of a Vertical Takeoff and Landing Aircraft for the General
Aviation Market
(Design and Development of Vertical Takeoff Aircraft Configuration for
Use with Air Transportation Services Between Major Population Centers)
Harding, J. C.
Ph.D. Thesis, Dartmouth Coll., Hanover, N. H., Avail Univ. Microfilms
Order No. 72-23515.
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73N21899 NASA-CR-112231 32 pages
A Parametric Study of Planform and Aeroelastic Effects on Method for
Computing the Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient Matrix of Nonplanar
Wing-Body-Tail Configurations
(Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient Matrix for Nonplanar Wing-Body-Tail
Configurations)
Roskam, J.
73N15997 222 pages
An Optimal Configuration Design of Lifting Surface Type Structures Under
Dynamic Constraints
(Optimized Design of Supersonic Aircraft Wing Based on Linear
Combination of Weight of Wing and Aerodynamic Drag Minimization)
Miura, H.
Ph.D. Thesis, Case Western Reserve Univ., Cleveland, Ohio, Avail. Univ.
Microfilms Order No. 72-18717.
73N14004 41 pages
In Italian
Theory of Subsonic Lifting Surface (Fixed Mode), Some Considerations
and Propositions for Improving the Method of Numerical Solution
(Improving Method of Numerical Calculation of Aerodynamic Coefficients
for Subsonic Lifting Surface)
Polito, L.
Pisa Univ., Italy, Faculty of Engineering.
72N32007 12 pages
Calculation of the Aerodynamic Characteristics of Lifting Systems
Composed of Rectangular Wings
(Calculating Aerodynamic Characteristics of Lifting Systems Composed of
Rectangular Wings Arranged One Behind Another)
Joint Publications Research Service, Arlington, Va.
In Its Rept. from the Higher Educational Inst., Aviation Tech., pp. 15-
26.
72N29016 404 pages
Preliminary Design of an Aircraft
(Development of Handbook of Basic Principles of Aircraft Design Based
on Technical Specifications and Calculation of Aerodynamic
Characteristics)
Goroschchenko, B. T.; Dyachenko, A. A.; Fadeev, N. N.
Transl. into English from "Eskiznoe Proektircvanie Samoleta", 1970,
pp. 1-332, Translation of No. 129.
72N29000 326 pages Unclassified Document
Aerodynamics
(Application of Aerodynamic Data to Design of Passenger Aircraft with
Emphasis on Laws of Gas Motion Flow and Boundary Layer Theory)
Mkhitaryan, A. M.
Transl. into English from the Publ., "Aerodinamika", 1970, pp. 175-428.
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72N23042 AFOSR-72-O369TR 67 pages
Theoretical Studies on the Aerodynamics of Slat Airfoil Combinations
(Aerodynamic Characteristics of Leading Edge Slats Plus Main Airfoil
Combinations), Final Report
Liebeck, R. H.
72N18037 AEDC-TR-71-186 68 pages
Calculation of Forces on Aircraft Stores Located in Distrubed Flow
Fields for Application in Store Separation Prediciton
(Aerodynamic Characteristics of Bomb in Steady, Incompressible,
Potential Flow Based on Model), Final Report, I Apr. 1970, - 30 June 1971
MacDermott, W. N.; Johnson, P. W.
72N11017 AFOSR-71-1079TR 53 pages
On the Aerodynamic Forces of Oscillating Two-Dimensional Lifting Surfaces
(Aerodynamic Lift Characteristics of Oscillating Two-Dimensional Airfoil
Subjected to Sinusoidal Gust), Final Report
Yates, J. E.; Houbolt, J. C.
71N37597 46 pages
Calculation of Potential Flow About Arbitrary Three-Dimensional Lifting
Bodies
(Computer Program Development for Potential Flow Calculation About
Lifting Bodies), Final Report, Dec. 1969 - Oct. 1970
Hess, J. L.
71N33016 AFFDL-TR-71-26-VOL-1 208 pages
Stol High Lift Design Study, Volume I - State of the Art Review of
(Test Data Reduction and Prediciton Techniques for High Lift Aerodynamic
and Propulsion System Configurations for Short Takeoff Aircraft Design -
Bibliographies)
May, F.; Widdison, C. A.
71N29335 22 pages
Calculation Methods for Unsteady Airforces of Tandem Surfaces and
T-Tails in Subsonic Flow
(Numerical Analysis of Aerodynamic Loads and Coefficients for Tandem
and T-Tail Surfaces Harmonically Oscillating in Subsonic Flow)
Davis, D. E.
In AGARD Symp. on Unsteady Aerodynamics for Aeroelastic Analyses of
Interfering Surfaces, Part I, 1971.
71N21973 NASA-TN-D-6243 11 pages
Charts for Predicting the Subsonic Vortex-Lift Characteristics of
Arrow, Delta, and Diamond Wings
(Predicting Aerodynamic Characteristics of Arrow, Delta, and Diamond
Wing Platforms Using Prandtl-Glauert Transformation)
Polhamus, E. C.
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71N20115 80 pages
Calculation of the Three-DimensionalPotential Flow AroundLifting
Non-PlanarWingsand a Wing-BodiesUslng a Surface Dlstributlon of
Quadrilateral Vortex-Rings(Numerical Calculation of SteadyThree Dlmenslonal Potential Flow
Around Lifting NonplanarAerodynamicConfigurations Basedon Surface
Distribution of Quadrilateral Vortex-Rings)
Maskew,B.
71N13402 ONERA-NT-163 34 pages
In French
Preclse Calculation of UnsteadyAerodynamicPressures in SubsonlcFlow
(Transient Pressures and AerodynamicCoefficients of Rectangular Wings
in Subsonic Flow Using Linear Equations)
Salaun, P.
Office National D-etudes et de RecherchesAerospatiales, Parls, France.
74A18897 3 pages
In German
Investigations ConcerningWing-FuselageInterference in the Caseof
SubsonicVelocity
Koerner, H.; Ahmed,S.R.; Mueller, R.
Dfvlr-Nachrichten, Dec. 197_.
74A17270 18 pages
In German
Nonlinear Airfoil Theory wlth Allowance for GroundEffects --- for
AerodynamicInterference ProblemsSolution
Hummel,D.
_J__j_i?_[j__FuerFlugwissenschaften. Vol. 21, Dec. 1973, p. 425-442.
74A17180 DGLRPaper 33 pages
In German
The Effect of WingPlanform Modifications on the AerodynamicPerformances
of Fighter Aircraft
Staudacher, W.
Oesterreichlsch_ Gesellschaft Fuer WeltraumforschungUndFlugkoerpertechnlk
and DeutscheGesellschaft Fuer Luft-Und Raumfahrt,GemeinsameJahrestagung,
6th, Innsbruck, Austria, Sept. 24-28, 1973.
74A11606 SAEPaper 730876 9 pages
NowAirfoil Sections for General Aviation Aircraft --- Cruising and Flap
DevelopmentTests
Wentz, W. H., Jr.
Society of Automotive Engineers, National AerospaceEngineering and
Manufacturing Meeting, Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 16-18, 1973.
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162. 73A43028 11 pages
In German
The Panel Method for the Calculation of the Pressure Distribution on
Missiles in the Subsonic Range
Kraus, W.; Sacher, P.
Zeitschrlft Fuer Flu_wissenschaften, Vol. 21, Sept. 1973, p.301-311.
163. 73A41192 13 pages
The Aerodynamic Development of the Wing of the A 300B
Mcrae, D.M.
Aeronautical Journal, Vol. 77, July 1973, p. 367-379.
164. 73A38007 4 pages
Prediction of the Lift and Moment on a Slender Cylinder-Segment Wing-Body
Combination
Crowell, K.R.; Crowe, C.T.
Aeronautical Journal, Vol. 77, June 1973, p. 295-298.
165. 73A34676 SAE Paper 730318 25 pages
Applications of Advanced Aerodynamic Technology to Light Aircraft
Crane, H.L.; McGhee, R.J.; Kohlman, D.L.
Society of Automotive Engineers, Business Aircraft Meeting Wichita,
Kan., Apr. 3-6, 1973.
166.
167.
168.
73A32819 49 pages
In French
Calculation of the Characteristics of Tail Fins in the Vortical Field of
a Wing
Yermia, M.
Association Aeronautique et Astronautlque de France, Colloque D'Aero-
dynamique Appliquee, 9th, Saint-Cyr-L'Ecole, Yvellnes and Paris, France,
Nov. 8-10, 1972.
73A25490 AIAA Paper 73-353 I0 pages
Application of Computer-Aided Aircraft Design in a Muitidisclplinary
Envlronment
Fulton, R.E.; Sobieszczanski, J.; Storaasll, 0.; Landrum, E.J.;
Loendorf, D.
AIAA, ASME, and SAE, Structures, Structural Dynamics, and Materials
Conference, 14th, Williamsburg, Va., Mar. 20-22, 1973.
73A23856 32 pages
Transonic Airfoils - Recent Developments In Theory, Experlment, and
Design
Nieuwland, G.Y.; Spee, B.M.
In Annual Review of Fluld Mechanics. Volume 5. (A73-23851 10-12)
Palo Alto, Calif., Annual Reviews, Inc., 1973, p. 119-150.
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169.
170.
171.
73A1419 2 pages
Lift of Wing-Body Combination
Yang, H. T.
AIAA Journal, Vol. 10, Nov. 1972, p. 1535, 1536.
74N21645 AD-775538 MDC-J5831 277 pages
Analytical Studies of Two-Element Alrfoil Systems
James, R.M.
Interim Report, Feb. 1971 - Dec. 1973.
74N21635 NASA-TN-D-7579 15 pages
On the Use of Thlck-Airfoil Theory to Design Airfoll Famllles In Whlch
Thickness and Lift are Varied Independently
Barger, R.L.
172.
173.
174.
175.
74N20694 AD-774430 91 pages
Addition of an Arbitrary Body Analysls Capablllty to the Boeing TEA
236 Finite Element Computer Program
Westphal, J. L.
M.S. Thesis
Air Force Inst. of Tech., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohlo. (School of
Engineering)
74N18654 AGARD-R-614 20 pages
Interferlng Lifting Surfaces In Unsteady Subsonic Flow Comparison
Between Theory and Experiment
Becker, J.
Presented at 37th AGARD Structures and Mater. Panel Meeting, The Hague,
7-12 Apr. 1973.
74N17707 41 pages
In German; English Summary
Reciprocal Influence of a Body of Finlte Length and a Wlng at Mld-Wlng
Position at Subsonlc Speed
Gregoriou, G.
Avail. Ntis HC $5.25; Bundeswehramt, Bonn 30 DM
74N13674 24 pages
Reynolds Number Effects at Low Speeds on the Maximum Lift of
Two-Dimensional Aerofoil Sections Equipped wlth Mechanical High Llft
Devices
Thaln, J.A.
In Natl. Res. Council of Can. Quart. Bull. of the Div. of Mech. Eng.
and the Natl. Aeron. Estab. p. 1-24 (see N74-13673 04-34)
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176.
177.
178.
179.
180.
181.
74N11821 NASA-TN-D-7428 71 pages
Low Speed Aerodynamic Characteristics of a 17 Percent Thick Airfoil
Section Designed for General Aviation Applications
McGhee, R.J.; Beasley, W.D.
74N11815 NASA-TT-F-15183 25 pages
Calculation of Flows Around Zero Thickness Wings with Evolutive Vortex
Sheets
Rehbach, C.
Transl. into English from Rech. Aerosp. (France), No. 2,
Mar. - Apr. 1972, p. 53-61.
74NI0019 NASA-CR-2344 97 pages
The Effects of Leading-Edge Serrations on Reducing Flow Unsteadiness
About Airfoils, an Experimental and Analytical Investigation Final
Report
Schwind, R.G._ Allen, H.J.
73N26000 NASA-TT-F-14959 42 pages
Airfoil Profiles in a Critical Reynolds Number Region
(Force Measurements and Pressure Distributions on Three Gottinger
Airfoil Profiles Druing Transition From Laminar To Turbulent Boundary
Layer Flow)
Kraemer, K.
Transl. into English from Soderdruck Aus der Z. Forsch. Auf Dem Gebiete
des Ingenieurwesens' ' (West Germany), V. 27, No. 2, 1961, p. 33-46.
73N25002 ARC-R/M-3180 19 pages
Observations of the Flow Over a Two Dimensional 4 Percent Thick Aerofoil
At Transonic Speeds
(Wind Tunnel Tests to Determine Pressure Distributions for Four Percent
Thick, Circular ARC, Biconvex Airfoll at Transonic Speeds)
Henshall, R.D.; Cash, R. F.
In ARC Aerodyn. Res., Including Heating, Airfoils, and Boundary Layer
Studies, Vol. I, p. 63-81 (see N73-24999 16-01).
73N24040 AD-757813 81 pages
An Exact Method of Designing Airfolls with Given Velocity Distribution in
Incompressible Flow An Extension of the Lighthill and Arlinger Methods
(Application of Conformal Mapping Procedures for Designing Airfoil
Shapes with High Design Lift Coefficients) Final Report
Strand, T.
15 Jun. - 15 Dec. 1972.
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182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
73N24000 ARC-R/M-3238 40 pages
The Pressure Distribution on Two-Dlmensional Wlngs Near the Ground
(Numerical Analysls of Pressure Distrlbution In Incompresslble Flow
on Two-Dimensional Airfoils Near Ground)
Bagley, J.A.
In ARC Res. Progr. on Aerodyn. Heating, Airfoils, Wings, and Alrcraft
During 1960, Vol. I, p. 79-118 (see N73-23995 15-01).
73N22977 NASA-CR-112297 233 pages
An Analytical Study for the Design of Advanced Rotor Alrfolls
(Design and Evaluation of Two Airfoils for Helicopter Rotors for
Reduction of Rotor Power Requirements)
Kemp, L.D.
73N21914 AD-755480 MDC-J5679-01 166 pages
Calculation of Potential Flow About Arbitrary Three-Dimensional
Lifting Bodies
(Development of Method for Calculating Potential Flow about Arbitrary
Lifting Three-Dimensional Bodies with Emphasis on Bound Vorticlty and
Application of Kutta Condition) Final Technical Report
Hess, J.L.
73N21907 NASA-TN-D-7183 41 pages
Low-Speed Wind Tunnel Investigation of A Semispan Stol Jet Transport
Wing Body with an Upper Surface Blown Jet Flap
(Wind Tunnel Tests to Determine Static Longitudinal Aerodynamic
Characteristics of Jet Transport Wing-Body with Upper Surface Blown Jet
Flap for Lift Augmentation)
Phelps, A.E., Ill; Letko, W.; Henderson, R.L.
73N21054 7 pages
Wake Characteristics of a Two-Dimensional Symmetric Aerofoil
(Generation of Aerodynamic Noise by Turbulent Wake Behind Rotary
Wing Airfoil and Relationship to Drag and Lift Coefficients)
Kavrak, I.
In AGARD Aerodyn. Rotary Wings (see N73-21031 12-02)
73N20995 198 pages
An Analysis of the Design of Airfoil Sections for Low Reynolds Numbers
(Design of Airfoil Sections for Low Reynolds Numbers Based on Requirement
to Achieve Transition Upstream of Major Adverse Pressure Gradient)
Miley, S.J.
Ph.D. Thesis
Mississippi State Univ., State College. Avail Univ. Microfilms
Order No. 72-20272.
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188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
73N16283 AD-751075 MDC-J5713 63 pages
A New Family of Airfoils Based on the Jet-Flap Principle
(Air Foils Based On Utilization of Jet-Flap Principle)
Bauer, A.B.
Technical Report, Apr. 1971-Apr. 1972.
73N15992 AD-751045 116 pages
Circulation Control By Steady and Pulsed Blowing for a Cambered
Elliptical Airfoil
(Short Takeoff Aircraft Llft Augmentation and Prevention of Airflow
Separation on Cambered Ellipitical Airfoil Section Using Circulation
Control)
Walters, R.E.; Myer, D.P.; Holt, D.J.
73N15050 DLR-FB-72-63 42 pages
In German; English Summary
Theoretical Parameter Studies of Wing-Fuselage Combinations
(Prediction Analysis Method to Determine Influence of Geometry
Parameters on Aerodynamic Characteristics of Body-Wing Configuration)
Koerner, H.
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt Fuer Luft- und Raumfahrt,
Brunswick (West Germany). (Abteilung Fuer Theoretische Aerodynamik.)
Avail. Ntis HC $4.25; Dfvlr. Porz, West Ger. 11DM.
73N15010 16 pages
The Effect of Leading Edge Geometry on High Speed Stalling
(Aerodynamic Configurations of Swept Wings to Improve Lift Performance
at Stall in Higher Range of Subsonic Speeds)
Moss, G.F.; Haines, A.B.; Jordon, R.
In AGARD Fluid Dyn. of Aircraft Stalling (see N73-14998 06-02).
73N15009 12 pages
A Simplified Mathematical Model for the Analysis of Multielement Airfoils
Near Stall
(Development of Procedure for Determining Characteristics of High Lift
Systems Where Viscous Effects Dominate)
Bhateley, I.C.; Bradley, R.G.
in AGARD Fluid Dyn. of Aircraft Stalling (see N73-|4998 06-02_.
73N15008 12 pages
The Low Speed Stalling of Wings With High Lift Devices
(Analysis of Aerodynamic Stall Characteristics of Wing Sections With
High Lift Devices in Two-Dimenslonal Flow)
Foster, D.N.
In AGARD Fluid Dyn. of Aircraft Stalling (see N73-14998 06-02).
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194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
73N15007 27 pages
Aerodynamicsin High Lift Airfoil Systems(Analysis of AerodynamicProcessesOccurring in Flow Past Unpowered
Multi-Element Airfoils in High Lift Attitude)
Smith, A.M.O.
in AGARDFluid Dyn. of Aircraft Stalling (see N73-1499806-02).
73N14998 AGARD-CP-I02 342 pages
Partly in English and Partly in French
Fluid Dynamicsof Aircraft Stalling(Proceedings of Conferenceon Fluid Dynamicsof Aircraft Stalling to
Include Stall and Post-Stall AerodynamicCharacteristics of Various
Military Aircraft)
Advisory Group for AerospaceResearchand Development,Paris (France)
Avail. Ntis HC$19.25
Presented at Fluid Dyn. Panel Specialists Meeting, Lisbon, 25-28 Apr. 1972.
73N14051 AD-749726 FTD-HT-23-181-72 36 pages
Application of the Wing ImpulseTheory to the Determination of Propeller
Slip Stream Influence on WingAerodynamicCharacteristics(Wing ImpulseTheory Applied to Determination of Propeller Slipstream
Influence on WingAerodynamicCharacteristics, Using Airfoil of Finlte
Span)
Kopylov, G.N.Transl. into English from Tr. VyssheeAvlationnoe Uchilishche
Grazhdanskii Aviatsil (USSR),No. 24, 1965, p. 24-43.
73N14043 AD-749485 AFFDL-TR-72-96-PT-2 86 pages
Developmentof Theoretical Methodfor Two-DimensionalMulti-Element
Airfoil Analysls and Design. Part 2 Leading-EdgeSlat DesignMethod
(ComputerProgramfor Designing Leading EdgeSlats for Producing
Specified Pressure Distribution on Maln Airfoil)
McGregor,O.W.; McWhirter, J.W.
Final Report, 24 May1971- 12Jun. 1972.
73NI0242 AD-740124MCD-J5264-VOL-2 310 pages
Investigation of AerodynamicAnalysis Problemsin Transonic Maneuvering.
Volume2 Airfoil Analysis ComputerProgram
(Developmentof ComputerProgramfor Analyzing Mono-Elementand Multi-
ElementAirfoils at Subsonic Speedwith Attached Air Flow - Vol. 2)
Gentry, A,E.
Final Report, Jun. 1970- Aug. 1971.
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